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Introduction 

The former US Cha irman of the Joint Ch iefs of Staff, General Peter Pace, Un ited 
States Marine Corps (USMC), in his assessment of the Quadrennial Defense 
Review (QDR) 2006, remarked that " [a]ny attempt to predict the future security 
environment of2025 is inherently d ifficult . . .  G iven the dynamics of chan ge over 
t ime, we must develop a m ix of agile and flexible capab il it ies to mit igate uncer
tainty."' He also noted that the QDR acknowled ges that "victory in this long war 
depends on information, perception, and how and what we communicate as much 
as [the] appl icat ion of k inetic effects."' While General Pace's immediate reference 
was to the war on terrorism, the sense of uncertainty and indeterminacy that per
meates h is assessment points to the grow in g reco gn it ion that "victory" is as tran
s ient as the other elements that const itute th is emergin g  cond ition. When 
considered in the context of the rationally predictable security calculus of the now 
fadin g  Cold War strategic parad igm, this reco gn ition represents a d istinct shift in 
how global m il itaries - part icularly the US m il itary and defense establ ishment -
have begun to perceive the emergin g  strate gic environment. The 2006 QDR 
descr ibes th is shift in the follow in g  terms : 

From a peacetime tempo- to a wartime sense of urgency 
From a time ofreasonable predictability- to an era of surprise and uncerta inty 
From s in gle-focused threats - to complex challen ges 
From nation-state threats- to decentral ized network threats 
From conduct in g war against nat ions - to conductin g war in countries we are 
not at war w ith (safe havens) 
From large institutional forces (tail) - to more powerful operat ional capab il i
t ies (teeth).' 

What is interestin g about this descript ion is that perhaps for the first time in the h is
tory of the modem military, the m il itary machine - a state-owned and run appara 
tus- is explicitly thinkin g ofand, in some cases, even operat in g outs ide the orb it of 
the State. Thus, the QDR 2006 refers to, am011g other thin gs, the shift "from nat ion
state threats - to decentral ised network threats" and of"conductin g  wars in coun
tr ies we are not at war with." 
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For defense, security, and mil itary strate gists- workin g in the context of the late 
twentieth-century Revolut ion in M il itary Affa irs ( RMA), the emergin g theor ies 
and doctrines of Network-Centr ic Warfare (NCW), and of the ir not-so-encourag
in g applicat ion on the battlefields of the twenty-first century- th is poses a problem 
of immense strate gic si gnificance. At the heart of the matter l ies the concern that the 
shift which the 2006 QDR refers to may not s imply be an indicator of the changin g  
character of war, it could also be an int imation that perhaps the hitherto inextrica
ble connection between war and "the polit ical" may be increas in gly becomin g  ten
uous. Thus, the questions that confront these theor ists and strategists of war are 
noth in g  less than the following: What if, in its most extrava gant, uninhibited and 
ori ginary sense, war does not serve the State? In other words, what if war "is not an 
instrument ofany kind, least o fall a pol itical one "?' Further, what if, war is noth in g  
less, but also noth in g  more, than a metamorphosis o f  forces; their relative decom
pos it ion from strate gic ensembles and purposes, towards tact ical fra gments and in i
tiatives? These, in turn, lead to a series of increasingly d isturb in g quest ions such as: 
What ifthe otherness "of war to the pol it ical" is l ike that "of the unc ircumscr ibed to 
the field of its potential circumscr ipt ion"?' What if war is "absolutely" immanent, 
that is to say, what if war is not only immanent to particular c ircumscript ions - the 
State, the pol itical, the human, etc. - but, more importantly, it is immanent in 
itself?' 

Of course, the majority of the theor ists and strategists of war do not cons ider 
these questions and concerns in prec isely this way. Instead, they opt to ask and 
investi gate more practical questions such as: Are developments in the emer gin g 
fields o flnformat ion and Communicat ion Technologies (ICTs) and the "new sci
ences" (chaos theory, the complex ity and nano-scale sciences, molecular biolo gy, 
etc.) subvertin g the canonical sanctity of the Clausewitzian regime of thou ght? Is 
our growin g  experience of the so-called Global War on Terror( ism) ( GWOT) frac
turing the h itherto seemin gly stab le and near-universal Clausewitz ian parad igm of 
war? Are our exper iences in the emergin g  net-centr ic battlespace rendering the 
Clausewitzian theorizat ion of war and combat unrecognizable? There is, however, 
no mistak in g  the fact that behind the fa 9ade ofthese seem in gly practical quest ions, 
that what is really at stake is: 

[H ]ow . . .  [do] . . .  we conceive o fbeing [and more importantly, of becoming] 
when the differential-space between the or ganic and the machinic [ in a l imited 
sense, the technologica l] dissolves . . .  when reality is folded into virtual ity, 
when the body morphs, and computer networks suck knowled ge into a digital 
monad? [Jn other words,] .. . [h]ow do we th ink if th inking is chaot ic at its 
core?7 

The import of these questions notwithstandin g, they are, more o ften than not, dis
missed w ithout a second thou ght. ' The principal reason for such a summary d is
m issa l is because they are regarded as bein g fanc iful speculat ions that run aga inst 
the gra in ofnot s imply the study of war and its conduct, but a lso because they, albe it 
indirectly, purport to interro gate the foundationa l principles that underwrite our 
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conceptualization and understanding of International Relations and of what it 
means "to be political." But as our most recent experiences at the strategic, opera
tional, and tactical levels of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan show, despite the 
increasingly widespread and near-ubiquitous use of !CT-enabled weapon
platforms and sophisticated systems-enabling planning and analysis tools we 
remain none the wiser about how to deal with "the unknowns." Of course, the more 
conservative theorists and strategists would see in this the affirmation of their core 
tenet that the nature of war is immutable and that "the unknowns," as Clausew itz 
theorized, are an intrinsic and integral element of the phenomenon of war and thus 
would have to be eff iciently "managed." Regardless, however, the question still 
stands : Are we at what Ansell Pearson refers to as a "weird point in history" where 
the onto-thanato-politico architectonic of war (as we know it) is increasingly prov
ing insu fficient to deal with the "unknown unknowns?" 

Approaching the problematic of war 

A general survey ofthe cu rrent literature on war and its conduct shows that there are 
two primary views regarding NCW. For the more conservatively inclined, NCW is 
simply the mode of operability that accompanies the digitization of the conduct of 
war.9 This point of view holds that while strategy, operations, and tactics may be 
executed more efficiently -perhaps even differently-with the help of high-speed 
ICTs (that is to say, if they are digitized), war - the martial context in which these 
actions take place-remains axiomatic, immutable and a priori.10 In other words, it 
is suggested, "[t]here appears to be a unity to all strategic experience, regardless of 
period, polity, or technology" '' and history, from this point of view, is the reservoir 
of approximate-precedents attesting to the claim that while the character of war is 
subje ct to change, its nature must be, indeed is, eternal. " For the conservative the
orists, NCW thus represents merely one such change in the character ofwar.13 

The more radi cal proponents of the theories ofNCW, however, assert that "[a ]  
cursory look into the development of some of the most time-honoured ideas that 
comprise the principles [of war] will f ind historical contexts that are completely 
foreign to us today." " Buoyed by the productive (which in some cases turn out to 
be debilitative) capabilities offered by emerging ICTs, the proponents of NCW 
suggest that an awareness, that is to say, the experience, of these changes "will, in 
the coming decade . . .  unfetter us from the requirement to be synchronous in time 
and space . . . ".15 They insist that the "time we live in [is] unlike any other, a time 
when the pace of change demands that we change . . .  it is a time when our analysis 
methods are becoming less and less able to shed light on the choi ces we face."1 6 
Thus, while discussing these "new dynamics and attributes of conflict," or simply, 
of"war," in the Information Age, Arquilla and Ronfeldt note that: 

[T]he information revolution is altering the nature of conflict a cross the spec
trum . . .  First, this revolution is favouring and strengthening network forms of 
organization, often giving them an advantage over hierarchical forms . . .  
Second, as the information revolution deepens, the conduct and outcome of 
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confl icts increas in gly . . .  revolve around "knowled ge" . . .  Adversar ies are 
learning to emphasize " info rmat ion operat ions" and percept ion mana gement . 
. . These propos it ions cut across the entire confl ict spectrum (and thus) 
Information-age threats are l ikely to be more diffuse, d ispersed, mult i
d imensional, non-l inear, and amb iguous.17 

They conclude their assessment by su ggesting that: 

[F]or myriad ofreasons, the world is enter in g- indeed, it has already entered
a new epoch of conflict (and crime). This epoch will be defined not so much by 
whether there is more or less conflict than before, but by new dynamics and 
attributes ofconflict . . .  [C]hanges w ill involve h igh-tech sensors and weapons 
that can enable both stand-off and close- in swarm in g attacks . . .  The prota go-
n ists . . .  w ill be more w idely d ispersed . . .  more decentralized . . .  and more sur-
reptitious. Offense and defense will be blended. The temporal and spat ial 
d imens ions of confl ict w ill be compressed.18 

G iven th is operat ional spread - unlike in the Industr ial A ge when war and the 
battlefield were primarily located at the s ite of the physical and the ideolo gical, in 
the Informat ion A ge - spannin g across three domains indentified as the physical, 
the cognitive, and the informat ional19 - war, it is contended, has taken on a r icher, 
deeper, wider, and omni-d imens ional mean in g.2 0 Thus, when, amon g others, 
Arqu illa and Ronfeldt d iscuss th is "new epoch of confl ict" - in te rms of cyberwar 
and netwa r" -there is no m istak ing the fact that for them war- in the D igital-Info 
A ge -wh ile bein g  grounded w ith in the polit ical and enabled by the technological, 
is a matter of" in-formation.'"' Th is suggests a subtle, but s ign ificant, sh ift in the 
understanding of war. It is also an intellectual project that is often suspected and 
accused of attempt in g to d istort and, in the more extreme cases, even make irrele
vant the canon ical sanct ity of the Clausewitzian, sub-polit ical, understand in g 
of war. 

Further, the more radical theor ists ofNCW seem to- indeed, intend to-deliber
ately conflate war and the battlespace. The p icture that they paint of war/battle
space in the twenty-first century largely cons ists of exponentially prol iferatin g  
ensembles of a d iverse set of weapon-platforms coupled with networked comput
ers process in g data at petaflop speed. " When coupled w ith a myriad ofcross-spec
trum data /information-acquis it ion sensors, these technolo gical ensembles act as 
receptacles and transmitters of informat ion operat ing at the speed ofl ight. 24 In such 
"technological valhallas," the trad it ional ind icators of speed and t ime are expected 
to collapse onto and into each other thus renderin g the more fam iliar gaps between 
the strate gist's projections, the general's map table, and the battle increasin gly 
obsolete. As a consequence, in battlespace (or war) ofthe twenty-first century, it is 
asserted, the hunter and the hunted, the here and the there, and the actual and the vir
tual are experienced and projected as complex-becom in gs, that is to say, they are 
always becoming in-distinguishable. 25 This goes some way to expla in why some 
military theorists and scholars of strate gy and war are urgin g  for the abandon in g of 
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the parad igm in which "we still pers ist in studyin g  a type of warfare that no longer 
ex ists and that we shall never fi ght a ga in." 26 Indeed others, l ike Szafransk i, when 
d iscussing war in the A ge of Information, even call for different modes of response 
to what he suggests are the emer gin g epistemolo gical challen ges that modem-day 
gove rnments and societies have to contend w ith.27 It is, therefore, not uncommon to 
hear re iterated that war - battlespace - is the most complex phenomenon of the 
twenty-first century and, as such, it po ints to the emergence /product ion of a new 
"strategic commons. "28 

In the l iterature on modem war and strate gy it is also common to find these two 
v iews generally oppos in g  each other. It is worth po intin g out, however, that th is 
oppos ition is rather decept ive at a number of interesting levels. Thus, for example, 
a closer look at the somet imes caustic and an imated debates that ra ge between these 
supposedly d iffer in g points of v iew shows that they actually share a common imag
inat ion where in war, conceptually and as a phenomenon, remains an affair of the 
State and is necessar ily conceived of, contextualized with in, and expressed as a 
pol itical event.29 In this, the martial imagination of the proponents of the NCW 
thesis, and that of their conservat ive counterparts, remains captive to the State's 
abil ity ( in the context of "the political") to imagine, articulate, own, control, and 
mana ge, being martial. 30 Thus, it could be said, when cons idered in the context 
of the ubiquitous emergence and prol iferat ion of ICTs in the domain of war and 
its conduct, that ifthere is indeed an epistem ic shift-as some of the NCW theorists 
suggest is the case - then it is at best l im ited to one that points to a transformat ion 
in the understandin g of the conduct of war in terms of mass, force, and speed, to 
one that pr iorit izes information-flows, gr ids and meshes, and effects-based 
operations. 

In a recent and well received book that investigates the importance and growin g  
use of robots in war, Peter Singer decr ies the late Admiral Arthur Cebrowski who 
headed the O ffice of Force Transformat ion and the former US Secretary of 
Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, as being "false prophets" given the ir ins istence and 
single-minded approach to develop in g and implement in g the project of force trans
format ion and the principles ofNCW.31 While it is not necessary for us to contest 
S in ger's opin ion, we will, however, suggest that these two ind iv iduals - dur in g  
some of the darkest moments in recent U S  h istory- spearheaded a project of some 
ph ilosoph ical sign ificance. Much of what they attempted to articulate and imple
ment was, of course, obscured by the c ircumstances under wh ich the former 
Secretary of Defense had to qu it his o ffice and by the untimely dem ise of the 
Admiral. Yet, neither the ambition, nor the import of what prec isely they were 
attempt in g  to do can be i gnored. 

Take, for example, what Secretary Rumsfeld had publ icly expressed in 2002. 
Among other things, he had said that: 

[W]e need to chan ge not only the capab ilities at our disposal, but also how we 
think about war. All the h i-tech weapons in the world w ill not transform the US 
Armed Forces unless we transform the way we think, the way we train, the way 
we exercise and the way we fight.32 
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Further, in the context of the force transformation project, he had added " 

one . . . not only anticipates the future, but also seeks to create it."33 The Admiral, 
expanding on the force transformation project, noted that: 

Transfonnation is foremost a continuing process. It does not have an end point. 
Transformation is meant to create or anticipate the future. Transformation is 
meant to deal with the co-evolution of concepts, processes, organizations and 
technology. Change in any one of these areas necessitates change in all. 
Transformation is 1neant to create new competitive areas and new competen
cies. Transfonnation is meant to identify, leverage and even create new under
lying principles for the way things are done. Transformation is meant to 
identify and leverage new sources of power. The overall objective of these 
changes is simply -sustained . . .  advantage in warfare. 34 

A closer look at the words of the Secretary and the Admiral indicates that the strate
gic object of war identified by them reveals itself as a composite of two "lines of 
flight" that are of interest to us. First - the one that lends itself to some semblance 
of instrumentalization by the State-is the production, maintenance, and expansion 
of strategic ensembles (futures, the State, the political, NCW, etc.) or, of efficiently 
managing a potentially unstable matrix that links people, processes, organizations, 
and technologies. This, to all intents and purposes, is the political object of war. 
The second, however, is a more problematic one for it premises itself on what can 
best be described as a "haptic" understanding of war," which the Admiral crypti
cally expressed by noting that "relocating the human on the battlefield could 
change eve1ything. "36 The NCW theorists are themselves often at pains to express 
this (and in some cases to even come to grips with it). Thus, we find leading NCW 
theorists such as Alberts, Garstka, and Stein - invoking the Santa Fe Institute's 
research into complex adaptive systems-attempting to articulate their understand
ing of war and its conduct in terms of"coevolution."37 In their words, they "apply 
this logical construct [coevolution] to the domain of warfare where concepts of 
operation coevolve in response to changes in their ecosystem."38 Admiral 
Cebrowski, expanding on this, further added: "combining new technology with 
new operational concepts can have [a] profound impact on how information energy 
can be applied on the battlefield."" The Admiral's cryptic words would thus sug
gest that war (battlespace), wherein politico-strategic ambitions and object(ive)s 
take a form and shape, is an environment-in-transformation or an environment that 
is always becoming. 

By emphasizing on, among other things, transformation and on the need to be 
transformational, Admiral Cebrowski thus revealed that the strategic object of war 
within the NCW context is not simply about creating futures - by fabricating and 
deploying strategic ensembles within a specific context - it is also about (re)pro
ducing, commanding, controlling and managing the context wherein such fabrica
tions and deployments take place. Thus the significance of the Admiral's words: 
" ... create new underlying principles/or the way things are done . .

, 
It is in this sense 

that the claims made by the enthusiasts ofNCW - that war in the Information Age 
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is "new" -is, to some extent, just ified for, s ince Clausewitz, th is is arguably the first 
such attempt to transform the very understandin g of war.40 Quite overtly then, these 
NCW th inkers are not s imply attempt in g to pred ict the course offuture war, but are 
also engaged in the des ign in g and fashionin g  of our very imagination, understand
in g, and experience of war. In this way, the theor ists ofNCW are- inadvertently or 
otherwise - sketch in g out, that is to say, drawing, a mov in g  and morphin g d iagram 
oftheirnotion ofa post-human martial corporeal ity not s imply for and in the D igital 
A ge, but as the new and inescapable parad igm of the emergin g network societies of 
the Information A ge. 

But then aga in, we come across the follow in g: 

[T]he F irst Company of the 12th Armored Cavalry Regiment prepared for vir
tual battle . . .  [A ]t the Combined Arms and Tact ical Tra in in g Center (CA T IC) 
in Fort Knox, KY., the troops prepared to enter SIMNET - a v irtual war del iv
ered via network l inks. W ith the almost D isney-like mim icry typical of 
SIMNET operat ions, the warr iors were briefed in an actual field command-post 
. . .  But the exact enemy tactics were obscured by the fog of war . . . Bravo 
Platoon was the first to spot the approachin g  enemy scouts . . .  Bravo Platoon 
saw red and yellow impacts sp ike the ir h illside landscape, and a v ic ious crump 
of hi gh exp losives burst from the Perceptron ics audio simulators. As the 
engagement proceeded, dead men began to show up in the CA T IC video class
room. Inside the s imulators, the ir vis ion blocks had gone suddenly blank w ith 
the onset of virtual death . . .  [I]n CA T IC's v irtual Valhalla, however, a large 
Electrohome video d isplay un it showed a comprehens ive overhead map of the 
ent ire battlefield . . .  [T]he dead tank crews filed into the c lassroom and gazed 
upon the battlefield from a heavenly perspect ive. [T]hey be gan to talk. They 
weren't talkin g  about p ixels, poly gons, baud-rates, Ethernet l ines, or network 
architecture. They were talk in g exclusively about fields of fire, and fall-back 
posit ions, and rad io traffic and ind irect art illery strikes. They weren't d iscuss in g 
"virtual real ity" or anyth in g akin to it. These sold iers were talkin g  war.41 

Th is "war" that the soldiers at the CATTC were engagin g in, albe it "virtually," and 
the conduct ( i.e., m il itary theory as a concept of operat ions) of which that they were 
d iscussin g  has a l ineage that Gat summarizes well. 

[T]he very idea that someth in g called m il itary theory ex isted - or rather was 
very much lackin g  - was the product of the intellectual gospel of the 
Enlightenment . . .  [M ]ode m v iews on the nature of m il itary theory originated 
from the most intensely philosoph ical period in European h istory. They were 
formed in response to the all-pervasive, epoch-makin g, and b itterly confl ictin g  
intellectual cl imates of the Enl ightenment on the one hand, and the Counter 
Enl ightenment or Romanticism on the other.42 

Others, l ike V ictor Hanson Davis - thou gh he traces th is l ineage back to Ancient 
Greece - agree. Thus, it is asserted: 
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the West has achieved military dominance in a variety of ways that transcend 
mere superiority in weapons . . .  the Western way of war is so lethal precisely 
because . . .  Western armies often fi ght with and/or a sense of legal freedom . 
. . Because. free inqui ry and rationalism are Western trademarks . . . [which 
allowed] . . .  over time . . . the resiliency of the Western system of war [to] 
prevail. 43 

Further, Davis su ggests: 

Throu ghout the long evolution of Western warfare there has existed a more or 
less common core of practices that reappears generation after generation, 
sometimes piece-meal, at other times in a nearly holistic fashion, which 
explains why the history of warfare is so often the brutal history of Western 
victory - and why today deadly Western armies have little to fear from any 
force other than themselves.4 4 

It should, therefore, not be surprisin g that despite the pro gressive technologization 
(in this case, di gitalization) of the conduct of war and the pre-occupation with 
uncertainty (i.e., the efforts to address the "friction" and "fo g" of war by incorpo
rating the complexity and non-linear sciences, chaos theory, etc., collectively the 
"new sciences"), 45 the so-called radical transfonnations in military affairs 
described by the visionaries of the NCW project also betray a stron g fealty to an a 
priori organizin g principle. This principle, in li ght ofGat's and Davis's observa
tions, is suggestive of nothin g less than a turn to Reason (in extremis, to a universal 
mathesis)46 and, in this sense, it faithfully follows the lineage of martial thought 
since the A ge of Enli ghtenment. 

Even a cursory glance at a sample of the literature dealing with war, strategy, 
military theory, the RMA thesis, and the network-centric approach to war confirms 
this. It suggests that despite acknowled ging the influence ofICTs on what we have 
traditionally understood as war, we remain beholden to a "human, all too human" 
understanding ofwar-as-such. 47 Thus, l ike much of the prevailing post-human dis
course in which man has remained "at the center ofits narratives [as] the one who 
becomes and the one who owns these becomin gs" 48 war, from at least the seven
teenth century onwards, has essentially remained w ithin a particular philosophico
political architectonic despite the recent tum (kehre)49 to the non-human, that is to 
say, to the di gital, the networked, and the information-led. 

That si gnificant chan ges and trans formations have occurred and are continu in g 
to occur, especially in the US military and warfi ghtin g capability, is incontestable. 
However, none of these apparently startlin g transformations are strictly new or 
even that revolutionary. To appreciate this, however, we will have to look back at 
the in fluence of the Enlightenment-inspired tum to Reason. Thus, for example, we 
could point to how Kant addressed the problem of Reason facin g the challen ge of 
its own legitimacy, particularly, in the form of Reli gion. Takin g recourse to the 
argument of the antinomies and other such maneuvers, Kant's critical attempt was 
to bring Religion to Reason. In this sense, Kant's valiant effort was defensive, 
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which succeeded, but only in terms of keep ing th is ant inomy of Reason at bay.50 In 
the case of the NCW theorists, however, a v iable ar gument is bein g increas ingly 
made which suggests that Reason - organiz in g around !CT-based dependency 
structures - addresses the question of its own genes is successfully, albe it techno
logically. For the NCW theor ists, as we w ill see, Reason points to its empirical 
material ity in technolo gical terms, that is to say, recurs ively. " But there is a s ignif
icant catch to this. What we find is that despite our growing understandin g of war 
in techno- informatic terms, by keepin g bios at the heart of our understandin g, we 
have ensnared war - as a concept - w ith the help of Thanatos. In this, there is no 
d ifference between the conceptual substrates that underl ie what may at first glance 
appear to be the radical -and often outlandish-theories and doctr ines ofNCW and 
the more h istorically- grounded analyses and assessments espoused by the more 
conservative (some would say sober) theor ists of war." 

Even in the Information A ge, where in there has been a movement to discuss war 
in purely technolo gical terms wh ich involves, amon g other thin gs, the collapsing of 
bios and technos into and onto each other, the outcome of this exerc ise ends up 
be in g  "polit ically naive, produc in g a completely re ified grand narrative of technol 
ogy as the true agent and telos ofnatural and ( in)human h istory. "" The matter does 
not end there. As Ansell Pearson po ints out, " it also restr icts technics to anthropos," 
which brin gs us back to a techno-centr ic understandin g of war that is only conceiv
able within an anthropocentric framework. 54 

It is against this back ground that we will investi gate - intu it ively rather than 
empir ically, conceptually rather than practically - the prospects of reimagin in g 
war. Our object ive is s in gular : How can a rene gotiation of the imaginat ion of war 
be initiated, let alone fulfilled? Would not such project that attempts a re-thinking 
of the conceptual foundations of war lead us to the very ed ge of speculative theo
rizin g  - a seemin gly abysmal exercise that throws us into that which Hallward, 
albe it in a d ifferent context, refers to as a space "out of th is world?" 

A f ailure of imagiuatiou: NCW's Limit-Condition 

For the NCW theorists, "response" is the key p ivot around which the concept of 
operations that underp ins the emer gin g theor ies and doctr ines of NCW is or gan
ized. It is important to carefully note the prec ise mean in g  and impl ication of the 
"response" that is under considerat ion here. Strategically speaking, response, in the 
context of the NCW project, is the bringing-forth or revealing of the world as sens
ing. In th is sense, sens in g  and response are co-constitutive of each other and of the 
world, where the world is - in ori ginary terms - stand in g-reserve. 

Now, Heidegger informs us that modem technology, amon g other things, "is a 
reveal in g," but one wh ich is more of a challengin g or a settin g-upon of nature to 
"supply energy which can be extracted and stored as such. "55 Th is extract ion and 
stora ge of"energy" is the ge-stelling of force- by ex haustin g its ener gy (its inten
s ity)-thereby enabl in g  its "extract ion and storage." The interestin g  thing to note is 
that what is extracted and stored, wh ich Heide gger refers to as "standin g-reserve," 
is poss ible when chan ge/nature is already subjected to calculat ive reason for it is 
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only then that change /nature can respond to such a challenge.56 In Heidegger's 
terms, therefore, for modem technology to set-upon nat ure to supply energy, nature 
would itself have to stand-reserve and allow energy to be extracted from it. Thus, 
for the emerg ing theories ofNCW the crit ical network is the one that enmeshes the 
three domains of the Cognit ive, Informational, and Phys ical. Th is is the center of 
gravity of the NCW project and the means by wh ich it attempts to, as St iegler puts 
it, "constitute the gestell (frame) ofnat ure and of human ity through calculation."" 
G iven this, the criticality of sense and respond operations that form the bulwark of 
NCW theor ies is understandable. To Sense and Respond, w ith in the NCW con
struct, therefore, is to/the br ing( ing)-forth that what is stand ing-reserve. That 
which is brought-forth is force sans force-intensity. This is the force of the State
apparatus-be it a State or a war machine -and our commonplace understanding of 
war is an expression of this force. 

Adm ittedly, th is already marks a s ign ificant departure from how war and its con
duct has been and, in most cases, cont inues to be thought of and engaged in. But the 
sign ificance of this departure, particularly in the NCW context, is more of ten than 
not (mis)understood, pr imarily, in terms of its instrumental techn ic ity. This has led 
to the percept ion that NCW may be an express ion of how the technolog ical is the 
"sensing-as-response" that del ivers the promise of "calculative reason." In other 
words, for the NCW theories, sensing (understood as br ing ing-forth), as a response, 
serves not only as the event-horizon of"sensing-as-such" but also of"response-as
such." It is, therefore, not surpris ing to find that for the NCW theor ists, the quest ion 
of the manageabil ity of bringing -forth- in the form ofa response to sensing- is of 
critical importance. In this sense, the understanding of "technology" is not only 
instrumental but also manager ial. This perspective gains credence when cons id
ered in l ight of de Landa's assertion that the central theme of modem warfare was 
and remains logist ics and not strategy or tact ics." Interestingly, th is does not mark 
a depart ure from how warfare s ince the Enlightenment has been understood - it is 
merely a technologically different mode of being martial. In this way, the net-cen 
tric warrior - l ike his predecessors - essentially remains a technological and man
ageable being. 

Further, the co- inc idental confluence oflCTs, b io-technolog ies, and war can be 
sa id to, albe it ind irectly, reflect a map-less space which the NCW war machine is 
increas ingly strategiz ing to code - Deleuze would say, to striate or to grid" - tech
nologically. These are expressions of, or, more precisely, a response to a concern 
that, however fa int, when considered in the context of the history of mil itary thought, 
has always been in ev idence - thus, for example, the Clausewitz ian d iscuss ions on 
the fog and friction of war and Moltke's ins istence on the fact that "no plan survives 
contact" are cases in point. In today's emerging infonnational ized battlespace, 
these concerns - these eruptions, interruptions, and intervent ions - and the ir 
management are assuming a very mater ial and, in this sense, d ifferent express ion. @ 

In keeping with this, as the l iterature ind icates, one finds the NCW project 
revolving around concepts such as Dominant Battlespace Knowledge (DBK), 
Shared Awareness (SA), and other such "collective consciousness" constructs in 
and of the battlespace.61 This is symptomat ic of the fact that sensing-as-response, in 
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the context of the calculative framework ofNCW's center of gravity, is predicated 
on and by an "enframing" (Ge-ste/(), which is limited /bound by the calculative 
framework of Reason within which sensin g-as-response takes place. The key point 
to note is that the "challen gin g" that we referred to earlier takes place within this 
Ge-stel/ which is responded to and by that what is standin g-reserve which, as we 
have seen, is force without intensity. In this sense, sensing-as-response is the eter
nally recurring production - brin gin g-forth - of the Same. As lon g as the center of 
gravity of the NCW project- as a war machine- is the Ge-ste/l where force bereft 
of intensity is standing-reserve, this works. 

However, as Nietzsche infonns us, force is 

a monsterof energy, without beginning, without end . . .  increasin g here and at 
the same time decreasin g there . . .  flowin g and rushing to gether, eternally 
chan gin g, eternally floodin g back . . .  most turbulent . . .  most contradictory . . .  
a becomin g that knows no satiety (for it has no desire), no dis gust, no weari 
ness . . . .  without goal . . .  without will.62 

In the face of such energy, the Ge-stell of the NCW project, which presumes to 
exhaust force of its intensity is constantly disturbed, dis-placed, de-centered, shat
tered. In other words, we could say that the fog and friction of war that continually 
make t heir presence felt in the di gital (but also the traditional) battlespace, are 
instances of eruptions, which are not simply miscalculations but aspects of Disaster 
. . .  intimations ofnon- griddedormap-less space.63 Critically, forthe NCW project, 
Sense and Response in map-less or non-gridded space lose their traction and sym
metry. They appear riddled with contradictions. Nietzsche's "monster of energy" 
that roils this grid-less space ensures that the causal link that normatively binds 
Sense and Response is continually undermined. This is the Limit-Condition of 
NCW. 

Given this, it is possible, indeed productive, to read the NCW project as a self
organizin g defensive gesture which seeks to secure its center of gravity - mapped 
or gridded space. As such, therefore, while the ethic of the NCW project is that of 
standin g-reserve, its strategic object lies in the mappin g  or griddin g of what 
Deleuze and Guattari refer to as "smooth space" by fabricating strate gic ensembles, 
which are tasked with contendin g with the uncertain, the map-less, the grid-less and 
to brin g them to Reason. Given this, we are compelled to ask: Does NCW strate gize 
the last of what may have been unaccounted for in War-as-a-concept? 

An outline of the book 

It is necessary to emphasize that this study is neither an intellectual history of the 
evolution of the theories of war and combat culminatin g in the emergin g theories of 
NCW nor is it a comprehensive account of the mode ofcombat commonly known 
as NCW. Worthy accounts that deal with such areas of interest already ( over)pop
ulate the shelves of our libraries. Instead, this study is, in its essence, a critical 
en ga gement with the concept of "war" that in its traditional Clausewitzian sense 
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can be and, in some quarters, is being radically problematized by the dramatic 
developments in the dawn of the Information Age_, 

Given that what is at stake-at a fundamental level -is the re-imagination of war 
in conceptual terms, this book, therefore, is designed around three basic themes. 
First, it provides a historical, but also a philosophical, overview of"modem" war 
and military theory since the seventeenth century. The objective of this initial exer
cise is to reveal the force of"a properly conceptual geometry which might be called 
that of rationalism in general"64 and which, in progressively lesser degrees of 
abstractness, takes the form of "the political" and the State thereby underpinning 
and thus presuming to exhaust the concept of war. Second, it describes the project 
of NCW with the aim to highlight that, despite its genesis from a space circum
scribed by "the political," what is philosophically interesting about it cannot be 
reduced to the specificity of the conduct of war- something that the more vocifer
ous of NCW theorists and much of the policy-making community have either 
ignored or missed. Rather, the NCW project's greatest conceptual and philosophi
cal challenge is to intimate us of an "always-already" uninhibited and extravagant 
intensiveness of war that originally in-fonns and is always in excess of the more 
commonplace Clausewitzian notion of war that we are familiar with. And third, it 
undertakes a discussion of this intensiveness of war which is, in Deleuze's words, 
"a differential geometry which tends to ground solutions in the conditions of prob
lems."" It is critical to recognize that the ground of this differential geometry, 
which is "sufficient reason," is "strangely bent: on the one hand it leans towards 
what it grounds, towards fonns of representation; on the other hand, it plunges into 
groundlessness which resists all fonns."66 

When considered in this way, there may appear to be a close resonance between 
the intensiveness of war and that what Heidegger referred to as p olem os. This 
requires a brief clarification. Fried shows us that 

Heidegger's preferred translation forthe Greek wordpolem os is . . .  commonly 
rendered in English as "confrontation" . . .  [which] . . .  is both a struggle 
[kampj] over and an account [thus a communication or m illeilung] of the sense 
of things, but not a naked attempt to impose meaning or dominion; confronta
tion expects and indeed demands resistance . . .  This sense of confrontation . . .  
this con fronting constitutes the fundamental condition of our existence, but not 
in the Darwinian sense of a struggle for existence as the survival of the fittest 
or in a Hobbesian sense of a war of all against all (although such things may 
subsist as aspects ofpolemos).67 

At first glance, the similarity between this Heideggerian understanding ofpolem os 
and the intensiveness of war that we have alluded to may seem strikingly obvious. 
Indeed, as Fried also points out, given the scope ofHeidegger'sp olem os, which is 
both broad and deep, for Heidegger, ''polemos is a name of Being"" and in this 
sense, polemos, for Heidegger, is an ontological concept. Seen in this frame, yes, 
there is a similarity between Heidegger's polemos - as interpreted by Fried - and 
the intensiveness of war to which we wish to draw attention to. However, the point 
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on which we part company with Heidegger i s  on the nature of the implicit con
frontation (struggle [kampj] +communication [mitteilung]) that Heidegger'sp ole
mos entails. Contrary to Heidegger, we will argue for an understanding of war 
where the very notion of confrontation is obviated by the fluidity of the play of 
forces. 

Even a sophisticated account of the polemical nature of Being, as offered by 
Heidegger, by positing confrontation or, more precisely, confront-ing, as being 
constitutive of the fundamental condition of existence, ultimately relies on an 
external distinguishing between sides from one another by the taking up of con
fronting positions in everything from respectful, vigorous debate to trench war
fare.69 The question that must be posed to Heidegger here is whether this 
confront-ing is solely in terms of Being or also ofDasein. Ifwe go by Fried's read
ing, Heidedgger's p olem os "describes not only our own Being, what he calls 
Dasein, but also of Being itself. "70 But repeatedly we find that the access to Being 
as polemos is mediated by the polemical nature ofDasein, which detracts from the 
non-human aspect of Heidegger's polemos and returns it to an anthropic plane. In 
this way, Being is always being thrown-in-the-world. But this also means that 
Heidegger's po/emos is also tainted by anthropos - even if this tainting is ines
timable. Thus, at the least, and as a direct cause of this tainting,p olem os is polemi
cal, but anthropically. 

Given this, it is suggested that the project to re-imagine war is better approached 
in non-human, that is to say, in machinic terms.71 Among other things, this involves 
a de-attachment from Heidegger's Dasein and the abandoning of the anthropic 
plane. It will also involve us in movements that are immanently nomadic that break 
down walls - from the flimsiest (as constructed by the most loosely arranged of 
assemblages) to the most chalky and rigidly rock-like ones (as presented by the 
most densely packed apparatuses and structures) - by re-arranging them. Thus, 
war, considered intensively, is not simply polemos- it is, in an even more originary 
sense, in excess of polemos. 

We should also consider ourselves forewarned that indulging in such an exer
cise, following a Nietzschean refrain, is "dangerous." This is because not only 
would we be creating and appropriating concepts and their associated vocabulary, 
but also because, to do so, we would have to become purely tactical, that is to say, 
let ourselves loose into a condition of"pure becoming." As a consequence, the links 
between this emergent understanding ofourselves and the traditional understand
ing ofthe Human would become more tenuous and distant. Under these conditions, 
it will be appreciated, the commonplace Clausewitzian understanding of war, 
which is subordinated to "the political" and which, in this sense, is dependent on a 
particular understanding of"the human," undergoes a change.72 The mode of oper
ability applicable within such conditions - that which we previously referred to as 
being purely tactical -is best described in terms ofa wandering that takes "the here
ness and nowness of place (and time) with it as unstill reference point[s]."73 It is 
under these conditions that the theories and doctrines of NCW - the technical, 
instrumental, manageable, and thus strategic mode of being-martial, which repre
sent our most recent imagination of war- as a strategic ensemble, de-construct. 
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For our purposes, therefore, to gain an insight into the intensiveness of war it will 
be necessary to experiment with what may appear to be a counter-intuitive mode of 
operability- one that is best described as Sense and Evolve (SAE).74 One way to 
approach SAE-as a mode of operability-is in terms ofan originary technicity, but 
one which is bereft ofany anthropic hues," and which is "impartible, yet It exists as 
if divided in beings: It is known as sustaining beings; and devouring, as well as gen
erating [them]."" Such an operational mode is marked by "seeing in-action in 
action and action in in-action"" where "undertakings are all devoid of plan and 
desire for results . . .  without effort, unaffected by the pairs of opposites, even
minded in success and failure, though acting . . .  not bound,"78 where "there is no 
waste . . .  nor is there production of contrary results,"79 and where the "intellect 
crosses beyond the taint of illusion . . .  regarding things heard and things yet to be 
heard . . .  in-difference. "80 This is nothing less than a becoming- an ebb and flood 
of force - always de-composing strategic ensembles and structures (such as the 
Human, the State, or the MIME complex) - an in-difference that makes a mockery 
of the instrumentality and the managerial functionality that is the hallmark of not 
simply the NCW project, but also of the Clausewitzian understanding of war. This 
is a becoming that the intensiveness of war entails. SAE operations, thus, are oper
able modes in which the theory of material, formal, final, and efficient causes is 
subverted and, as such, are expressions of pure tacticities, that is to say, pure 
becomings which, while being independent of the forms and substances, expres
sions and contents that becomes, nevertheless, co-responds to and with them 
thereby breaking up strategic ensembles into more local and transient tactical ini
tiatives. 

Given this, it may be more productive to approach this study as an extended 
experiment that seeks to interrogate the singularly "thanato-political" premise of 
the prevailing mainstream philosophies and doctrines of war and its conduct, which 
continue to subtly, but unmistakably, inform the theory and doctrines of NCW. 
This exercise should not be misunderstood as being a case of propounding an alter
nate theory of war. Rather, it is one response to the emergent conditions that have 
resulted as war and its conduct find their expression in the Information Age. In 
keeping with the turbulent conditions that are, in many ways, the focus of this study, 
this experiment, therefore, will necessarily be a poly-vocal one that is disruptive 
and subversive to the dominant philosophies and doctrines of war and its conduct 
(and, by implication, to the underlying anthropic principle on which they are 
grounded). 

Thus, to give a brief overview of the content of this study, Chapter 1 provides a 
historico-philosophical summary of modern military thought with the ulterior 
objective of highlighting the emergence of what I, in the following chapter, refer to 
as the "architectonic of war." This, it is suggested, is the framework - conceptual 
and material - within which we commonly understand war and engage in it. To this 
end, our investigations will lead us to closely consider the operative concept of war 
both from a juridical-politico point of view and from the point of view of the evo
lution of military theory, which form the backdrop against which Clausewitz would 
later expound his theory of war. Herein we will see how the ultra-rationalistic 
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accounts of  war and military theory of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 
centuries began to morph into ones that reflected a growing appreciation of the dis
ruptions caused by chance and uncertainty on the battlefield and how this, in tum, 
influenced the theorization of war and its conduct. This chapter closes with a brief 
analysis of the Jominian "art of war," which sets the stage for a detailed and critical 
engagement with the Clausewitzian theory of war in the chapter that follows it. 

By carefully examining pertinent sections of Clausewitz's magnum opus, 
Chapter 2 identifies how the principal Clausewitzian objective of constructing an 
architectonic of war was achieved. It investigates in some detail the key reasons as 
to how and why the Clausewitzian theory of war has proved to be durable to the 
point that it continues to exist as the kernel of the emerging theories ofNCW. The 
objective of this chapter is two-fold. First, it seeks to establish the pioneering 
theoretical, indeed philosophical, effort of Clausewitz by identifying and isolating 
the fundamental philosophical problem that he had to contend with during his the
oretical exercise. Second, it seeks to highlight how this philosophical problem -
which lies embedded within Clausewitz's theory - may be considered as a signa
ture of the intensiveness of war, which Clausewitz, in his own way, did his best to 
keep at bay. 

Chapter 3 maps out a genealogical account of the theories and doctrines ofNCW. 
The objective of this chapter is to highlight the primarily technicist account that 
emerges out of the most common renditions of this emerging form of warfare 
which, in itself, is a commentary on the operative concept and imagination of war 
that is at work in the NCW paradigm. Further it highlights how - despite the claims 
that are made on behalfofNCW as being a "new way of war" -NCW (as a concept 
of operations), at least in the way that it is currently being operationalized is, in 
essence, organized around a patently Clausewitzian philosophical premise. In this 
chapter, we will also look at the strategic imperatives of the NCW concept and of 
its implications in light of the operationaliztion of the theories and doctrines of 
NCW. 

Chapter 4, by co-relating past developments in (traditional) military theory with 
the emerging theorizations on and ofNCW, investigates how the problem posed by 
Thanatos is contained within a patently martial flavour of a universal mathesis. 
Among other things, this will enable us to critically assess the mesh of nets that 
NCW, as a concept, seeks to cast thereby "constituting the gestell (frame) ofnature 
and of humanity through calculation." The key objective of this chapter is to 
highlight how the State-sponsored NCW project - unlike in the case of the 
Clausewitzian theory of war which, while intuiting the intensiveness of war, 
attempted to keep it at bay by means of a variety ofways -proactively and cease
lessly "desires" to capture the intensiveness of war but only to instrumentalize it. As 
we will see, this project is doomed to failure for the "monstrous energy" that char
acterizes the intensiveness of warundermines not only the structural integrity of the 
theories and doctrines ofNCW; it also subverts the dominant and prevailing con
cept of war itself. 

In Chapter 5, we will establish the premise from which the re-imagination of 
war - as a concept - may take place. With the caveat that this is primarily a 
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speculative enterprise that makes no pretention of being a "theory of war," we will 
not only co-opt some of the conceptual tools offered by Deleuze and Guattari and 
re-read some of the principal concepts underwriting the NCW theories and doc
trines, we will also invoke an ancient Indian text - the Bhagavad-Gita - within 
which, we contend, there is operative a radically different imagination of war. 
Additionally, we will have occasion to interrogate the Deleuze-Guattarian thesis 
concerning war machines and the war that they claim "comes from elsewhere." 
Finally, we will take the first tentative steps by means of a set of exploratory and 
speculative propositions - to sketch out one possible way to theorize the intensive
ness of war. 

In the Conclusion we will return to the question of war-as-such and will under
score how the re-imagination of war- in terms of its intensiveness- helps open up 
the concept of war to further modes of problematization. 



1 Prelude to Clausewitz 

The etymological roots of the word "war" - said to have evolved from the late Old 
English ( c. l 050) words "J'rre and were; from the Frankish word *werra; from the 
Proto-Germanic word, *werso (cf. 0.S. werran, 0.H.G. werran, Ger. Verwirren)
convey a sense of confusion, strife, discord, struggle, and violence. It is important 
to recognize this because, when considered in its modern sense, the word "war" 
appears to perform both a descriptive function and a conceptual one. Thus, the 
question arises: How, when, and for what reasons did a phenomenon - marked by 
violence, strife, discord, belligerence, and defiance-become a concept? 

As we will see, the modem concept of war emerged in the late seventeenth cen
tury and was marked by a very specific set of philosophico-historical conditions 
that emerged with the decline of the Age of Religion. From this point onwards, 
among other things, war, as a concept, became inextricably associated - in a pri
marily subservient role - with the State. Thus, what follows is an account of how 
the phenomenon of war- characterized by confusion, strife, discord, struggle and, 
violence - gradually came to be circumscribed within the purview of Reason 
thereby allowing for it to be, in the first instance, rationalized, controlled, and 
regulated. Further, as our review of the more prominent military theories of the Age 
of Reason will show, this rationalization, control, and regulation of war was equally 
reflected on the battlefield. In the process, we will see how the jurists, political the
orists, and military theorists of the time strove-with varying degrees of intensity
to rationalize the conduct of war - both juridico-politically and operationally. 
Taken together, this analysis will highlight how the project to "bring war to 
Reason" evolved. At the same time, this account will also gesture, albeit subtly, to 
the hidden tensions that wracked this project, as it struggled to contain what we 
have previously referred to the intensiveness of war within the circumscription of 
Reason. 

A historico-philosphical background 

"No medieval thinker, no matter how adventurous, could have undertaken Kant's 
construction of a religion within the limits of reason alone - he could have hardly 
imagined it. "1 But this should not suggest that medieval philosophers were any less 
partial to Reason. As Gay points out, "there were many subjects, especially in logic 
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and ontology, which (the medieval) philosophers treated philosophically - that is 
by the sole right of reason."2 What distinguished them, however, from their 
Enlightemnent successors was their conviction that, as Gay puts it, "nothing but the 
divine could penetrate everywhere."' For those who dared to deny the absolute 
transcendence of the Divine, Dante's Inferno-particularly the sixth circle ofhell 
awaited them. Thus, not many could keep the divine in abeyance for too long. 
Indeed, as Gay suggests, "Dante's journey from the Convivio to the Divine 
Comedy mirrors the retreat from critical thinking . . .  "' that marked the Age of 
Religion. This hierarchy of values - this subordination of Reason to the Divine -
was inconceivable to the Enlightenment philosophers for, as Gay highlights, "phi
losophy (for the Age ofEnlightemnent) was autonomous and omnipotent, or it was 
nothing."5 

The Age of Enlightenment was thus characterized by "a decline in mysticism, of 
growing hope for life and trust in effort, in commitment to inquiry and criticism, of 
interest in social reform, of increased secularism, and a growing willingness to take 
risks. "6 This marked the clear ambition of the Age of Enlightenment: an ambition 
which, in Descartes' words, was nothing less than to make men the "masters and 
possessors of Nature."7 Thus, while for the medieval philosophers the limit
horizon of Reason was the Divine, for the philosophers of the Enlightemnent, 
Reason itself was the "tribunal before which all disputes, all differences, were to be 
resolved"8 

Gay suggests that: 

the Enlightenment was not [necessarily] an Age of Reason but a Revolt against 
Rationalism . . .  [and that the Enlightenment's claim] . . .  was in no way a claim 
for the omnipotence ofreason . . .  [contrarily, it was] . . .  a political demand for 
the right to question everything, rather than the assertion that all could be 
known or mastered by rationality.' 

But there are other analyses which contend that while there is some evidence to sup
port Gay's assessment, it nevertheless "fails to recognize that the talk of 'omni
competence of criticism' is itself a manifestation of the �omnipotence of reason', at 
least in its analytic function."'° The Cartesian methodology - premised on the 
Cartesian understanding of the Self- which was essentially schematic in nature in 
so far as it enabled the creation, maintenance and expansion of a tabular fonn of 
representation - a universal mathesis - is a case in point. 

The key element that empowered the rationalistic Cartesian methodology was 
the Cartesian conception of the Self and the implicit, but radical, reflexivity that 
was operative within it. This reflexivity was based on a dualism which was very dis
tinct from the dualism proposed by Plato.1 1  It worked by taking a disenchanted/a
enchanted or "objective" view of the body by affirming the immaterial nature of the 
soul.12 Thus, as Taylor puts it, by repudiating a Cosmic orderofthings, as Plato had 
done, which enabled the realization that an individual's "true nature was a super
sensible soul . . .  [by turning to] . . .  supersensible, eternal, immutable things . . .  
[thus] seeing and understanding the things which surround [the individual] as 
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participating in the Ideas which give them being,"13 the Cartesian conception began 
from the premise that there was no pre-ordained a priori "order ofldeas" and main
tained that "understanding physical reality in terms of such is precisely the . . .  con
fusion between the soul and the material."14 Postulating in this way the separateness 
of the body from the soul enabled Descartes to provide a radically new and differ
ent understanding of Reason and its hegemony over (bodily) passions.1' This 
understanding of Reason-premised on a specific understanding of the Self-which 
enabled seeing the world from a disenchanted point of view, in tum, allowed for an 
understanding of the world as a domain of potential instrumental control.16 It is at 
this point that Reason also began to be understood procedurally and in terms of the 
standards by which the orders of science and life were constructed.17 Taylor makes 
the point well when he says: 

[F]or Plato, to be rational we have to be right about the order of things. For 
Descartes rationality means thinking according to certain canons. The judg
ment now turns on properties of the activity of thinking rather than on substan
tive beliefs which emerge from it.18 

By the eighteenth century, however, there was another transformation underway 
and this involved extending the concept of truth and philosophy and "[t]he 
attempt to solve the central problem of[the] philosophic method" which, according 
to Cassirer, " [involved] recourse to Newton's 'Rules of Philosophizing'"19 Contra 
the Cartesian method of beginning with a set of principles, the Newtonian 
method relied heavily on, what Cassirer calls, "the data of experience."20 Then, by 
following the method of rigorous analysis, a set of principles was arrived at 
whose applicability was deemed universal. It is curious to note that while Cassirer 
marks the difference in orientation between the Cartesian and the Newtonian 
models of methodology, he also points to the commonality of the goals and basic 
presuppositions of the Cartesian and Newtonian methods, namely, the presence of 
universal order and law in the world. This universality of order - both as a 
premise and as the goal of the Cartesian and Newtonian systems- also implied that 
facts were not merely a "jumble of discrete elements," contrarily, they exhibited an 
all pervasive form.'1 Thus, between the Cartesian and the Newtonian systems, 
the core difference was one of methodology, though the aim remained the 
same. While the Cartesian system took as its premise a universal order and pro
ceeded to reinforce that premise by the methods of rigorous induction, the 
Newtonian system began by examining phenomena and then proceeded to 
establish the general principles which, like the a priori stance of the Cartesian 
method, also resulted in the affirmation ofa universal order.22 This methodological 
shift was critical in the sense that it based the notion of a universal order within 
a framework which, while being critical of the implied dogmatism of the 
Cartesian system and sharply distinguishing between the Cartesian "love of the 
system" from the Newtonian "value of the system," nevertheless served, perhaps 
unwittingly, to treat thinking in terms of a system as a dogma itself.23 In effect, 
therefore, 
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[t]he advance of knowledge . . .  meant the advance ofreason. In the course of 
the eighteenth century, the world . . .  was being emptied of mystery. Pseudo 
science was giving way to science, credence in the miraculous intervention of 
divine forces was being corroded by the acid of skepticism and overpowered 
by scientific cosmology. The sacred was being hollowed out from within by 
the drying up of religious fervor, the call for good sense, the retreat from 
Augustinian theology . . .  and the advance ofrationalism.24 

As a result, increasingly, emphasis began to be laid on the "agenticity" of the 
human in moral conduct, economic activity, and politics and from this to draw con
clusions about human nature." This paralleled "the shift towards a representation 
of the soul and its activities in terms structured by thought about the material world 
and sometimes even in material terms.''26 This was quite explicitly evident in the 
juridical domain. 

Roger Smith suggests that there were two general approaches to the question of 
"laws." The first held law to be intrinsic to the divine orderofthings, while the sec
ond held that it was a human construction. In the sixth century, the Byzantine 
Emperor Justinian drew up what is considered to be the greatest contribution of 
Rome to western civilization - Roman Law - embodied in the Digest and the 
Institutes, which he decreed were not to be commented on. Yet, according to Smith, 
medieval scholars proceeded to do just that. By the sixteenth century, "the tech
niques and ethos of humanist scholarship created a vast amount of jurisprudence to 
accompany these inherited laws."27 Simultaneously, the tradition of English 
Common Law (i.e., custom) not only affected this development of jurisprudence, it 
also influenced the question of whether or not jurisprudence should be understood 
in terms ofa rational discipline. By the seventeenth century, however, the emerg
ing categories of the person, of things, and of actions, brought about a profound 
transformation within the theory and practice of medieval jurisprudence. It is in this 
way that the concept of the human-individual (that is, an agent with a body, prop
erty, and free will) assumed a position of central importance. This assemblage of 
body, property, and free will - the human-individual - in turn, found its equivalent 
in the notion of the State, which was considered to also possess a body, property, 
and free will. This resulted in the great debates that began from the seventeenth cen
tury which had, as their central feature, the question of the identity of that which 
formed the "body politic" (consisting of three poles- the monarch, the prince, and 
the representation of people). This is how the search for "causes in jurisprudence 
and natural philosophy led to . . .  [the] attempts to rationally understand history and 
nature and empirically to discover historical and physical agencies."28 

Though not strictly falling within the time frame commonly ascribed to the 
Enlightenment, for our purposes, Hugo Grotius remains an influential jurist and 
scholar, especially when investigating questions pertaining to war.29 The chaotic 
and savage Thirty Years' War provided the background against which Grotius 
wrote his The Rights of War and Peace ( 1625). Grotius considered the effects of the 
Thirty Years' War- civil anarchy, military stalemates, and the potential for wide
spread unending wars - as being damaging and sought to establish some common 
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grounds on which humanity could agree upon. Deeply influenced by Galileo's 
geometry (as Descartes was), Grotius reacted against the political uncertainty of 
his times and affirmed the ideal of moral philosophy as being logical, consistent, 
and systematic. His bid to create the common ground of humanity began with his 
attempt to give an account of human nature. Grotius posited that regardless of all 
else that may divide Man, there was one common link that linked all ofhumanity
the principle of self-preservation.30 This common link, Grotius suggested, was 
highlighted by the fact that Man could not, ifacting within Reason, violate. In other 
words, Man could not imperil his own self. Certainly there could be actions under
taken that would or could undermine self-preservation, however, they would be, 
according to Grotius, irrational acts.31 This allowed Grotius to further suggest 
that the common link of humanity was not simply self-preservation, but self
preservation informed by Reason, which he glossed by asserting that "[!Jove, 
whose primary force and action are directed to self-interest, is the first principle of 
the whole natural order."" This, for Grotius, was the universal human reality. It is 
important to note that knowledge of this reality was the cornerstone of conduct, not 
only of Man but also ofStates.33 

Further, Grotius, using the argument of self-preservation (informed by Reason) 
being the universal human reality, was able to suggest that the individual had the 
right to pursue his/her self-interest provided it did not impinge on the self-interest 
of others. In this manner, he was able to tum the theory of natural law from its 
medieval focus on duty, which was based on a conception of the divine construct of 
nature (including Man) to one of rights. 34 By stating this, Grotius was also making 
a significant comment on a particular attribute of Man - his inherent sociability. 
Taken together, Grotius' observations set the agenda for the just war concept, 
which would play a critical role in defining the modern concept of war. Post 
Grotius, therefore, war came to be increasingly understood as the means by which 
self-interest was served and the self was preserved. The significant caveat, how
ever, which served to check the wanton-ness of war, as witnessed by Grotius 
himself, was the underlying presence of Reason, which would inform self-interest 
and self-preservation. 

This sentiment was also echoed by the Swiss diplomat and lawyer, Vattel, the 
author of TheLawo[Nations ( 1 758), who "offered a guide to two critical questions: 
(l) Are there legitimate causes for war and (2) Could war be regulated by rules 
or laws that limit the severity of impact on humanity?"" Vattel concluded that 
lawful war was distinguished by certain easily identifiable objectives -recovery of 
belongings, exacting dues, providing security, and self-defense. The stark continu
ation between the theoretical efforts of Vattel with those of Grotius and, as we 
shall see shortly, of Hobbes is manifested by his identification of the principle of 
self-defense as a natural law. Thus, Vattel claimed, 

We have shown that nature gives men a right to employ force, when it is nec
essary for their defense, and for the preservation of their right. This principle is 
generally acknowledged: reason demonstrates this; and nature herself has 
engraved it on the heart ofman.36 
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Aside from reaffirming the intrinsic Reason-centric nature of man, Vattel 's theo
rizations were also instrumental in defining the standards which would govern war. 
More importantly, Vattel held the view that the "object" of war was to do whatever 
is necessary to bring (Vattel uses the word "reduce") an opponent to "reason."37 
This is of particular interest to us because, with this statement, Vattel implied that 
the participants of a war were bound to be subject to Reason and when that sub
servient relationship was broken, it presented a condition wherein the party that 
broke out of the bounds of Reason could be subjected, by acts of force, to return to 
the fold of Reason. Thus, what, in effect, Vattel was pointing to was that Reason 
provided the overarching fold within which "security" was not only possible but 
also guaranteed. 

Grotius' formulation of self-preservation informed by Reason also had its paral
lel in Hobbes' attempt to find a rationale for an ordered civil society. However, 
Hobbes' conclusions were very different and they, in no small part, contributed to 
the "modem" understanding of war. Being heavily influenced by Descartes (and 
Gassendi), Hobbes held that "Science is the knowledge of Consequences, and 
dependence ofone fact upon another: by which, out of that we can presently do, we 
know how to do something else when we will, or the like, another time."38 Further, 
he shared, with Descartes and Gassendi, the view that nature is made up of small 
particles of matter in motion. Given his views on science and the corporeality of 
nature, Hobbes was then able to posit that human actions, particularly those per
taining to self-preservation, could be explained in the same manner as the motions 
of physical particles. Further, his explanation for the actions of Man as being syn
onymous with the movement of particles allowed him to provide a ready explana
tion for the violence that was visible in common human interactions. He suggested 
that it was the natural and unbridled drive of individual self-preservation that led 
every Man to strive to establish power over others. This inevitably would lead to a 
conflict-ridden scenario, which reflected the political condition within which 
Hobbes found himself. Understanding human acts in terms of pain and pleasure, 
Hobbes suggested, would only serve to explicate the supposed mysteries ofhuman 
action. Thus, instead of appealing to any transcendental reasons, Hobbes simply 
suggested that since human acts were guided by the sensations of pain and pleasure, 
these sensations also provided the adequate provocation to either engage or to not 
engage in acts. 39 Working from this premise, Hobbes was thus able to postulate that 
"were the nature of human actions as distinctly known as the nature of quality in 
geometrical figures . . .  mankind should enjoy . . .  an immortal peace."40 But how 
was this "immortal peace" to be achieved? 

Hobbes exhorted his readers to engage in observing and comparing what we 
observe in others with what we observe in ourselves. This would lead us, Hobbes 
theorized, to recognize the instrumentality of Reason in governing the passions 
which, if unchecked by the rule of Reason, would lead to a condition of conflict. 
Recalling in this context Hobbes' conception of Man as a particle propelled by 
nature to seek self-interest (which necessarily includes self-preservation), we find 
that the Hobbesian formulation of sociability was not the same as the Grotian con
struct. For Hobbes, sociability was not a natural condition - it was an artificial 
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construct which depended wholly on the observation of how contradictory self
interests of individuals held the potential to negate their core self-preservative 
tendency which, to Hobbes, was the "natural condition." Hobbes described this 
condition in dramatic terms. According to Hobbes: 

It is manifest, that during the time men live without a common power to keep 
them all in awe, they are in that condition which is called war; and such a 
war, as is of every man, against every man.41 

To escape this condition of war, Hobbes posited a "general rule of reason," by 
which, "every man ought to endeavor peace, as far as he has hope of obtaining it. "42 
Hobbes' corollary to this was that if a man is unable to achieve peace, then he 
should defend himself by all means. To Hobbes, this was the fundamental rule of 
nature. However, he was astute enough to derive a further law which stated that 

A man be willing to, when others are so too, as far-forth, as for peace and 
defence of himself he shall think it necessary, to lay down this right to all 
things; and be contented with so much liberty against other men, as he would 
allow other men against himself.43 

This may be considered as being an originary point forthe Hobbesian notion of"the 
contract." But the culmination of the Hobbesian project was in his formulation of 
the Leviathan, which was that "common power to keep . . .  all in awe." It is not sur
prising that the Hobbesian Leviathan worked from a number of common premises 
of the seventeenth century. The first was the mechanistic conception of the 
Leviathan described by Hobbes in the language of mechanical things. The second 
was the consideration of the Leviathan as a body-politic. And, the third was the 
underlying role of Reason -both for constructing the civil Man and the Leviathan. 
In this way, as Roger Smith points out, Hobbes made "the link between mechanical 
technology and political technology"" thus paving the way for the development of 
the mechanistic and materialistic categories for a new science of Man. 

The theories of Grotius, Vattel and Hobbes, mentioned here solely as illustrative 
examples, thus served two purposes. First, they reduced the phenomenon of war to 
a function that found its meaning within the context ofthe body-politic and second, 
they reinforced, the possibility of war to be understood, ifnot strictly in mechanical 
terms, at least in rational terms. In this way, the emergence of a specific concept of 
war began to take shape. 

Classical military theory - an evolutionary overview 

The reconfiguration of the Real by Reason, which was underwritten by a growing 
understanding of a rational Self, afforded the military intellectuals and theorists of 
the Age of Enlightenment the opportunity to introduce mathematical precision and 
certainty to the study of war. Yet, the influences of the neo-classicism of the arts of 
the seventeenth century retained some of their potency. Thus, for example, Folard, 
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identified three themes which characterized the development of military thinking 
in the Age of Enlightenment. First, an admiration and attention to Classical Greek 
and Roman military practice, which served as ready and exemplary military 
models during the Enlightenment. This was also indicative of the emphasis placed 
on the methodology of historical observation and the dispelling of any concerns 
about the notion of historical change. Second, the consideration of war as a science 
and the attempt to identify rational and universal principles governing the conduct 
of war, and third, the recognition of the "military spirit" or what might be consid
ered the psychological foundations ofwar.45 Thus, while the tendency to cast the 
study of war into a set of definitive and universal principles grew stronger, there 
was also a tacit recognition that a part of the conduct of war (that is, the methodol
ogy of war) would remain outside the efforts of formalization. These variables, 
which reinained outside the efforts of formalization, were entrusted to the care of 
the Commander who would be the primary instrument to apply the formalized prin
ciples of war to specific situations. Yet, despite the recognition of the critical role 
of the commander in the context of war, the attention of the military theorists of the 
Enlightenment remained focused on developing and articulating a very definite 
system of war. This is best illustrated in the words of de Saxe: 

Before enlarging too much upon the elevated [elevees] parts of war, it will be 
necessary to treat of the lesser, by which 1 mean the principles fprincipes] of 
the art . . .  As in architecture for example, the knowledge of the fundamental 
principles is a prerequisite to the operation of genius.46 

De Saxe's work, Reveries on the Art of War (1756), despite being dismissed by 
himselfas being "irregular and inelegant" (which may be attributed to that period's 
customary literary gesture), and by Jomini (whom we shall consider at some length 
later) as being a failure because it was, according to Jomini, not universal and 
definitive, was nevertheless a comprehensive treatise on war. In it, de Saxe, 
advanced a number of original ideas but the most valuable contribution that he 
made was to subject "military affairs to reasoned criticism and intellectual treat
ment, and the ensuing military doctrines were perceived as forming a definitive 
system. "41 

But even preceding de Saxe's work, in the Art of War by Principles and Rules 
(1748), Marquis de Puysegur had already attempted to formulate a "universal the
ory of war . . .  derived from historical observation."48 Dismissing the claims that 
historical change influenced the conduct of war, Puysegur contended that far from 
being irrelevant, warfare during the times of antiquity was more than relevant for 
his age and times. Decrying the call that warfare of his age was a new form of war, 
he suggested that 

despite all the changes in annament, the science and art of war remained the 
same at all times. Betraying quite explicitly neo-classical influences, Puysegur 
emphasized that the successes of all the great generals throughout history had 
been the result of adherence to the universal rules ofwar.49 
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In addition to the method of historical observation engaged in by Puysegur which, 
we should note, follows from the original Cartesian-Newtonian construction of 
Reality by the methodology of observation informed by Reason, Puysegur also 
gave expression to a more immediate ideal of the Enlightenment - esprit 
geometrique (the spirit of geometry). 

Picking up on the celebrated works ofVauban, Puysegur, focused on siege war
fare. In the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries "sieges were far more frequent 
than pitched battles . . .  They were the focal operations of a campaign."'° Vauban's 
work was developed in this context and he "perfected the geometrical system of 
fortifications and also developed a highly effective method of attacking fortresses. 
This was a systematic and uniform procedure that achieved an almost certain break
through with little bloodshed."51 Puysegurreasoned that if siegecraft could be made 
universal and scientific (more precisely, geometrical), as Vauban had done, the 
same could also be done for field warfare. This would imply emphasizing on the 
application of the disciplines of geometry and geography to war. Given that armies 
operated in space, and that geography provided the concrete knowledge of that 
space, geometry, it was reasoned, provided the precise instruments for analyzing 
and regulating movements of the armies within it. 

The performance of the Prussian Army in the Seven Years Warand the general
ship ofFrederick the Great was to direct a great deal ofattention to its organization 
and doctrines. While the generalship of Frederick the Great was attributed to 
his genius, which could not possibly be studied, the operational art of the 
Prussians was given a very close scrutiny. In the attempt to better understand the 
perfection achieved by the Prussians in "mechanically . . .  firing and maneuvering 
of linear formation[s] operating in close order,'"' leading French Enlightenment 
thinkers began to reexamine the lessons from antiquity. Maizeroy maintained 
that 

[T]hough the invention of powder and of new arms have occasioned various 
changes in the mechanism of war, we are notto believe that it has had any great 
influence on the fundamental part of that science, nor on the great maneuvers. 
The art of directing the great operations is still the same." 

While this reinforced the essential methodology of Puysegur-oflooking back into 
antiquity for the universal principles of war - Maizeroy was also instrumental in 
giving a fresh impetus to "tactics" which, in the context of the Enlightenment, was 
understood as a system of army organization and battle formation. It is necessary to 
clarify that while the military thinkers of the Enlightenment "tended to look upon 
the conduct of armies on the battlefield predominantly as a product of their battle 
formation and related doctrines, tactics also implied the conduct of battle itself."54 
By relying on a close analysis of historical data and explicitly referring to the 
Pythagorean philosophy, which held that numbers underlay all phenomena, 
Maizeroy maintained that military formations had to be based on the correct choice 
of the universal numbers that insured flexible internal division and maneuver55 
thus reiterating, albeit in a fresh sense, the universal mathes;s that was thought to 
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have underwritten not only the "art" of war (in terms of military theory), but also, 
implicitly, the phenomenon of war. 

Additionally, Maizeroy, influenced by his studies of Emperor Maurice and his 
military treatise, the Strategicon, used the word "strategy" (which he derived from 
the Greek word strategos) with specific reference to the operational conduct of war. 
It is important to note that while Maizeroy may be credited with the first modem 
usage of the term "strategy," it was von Bulow, who "divided the conduct ofoper
ations between strategy and tactics in the sense which is known today. "56 Maizeroy 
held the view that while tactics - concerned with "the respective position of men 
who make up a troop in relation to that of the different troops that make up an army, 
their movements and their actions, their relations with one another"57 - could be 
reduced to a firm set of rules and principles, strategy, which was the operational 
conduct of war, demanded the employment of what he termed "the most sublime 
faculty of mind . . .  reason" since it depended on physical, moral, and political cir
cumstances." While Maizeroy attributed to these circumstances the fluidity of 
change, which he considered wholly within the domain of what he called the 
Genius, he nevertheless extracted and presented some "rules of strategy" which 
bear a remarkable congruence to what is today commonly understood as "the prin
ciples ofwar."59 Despite the inklings of the role of the Genius in war and the con
sideration ofoperations of war in terms of strategy, the focus of military thinkers of 
the Enlightenment, however, remained fully on tactics and the firm principles 
which would provide a definitive system of conducting war. 

A kehr to the non-human 

The greatest impact during this stage of the development of the sciences of the mil
itary, however, was felt with the publication of A General Essay on Tactics in 1772. 
Written by a young nobleman, Guibert, the book trumpeted two basic themes. The 
first was the demand of a citizen army and the second was the call for a war of 
maneuver. 60 Guiher!, breaking away from the precedent set by Maizeroy, bound the 
two thematic elements of his book under the single label, tactique. As we have seen, 
the word "tactics," in a general sense, involved the maneuvering of troops and at 
that time included within its ambit both what Maizeroy had identified as strategy 
under the label of "grand tactics," and the unit level movements, which we today 
understand as tactics.61 Guibert, however, rejected this practice. To him, "tactics" 
was virtually all of military science and was composed of two elements. The first 
was the raising and training of armies and the second was the art of generalship. 
Guibert's ambition, thus, was nothing less than to raise "tactics" to "the science of 
all times, all places and ofall arms."62 Tactics was thus to be elevated, in Guibert's 
scheme of things, to the position of a universal truth. Guibert's influence and con
tribution to the development of military thought is based on the two themes that he 
forcefully argues in his work and we shall consider both at some length. 

At the outset, it is worth pointing out that Guibert's call for a citizen army was, in 
its essence, not a radically new one. The lineage of the call that "military forces . . .  
must be composed by the inhabitants of the state that the army is expected to 
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defend"" can be found in the writings of Machiavelli. This call also highlighted the 
"close connection and interrelationship between political and military institu
tions," which forms the critical thesis ofMachiavelli.64 This Machiavellian obser
vation, whose traces can also be found in the works of Montesquieu, Rousseau, and 
Mably, among others, was a familiar doctrine of the Enlightemnent. 

Guibert began his call for a re-evaluation of the military system prevalent in 
France by drawing attention to, like many others of his age, the "ideal, simple, and 
vigorous republics of antiquity. "65 Then, echoing Montesquieu's assertion regard
ing the connection and inter-relation between all aspects of the socio-political fab
ric, Guibert suggested that: 

Politics is naturally divided into two parts, interior and exterior politics. The 
first is the basis of the second. All of which belongs to the happiness and 
the strength of a people springs from their sources, laws, manners, customs, 
prejudice, national spirit, justice, police, population, agriculture, trade, 
revenues of the nation, expenses of the government, duties [and] application of 
their produce.66 

The result of this analysis of politics led Guibert to suggest that "a comprehensive 
scientific study of the politico-military sphere must . . .  analyze all these factors in 
depth."" This he proceeded to do by looking back into history. Guibert's investi
gations revealed to him that the great captains of antiquity left behind no universal 
principles of war, a situation which he found disturbing for it highlighted, what he 
called, the "fundamental error" in the science of war. This led him to observe that: 

[A]lmost all sciences have certain or fixed elements, which succeeding ages 
have only extended and developed, but the tactics, till now wavering and 
uncertain, confined to time, anns, customs, all the physical and moral qualities 
of a people, have of course been obliged to vary without end and for a space of 
a century to leave behind nothing else than principles disavowed and unprac
ticed, which have ever been cancelled and destroyed by the following age." 

To avoid this situation from recurring and in keeping with the dominating view of 
a universal condition inspired by the scientific ideals, Guibert, once and for all, 
wanted to base military science on the methods of Newton, Leibniz, and 
D' Alembert.69 Further, he insisted that an incorrect methodology was responsible 
for the chaotic state of affairs that he claimed to have discerned in the field of mili
tary science. His observations, in this context, are worth noting: 

Let us suppose that the first mathematical truths are taught to a people inhabit
ing the two extremes of the globe . . .  they must evidently in time arrive at the 
same result of principles. But has there been in the tactics any clear cut truth 
demonstrated? Are the fundamental principles of this science established? Has 
one age ever agreed on this point with its preceding one? But why was there no 
such work, which could have laid a firm foundation for its principles? It is for 
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this reason that the military have for a long time been ignorant how to analyze 
the subject . . .  and unacquainted with the method of explaining and arranging 
their ideas. 70 

It was on this premise that Guibert offered his A General Essay on Tactics which 
would lay down the definitive principles that guided war and its conduct, which he 
deemed would have universal applicability. Thus, for Guibert, "tactics . . .  would 
constitute a science at every period of time, in every place, and every species of 
arms . . .  "71 Based on this, Guibert offered his conception of a "war of maneuver." 
In this context, it is necessary to point out that, while being a proponent of citizen
armies, Guibert did not favor mass armies. "Huge armies he regarded as signs of the 
ineptitude of men in authority."" Displaying an orientation to "the offensive," 
Guiher! then opined that an army, "that travels light, living on the country, will gain 
new mobility, range of action, and power of surprise."" By positing this, Guiher! 
was presenting a trenchant criticism of the French military system in vogue in his 
time, which favored a large civilian baggage train that only served to encumber the 
operational status of the fighting force. 

Guibert further sharpened his conception of a "war of maneuver" by addressing 
the developments in the organizational system of the army - especially the divi
sional system-seriously. Breaking away from the system devised by Frederick the 
Great, who usually deployed his forces by dividing his army and marching them in 
a way that would enable the parts to come together in a battle line on achieving con
tact with the enemy, Guibert, strove to sever the link between marching orders and 
the final battle order.74 This enabled him to consider whole divisions as columns, 
which could cover a vast theater of operations and, which would be instrumental in 
forcing the enemy to tum to a position of disadvantage relative to the attacker. In 
Guibert's view, such an arrangement would allow a battlefield commander to go 
aheadofhis troops and to reconnoiter the lay of the land, which would consequently 
enable him to devise his particular battle-tactics, including the positioning of his 
independently marching divisions, based on situational specifics.75 The result- so 
Guibert asserted - would be the realization of a more flexible condition on the bat
tlefield primarily due to the essential pliability of the battle-formations in the hands 
of an astute commander. While Guibert overtly credits Frederick with having used 
such a system, especially at the Battle ofHohenfriedberg (1745), it is evident that 
this system found its closest of expressions in some of the operations conducted by 
Napoleon.76 In sum, therefore, the system propounded by Guibert was a distinct 
change from the positional warfare system (based on the system of fortification) to 
a more flexible system of maneuvering which, more often than not, involved forc
ing the position ofan enemy. 

Guibert also asserted that "[p ]eoples are indifferent to the fortunes of war, 
because prisoners are no longer slaughtered in cold blood, and the civilians of a 
conquered province suffer no inconvenience except to pay tribute often no heavier 
than their old taxes."77 This led him to conclude that the peoples of Europe were all 
"soft" and that governments which, according to Guibert, were all despotic 
machineries were weak in character. Guibert held little prospect for a change in this 
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scenario. Thus, instead of striving to achieve his ideal, which was a vision wherein 
he supposed that 

a people . . .  in Europe vigorous in spirit, in government, in the means at its dis
posal, a people who with hardy qualities should combine a national army and 
a settled plan ofaggrandizement . . .  [would be able to] . . .  subjugate its neigh
bours and overwhelm . . .  weak constitutions like the north wind bends reeds"" 

he settled on a more moderate, but in many ways also a more chilling, vision which 
he recommended to France. "What we must do," Guibert said, "since we cannot 
have citizen troops and perfect troops, is to have . . .  troops at least disciplined and 
trained."" This tied in directly with Guibert's conception of a "war of manuever." 
For Guibert's system of maneuver to be successful, he held the view that "[ d]isci
pline must be made national. The state . . .  will have a simple reliable, easily con
trollable administration. It will resemble those huge machines, which by quite 
uncomplicated means produce great effects. "80 Thus, Guibert's vision of a disci
plined army was based on a system ofnational discipline where "there is not a sin
gle moment of life from which one cannot extract forces, providing one knows how 
to differentiate it and combine it with others."81 

But to attribute this vision solely to Guiher! would be simplistic. As Foucault 
shows us, "from the seventeenth century, to the introduction - at the beginning of 
the nineteenth century - of the Lancaster method, the complex clockwork of the 
mutual improvement school was built up cog by cog."" Against this backdrop, 
Foucault shows us how "discipline [was] no longer simply an art of distributing 
bodies . . .  but of composing forces in order to obtain an efficient machine."83 
Consequent to this, as Foucault highlights, the concept ofan intrinsic characteristic 
defining the individual human body undergoes a considerable shift. In the martial 
context, where the individual body was once considered as the repository of"brav
ery and strength," under the system of"divisions" proposed by Guibert, it (the indi
vidual) was (and continues to be) transformed into a site ofregularity and order, 
thus allowing for its easy manipulation84 in terms of, say, a chronological serializa
tion such as, for example, time-tabling.85 This meant that the constituent elements 
of the division could be organized within a linear conception oftime, which would 
enable each part of the divisional machinery to function like clockwork to produce 
- in a combinatorial alliance with the other parts of the division - an optimum 
result. 86 This would enable the commander on the battlefield to achieve an effective 
system of command. Thus, the commander would find it necessary to only issue the 
briefest of commands and would be able to realize the desired output at the most 
propitious moment. 

Foucault suggests that the necessity of the constituent elements of this military 
machine to "understand" commands was overridden by the need to simply recog
nize signals, which in turn would trigger a prearranged reaction. Casting a perspec
tival eye on these developments, Foucault suggests that such a system of discipline 
enabled the emergence of four techniques - drawing up of tables, prescribing 
movements, imposing exercises, and the arrangement oftactics.87 It is important to 
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note that the notion of tactics that Foucault alludes to is the tactique that Guibert 
propounded, which encompassed strategy, operations, tactics (including unit-level 
tactics)- in other words, all what we today understand as functionally distinct enti
ties. The implications of this, if we recall Guibert's introductory analysis of the 
socio-political fabric and his notion of"national discipline," are critical. Foucault 
puts it well when he states, "[i]n the . . .  eighteenth century states, the army guaran
teed civil peace no doubt because it was a real force . . .  but also because it was a 
technique and a body of knowledge that could project [its] schema over the social 
body."88 Read in this way, Guibert's tactique was much more than simply a proto 
theory of maneuver. 

While Guibert sought to supplant the theories of positional warfare-siege warfare, 
the system of fortifications - as propounded by Vauban and later by Puysegur and 
Maizeroy and others, he also remained fully committed to the core principles that 
underlined the Enlightemnent period. Reason, masquerading as efficiency, mobility, 
and calculation, remained unquestioned. Thus, the tendency to see war as being sub
ject to universal rules and principles that were globally applicable, and as being a par
ticular mode ofrelationality between nation-states -guided by a set of rules that drew 
their inspiration from the works of, among others, Grotius, Vattel, and Hobbes - is 
understandable. But what Guibert's A General Essay on Tactics also demonstrated 
was how, with the aim to "project its schema," the martial mobilization of Reason 
began to gradually take place. This, as Foucault points out, was very much evident in 
Guibert's notion of a "national discipline." As we have seen, for Guibert, "national 
discipline" was the necessary pre-requisite that would allow the machinery of war to 
take advantage of "mobility, range of action, and power of surprise." 

The influence of Guibert's work, specifically in the context of the conduct of 
war, was visible particularly in the Napoleonic campaigns. As Napoleon was to so 
vividly demonstrate, mobility, speed, and boldness in the conduct ofoperations, the 
insistence on reducing the encumbering baggage-train that bogged down the 
mobility of armies, the solving of logistical problems by resorting to a heavy 
reliance on the countryside, flexible maneuvering in open columns before deploy
ing into the battle line, and the movement of divisions as independent formations 
were all indications of the influence that Guibert's theories had on the conduct of 
war. Indeed, as Gat points out, "Guibert's ideas were practically the basis of the 
official Ordinance of 1791 with which the armies of the Revolution went to war. "89 
But, the Napoleonic campaigns, while apparently vindicating Guibert's theories, 
also brought to light fresh experiences and challenges. These experiences did not 
escape the military theorists of the times. They continued to study the problems of 
war and its conduct meticulously. Simultaneously, the ideals that had informed the 
French Enlightemnent had, by now, spread throughout the European continent. In 
Germany, this movement was known as the Aujk/arung. 

Mind(ing) the gap: Between Gnibert and Jomini 

The space between Guibert's theories on war and Jomini's works is marked by the 
emergence of a lesser (in terms of profile, but little else) set of military thinkers 
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who, working from within what Gat calls a "provincial mindset," carried forward 
the ideas propounded by the military theorists ofan "Enlightened" France, particu
larly those ofGuibert. This should not, however, suggest that the output of the mil
itary thinkers of the German Aujklarung was merely a clone of the French 
theoretical model. There were subtle, but significant, differences. Thus, for exam
ple, while the primary thrust of the French model was the development of a "sci
ence" of the military, which manifested itselfas the "quest for a definitive formula" 
for all matters pertaining to war and the military, the military thinkers working in 
the context of the German A1ifklar11ng movement, at least initially, did not follow 
the scientific model as stringently as did their French counterparts. Instead, their 
primary interest lay in the broadening of military knowledge" and its dissemina
tion, especially in the circles of the officer corps.90 

"The emphasis on education -typical of the Enlightenment belief in the ability 
to transform man and society and in the value of knowledge - was particularly 
popular during the German Aujklarung."91 This led theorists like Ferdinand 
Friedrich von Nicolai to react against the strict scientific-methodological program 
of the French Enlightenment. Thus, von Nicolai suggested that a simple study of 
the principles that guided the military as posited by the likes of Guibert was char
acteristic of the Enlightenment and that it suffered from a lacking, which was 
clearly evident in the clinical manner in which the study of war was being con
ducted. As a corrective, he suggested that the "man" within the officer (and it is 
important to note that von Nicolai's suggestion was limited to only the officer 
corps) needed to be educated." To do this, he suggested, a broad curriculum of 
study was necessary. Basic education, which would include religion, art, lan
guages, and the classics would be followed by a course of advanced studies that 
exposed the students to pure and applied science, only after the conclusion of which 
were the students to be introduced to the specifics of a purely military education, 
including the study of equipment, organization, armaments, military architecture, 
and tactics. This overarching "system" of education was further refined by 
Friedrich Wilhelm von Zanthier who, in his An Attempt to Study the Art of War 
( 1775), stated that "if war is to be studied as a science rather than a craft, theory 
above all must bring order into this labyrinth by clearly defining its various 
branches."93 

Von Nicolai's and vonZanthier's works are just two examples of a set of numer
ous studies published during this time, which concentrated on reaffirming the need 
to systematize the study of war. Thus, it will be noted that while maintaining the 
philosophical links with the core fundamentals of the French Enlightenment, the 
German Aujklarungmovement, in the military context, also began to propound the 
need to develop the institutional frameworks within which a structured dissemina
tion of the science of war could be conducted. The understanding of the primacy of 
education characterized by the careful delineation of the various disciplines that 
made up the science of war began to assume importance. Here again was a reaffir
mation of yet another of the Cartesian ideals of understanding reality within the 
context of structured disciplines of study. In this connection, it is necessary to 
briefly revisit van Nicolai's prima1y thesis. 
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As mentioned earlier, von Nicolai had suggested that it was the "man" within the 
officer that needed to be educated. This, when coupled with the vision of"national dis
cipline" sketched out by Guibert, made for a potent mixture which, more than any
thing else, was instrumental in achieving the regimentation of the basic units of an 
army. It also provided the elementary tools with which, what Foucault calls, "the tech
niques of discipline" would be formulated that would eventually elaborate the proce
dures by which individual and collective bodies could and would be coerced. 94 It is 
within this context that we find a defmitive conception of war that owed, in no small 
part, its origins to the Cartesian model of the Self, beginning to take a definite shape. 95 

The rapidity that characterized the early campaigns of Napoleon was based not 
only on the system of maneuver as presented by Guibert, but also on a concept that 
would find increasing resonance in the future - that of the "line of operations." 
Indeed, in 1781, Henry Humphrey Evans Lloyd had worked on this and on its wider 
implications. Simply put, a "line of operation" is that "line" which links a fielded 
army to its supply camps ordepots.96 This allowed for a new twist to be given to the 
original concept ofa "war of maneuver" as propounded by Guibert. While Guibert 
sought to introduce the flexibility of military operations by reducing the primarily 
civilian baggage-train that accompanied the armies of his time into battle by recom
mending the use of the countryside by the army, in Lloyd's presentation, the grow
ing size of the European armies preempted the attempt of an army to feed itself by 
resorting to pillaging the countryside. He held the view, and correctly so, that mod
em armies needed their own supply chains and that these held the key to the opera
tional flexibility of the army.97 The line that connected these supply chains to the 
field army, thus, was of critical importance in the context of operational planning. 
Lloyd's military ideas were not incorrect save for the fact, as pointed out by Colonel 
(later General) Tempelhoff, that they were not only incorrectly applied in Lloyd's 
discussion of the campaigns of Frederick the Great, but were also, as was observed 
by Napoleon himself, too rigidly applied.98 Lloyd (and Tempelhofl) while being 
essentially correct about the central importance of the "line of operations" had, how
ever, failed to read, or at least to account for, the emerging socio-political conditions 
within which the battles ofRevolutionary France and Napoleon had taken place. The 
fall of the ancien regime saw the rise of mass annies. These annies were different in 
nature from the formations of, say, Frederick the Great, in the sense that they were 
(at least in the initial stages) filled in by the mass conscripts who were motivated by 
a set of new moral forces-forces which were imbued, in general terms, by the ideals 
of the French Enlightemnent, and by virtue of the fact that these armies lived at the 
expense of their enemies- both financially and in terms oflogistics.99 

The same fate befell von Bulow, who, in his The Campaign of 1800, claimed to 
be the "founder of military science. "'00 Noting the new tactics that guided the 
Revolutionary Armies of France, van Bulow, however, chose to emphasize what he 
called the "principle of the base" and the "angle of90 degrees." von Bulow's insis
tence on these two precepts led him to state that: 

[T]he agency of military energies, like other effects of nature, becomes 
weaker . . .  in an inverse ratio of the square of the distance; that is to say, in this 
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particular, of the length of the line of operations. Why should not this law, 
which governs all natural effects, be applicable to war, which now consists in 
little more than the impulsion and repulsion of physical mass?'°' 

The appeal to Newtonian physics in this will not be missed. von Bulow, thus, 
offered-quite literally-a "science" of strategy that was geometrical, and by push
ing the logic of his argument to the limit, he also offered a science of politics, which 
could be mathematically calculated. von Bulow's theoretical efforts, however, 
failed in the same way as had the efforts of Lloyd and Tempelhoff. The evidence 
and experience of war did not seem to match his theoretical postulates. The experi
ence of Napoleon's Italian Campaign of 1796-97 did much to disprove von 
Bulow's theory of the "angle of 90 degrees" and Napoleon's targeting of the 
mass ofhis enemy's armies as the object of operations, which involved the massive 
and rapid concentration of his own forces against them, forsaking any and all 
other considerations, also served to undermine the narrow logic of the "line of 
operations." 

From August 1793 onwards, the levee en masse represented a radical mobiliza
tion of the French masses, though this was a project that was already underway for 
a while before then. It was, in part, a sub-set of the endemic violent chaos that fol
lowed the French Revolution and a handy tool for the vanguards of the Revolution 
to repel the threats that the counter-Revolutionary Allied advances posed to the 
nascent Republic. While the levee en masse may not have been as universal as is 
often claimed, it was, nevertheless, widespread and represented a massive reorga
nization of French society. Among other things, the levee en masse was the first 
sign of an emerging civic-militarism that would afflict society. Thus, the Act of 
Conscription read: 

From this moment on until the enemy has been chased away from the territory 
of the Republic, all French are in permanent requisition for the service of the 
armies . . .  Young men will go to battle, married men will forge arms and trans
port supplies; women will make tents, uniforms, and serve in hospitals; chil
dren will pick rags; old men will have themselves carried to public squares to 
inspire the courage of the warriors, and to preach hatred of the kings and the 
unity of the Republic. '°2 

This was a veritable call to arms for a nation and no aspect of society was exempt 
from the duties that the State demanded. If, in this context, we recollect the call for 
"national discipline" issued by Guibert in conjunction with the calls made in the 
wake of the German Aujklarung movement to "educate the man within the 
soldier," we can see how the institutionalization of war by the State proceeded. As 
this process took shape, a core of seasoned military professionals - Carnot, 
Berthier, and Napoleon (among others) -began to lead this generally disorganized 
mass army to startling victories. The question that bedeviled observers of these fre
netic, but victorious, operations engaged in by this newly constituted army was: 
How did they do it? 
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Jomini's science of the "Art of War" 

Baron Antoine Henri de Jomini represents the last of a long line of illustrious 
Enlightenment military thinkers to present a theory of war based on "immutable" 
principles and is arguably one of the most influential theorists, though often under
rated, to claim the mantle of being the "founder of modem strategy."'03 Jomini's 
answer to those taken aback by the rapid and victorious campaigns ofNapoleon and 
his cohorts was simple and elegant and it endeared him for the next three decades to 
the military professionals of the time. He said: 

Strategy is the key to warfare; that all strategy is controlled by invariable sci
entific principles; and that these principles prescribe offensive action to mass 
forces against weaker enemy forces at some decisive point if strategy is to lead 
to victory.104 

He then went on to reiterate this by saying: 

[T]he fundamental principles upon which rest all good combinations of war 
have always existed . . .  these principles are unchangeable; they are independent 
of the nature of the arms employed, of times and places . . .  Genius has a great 
deal to do with success, since it presides over the application ofrecognized rules, 
and seizes, as it were, all the subtle shades of which their application is suscep
tible. But in any case, the Man of genius does not act contrary to these rules. '0' 

From this it will be evident that Jomini was faithfully following the trajectory set 
out by his illustrious predecessors. However, Jomini was also singular by virtue of 
the fact that while he worked to reduce strategy to universal principles, he also 
made the determination that tactics were difficult, indeed impossible, to regulate.106 
It will be noted that while Jomini was following the original bifurcation between 
strategy and tactics effected by von Bulow, he remained more cognizant of the 
effects of moral forces and of revolutionary technology on the battlefield.'"' Thus, 
Jomini tempered von Bulow's stringent scientific orientation by following closely 
the Napoleonic method of conducting war while in the process also revising 
Lloyd's theory of the "line ofoperations." 

While Lloyd, as we have seen, tied the concept of the "line of operations" to sup
ply, Jomini, however, considered them in light of communications. This, in itself, 
was a radical move in that it altered the view of the commander to recognizing his 
enemy as an active participant in battle. The reflexivity of an army thus depended 
not only on securing its own "line of operations," but also in interdicting that of the 
enemy's. This was a new twist given to the "art of maneuver." The object of maneu
vering was not merely to exploit the positional weakness of the enemy, but to bring 
him to battle and, following the Napoleonic practice, to destroy the fighting capa
bility of the enemy. While this may convey a sense of the criticality of the "decisive 
battle," for Jomini, however, it assumed a position co-equal to that of maneuvering, 
for he maintained that maneuvering could equally dislocate an enemy to such an 
extent so as to force a decision on him.108 
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The importance of maneuvering for Jomini was highlighted by the campaigns of 
Napoleon, which he followed avidly. He recognized that not only was a "battle" 
necessary, it was also necessary to pursue a withdrawing enemy. Thus, to be able to 
threaten the "lines of operations" of the enemy, he suggested the "envelopment" 
which was to be directed at the extremities of the enemy. '09 This would, Jomini the
orized, not only threaten the rear of the enemy, but also create possibilities that 
would enable the cutting off of his line of retreat. It was a stratagem that was used 
very often by Napoleon.110 Jomini also considered, aside from the envelopment, 
the assumption of a central position - under some circumstances - to be equally 
important. Jomini suggested that if envelopment was not feasible due to either geo
graphic conditions or the relative position of the enemy's army, the attempt should 
be made to frontally assault the enemy's position in a bid to create a breach between 
his forces. This would, Jomini conjectured, allow an attacker a great deal of flexi
bility in defeating the enemy by maximizing the "interior lines of operations." 

One can see the heavy influence of Napoleon in much of Jomini's theories. 
Napoleon's defeat of General Mack at Ulm in 1805 and the destruction of the 
Prussian army atJena-Auerstadt in 1806 were classic examples of Jomini's theories 
being put into practice. Napoleon's swift maneuver towards his enemy's rear and 
line ofcommunications were a vindication of the Jominian "art of war." But in 18 15, 
Napoleon took the option of frontally assaulting the opposing Allies. He was par
tially successful when he broke through the center of the Allied line thus separating 
the British and Prussian armies, and defeated the Prussian Army at Ligny. However, 
poor coordination between sections of Napoleon's army enabled the Allied armies 
to recover from their initial surprise and reunite, at which point, Napoleon lost the 
initiative and was decisively defeated at Waterloo. This was the first sign that the 
reduction of warfare to principles, as propounded by Jomini, was suspect. 

Like most of the Enlightenment military theorists before him, Jomini had made 
tacit assumptions about a number of things. 

I .  First, he had assumed that war and its conduct could be scientifically 
explained. This betrayed his beholden-ness to the classic notion of a universal 
mathesis around which much of the philosophy of the Enlightenment clus
tered. Additionally, Jomini's understanding of war was limited to the political 
regimes that he was familiar with. This led him to describe the conditions 
within which wars could be engaged in. Thus, he took the pains to highlight 
wars as being defensive, offensive, national, for recovering rights, for expedi
ency, of intervention, of opinion, and religious." 1 Within all this, it will be 
noted, Jomini assumed the primacy of Reason. Indeed, it could be ventured 
that, for Jomini, the State was the embodiment of Reason. 

2. Second, it was obvious that though Jomini did lay a great deal of emphasis on 
interdicting lines of communication and on the merits of envelopment, he had 
not ascribed any degree of"real" autonomy to the enemy. Indeed, his entire 
theorization was premised on the assumption that the opposing combatants in 
war would operate along very similar lines.1 12 This, as Shy points out, was 
self-evident in Jomini 's 
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preoccupation with "strategy" - a set of prescriptive techniques for mili
tary analysis and planning that has continued to dominate thinking on the 
subject, and he did it by . . .  approach[ing] . . .  the problem of war, abstract
ing it from its political and social context, emphasizing decision-making 
rules and operational result, turning war into a huge game of chess. 1 1 3  

Of course, it  should be noted that in this he was not alone - all his predecessors had 
made a similar assumption. 

3.  Third, Jomini was fully aware of the "demands" of science, in whose province 
he saw the art of war unfolding. Thus, he was careful to note when he intro
duced new nomenclatures that, "in the development of a science, it is wrong 
for the same word to designate two very different things"1 14  While the intent of 
Jomini is admirable, it is also indicative of the extent to which Jomini was com
mitted to the theorization of war as a science, and of his faithful adherence to 
the principles of the scientific method. 

4. Fourth, while not as insistent as Guibert on the question ofnational discipline, 
Jomini, nevertheless found himself compelled to reiterate the critical impor
tance of military institutions, thus carrying on the call for a "rational" educa
tional system which would serve to strengthen the military and thus, the State. 
He held the view that a military institution had to provide for not only a good 
recruiting system, but also a strict (but not humiliating) discipline, and an effi
cient system of organization and instruction.115 He underlined the importance 
of military institutions and of the military by stating that every government 
should "make the army the object of constant care."116 But Jomini also went 
further and in this he anticipated Clausewitz. He held the view that 

civilized governments ought to always to be ready to carry on a war in a 
short time - that they should never be found unprepared. And the wisdom 
of their institutions may do much in this work of preparation as foresight in 
their administration and the perfection of their system of military policy.1 17 

The last of the aforementioned Jominian assumptions necessitates a brief explana
tion. The central thrust ofJomini 's statement highlights the consideration of war as 
being an inherently political activity, which "civilized governments ought to 
always be ready to carry on in a short time." To be sure, Jomini explicitly stated that 
he was "far from advising that states should always have the hand upon the sword 
and always be established on a warfooting."1 rn But then, he equally noted that "(i]t 
is particularly necessary to watch over the preservation of armies in the interval of 
a long peace."119 Jomini then, it may be said, was working on the assumption that 
the condition of existence of the State was a condition of war and that "peace" was 
always a "long interval" and not the original condition of existence of the State. 
What is of particular interest is the faint echo that is discemable in these words of 
Jomini - words that achieve a much greater visibility in Foucault's Society Must 
Be Defended, wherein Foucault explicitly overturned the classic Clausewitzian 
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dictum of"war being an extension of politics by other means." Thus, despite the 
often bad press that accompanies the work of Jomini in the context of the history of 
military thought, it cannot be denied that he marked himself as being cognizant of 
not simply the fact that war had a politico-military dimension but also for intuiting 
that there was always a dimension of war that was far in excess of the political. 

A preliminary assessment 

This admittedly selective overview of the emergence and evolution of military 
theory during the Age of Enlightenment allows us to draw some conclusions about 
the operative concept of war that guided the theorizations that accompanied it.120 
What demands our critical attention within the context of this period of history is 
this: How were military forces designed and deployed? How was the battlefield 
conceptualized? To what end were these deployments made? And ultimately, what 
was the understanding of war that underpinned the theoretical and practical 
advances made in the context of the conduct of war during this timeframe? 

As we have seen, from de Saxe to Jomini there was a marked consistency in 
determining how and why military forces were designed and deployed. 
Collectively, they represent a sharp break from the thinking regarding war and its 
conduct in the medieval age. The most significant signature of this break was, of 
course, the emergence of Reason as a foundational organizing principle which, 
among other things, ultimately led to the progressive fracturing of the direct links 
between God and Man. This turn to Reason, particularly in the context of the study 
and practice of war, was enabled by the increasingly popular view - held by some 
of the most distinguished military theorists of the time- that the conditions within 
which existence is possible -where "existence" is understood, at the very least, as 
bare life-was marked by disorder and chaos, and thus a degree of systematization 
was necessary. This was deemed achievable by deploying Reason. Thus, the evo
lution of military theory was marked by a definite bias towards increasingly "sci
entific" methods which assumed the Real (or Reality) to be based on experience 
which, in turn, was grounded within a particular conception of the Self. Thus, 
though there were some minor variations of this method - such as those proposed 
by, among others, Hume- nevertheless, the foundations of the methods of science 
remained unshakable. Thus, as we have seen, there was a general orientation to try 
to account for war and its conduct as a science and in terms of a set of universal prin
ciples that would explain not only the conduct of war, but also the concept of war. 

The emergence of these military theories-backed by a growing body of creative 
and philosophical literature - also gave rise to what Foucault identifies as 
"an expression of disciplinary power." In a sense, this was perhaps inevitable for 
the systematization of a field of human activity necessarily involved the systemati
zation of the human. There were, broadly, two aspects to this. The first was the 
organization of Man in terms of a body-politic- a population - and the second was 
the organization of the very constitution of the body of Man. The foundation on 
which this occurred was and remains a radical theory of power which, while it may 
not have been explicitly stated as so, was, in essence, just that and it played a key, 
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but understated, role in the evolution of the concept of war and in the development 
of the theories and practices that accompanied it. 

It was with Descartes' expression of"! think, therefore, I am" that this theory of 
power found its material expression, for the object of the Cartesian attempt was to 
create and invest authority and sovereignty in and to the"!" that thinks. Descartes' 
methods of observation and "power of reasoning" gave legitimacy to only that 
which fell within the ambit of thinking. Thus, in effect, what Descartes did was to 
define the norm and to invest it with power (as a necessary consequence of the act 
of thinking) and in doing so, the"!" invested itself as Sovereign which, as Agamben 
points out, was defined by Schmitt as "he who decides on the state of exception."'" 
What followed was the gradual institutionalization of this norm as a signature of 
power. Working from the premise that the "!" that "thinks" determines Reality, 
then the right to exercise power over and within this Reality was deemed to reside 
in the "I." In this sense, the "I" was considered to be sovereign within the construct 
of Reason and, as such, was identified as an embodiment of Reason itself. As 
Foucault shows us, albeit in a different context, this also gave rise to the notion ofa 
subject, which the very idea of sovereignty presupposed.122 This found its material 
expression in the military theories that emerged during the Enlightemnent. 

As we have seen in the context of our discussion on the evolution of the juridico
politico-military trends in the pre-Clausewitzian era, the primary objective of mil
itary theory was to rationalize and regulate war and its conduct. Thus we found 
military tactics, from de Saxe to Jomini, striving to establish precise measures by 
which such a regulation could take place. This also meant that the fodder of war, 
that is Man, also had to be regulated. This was done, as Foucault convincingly 
demonstrates, by devising techniques of discipline such as the devising of timeta
bles, the distribution of bodies in space, and in the organization of these bodies in 
specific ways - all of which, collectively, contributed to the composition of 
"force."123 While at one register these were manifestations of the techniques of dis
cipline, they were also, in the context of military theory, the principal elements that 
enabled the devising and deployment of tactics. Thus, we find that the rise of disci
pline was intimately connected with the tactics that were devised and deployed 
outside and on the battlefield. 

Further, as we have seen, the conventional Hobbesian construct of the Leviathan, 
which is based on a reading of Hobbes' assessment of a "natural condition," was 
characterized by a condition of contradictory self-interest. The most common read
ings of Hobbes identify three conditions that characterized war. 

1 .  Within a civil state, where contradictory self-interests are not resolved; 
2. Between "savages" who do not have the benefit of the civil state; and 
3.  The relations that exist between civil states. 

This, within the Hobbesian construct, is the signature of the warlike condition of 
existence within which Man existed, and which, in tum, provided Hobbes with the 
rationale for proposing the construction of the Leviathan. This view of the 
Hobbesian construct of the Leviathan is one that while removing the basis for war 
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by pointing to the existence, indeed necessity, of the Leviathan, remains grounded 
in the assumption that the originary condition of Man was essentially warlike. This 
is the most common and popular understanding and interpretation of the Hobbesian 
"state of war." But, as Foucault points out, such a reading would only be a partial 
view of the dynamic that empowered the Hobbesian theory. 

Foucault alerts us to the possibility that Hobbes may be considered as the theo
rist "who said that war is both the basis of power relations and the principle that 
explains them. "124 By highlighting this, Foucault underscores how the Hobbesian 
theory of power can be re-problematized, which leads us to the somewhat counter
intuitive revelation that what the Hobbesian "state of war" actually presupposes is 
limited to a contest between equals, for a contest between unequals would always 
come to an end to the benefit of the stronger side, which in tum would bring about, 
theoretically, a cessation of the condition of war. Now, Foucault asserts that the sig
nature of this condition is an interplay of representations, which is also indicative 
of a kind of diplomacy that maintains, or seeks to maintain, a near equal parity 
between two opposing forces. It is this analysis which leads Foucault to suggest that 
perhaps "Hobbes . . .  does not begin with war at all."'" 

Having clarified the nature of the Hobbesian "state of war," Foucault then pro
ceeds to show us how and under what conditions sovereignty and the State 
emerged. In sum, Foucault contends that the notion of sovereignty (and of the State) 
formulated by Hobbes was based not only in terms of"institution," but also in terms 
of"acquisition." In other words, what Foucault draws our attention to is how the 
institution of the "sovereign" was based not so much on the transfer of rights or 
power, but on the decision to enable the representation of rights and power. Given 
this, there is no actual loss of rights and power to those who decide to have their 
rights and power represented by the sovereign - be it an individual or a collective 
body. Why? Simply because, the sovereign is a co-equal with those it represents, 
albeit as a "first among equals." This co-relation between the sovereign and the 
individual allows for the former to also acquire, like the latter, an individuality -
both real (like those whose rights and powers it represents) and artificial (by virtue 
of the fact that it is artificially constmcted by those whose rights and power that it 
represents).126 On the other hand, Foucault describes sovereignty by acquisition in 
terms of the "will to prefer life over death," which, according to Foucault, "intro
duces us into . . .  a juridical regime . . .  and it is as juridical and legitimate as the sov
ereignty that was established through the model of institution."'" Pursuant to this, 
Foucault shows us the instance where, according to him, Hobbes makes an appeal 
to a more primal "will to live" with the example of the "child and its mother."128 In 
Foucault's assessment, therefore, "[t]or sovereignty to exist, there must be - and 
this is all there must be-a certain radical will that makes us want to live, even if we 
cannot do so unless the other is willing to let us live. "129 

The question that must be posed here is this: Is there a subjectivity from which 
the will to live emerges? Indeed, what is that which wants to live? It will be noted 
that regardless of the radical interpretation provided by Foucault, the basic premise 
of the Hobbesian constmct, as per a Foucauldian reading, was a "life" that had 
to have the ability to display a coherent "will to live." Further, "living" had to be 
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construed in a particular way which was, and remains, intimately tied to the notion 
of death as a Limit-Condition. Now, there are a number of ways by which an 
expression of the "will to live" may be construed. Yet, in the first instance, we find 
that for an entity to "will" living, it must know not only what "a life" means, it 
would also have to know what "to be alive" means in addition to knowing what the 
Other of"to be alive" means. Thus, at the very least, there is an implicit assumption 
of a "thinking entity" in this Foucauldian reading of "the will to live." In the 
Cartesian context, this would be the subject for the "will to live" points to the pres
ence ofan "I-ness" which desires to live. It will be noted that the "I-ness" is deter
mined after the undetermined "I" in Cartesian construct has been determined by an 
act of thinking. In Descartes' formulation, therefore, "thinking" was the signature 
of"life," indeed of existence and the absence of which was death. Thus, it will not 
be wrong to state that it was this subject that was assumed to be subjected to the dis
ciplinary modes of thinking which also underwrote much of the juridico-political 
and military theories of the Enlightemnent. The assumption was always made that 
the subject - be it the individual or the State - of war was a subject who could be 
assumed to, at the very least, display the will to live. From this to construct the edi
fice of the juridico-political system, which would not only explain, but also shape 
and control, the actions of Man was an easy matter. 

With reference to the earlier discussion it is also necessary to briefly dwell on the 
implications of the phrase- to live. What this phrase means, at this point, is not cen
tral to the discussion. What is more important, particularly in the context of this 
study, is to recognize that this phrase held a common meaning across the board, and 
the crucial role that it played in calibrating the formation of a set of martial con
cepts, theories, doctrines, and institutions that were underwritten by a notion of 
a universal mathesis. It will be appreciated that this notion of a universal 
mathesis also allowed for the creation of an enemy who was an Other relative to the 
Self. Put differently, it could be said that the strategy of the Cartesian methodology 
was to assert the Self's sovereignty by "thinking" the "norm." Thus, that which 
lay outside the norm was not labeled unreal (or impossible), but ab-normal. Ab
normality, for the Self, was a condition that was included within the conditions 
of possibility of the Self for it necessitated the recognition of the condition of ab
normality. The enemy, therefore, had to fall within this construct of ab-normality 
and not outside it.130 Thus, the Self made the Other and, by extension, the Enemy. 
In other words, the Enemy (alternatively, the Other) while not necessarily being 
within the ambit of the Reason of the Self, nevertheless, remained firmly grounded 
within Reason-as-such. It is in this sense that Vattel's injunction that the "object of 
war was to bring an enemy to reason" is revealing on more than one count. Indeed, 
this is also where Foucault's analysis of Hobbes is most relevant for, as we have 
seen, Foucault showed how the Hobbesian notion of war presupposed an "equal 
opposite." A problem, however, arises ifthe notion of the equality is removed from 
the contestants and we posit an Absolute Other (as contrasted with an excluded 
Other) in place of the traditional adversary of the Self. But this is a problem that did 
not trouble the military theorists of the Enlightemnent. They did not consider 
the need to think in terms of an Absolute Other given their conceptual allegiance 
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to the notion of a universal mathesis that followed the Cartesian construct of 
the Self. 

Thus, we find that there are at least five elements that consistently emerge from 
our overview of the military theories of the Enlightenment. First, the concept of war 
was a function ofa fundamental conception of the Self, which owed its origin to the 
Cartesian philosophical methodology. It was this which enabled the formulation of 
military theory in terms of a science and was deemed firmly grounded on Reason 
and, in this sense, was also considered universal. Second, the Enemy was not the 
Absolute Other of the Self; rather, it was a construct of the Self. In this sense, the 
Enemy was an entity that was easily recognizable by the Self as it employed the 
same strategies and tactics as the Self.131 Third, the emerging concept of war 
spawned a plethora of institutions - both military and juridico-political - which 
served to reinforce this emerging concept of war. Further, the operative conception 
of the Self enabled, rather than hampered, the "control" that was exercised over 
bodies-the evidence of which, as we have seen, resided not only in the institutions 
but also in the very tactics and strategies that were employed in the context of war. 
Fourth, this condition also led to the developing of specific disciplines of knowl
edge, which served to organize the Real (or Reality). And fifth, despite the propen
sity to employ Reason to make Man, in Descartes' words, "master of nature," there 
remained elements that invariably escaped the confines of Reason. The problems 
associated with addressing these, in the martial context, were to the Genius. 
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architectonic of war 

What Kant referred to as the "lawless use of Reason" found expression in the 
"doctrine that geometrical 'reason' is the only criteria of truth, so that there can be 
no limit to the application of reason operating on the basis of experience, and hence 
of knowledge."' This, in many ways, radical interpretation of the Cartesian project 
of Reason was - as we have seen- applied to the study and analysis of the conduct 
of war albeit with not very encouraging signs of success. Simultaneously, however, 
a more successful project to craft the concept of war was underway in the philo
sophico-juridico-political context. Unlike its counterpart in the domain of military 
theory, which failed to satisfactorily bridge the gap between the theory and practice 
of war, this project of developing and articulating a concept of war, which also took 
its inspiration from Descartes, particularly in his theorization of the Self (Subject), 
succeeded in (!) ensuring that the object of war was to bring an enemy to Reason, 
(2) developing and articulating the juridico-political framework within which war 
could be "reasonably" discussed, and (3) making war subject to the political and 
ultimately to a specific notion of the Human. This is most evident in the works of 
Jomini. As we have seen, though Jomini held that strategy was governed by scien
tific principles, and that there were fundamental principles upon which all good 
combinations of war have always rested and existed, he remained cognizant of the 
political context in which these "scientific principles" of war and strategy operated 
and of the acute disorienting potential that the occasional encounters with uncer
tainty, chaos, and the unknown had on the battlefield. 

It was only with the Copernican revolution that Kant brought about in philoso
phy that a more mature, nuanced, and confident approach to Reason was achieved. 
This was equally reflected in the domain of war studies. But this in no way meant 
that the ambition of the theorists and practitioners of war was in any way lessened. 
On the contrary, the ambition now was to develop a framework of war so flexible 
that it would be able to account fornot only chaos, chance, and uncertainty, but also 
provide a Reason-able basis on which the question regarding war would and could 
be contained. 

It is in this context that Clausewitz is claimed to be the pre-eminent theorist of 
war - at least in the Western world. For the most part, this accolade conferred on 
Clausewitz is justified for, with him, the project of theorizing war was so compre
hensively enframed that what has since followed have been mere footnotes - the 
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addition of details - that only serve to fill in the gaps that Clausewitz's theory did 
not address. But this reification of the paradigmatic Clausewitzian theory of war, 
while well deserved, is also highly problematic for it carries with it the implication 
that the regime of thought that guides our current and emerging theorizations on 
and of war is an archaic one. As we will see, this regime of thought is archaic not 
because its genealogy can be traced to at least the Age of Enlightenment, but 
because, in effect, its evolution had already come to an end with the manner in 
which the theorization of war took place pioneered by Clausewitz himself. 

The romance of Clausewitz 

The influence of Kant on Clausewitz is a much debated and disputed aspect of the 
history of the evolution of military thought.' Some have contended that while Kant 
may have, to some degree, influenced Clausewitz, the evidence is not as clear as, 
for example, the influence ofMontesquieu or even that ofFichte and Hegel.3 Others 
have discounted, indeed dismissed, the necessity of spending much time on tracing 
the philosophical influences on Clausewitz's thinking. These latter commentators 
have suggested that it is not surprising that Clausewitz's magnum opus betrays the 
prevalent philosophical tendencies of his times since Clausewitz, after all, was not 
only "bookish and introverted," but also well networked with the leading intellec
tuals of the time.4 What is important to them, however, is the elegance of the 
Clausewitzian system which, while quite specific in detailing the rationale ofindi
vidual military operations and situations, nevertheless also managed to convey its 
universal nature. 5 And then there are those who, while certainly not dismissing 
Clausewitz, reject the principal determinants of the Clausewitzian universe -
but only on the grounds of being obsolete. They, more often than not, call for a 
"reevaluation of all values. "6 

Given that the life of Clausewitz has been documented in great detail, it is not 
necessary to review the same here. Nor will a general exegesis of the Clausewitzian 
theory, which has been equally well documented, occupy our attention.' Instead, 
we will engage with what are, in the context of this study, critical issues within 
Clausewitz's theory of war - thematically arranged as ( 1 )  method, (2) theory, 
and (3) strategy. Within this schematic, we will not only contextualize 
Clausewitz's insistence on the subordination of war to politics - made famous by 
the now well-worn dictum, "war is an extension of politics by other means" - we 
will also pay close attention to how Clausewitz addressed the phenomena of 
chance and uncertainty, and how and in what light he viewed the "commander" and 
his role. 

, 

This will allow us to ( 1 )  outline a Clausewitzian architectonic of war, and (2) to 
engage with the philosophical core around which the architectonic of war - as a 
strategic ensemble - sustains itself. In the wider context of this study, the latter 
objective will have far-reaching consequences for it will allow us to suggest-here 
recalling Szafranski - that ( 1 )  Clausewitz's efforts should be understood as not 
simply a response, but also as a mode of response to the emerging epistemological 
challenges of his time, and (2) that which may have begun as an epistemological 
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exercise has now assumed an ontological character - somewhat aided and abetted 
by Clausewitz himself. 

Clausewitz, methodologizing . . .  

"Clausewitz's reformulation of the concept of military theory, which was directed 
against the theoretical outlook of the Enlightenment, was bound up with his effort 
to devise an adequate military theory of his own."8 This conceptual reformulation 
took a dual form. In the first instance Clausewitz, dissatisfied with the efforts ofhis 
predecessors, took to critiquing their theories and systems of war. Second, as 
Clausewitz's thinking matured, he engaged in not simply a critique of the earlier 
systems but in a more positively oriented problematization of war itself. Pare! sug
gests that this second mode, for Clausewitz, was more programmatic.9 

In his essay, "On the State of the Theory ofWar," Clausewitz wrote-"we expect 
great advantage from an intelligent development of theory, partly for the training of 
young students, and even more for the development of the art itself."'0 Then, after 
clarifying that "method" is "a constantly recurring procedure that has been selected 
from a number of possibilities . . .  [which] becomes routine when action is pre
scribed . . .  rather than by general principles,"" Clausewitz insisted that: 

It must necessarily be assumed that all cases to which such a routine is applied 
will be essentially alike. Since this will not be entirely so, it is important that it 
be true of at least as many as possible. In other words, methodical procedure 
should be designed to meet the most probable cases . . .  based on . . .  the aver
age probability of analogous cases. Its aim is to postulate an average truth, 
which, when applied evenly and constantly, will soon acquire some of the 
nature of a mechanical skill, which eventually does the right thing almost auto
matically. 12 

Further, in 1808, in a note titled, "On Abstract Principles of Strategy," Clausewitz 
sketched out, albeit tentatively, a structure that would eventually integrate the rich 
diversity of historical experience, and a methodology that would allow for a uni
versal approach to the study and distillation of the same." As his letter to Fichte 
written in January 1809 shows, Clausewitz harbored the idea that underlying the 
diversity of historical experience, there did exist a universal constant element - an 
element that was the object of theory - "the lasting spirit ofwar."14 What is inter
esting is that, for Clausewitz, this attention to the presence of a "universal constant 
element" which, in the case of war, was "the lasting spirit" was not limited to the 
martial context. Thus, for example, in a note written in 1807 by Clausewitz to his 
then fiancee, Marie, he observed that: 

[R]eligious feeling in its elemental purity will eternally exist in men's hearts, 
but no positive religion can last forever. Virtue will eternally exert its benefi
cial influence on society; but the universality of this global spirit cannot be 
expressed in the restrictive form ofa code oflaws, and form itself will shatter 
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sooner or later when the stream of time has washed away or reshaped the 
surrounding contours. 15 

The intellectual reference made in this note can be traced, if not directly to Kant, 
then at least to Schleiermacher, who was an avid Kantian.16 It is also indicative of 
Clausewitz's familiarity with at least the general tenets ofKant's philosophy and its 
methodological practices. It is, therefore, not surprising that Clausewitz did not, as 
his predecessors were wont to do, approach the study of history dogmatically. 

More importantly, however, we should not ignore the fact that, in philosophical 
terms - like Kant in the field of philosophy- Clausewitz was also caught between 
the Scylla of the a priori and the Charybdis of experience. Thus, in 1809, he noted: 

Formula [is] abstraction. When by abstraction nothing which belongs to the 
thing gets lost-as is the case with mathematics- the abstraction fully achieves 
its purpose. But when it must omit the living matter in order to hold to the dead 
form, which is of course the easiest to abstract, it would be in the end a dry 
skeleton of dull truths squeezed into a doctrine. It is really astonishing to find 
people who waste their time on such efforts, when one bears in mind that pre
cisely that which is the most important in war and strategy, namely the great 
particularity, peculiarity, and local circumstances, escape these abstractions 
and scientific systems.17 

This suggests three fundamental points. First, as mentioned earlier, Clausewitz, 
like Kant, was concerned with the relation between the a priori and experience. 
Clausewitz, like Kant, also disavowed choosing between the one and the other, and 
like his intellectual predecessor, Clausewitz attempted to bridge what he deemed to 
be the gap between the two. Thus, in his more mature On War, Clausewitz asserted, 
"[t]heory exists so that one need not start afresh each time sorting out the material 
and plowing through . . .  it is meant to educate the mind of the future commander 
. . .  not to accompany him onto the battlefield."18 To support this contention, 
Clausewitz further noted that: 

If the theorist's studies automatically result in principles and rules, and iftruth 
spontaneously crystallizes into these forms, theory will not resist this natural 
tendency of the mind . . .  this is in accordance with the scientific law ofreason, 
to indicate the point at which all lines converge, but never to construct an alge
braic formula for use on the battlefield. Even these principles and rules are 
intended to provide a thinking man with a frame of reference for the move
ments he has been trained to carry out, rather than serve as a guide which at 
the moment of action lays down precisely the path he must take. 19 

Second, the note refers to that from which, by abstraction, nothing gets lost - "the 
thing" or the "the thing-in-itself." This demonstrates a recognition and understand
ing of Reason in terms of an "elemental purity [that] will eternally exist in men's 
hearts" - in terms of"scientific laws" and as a priori. Third, the note also reflects a 
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conviction that "that which is the most important in war and strategy, namely the 
great particularity, peculiarity, and local circumstances, escape these abstractions 
and scientific systems." It is evident that Clausewitz had already worked out the 
implications of these in as early as 1807 for, in an elegantly written note to Marie, 
Clausewitz had noted that "the universality of this global spirit cannot be expressed 
in the restrictive form ofa code oflaws . . .  [for] . . .  form itself will shatter sooner 
or later when the stream of time has washed away or reshaped the surrounding 
contours. "20 

Gat suggests that the note written by Clausewitz in 1807 betrays a fusion of 
Enlightenment and Romantic influences in Clausewitz's thinking and work, par
ticularly, the "blending of a high degree of sensitivity to the diversity of historical 
experience - with a belief in certain universal elements . . .  typical of the early 
period of historicism.'"' Be that as it may, from the perspective of this study, these 
three points also inform Clausewitz's strategic intent- the positing of an architec
tonic which, while not being dogmatic, and thus architectural -as he perceived the 
systems offered by his predecessors as being - would nevertheless be a universal 
frame of reference for the discussion of war, particularized by the specifics of 
individual experience. Clausewitz's methodology, therefore, remained a balancing 
act between the development of rules and principles which would, in his words, 
"not be a positive doctrine, a sort of manual for action," rather, it would be a criti
cal analysis which, to Clausewitz- here betraying a distinctly Kantian influence -
was "the application of theoretical truths to actual events. "22 These observations, 
taken together, serve not only as examples of the significant indebtedness of 
Clausewitz's martial theorizations to the Kantian philosophical project, they are 
also representative ofa core philosophical tension that runs through the heart of his 
On War. 

Despite what we can already discern - albeit faintly - as being an emerging 
architectonic in Clausewitz's theoretical efforts, we should not ignore his insis
tence on asserting that: 

Given the nature of the subject, we must remind ourselves that it is simply not 
possible to construct a model for the art of war that can serve as a scaffolding 
on which the commander can rely for support at any time. Whenever he has to 
fall back on his innate talent, he will find himself outside the model and in con
flict with it; no matter how versatile the code, the situation will always lead to 
the consequences . . .  talent and genius operate outside the n1/es, and theory 
conflicts with practice. 23 

Thus, one may ask: Given the "nature of the subject," how then is it even possible 
to attempt at providing a theory of war? 

Clausewitz, theorizing . . .  

The answer lies in one of the most curious, and by far the most interesting, sections 
of his famous text, On War, titled, "On the Theory of War.'' After engaging in a 
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brief discussion between the understandings of war as a science and as an art, which 
need not detain us, Clausewitz then proceeded to identify the "Alternatives which 
Make a Theory Possible."24 Clausewitz's central concern was to highlight how the
ory need not necessarily conflict with reality-a criticism that he continually levied 
on his predecessors and their ultra-rationalistic theories of war. Though the prob
lem associated with reality is essentially an ontological one, Clausewitz began by 
suggesting that "[i]t is the task of theory . . .  to study the nature ofends and means'"' 
thus calling for a consideration of the problem in epistemological terms. Further, 
Clausewitz insisted on such an epistemological consideration by defining war as 

"fighting, for fighting is the only effective principle in the manifold activities gen
erally designated as war."26The significance of this, Clausewitz pointed out, lay in 
the fact that a general theory which purports to be "valid for the majority of the 
cases and not completely unsuitable for any . . .  must be based on the most preva
lent means and their most significant effects."27 To further reiterate the point, 
Clausewitz also draws our attention to the two main categories that characterize 
war, namely, the preparations for war, and warproper.28 

Following through with this program, Clausewitz next attempted to identify 
what he perceived to be the "Principle Problems in Formulating a Theory of the 
Conduct of War."29 As pointed out earlier, Clausewitz suggested that "theory 
should be study, not doctrine." When read in the context of the principal problems 
that are confronted while formulating a general theory of war such as, the effects of 
danger, intellectual qualities, moral forces and effects, and the uncertainty of infor
mation, we find that Clausewitz's attempt was not so much to erect an immutable, 
indestructible, and universal architecture of war, rather, it was an attempt to lay out 
the field of war- a space or a domain that would, in his words, 

admit the feasibility of a satisfactory theory of war - one that will be of real 
service and will never conflict with reality. It only needs [according to 
Clausewitz] intelligent treatment to make it conform to action, and to end the 
absurd difference between theory and practice that unreasonable theories have 
so often evoked.30 

This, as we have seen, Clausewitz proceeded to do by delineating the "concepts of 
method and routine . . .  that governs the world of action like a duly constituted 
authority."" Only after repeatedly clarifying the epistemological implications of 
the problem, did Clausewitz partially address the ontological dimensions of the 
problem by suggesting that the primary purpose of any theory was "to clarify con
cepts and ideas. "32 

Clausewitz identified law, principle, rule, regulations and directives, and method 
as being "the logical hierarchy that governs . . .  action."33 But he was too astute and 
philosophically-minded to fall into the trap of propounding laws that could or 
would rigidly govern war and in this he clearly distinguished himself from his illus
trious predecessors. Clausewitz chose to ignore the two narrow and fonnal under
standings of law - first, "as a matter of cognition" where it is "the relationship 
between things and their effects," and second, "as a matter of will . . .  synonymous 
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with decree and prohibition. "34 Instead, Clausewitz artfully opted for an under
standing oflaw which, in his own words, "is the broadest concept applicable to both 
perception and action. In its literal sense, the tenn obviously contains a subjective, 
arbitrary element, and yet it expresses the very thing on which man and his envi
ronment essentially depend."" This he related to the notion of principles. Consider, 
for example, the following: 

In the conduct of war, perception cannot be governed by laws: the complex 
phenomena of war are not so unifonn, nor the uniform phenomena so complex, 
as to make laws more useful than the simple truth . . . .  Nor can the theory of war 
apply the concept oflaw to action, since no prescriptive formulation is univer
sal enough to deserve the name of law be applied to the constant change and 
diversity of the phenomena ofwar.36 

For any theorist attempting to develop and articulate a general theory of war, this 
poses a formidable problem for, as Clausewitz's words indicate, while the phe
nomenon of war may be a universal one, its particular manifestations are too com
plex and diverse to be codified under the heading of "laws." But Clausewitz gets 
around this hurdle by discussing principles, which he suggests are 

[the] . . .  law[s] of action, but not in its formal, definitive meaning; [they] rep
resent only the spirit and the sense of the law: in cases where the diversity of 
the real world cannot be contained within the rigid form oflaw, the application 
of principle allows for a greater latitude of judgment." 

Further, Clausewitz drew a distinction between an objective principle and a sub
jective one where the former was based on objective truths, while the latter on sub
jective considerations. In this way, Clausewitz was able to close the gap between 
rules and laws by emphasizing, a trifle disingenuously, on their being roughly "syn
onymous with principle."" Clausewitz thus indicated that laws, principles, and 
rules-understood in the aforementioned sense-"enables us to derive a general law 
ofaction."39 In the context of this study, it is important to mark that this is nothing 
less than a statement exclaiming the strategic intent of Clausewitz's celebrated, 
albeit incomplete, work, On War, which was to provide a general theory of not 
simply the manifestations of war, but also of the phenomenon of war itself. 

Clausewitz, strategizing . . .  

Admittedly, Clausewitz related this most curious assessment to a narrower discus
sion of strategy and tactics, but the implications of his theory-building exercise can
not be ignored. Simply put, what Clausewitz was engaging in was the development 
of a structure of thinking that would guide not simply the employment of strategy 
and tactics in the conduct of war, but also a general strategic mode of thinking about 
war. In other words, principles and method both of which, it will be appreciated, are 
descriptive and prescriptive in nature, form the sinews of a patently Clausewitzian 
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architectonic ofwar.40 Recall, in this context, Clausewitz's letter to Marie (1809). 
In it he wrote: 

[I]t is really astonishing to find people who waste their time on such efforts, 
when one bears in mind that precisely that which is the most important in war 
and strategy, namely the great particularity, peculiarity, and local circum
stances, escape these abstractions and scientific systems.41 

Thus, unlike Guibert or, more to the point, Jomini, Clausewitz desisted from pro
ducing an architecture of war, rather, he made allowance for chance, diversity, and 
the unknown by positing laws ("the broadest concept applicable"), principles, and 
rules, which serve to enable, in his words, "an analytical investigation leading to a 
close acquaintanceship with the subject [of war] . . .  The closer it comes to that goal, 
the more it proceeds from the objective form of a science to the subjective form of a 
skill . . . "42 Note how Clausewitz, with consummate care, deftly navigated through 
the dogmatic grounds occupied by his predecessors. To appreciate Clausewitz's 
theoretical dexterity and the impact it had on his project as a whole, it is necessary 
to take a step back and briefly remind ourselves of the influence that the philoso
phies of the Romantic Age had on the evolution and development of military the
ory and the study of war. 

Perhaps an adequate and pertinent summation of the mood of the Romantic phi
losophy at the time may be found in Victor Hugo's proclamation, "[a]ll systems are 
false; only genius is true."" It will be recalled that one of the most critical factors 
that distinguished the Romantics from their predecessors was the farmer's resist
ance to the 

rational tidiness of the Enlightenment . . .  a rational world that could be exam
ined, understood, and controlled by Reason . . .  [wherein] . . .  [t]he methods and 
principles of natural science were to be applied to a whole range of human 
experience, including the moral universe, to reveal the rational simplicity of 
reality.44 

In this way, Romantic philosophy, in general, eschewed the strict bounds of the 
rational and was more concerned with the non-rational. It will also be recalled that 
Kant - "a consummation of the Enlightenment . . .  [and] . . .  as a wellspring of 
German Idealism"45 - while working to position Reason as the highest tribunal, 
also made room for what he called the antinomy.46 This was nothing less than a tacit 
acknowledgment, by Kant, that even when viewed from within the prism of pure 
reason, there were some things that Reason itself could not address. Among other 
things, this also allowed for a refocusing on the possibility of Chance which, till 
then, was, as Lynn puts it, "a threat to the predictable and the regular . . .  [It] now 
became a major factor, an unavoidable and accepted determinant."47 

Not surprisingly, Clausewitz followed a similar trajectory. As we have seen, 
having first critiqued what he considered to be the straitjacketed approach of his 
predecessors to the study of war, Clausewitz began to develop a more flexible 
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approach - an architectonic - in which allowances could be made not only for all 
that lay within, but also, potentially, for that which lay beyond the reach of Reason. 
In this way, Clausewitz attempted to account for- to take stock of -probabilities, 
chance, and the unexpected. What is novel about Clausewitz is the tack that he took 
to address this problematic and it is, quite justifiably, one of the lasting legacies that 
he has left to the study of war. 

(de)Constructing war, absolute and real . . .  

Clausewitz defined war as "an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will."48 
Noting in passing the striking similarity between this definition and Vattel's view 
on the object of war which, as we have seen, was to do whatever is necessary to 
bring an opponent to Reason,49 we find that Clausewitz was also careful to base his 
definition on "hostile intentions," which he qualified in the following manner: 

Two different motives make men fight one another: hostile feeling and hostile 
intentions . . . Even the most savage, most instinctive, passion of hatred cannot 
be conceived as existing without hostile intent . . .  it is the most universal ele
ment . . .  [I]t would be an obvious fallacy to imagine war between civilized 
peoples as resulting merely from a rational act on the part of . . .  goverurnents 
and to conceive ofwaras gradually ridding itselfofpassion . . .  That would be 
a kind of war by algebra. 50 

Clausewitz then drew three conclusions from this. First, he identified two primary 
aspects of war- Absolute War and Real War; second, he concluded that "the orig
inal motive" for war resided in its "political object"; and third, he concluded- "no 
other human activity is so continuously or universally bound up with chance."51 
These conclusions enabled Clausewitz to propose what has since become famous 
as the paradoxical trinity of war. In his words: 

War is more than a true chameleon that slightly adapts its characteristics to the 
given case. As a total phenomenon its dominant tendencies always make war a 
paradoxical trinity - composed of primordial violence, hatred, and emnity, 
which are to be regarded as a blind natural force; of the play of chance and 
probability within which the creative spirit is free to roam; and of its element 
of subordination, as an instrument of policy, which makes it subject to reason 
alone.52 

Thus, if we could speak of the "components" of war then, based on the aforemen
tioned, they would be (I) a blind natural force, and (2) the (inter)play ofchance and 
probability. 53 The third element was not strictly a component of war-it was an indi
cation, albeit a critical one, of war's potentiality to be instrumentalized. Thus, when 
Clausewitz mentions that the motive of war lies in its political object, we should be 
careful to recognize that he is not referring to war as an originary condition or phe
nomenon; rather, he is pointing to the domain within which the phenomenon of war 
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is most likely to be triggered and actualized. For Clausewitz, therefore, in  originary 
terms, war's principal components were only two in number - blind natural force 
and the play of chance. 

Recall that Clausewitz's stated objective was to devise a "methodical procedure 
. . .  to meet the most probable cases . . .  based on the average probability of analo
gous cases. Its aim . . .  to postulate an average truth." The critical move that 
Clausewitz made in this context was to insert an a priori distinction within the con
cept of war in terms of Absolute and Real War, and by identifying the limit of 
Reason in the context of Absolute War. Thus, early in On War, he presented the 
"essence of war . . .  as an eruption of force and violence,"54 which he understood as 
"true war or absolute war."55 For Clausewitz, this true war, or Absolute War, was 
nothing but "a struggle for life and death - a struggle, that is, in which at least one 
of the parties is determined to gain a decision."" The implicit annihilation that 
awaited the participants of Absolute War - going by its logic of strikes and 
counter-strikes -was a fact that was not underestimated by Clausewitz. Indeed, he 
frequently cites the example of the campaigns of Napoleon as being a proximal 
condition of Absolute War in Real terms. As a point of passing interest we should 
bear in mind that some scholars, particularly Gat, suggest that Clausewitz's later 
writings indicate that it was on this very point that "Clausewitz's view of the nature 
of war as all-out fighting, centering on the engagement, fell into crisis."" For our 
purposes, however, we only need take note of the following: 

l .  Clausewitz's analysis of the theories of his predecessors- informed by a close 
examination of military history -suggested to him that "the universally valid 
element" of the conduct of war was "saturated by the urge for a decision," 
which necessarily implied the absoluteness of violence- though he did accept 
that "[t]he age in which this postulate . . .  was at its strongest was the most 
recent one,"58 that is to say, the age preceding his." Clausewitz insisted that 
Absolute War is an expression of the logical necessity to overthrow the enemy; 
it is the succession of blows and counter-blows struck with almost equal 
energy. 60 In other words, Absolute War, presuming no external influence, was 
the maximum effort, applied repeatedly, at a decisive point, for a decisive deci
sion, with a single logical object: Absolute defeat of an enemy. This logic, was 
in Clausewitz's words, war's "natural tendency . . .  in its philosophical and 
strict logical sense alone and does not refer to the tendencies of the forces . . .  
including . . .  the morale and emotions of the combatants."" Clausewitz further 
asserted that this logic remained true regardless of whether war was a duel 
between two contestants, or a hostile engagement between coalitions of 
nations. Based on the aforementioned, therefore, it could then be said that 
Absolute War displays two characteristics: ( l )  by virtue of being, at the least, 
co-constituted by blind natural force, it is, to some measure, independent of 
"the political" because as a pure expression of blind natural force, the "succes
sion of blows and counter-blow" need have no basis in "the political," and (2) 
when this blind natural force did manifest itself within "the political," it could 
potentially "usurp the place of policy the moment policy had brought it into 
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being; it would then drive policy out of office and rule by the laws of its own 
nature."62 We need to be careful here. Clausewitz insists that "in the field of 
abstract thought . . .  it [i.e., war] reaches the extreme, for here it is dealing with 
an extreme: a clash of forces freely operating and obedient to no law but their 
own . . .  an almost invisible sequence of logical subtleties. "63 Clausewitz insists 
that the logic of Absolute War that determines the "succession of blows and 
counter-blows" is not simply an inhuman logic, but also a non-human one. 
Thus, we would do well to resist the temptation of overlaying this non-human 
logic with peculiarly anthropocentric hues. It is equally critical that we recog
nize Clausewitz's subtle, but simultaneous, assignment of two versions of 
Absolute war- as the logic of war independent of the political and as the logic 
of war at the disposal/service of the political. But Clausewitz's initial assess
ment of the dangers posed by Absolute War regardless of it being subject to the 
political or not remained unchanged. He contended that the logic of war - in 
the Absolute sense- devoid of emotion, morale, and feelings -was marked by 
its desire for the annihilation/absolute defeat of the enemy and thus was dan
gerous and destructive.64 Indeed, he also added the corollary that like in its true 
state, this logic - even when manifested within the political - was equally 
(more to the point, materially) destructive and, therefore, dangerous - as, 
Clausewitz claimed, it was in the hands ofNapoleon.65 Thus, it is not surpris
ing that Clausewitz insisted that any theory of war must make room for 
Absolute War. Indeed, according to Clausewitz, Absolute War must be the 
principle that is invoked to 

form a general point of reference, so that he who wants to learn from the
ory becomes accustomed to keeping that in view constantly, to measuring 
all his hopes and fears by it, and to approximating it when he can or when 
he must.66 

It is important, at the risk ofrepeating ourselves, to emphasize that the principle of 
Absolute War, for Clausewitz, lay in its logic and not in its instrumentality. The lat
ter- as in the case of Napoleon, Caesar, and Alexander-was a mere instance of the 
Absolute principle in operation in the expanse of history and in the space and 
service of"the political." 
2. Clausewitz's historical research also showed him that though this "logic of 

war" may be a "universal element" and, in this sense, "the rule," the history 
of warfare in every age and country, paradoxically, showed that the majority of 
wars/campaigns did not even approximate the universal element, thereby mak
ing it seem more of an exception than the rule.67 Oat suggests that this discov
ery posed a dilemma for Clausewitz and that, as a consequence, Clausewitz 
found his "lifelong conception of theory" being shattered.68 Contrarily, this 
study suggests that the issue at stake is not whether Clausewitz's concept of 
war (Absolute War, which we have discussed in terms of the logic of war 
within and without a political context) failed to pass the test of experience. Nor 
is it the case that "the unity of the phenomenon of war, based on a lasting spirit 
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that encompassed the diversity of forms, disintegrated; and the practical 
imperatives derived from this spirit - the significant content of theory - lost 
their validity."" It is simply that Clausewitz deduced - based on the evidence 
of his historical research - that the logic of war that he identified as Absolute 
War was incomplete. It needed to address, by including within its ambit the 
element of possibilities, probabilities, chance, and uncertainties to be fully 
workable. Clausewitz's historical researches also showed that in this expanded 
form a theory of war could indeed be devised that could conceivably accom
modate the rich, wide, and varying particularities ofhistory.70 

3. Lastly, but most tantalizingly, Clausewitz fleetingly refers to "the pure con
cept of war. "71 It will be recollected that, for Clausewitz, the dual forces that 
tempered the Absolute logic of war were, on the one hand, Reason (in the form 
of the political) and, on the other, the interplay of possibilities, probabilities, of 
good and bad luck, and of instances in which strict logical reasoning often 
plays no part at all. These latter forces, Clausewitz reminded us, "[were] 
always apt to be a most unsuitable and awkward intellectual tool."72 Now, an 
overwhelming number of scholars and theorists view the interplay of possibil
ities and probabilities, collectively "chance and uncertainty," as a qualifica
tion, albeit an important one, of Absolute War- a qualification that allows for 
the phenomenon of Absolute War to be experienced as Real War. This is not 
surprising as such a qualified understanding of chance and uncertainty is also 
textually supported in On War. Thus, for instance, we find Clausewitz musing 
about the following: 

Why is it that the theoretical is not fulfilled in practice? The barrier in 
question is the vast array of factors, forces and conditions in national 
affairs that are affected by war . . .  Logic comes to a stop in this labyrinth . 
. . This inconsistency . . .  is the reason why war turns into something quite 
different from what it should be according to its concept . . .  turns into 
something incoherent and incomplete. 73 

Here, quite obviously, Clausewitz is qualifying, that is to say, he is marking out a 
distance between Absolute War and Real War-between the theory and practice (of 
war) - and points to a non-conducting medium, in which "[n]o logical sequence 
could progress . . .  as it were a simple thread that linked two deductions."74 But it is 
also interesting to note that he is simultaneously pointing to another condition - a 
condition referred to by Clausewitz as "the pure concept of war" which he, by what 
can be described as a sleight of hand, conflated with principle of Absolute War. 
Clausewitz says: 

the natural aim of military operations is the enemy's overthrow, and that strict 
adherence to the logic of the concept can, in the last analysis, admit no other 
. . .  we showed how factors inherent in the war-machine itself can interrupt and 
modifY the principle of enmity as embodied in its agent, man, and in all that 
goes to make up warfare. Still, that process of modification is by no means 
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adequate to span the gap between the pure concept of war and the concrete 
form that, as a general rule, war assumes . . .  Generally it is not a case in which 
two mutually destructive elements collide, but one of tension between two ele
ments, separate for the time being, which discharge energy in discontinuous, 
minor shocks. 15 

As we have seen, and as Clausewitz reiterates here, the logic of Absolute War is all
encompassing for it allows no other. The logic of Absolute War dictates that two 
elements will collide in a mutually destructive manner from which there is no pos
sibility of escape. The outcome of the progress of such a logic will, therefore, be 
either the annihilation of any one party or (particularly in the nuclear age) the 
mutual destruction of both participants. While it may not be possible for us 
(humans) to identify or assign a meaning to the logic operative in such a condition, 
it can however be rationally calculated. This remains the case even if we take into 
account the myriad of instances where chance and uncertainty make their presence 
felt as the fog and friction of (absolute) war generated within and experienced by 
the war machine. In the context of the concrete form of Real War, the play ofchance 
and uncertainty is even more pronounced, though the pronouncement is more in the 
form of additional complexities that are factored into war and its conduct. 
Clausewitz also notes that the process of modification, that is to say, the factors 
collectively, chance, and uncertainty - that temper the logic of Absolute War and 
which apply to the more concrete form of Real War do not span the gap between 
these two "faces" of war. Note that Clausewitz here - operating within a Kantian 
regime of Reason - is not suggesting that Absolute War or Real War is incompre
hensible or incoherent. But he does say that the gap between the theory and practice 
of war is incomprehensible and incoherent - a condition in which logic (and one 
could add Reason) comes to an end. Note also that this condition is in excess ofnot 
simply Real War, but also of Absolute War. This study contends that this excessive 
condition - that which stands in stark contrast to both Absolute and Real War - is 
the concept of the pure concept of war that Clausewitz fleetingly refers to. It is fur
ther suggested that Clausewitz was fully cognizant with the force of this concept 
and, recognizing its potency, was forced to constrain it to as far an extent as possi
ble. It is important to reemphasize that this space occupied by the pure concept of 
war is one of absolute incomprehension by Man. From Clausewitz's point of view, 
this situation would have been untenable. Thus, he insisted on conflating this pure 
concept of war with Absolute War and then tempering the theory of Absolute War 
by being "prepared to develop our concept of war . . .  by leaving room for every sort 
of extraneous matter."76 Indeed, for Clausewitz, the critical series by which he 
developed his architectonic of war was nothing less than Pure War < >  Absolute 
War < >  Real War. Pure war is tempered by the affixation of a logic (which under 
some circumstances may be comprehensible, but not always necessarily so), which 
yields the phenomenon of Absolute War. To Absolute War, a number of orders of 
chance and uncertainty are added - such as the fog and friction of war, "natural iner
tia . . .  the friction of its parts, all the inconsistency, imprecision, and timidity of 
man; and finally the fact that war and its forms result from ideas, emotions, and 
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conditions prevailing at the time"77 - that may be theoretically calculable, but 
practically very difficult to compute. This is the phenomenon of Real War. As 
we will see, however, the matter does not simply end there because, for 
Clausewitz, Chance (in extremis, as the anterior condition to Reason) also repre
sented the possibility of Reason extending its dominion over that absolute Other of 
Reason. When considered in this way, Clausewitz's introduction of Chance in the 
context of his theory of war was a move that ultimately served to "bring war to 
Reason." 

On the question as to why Clausewitz adopted this stance, the answers are 
many and some are quite obvious. Thus, for example, the intention to bind war 
within an architectonic of Reason was one of Clausewitz's stated objectives. It 
could also be the case that Clausewitz recognized that the phenomenon of war was 
something that, while being apparently recognized and subject to critical analysis 
in political terms, was actually in excess of such circumscriptions. Thus, perhaps, 
his insistence on taking into account the concept of Absolute War (informed by 
the pure concept of war) within any consideration of war-as-such. Certainly, 
Clausewitz's exposure to the philosophies of the Enlightenment would have 
imparted to him a confidence in the prospect of ultimately understanding the 
mysteries of nature. In equal measure, Clausewitz's exposure to the Romantic 
philosophies of his time would have taught him to have a healthy respect for 
the "unknown unknowns." Regardless, however, when viewed in the context 
of the strategic object of Clausewitz's theorizing efforts, it is important for us to 
note that the recognition and introduction of Chance was nothing less than an 
enabling- co-constituting- principle that allowed him to design a viable architec
tonic of war. 

Recall that originally, for Clausewitz, Absolute War exhibits a logic bereft of 
any emotions, feeling, and morale - regardless of whether this logic is expressed 
within or without the political. If it was indeed the case that Clausewitz took the 
aforementioned view of Chance, that is to say, he recognized Chance as the anterior 
condition to Reason, then his fleeting reference to the pure concept of war remains 
in excess of Absolute War in both its senses -as the logic of war and/or its destruc
tive operation/manifestation in the political context. This study suggests that for 
Clausewitz, the pure concept of war was this excess that was anterior to Absolute 
and Real War. This concept of war, in its originary purity, is spectral but Real. It 
eludes our efforts to grasp it; nevertheless, it leaves its empirical traces in the form 
of chance and uncertainty. 78 

But when considered in the context of a theory-building exercise, as Clausewitz 
himself observed, this pure concept of war (even in its modified form of Absolute 
War) was an unreliable tool. Thus, in theoretical and operational terms, Clausewitz 
used "chance and uncertainty" as an instrument - like "the political" - to temper 
and reign in the incoherence of the pure concept of war by making it Real as 
Absolute War, which in tum was made material as Real War.79 This Clausewitzian 
gesture speaks volumes for by it he not only obviated the need to ignore chance and 
uncertainty which, going by his own arguments, could only be ignored at one's 
peril, but he also revealed much about the pure concept of war which proved to be 
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ungraspable in the Real despite the empirical traces left by it. In this way, as we can 
see, all along, at a subtle philosophical level, the central problem that Clausewitz 
was confronting, and proactively working to address, which was nothing less than 
how to think when thinking is chaotic at its core? 

Put in this way, it is easy to understand why Clausewitz may have struggled with 
the idea. It is obvious that implicit in the Clausewitz's pure concept of war there is 
an apparently unbearable tension. Then again, it should also be appreciated that 
Clausewitz- in keeping with his times- was also fairly confident of Reason's abil
ity to extend its reach by conquering Chance and subordinating it to Itself.80 Indeed, 
after the publication and acceptance of Kant's First Critique, Reason had subordi
nated itself to the highest tribunal - Itself. But while doing so, it also had to 
acknowledge its own limits. Kant says in the Preface to The Critique of Pure 
Reason: 

Human reason has a peculiar fate in one kind of its cognitions: it is troubled by 
questions that it cannot dismiss, because they are posed to it by the nature of 
reason itself, but that it cannot answer, because they surpass human reason's 
every ability." 

The question regarding Chance was one potent example of Reason confronting that 
which surpassed human reason's every ability. But this did not mean that Reason 
did not either resist or even proactively combat its Other. Thus equipped, 
Clausewitz began his tentative attempt to bridge the gap between the a priori con
cept of war-that is to say the pure concept of war disguised as Absolute War- and 
the experience of Real War.82 As we will see, this "hope," in Hacking's words, to 
"tame chance" assumed an even more real presence with the advent of the Age of 
Information. 

However plausible and delicate this argument may seem, we should not be too 
hasty in accepting Clausewitz's view that the pure concept of war was totally 
beyond Reason and thus only needed an architectonic fashioned in part by the polit
ical and Chance. A careful second look at this analysis already points to a partial 
tempering of the phenomenon of war that was always/already at work in 
Clausewitz's theoretical efforts. Indeed, this "tempering" is visible in the logic of 
Absolute War. Note that Clausewitz persistently describes the logic of war as being 
mutually destructive for the combatants involved in it. Even if we disregard, as 
Clausewitz does, the elements of morale, feelings and emotions in the context of 
Absolute War, it is impossible to ignore the thanatological consequences that 
accompany the logic of war. This is true not simply in the case of Real War, but is 
also implicit in the logic of Absolute War and in the pure concept of war. Thus, for 
Clausewitz, war had always-already been subjected to, ifnot Reason per se, then at 
least to a thanatological ordering. This, in a very material sense, marked the circle 
that circumscribed his concept of war - pure or otherwise. In this way, this study 
suggests, the Limit-Condition of the concept of war, for Clausewitz, was thanato
logically (pre)determined. Clausewitz's pure concept of war, it would seem, was 
not all that "pure" after all. 
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The Clausewitzian mesh and net, architectonically speaking . . .  

While we will return to the above discussion in short order, for our immediate pur
poses, however, we should not fail to acknowledge the deftness with which 
Clausewitz conducted the discussion on the distinction between Absolute War, 
Real War, and this pure concept of War. This is reminiscent of the maneuver by 
which Kant had "linked the theoretical problem of the a priori to spontaneity and 
freedom, and through them to practical philosophy."83 Also like Kant, Clausewitz 
sought to ground the pure concept of war in an architectonic such that, as an a 
priori principle/rule, it would (1)  legitimize not only the formalization of an 
architectonic of war, but also, (2) canonize how the architectonic was designed 
thereby, ultimately, bringing war to Reason.84 Clausewitz's sketching out of an 
architectonic of war, thus, was nothing less than an attempt to tame a phenomenon 
that - to him - was in excess of the scientific laws of Reason, and which was inex
tricably laced with blind natural force and chance. The development of an architec
tonic, Clausewitz realized, was the only way by which he could effect the maneuver 
that Kant had exercised when the latter had discussed Religion within the Limits of 
Reason. It is, therefore, important for us to recognize that Clausewitz's grand/meta 
strategic objective in the conceptualization and writing of On War was nothing less 
than to "discuss War within the Limits of Reason." This was the mesh and the net 
that Clausewitz cast over the phenomenon of war. 

Clausewitz adopted two simultaneous and co-existent strategies to effect this 
maneuver. First, he subordinated war to politics, and second, he made space for the 
Genius as Commander which, this study suggests, was Clausewitz's way of instru
mentalizing Chance, thereby making it into a handmaiden of the Genius and ulti
mately to the phenomenon of war. As we have already seen, there were very good 
reasons for Clausewitz to effect this maneuver. It is indeed a telling commentary on 
the conceptual power and force of Clausewitz's philosophy of war that today when 
we speak of the Clausewitzian theory of war, or more commonly, of war-as-such, 
we tend to ignore -rather, we presume- these a priori elements within the concept 
of war operative in Clausewitz's work. Thus, we remain content to problematize 
war within the architectonic - the theoretical, indeed ontological, mesh and net -
erected by Clausewitz and underwritten by a very Kantian understanding of Reason 
posited as an a priori concept/principle. 

Clausewitz set the strategic priority of his intellectual exercise by stating that his 
task "[was] to develop a theory that maintains a balance between . . .  three tenden
cies, like an object suspended between three magnets."" These three tendencies, of 
course, are the famed trinity of war- blind force, chance, and the subordination of 
war to policy/politics. As we have already seen, two elements of this trinity, namely, 
blind force and chance, were ruled out by Clausewitz as being controllable. Thus, 
Clausewitz had to devise another method that would give substance to his efforts to 
devise an appropriate theory of war. This he undertook to achieve by reemphasizing 
the elevated location and role of politics (this geared to temper the element of blind 
natural force) and by positing the role and function of the Genius as Commander 
(this geared to contend with the vagaries of chance and uncertainty). 
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Handel echoes the majority of Clausewitzian scholars when he suggests that 
"Clausewitz's greatest contribution to the study of war-his Copernican revolution, 
so to speak - was his emphasis on the centrality of politics in war."86 Further, 
Handel observes: 

Clausewitz demonstrated that war makes sense only as an extension of the 
logic of political action. War divorced from political life is pointless, for 
ideally,po/itics pursues a rational goal by enhancing the welfare and interests 
of the state. This [Handel claims] is the axiomatic foundation of his 
[Clausewitz's] theory of war [which] as straightforward as the idea of the pri
macy of politics in war is, it is also the most difficult to accept and implement 
in time of war. 87 

Yet, as we have seen, Clausewitz did not begin from the premise of war being sub
ject to politics. Contrarily, the ideal - the "pure" form of war in the abstract- had, 
for Clausewitz, very little to do with rational goals and the logic of political action. 
Though, as we have seen, it did not entirely escape the thanatological considera
tions implicit in Reason itself. We have also seen how this prospect brought 
Clausewitz to the very edge of Reason - a situation similar to that which Kant had 
to contend with when Reason confronted an antimony, namely, the problem of 
Religion. The canon represented by the aforementioned words of Handel -by way 
of an example - does not read Clausewitz in this way. This inversion of 
Clausewitz's dilemma tragically trivializes a core problematic that Clausewitz 
(indeed any philosopher of war) had to (and has to) contend with - something that 
Hermann Kahn, in an apparently unrelated context, over a hundred years later, curi
ously phrased as "thinking about the unthinkable."" It will be obvious by now that 
this study neither presumes such a reading of Clausewitz-nor does it endorse such 
a trivialization of Clausewitz's theoretical efforts. 

Clausewitz's first intellectual problem, thus, may be encapsulated in his efforts 
to contend with the non-human logic of Absolute War. Jn other words, though 
Clausewitz could discern a pattern in the machinations - that is to say, in the logic 
-of Absolute War, it also brought home to him - operating from within the Kantian 
regime of Reason - the very potent realness of the limits of Reason. After all, let us 
not forget that Absolute War was nothing more than a theoretically manageable 
guide to the incoherence of the pure concept of war. Under these circumstances, 
Clausewitz, quite naturally, would have found it increasingly difficult to theorize 
on war for, in philosophical terms, he would have had reached the maximal limits 
of Reason. Thus he was led to insist that no theorization of war could afford to 
ignore Absolute War as "a general point ofreference."89 Among other things, this 
may also be offered as evidence of Clausewitz's (perhaps tacit) recognition that 
perhaps "war in its most extravagant, uninhibited and originary sense does not 
serve the State."90 Recognizing the excess of the phenomenon of war - this not 
being necessarily limited to the wantonness of the violence that war entails -
Clausewitz found, in Handel's words, "the logic of political action" as being a suit
able but tenuous framework - in Heideggerian terms, a gestell - within which war 
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could and would be contained.91 Thus, it is suggested, Clausewitz's positing of the 
rational order of politics was merely a guise by which he attempted to secure war 
within the realm of Reason. Of course, Clausewitz was astute enough to recognize 
that this gestell was a flimsy one-as Napoleon had demonstrated. Nevertheless, he 
insisted on this ge-stelling because - from his perspective, as Handel, among oth
ers, points out - it was the only way by which war could even be made sense of. 
Moreover, it also contributed to his strategic intention - that of creating an archi
tectonic which would enable a reasonable theorization of the problematic of war. It 
is in this sense that this study suggests that there is a very real possibility that 
Clausewitz may have been more than aware that- in originary terms- war was not 
an extension of policy, rather, as Foucault was to theorize over a century and half 
later, that policy was an extension of war by other means.92 

The second strategic objective of Clausewitz's theoretical effort was to contend 
with chance and uncertainty, which was even more problematic than the non
human logic of Absolute War. As we have seen, to all intents and purposes, and 
even reiterated a number of times by Clausewitz himself, the non-human logic of 
war is an abstraction - a referential point - which, in the context of Real War, is 
unlikely to come to pass, though Clausewitz claimed to see- quite intimately- the 
very real possibility of Absolute War manifesting itself- that is, becoming Real -
in the hands of Napoleon. Thus, just as it would have seemed to Clausewitz that he 
had succeeded in securing war within the confines of Reason, another factor came 
to the fore. This time, however, the problem was subversive in nature and origin for 
it represented an internal or intensive quake within Reason itself. This was the 
problem of Chance and Uncertainty. It is important for us to recognize that this 
problem was altogether a different matter as compared to the blind logic of the nat
ural forces that, according to Clausewitz, co-constituted war and which he had quite 
dexterously succeeded in containing within thegestell of the rational orderofpoli
tics. It would not have taken Clausewitz long to realize that Chance and Uncertainty 
were even more problematic than the blind forces ofnature for, unlike the latter, the 
former intruded like unwelcome guests into the gestell of not simply the rational 
order of politics, but also within Reason itself. If Clausewitz is revered today as a 
pre-eminent philosopher of war, it is primarily because of his efforts in contending 
with Chance and Uncertainty, which he theorized in terms of fog and friction in 
war. This acknowledgment of Clausewitz's insight is, to a great extent, warranted 
and justified. 

As we have seen, the most common readings of Clausewitz's work, particularly, 
his On War, have tended to lessen-by inverting - the impact that Clausewitz may 
have intended to impart with his theorizations of Absolute War. In the case of 
Chance and Uncertainty, the literature- with a few exceptions -has simply tended 
to reiterate that these twin phenomena are very critical elements in war and its con
duct. But this is simply not enough. There is more to this problem than what a mere 
glance would suggest. Thus, to put it in very rudimentary terms, the problem posed 
by chance and uncertainty is the presence of chance and uncertainty in itself Recall 
in this context the manner in which Deleuze attempted to speak about absolute 
immanence. He said: 
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Absolute immanence is in itself: it is not in something, to something; it does 
not depend on an object or belong to a subject. [ . . . ] When the subject or the 
object falling outside the plane of immanence is taken as a universal subject or 
as any object to which immanence is attributed, [ . . . ] immanence is distorted, 
for it then finds itself enclosed in the transcendent.93 

This study contends that Clausewitz, ju the form of chance and uncertainty, thus 
encountered an instance of what Deleuze would refer to as absolute immanence -
though it is unlikely that Clausewitz would have recognized it as such. In this sense, 
Clausewitz faced nothing less than ontological problem. In the context of this 
study, it is hoped that a closer examination of how (and to a lesser extent, why) 
Clausewitz came to address the question regarding chance and uncertainty will not 
only help us to recognize the enormity and scale of the Clausewitzian project, it 
will also assist us to confront the single most challenging aspect of any philosophy 
of war. 

In Fortnna's camp 

No other human activity is so continuously or universally bound up with 
chance. And through the element of chance, guesswork and luck come to 
play a great part in war . . .  War is the realm of uncertainty; three quarters 
of the factors on which action in war is based are wrapped in a fog of greater 
or lesser uncertainty . . .  war is a gamble . . .  war resembles a game of 
cards.94 

With these lines, Clausewitz opened his campaign against Chance and Uncertainty 
and the impact of his efforts remain with us till today. Let us, however, begin by 
first reviewing the immediate context in which Clausewitz came to confront these 
twin disruptive phenomena. Herbig informs us that: 

Clausewitz looks at how chance affects planning, implementing, and the 
very thinking of wars; at what qualities commanders must have to 
surmount chance and uncertainty; at how chance shapes interactions between 
adversaries. He mulls over uncertainty's sources and its distortion of the 
environment. He focuses on chance in his theories of the nature of war . . .  
considering how the realities of chance affect the possibility of arriving at a 
theory.95 

While this serves as an adequate summation of Clausewitz's concerns regarding 
Chance and Uncertainty, Herbig, quite correctly, also informs us that in his mag
num opus, Clausewitz addresses these issues in a somewhat haphazard manner. 
Thus Herbig, referring to Chance, notes, "[t]hese questions arise here and there in 
On War. Sometimes Clausewitz separates chance and uncertainty, sometimes he 
confounds them, and he often imbeds them in the context of other issues."96 Herbig 
then, helpfully, suggests: 
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There are four clusters of ideas which . . .  are just loosely structured enough to 
allow us to draw more informed inferences . . .  on the nature of war, on the per
sonal qualities and ideas of the commander, on the relationship of chance and 
uncertainty, and on the options for action in the face of these contingencies.97 

Herbig's classificatory scheme, though helpful in its own right, does not however 
further our project to (I) investigate the singular problem of chance and uncertainty 
as confronted by Clausewitz and, more importantly, (2) of appreciating precisely 
how and to what end Clausewitz sought to ameliorate the perceived effects of 
Chance and Uncertainty. To be sure, Herbig does mention Clausewitz's theoriza
tion on the nature and role of the Commander in the context of Chance and 
Uncertainty, but her investigation is not sustained and certainly does not address (1) 
precisely why Clausewitz chose to emphasize the role of the Commander in the 
context of these twin disruptive phenomena and (2) the consequence of the 
Clausewitzian understanding of the Genius as Commander. Herbig does, however, 
temptingly suggest that "to advance the theory of warfare one must grasp the effects 
of chance on the commander . . .  [and) . . .  in how well each commander could apply 
the ideas - not specific solutions - in On War to his own unique problems."98 For 
our purposes, however, this does not suffice, for here - like in the case of the polit
ical - Clausewitz effects a tactical maneuver which, while geared to address the 
question of chance and uncertainty in operational terms, also marks a tum to the 
instrumentalization of Chance and of that utterly Romantic figure of the Genius. 
Previously we noted that Clausewitz, in keeping with the intellectual developments 
of his time, would have very likely considered Chance as the Absolute Other of 
Reason. This, we asserted, was the case because, as a philosopher of war inspired 
by Kant, Clausewitz would have been well-placed to recognize Chance as being a 
Limit-Condition of Reason. It is therefore necessary for us to now take a closer look 
at precisely how Clausewitz deftly wove this Limit-Condition-"the play of chance 
and probability within which the creative spirit is free to roam" - into his account 
of war. 

Given that we will be investing a fair amount of space to address this particular 
element of Clausewitz's theory of war, it may help to clarify at this stage the imme
diate and tactical reasons as to why this investment in time and effort is being made. 

I .  First, having heard the din of battle himself, it would probably be safe to pre
sume that Clausewitz had a firsthand acquaintanceship with the vagaries posed 
by chance and uncertainty in war,99 which may have also led him to so emphat
ically state that war, unlike any other hu1nan activity, is continuously or uni
versally bound up with chance. This Clausewitzian observation is also borne 
out by the literature on the history of war and its conduct which, when dis
cussing war in its theoretical/philosophical and operational aspects, seems to 
accord an inordinately high level ofemphasis on chance and uncertainty. Thus 
we find the pages of military history containing an overwhelming number of 
direct - and sometimes oblique - references to chance and uncertainty, and 
how they impact war and its conduct. Indeed, these references not only appear 
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in accounts of information/net-centric warfare and even before in those of 
mechanized warfare, but also in those that detail the regimented set-piece bat
tles of the Enlightenment Era and earlier. At the meta-strategic level too, as the 
literature suggests, chance and uncertainty make their very potent presence 
felt.10° Further, the literature also points to how chance and uncertainty take on 
a very material - that is to say, thanatological - existence in the specific con
texts of small/micro combat units, and at the level of the individual soldier.1°' 
This, in itself, warrants a closer look at chance and uncertainty in the martial, 
particularly Clausewitzian, context. 

2. Second, Clausewitz's attempt to address chance and uncertainty, being more 
flexible than that of his predecessors and counterparts, remains the theoretical 
model ofchoice when discussing the fog and friction of war today. As we will 
see-when we take up the case ofNCW -the exercise of this choice in the con
text of war in the Information Age continues to approximate the Clausewitzian 
model and for good reason. For us, therefore, to appreciate how the strategy 
and logic ofNCW is geared to combat and quell (the latter being the ideal con
dition) the vagaries of chance and uncertainty, it is necessary to take a keener 
look at how and under what conditions the phenomena of chance and uncer
tainty - which Clausewitz discussed under the rubric of fog and friktion -
evolved and interrupted the rational calculations of military theorists of the 
time. 

3 .  Third, the tendency to control (and in the more extreme cases, overcome) 
chance and uncertainty in the martial context - as we have alluded to earlier
is nothing less than an attempt to accommodate chance and uncertainty within 
an architectonic of war, rather than having the architectonic being interrupted 
by them. It is only with Clausewitz- though military theorists before him had 
indeed considered chance and uncertainty and had noted the (more often than 
not) deleterious effects that they had not only in the conduct of war, but on their 
attempts to devise a comprehensive theory of war as well - that such a proac
tive stance towards these disruptive phenomena was taken. As mentioned ear
lier, Clausewitz presumed to identify opportunities that could be exploited in 
the context of chance-though, it must be restated, he did place the figure ofthe 
Genius as the identifier and exploiter of the opportunities that chance and 
uncertainty afforded. This marks the most critical maneuver effected by 
Clausewitz to sketch out his architectonic of war. Being, as this study con
tends, a pivotal theoretical effort by Clausewitz in his work, On War, a closer 
look at how this maneuver was effected and the ramifications that it has had is 
warranted. 

It is also necessary to briefly direct our attention to the environment which provided 
the intellectual and philosophical context in which Clausewitz embarked on this 
project. Hacking informs us that: 

Throughout the Age of Reason, chance had been called the superstition of the 
vulgar. Chance, superstition, vulgarity, unreason were of one piece. The 
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rational man, averting his eyes from such things, could cover chaos with a veil 
of inexorable laws. The world, it was said, might often look haphazard, but 
only because we do not know the inevitable workings of its inner springs. io2 

Not only was the Age of Religion drawing to a close, but there was a rejuvenation 
in the intellectual spirit of those times wherein the world, that is to say Nature, was 
being increasingly considered as being the playground of Man who, in tum, was 
nothing less than the embodiment of not simply Practical Reason, but also, of Pure 
Reason. Our overview of classical military theory bears this out. As we have seen, 
it certainly was not the case that the classical theorists of war did not recognize 
and/or accept the presence of chance and uncertainty in war. They did. '0' The point 
to note, however, is the economy of relations that marked the relationship between 
these theorists and chance and uncertainty in the context of war. The premise of this 
relationship was marked by an increasingly widespread optimism that was com
mon enough in the Age of Reason - particularly in its more deterministic modes. 
Essentially, this optimism was based on the notion that though "[t]he world . . .  
might often look haphazard, but [this is] only because we do not know the 
inevitable workings of its inner springs. "104 Jn other words, while recognizing the 
tactical messes that chance and uncertainty could and did create in war, strategi
cally, the problem ofchance and uncertainty- for the classical theorists - was not 
a major issue. For them, it was only a matter of time before even chance and uncer
tainty could be "tamed." It all depended on when and in what manner the inevitable 
workings of the inner springs of the world stood revealed. At this point, one can 
almost imagine Heidegger nodding in approval for, when put in this manner, it was 
nothing less than a movement, which Heidegger would, no doubt, point to as an 
example of an antic (re)presentation of an ontological activity - an activity by 
which Nature would stand unconcealed, and thus be brought forth. In ontical terms, 
of course, Man (the Human) effects this maneuver for it is he who will eventually 
command Nature having understood her inevitable workings. 

In the context of our brief overview of the classical theorists of war, this finds 
expression in the increasingly detailed models/theories of war and its conduct that 
attempted to account for the phenomenon of war and of its conduct. It will be rec
ollected that Puysegur, displaying the esprit geometrique, proposed, in the form of 
a treatise on seigecraft and fortifications, a universal theory of war that would be 
scientific. Then Maizeroy, informed by Pythagorean philosophy, which held that 
numbers underlay all phenomena, focused on tactics- his attempt being to fashion 
a perfect system of tactics, by means of deploying what he termed "the most sub
lime faculty of mind . . .  reason." These theorists were then followed by, among oth
ers, Guibert, who1n it is worth quoting again: 

Almost all sciences have certain or fixed elements, which succeeding ages 
have only extended and developed, but the tactics, till now wavering and 
uncertain, confined to time, arms, customs, all the physical and moral 
qualities ofa people, have of course been obliged to vary without end and fora 
space of a century to leave behind nothing else than principles disavowed 
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and unpracticed, which have ever been cancelled and destroyed by the 
following age. '0' 

What Guibert wanted was nothing less than, "those huge machines, which by 
quite uncomplicated means produce great effects."106 For Guibert, therefore, a 
bit ominously, the ideal martial condition would be one where life and all the 
myriad of moments that comprise it were deployed to sustain "huge machines" -
systems where "there is not a single moment of life from which one cannot 
extract forces, providing one knows how to differentiate it and combine it with 
others."101 

Lastly, the hope of military theorists such as Lloyd and von Bulow was to find a 
set of "rational principles based on hard, quantifiable data that might reduce the 
conduct of war to a branch of the natural sciences . . .  from which the play ofchance 
and uncertainty" could be entirely eliminated.'°' Though we have not considered 
the contribution of Lloyd to the study of war in any great detail, we should note that 
he had gained some name and fame by critiquing Frederick II as a strategist based 
on his purported application of scientific principles to the historical events of the 
Seven Years' War (1756-63). Thus, as Watts puts it: 

[F]oreshadowing the mathematical approach that would later be pursued by 
the English automotive engineer Frederick W. Lanchester, Lloyd's enthusi
asm for achieving certainty in war led him to argue that whoever understands 
the relevant military data stemming from things like topological and geo
graphical measurements, march tables, supply needs, and the geometrical rela
tionship of supply lines to fighting fronts (or ofarmies to their bases) would be 
"in a position to initiate military operations with mathematical precision and to 
keep on waging war without ever being under the necessity of striking a 
blow."'09 

Along with him, as we have seen, von Bulow, in his "Pure and Applied Strategy" 
(Reine und angewandete Strategie), took an even more quantitative position. In it 
he claimed that the success of a military operation depended largely on the angle 
formed by two lines running from the extreme ends of the base ofoperations to the 
objective. Thus, von Bulow opined, ifthe base of the operation was suitably placed 
and sufficiently extended for the two lines to converge on the target at an angle of 
90 degrees or more, "victory was as certain as could reasonably be expected."110 In 
some respects, these instances of martial theorizations may be considered as the 
apogee of the ultra-rationalistic theories of war. Soon, however, such rigid deter
minisms began to be tempered. Thus we find that beginning with Jomini and cul
minating with Clausewitz, military theories and theorizations on war began to 
temper the prospects ofa rigid rationalism which was, more often than not, wrecked 
by the intrusions of chance and uncertainty. With this, the formal accommodation 
ofchance and uncertainty within the rubric of war had begun. 

Additionally, Hacking and Foucault show us that during the time frame within 
which the transformation in the conceptualization and understanding of war and 
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military theories from the stage of a dogmatic over-rationalization to its being 
tempered by the gradual accommodation of chance and uncertainty took place, 
there was a huge intellectual and societal transformation that was also underway. 
Society was becoming statistical. 1 1 1  It is in this context that, in part, the emergence 
of chance and uncertainty, rather, the problematization of chance and uncertainty, 
in the Clausewitzian context gains traction. Our immediate task at hand, therefore, 
will be to assess the impact of chance and uncertainty on Clausewitz's theoretical 
efforts and to follow the dexterous moves that he made to account for them within 
his architectonic of war. In the process, it will also aid us in preparing the grounds 
for the (re)examination ofNCW that will follow. 

The face of chance 

In the context of the military theories of the Enlightenment Age which, as we have 
seen, reached their apogee in the works ofGuibert, Lloyd, von Bulow, and others, 
the rationalistic order of things was marked by the tendency of these theorists to 
devise a system which would allow for the "perfect" calculability of combat. This, 
more often than not, spilled over into how war was understood and related to. The 
missing piece of the puzzle for these overly rationalistic philosophers of war was 
the case of the exception to the rule, which was the interruption that upset all their 
rationally constructed plans. 

What was missing was a law or a principle that would aid in addressing the 
exception to the more general rules that comprised their art of war. This exception 
manifested itself in a myriad of ways. Thus, for example, it could take the form of 
natural variables, such as the weather, geography, emotions, morale, etc. Then 
there were other, more prosaic, variables that influenced the conduct of war. These 
included logistical dislocations, unforeseen bottlenecks in command and control, 
malfunction of equipment, etc. Even the history that these theorists used for their 
theorizing purposes was strewn with examples and instances of such variables dis
turbing the tightly controlled plans of war. Not only did they upset the operational 
dimensions of war, they also forced themselves into the strategic and meta-strate
gic dimensions of war. 1 1 2  The consequence of this was an even more rigid insis
tence on rules and principles that would make the conduct of war as friction-less as 
possible and the premise was that these variables could be accounted for. This is 
very much in evidence in, for example, Jomini's theoretical efforts. It did not mean, 
however, that Jomini was blind to the vagaries of chance and uncertainty. As we 
have seen, he held the view that: 

[T]he fundamental principles upon which rest all good combinations of war 
have always existed . . .  these principles are unchangeable; they are independ
ent of the nature of the arms employed, of times and places . . .  Genius has a 
great deal to do with success, since it presides over the application of recog
nized rules, and seizes, as it were, all the subtle shades of which their applica
tion is susceptible. But in any case, the man of genius does not act contrary to 
these rules.1 13 
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Note how Jomini, while insisting on the point that the fundamental principle upon 
which "all good combinations of war have always existed . . .  are unchangeable . . .  
[and] independent of the nature of the arms employed, of times and places," never
theless accepted that there were "subtle shades" where the application of these fun
damental principles of war were left inadequate. These he dispatched with haste to 
the realm of the Genius. 

Now, Barry Watts informs us that Clausewitz referred to the phenomena of 
chance and uncertainty under the umbrella of what he (Watts) refers to as the "uni
fied theory ofFriction" (Friktion). He further points out that by the time Clausewitz 
delivered his summary lecture at the Berlin War College, in 1 8 1 1 ,  he had identified 
two distinct sources of what he termed "the friction of the whole machinery": "the 
numerous chance events, which touch everything" and "the numerous difficulties 
that inhibit accurate execution of the precise plans that theory tends to formu
late. "114 According to Watts: 

[T]he second source offriction . . .  internal resistance to precise plans- recalls 
the type of frictional impediment that Clausewitz, in a letter to his wife in 1806, 
had first referred to. The first - the play of chance - represents a significant 
expansion of the original notion through the addition of a second major 
category or source offriction.115 

This, however, leaves unsaid precisely how Clausewitz would have approached the 
problems posed by chance and uncertainty. Beyerchen, in this context, provides us 
with a lead. He suggests that: 

[T]he connection between chance and uncertainty provides a means ofunder
standing both, if we draw on the insights of the late nineteenth-century mathe
matician Henri Poincare, whose understanding of the matter was powerful 
enough that he is a frequently cited source in nonlinear science today. Poincare 
argued that chance comes in three guises: a statistically random phenomenon; 
the amplification of a microcause; or a coolfunction of our analytical blind
ness. He described the first as the familiar form of chance that can arise where 
permutations of small causes are extremely numerous or where the number of 
variables is quite large. This form of chance can be calculated by statistical 
methods. The very large number of interactions produces a disorganization 
sufficient to result in a symmetrical (i.e., Gaussian or bell curve) probability 
distribution. Nothing significant is left of the initial conditions, and the history 
of the system no longer matters. It is possible that Clausewitz was aware of this 
general line of reasoning. As with magnetism and friction, important develop
ments in probability theory were occurring in Clausewitz's time, and we know 
that he read intensely in mathematical treatises. 1 16 

While we should note that Poincare's mathematical works came a few decades after 
Clausewitz, Beyerchen's point is well made. Additionally, as Hacking points out, 
the intellectual project of addressing the phenomena of chance and uncertainty was 
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already evident in the works of Leibniz, who .. was a witness to . . .  the emergence 
of probability around 1660 and just afterwards."1 17 This is lent further credence to 
if we pay attention to what Hacking has to say in this context: 

[I]t is notable that the probability that emerged so suddenly (in the 1660s) is 
Janus-faced. On the one side, it is statistical, concerning itself with stochastic 
laws of chance processes. On the other side it is epistemological, dedicated to 
assessing reasonable degrees of belief in propositions quite devoid of statisti
cal background. '" 

Further, we should not forget that Poincare's summation ofhow the phenomena of 
chance and uncertainty could be analyzed and addressed was the culmination of a 
gradual process that preceded Clausewitz by almost two centuries. This, as we have 
seen, was nothing less than a signal of the erosion of determinism that had been the 
hallmark of the rationalistic order of things post the Age of Religion. Indeed, it 
could be said that Poincare's three guises of chance- statistically random phenom
ena, amplification of micro causes, and our (human) propensity for analytical 
blindness - had already been worked out in some detail by the time Clausewitz 
came to confront them in the context of his theorization of war. Thus, it is possible, 
indeed probable, that Clausewitz would have been familiar with the developments 
in this field. In the context of the evolution of military thought, this transformation, 
albeit perhaps not strictly in these terms, was already underway when Guiher!, for 
instance, wrote his seminal A General Theory of Tactics. So, what was the nature 
of the chance and uncertainty that Clausewitz confronted? 

Let us see how Clausewitz framed this problem. In On War, he wrote: 

Waris the realm ofuncertainty; three quarters of the factors on which action in 
war is based are wrapped in a fog of greater or lesser uncertainty. A sensitive 
and discriminatingjudgment is called for; a skilled intelligence to scent out the 
trnth . . .  War is the realm of chance. No other human activity gives it greater 
scope: no other has such incessant and varied dealings with this intrnder. 
Chance makes everything more uncertain and interferes with the whole course 
of events. 1 19 

In this remarkable passage, for which he is justifiably praised, Clausewitz not only 
demonstrates his acute appreciation of not simply the criticality of chance and 
uncertainty in war but also proposes how to deal with these disruptive phenomena. 
But what precisely did Clausewitz mean when he referred to the "fog of greater or 
lesser uncertainty?" 

Consider the following: 

[T]he general unreliability of information presents a special problem in war: 
all action takes place, so to speak, in a kind of twilight, which, like fog or 
moonlight, often tends to make things seem grotesque and larger than they 
really are . . .  Whatever is hidden from full view in this feeble light has to be 
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guessed at by talent, or simply left to chance. So once again for lack of objec
tive knowledge one has to trust to talent or to luck.120 

This passage suggests that Clausewitz attributes information - rather, the lack of it 
- to the "fog of greater or lesser uncertainty" and to "chance which, particularly in 
the context of war, makes everything more uncertain and which interferes with the 
whole course of events." Now, it is tempting to suggest that this lack ofinformation 
is a function of statistically random phenomena and of amplified micro causes 
which the common man is unable to identify.121 Indeed, this is how most commen
tators approach this element in Clausewitz's theory of war, which also dovetails 
quite neatly into the three guises of Chance that Poincare identifies. But Clausewitz 
also hinted-but only hinted-at something else, which was in excess of statistically 
random phenomena and amplified micro causes which posed a seemingly insur
mountable problem not simply in the context of the conduct of war, but also while 
positing a theory of war. Thus, for example, Clausewitz noted: 

[T]he difficulties accumulate and end by producing a kind of friction that is 
inconceivable unless one has experienced war . . .  Countless minor incidents
the kind you can never really foresee - combine to lower the general level of 
performance, so that one always falls short of the intended goal. . . .  The mili
tary machine -the army and everything related to it- is basically very simple 
and therefore seems easy to manage. But we should bear in mind that none of 
its components is of one piece: each part is composed of individuals . . .  the 
least important of whom may chance to delay things or somehow make them 
go wrong . . .  This tremendous friction, which cannot, as in mechanics, be 
reduced to a few points, is everywhere in contact with chance, and brings about 
effects that cannot be measured, just because they are largely due to chance.122 

At first glance, it would appear that what Clausewitz is reiterating is the very 
Kantian distinction between the a priori and experience by insisting that unless one 
has experienced war, one is unable to appreciate the "countless minor incidents" 
that degrade the performance of- note Clausewitz's words at this point- "the mil
itary machine," which he identifies as "the army and everything related to it." He 
also notes, among other things, the lacking of mechanics -his passing reference to 
Newtonian science- to account for the "tremendous friction" that the components 
of the military machine undergo, but also exhibit. To this we must also add his 
observation that not only is friction caused by the components and the sub
components of the military machine as they interact with themselves as a "whole," 
but how their collective and individual contact with external conditions "brings 
about effects that cannot be measured, just because they are largely due to chance." 
Based on this, we would not be incorrect to conclude that Clausewitz's notion of 
chance and uncertainty was a condition marked by internal friction, which is gen
erated as the military machine performs its tasks, and external friction that occurs 
as the military machine comes in contact with its operational environment. As we 
will see, Clausewitz did indeed design his methodology for dealing-in operational 
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terms -with chance and uncertainty by working from precisely such a premise. But 
the picture that Clausewitz builds up in this powerful passage is even more intrigu
ing than simply these observations for ifthe matter were to be simply left standing 
at this point, it would remain a rather simplistic understanding and rendition of 
what is not simply a military problem, but first, a more fundamental and philo
sophical problem. 

Consider, for example, the following: 

[T)he deduction of effect from cause is often blocked by some insuperable 
extrinsic obstacle: the true causes may be quite unknown. Nowhere in life is 
this so common as in war, where the facts are seldom fully known and the 
underlying motives even less so. "123 

What Clausewitz draws our attention to here is nothing less that his rather 
sophisticated understanding of chance and uncertainty. He notes, incisively, that 
cause-effect relationships decompose into meaninglessness at one point of time or 
the other. Note that he is not making this assertion simply in the context of the 
military. He specifically refers to this process of decomposition as occurring in 
life-as-such. Further, he identifies the catalyst that aids and abets this decomposi
tion as something that is seemingly insuperable, but obviously extrinsic to the 
cause-effect relationship - the origin of which remains unknown. This state of 
affairs Clausewitz identifies as being present in life, but which - according to him 
- is discemable at a much finer resolution within the context of war and combat. In 
net effect, therefore, Clausewitz is not making a case for a simplistic relativism in 
life and war. Instead, we find that he is pointing to a condition marked by a peculiar 
kind of chance and uncertainty, which is in excess of the chance and uncertainty 
that results from the internal and external frictions of a war machine. While this 
may seem to appear out of nowhere, according to Clausewitz, it always-already 
exists. Indeed, Clausewitz also seems to be saying that it is in such turbulent and 
chaotic conditions that life and war unfold. We need to be careful here. The sense 
of chance and uncertainty that Clausewitz designates as insuperable, extrinsic, and 
unknown is quite different in nature from the sense of chance and uncertainty that 
is more commonly associated with the fog and friction that is endemic to the oper
ational conditions of the Clausewitzian war machine. It is, of course, true that when 
the war machine is operational, situations and circumstances are encountered that 
are either the effects of friction, or are clouded in a fog ofchance and uncertainty. It 
may also be the case that in some, indeed in most, instances the cause-effect 
relationship that can explain these instances of friction and of chance and uncer
tainty appear to be inscrutable to most; however, there is a qualitative difference 
between these instances and the state of affairs that Clausewitz associates with 
the intrinsic instability in life and war. As we will see, in the case of chance and 
uncertainty, which the fog and friction of war are a signature of, the possibility of 
making a casual connection between seemingly unrelated events remains, at least 
potentiality, in the hands of the Genius. On the subject of the chance and 
uncertainty that rents life and war, however, Clausewitz remains silent-though he 
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conveys much with his silence to the point of compelling us to pay even more care
ful attention to how he maneuvers around the issue. 

Now, if we were to cast our reading of the just quoted passage from Clausewitz 
into Deleuzian terms, it could be said that when Clausewitz encounters chance and 
uncertainty in the wider expanse of life and war, he is encountering nothing less 
than an instance of immanence where "there are always many infinite movements 
caught within each other, each folded in the others, so that the return of one instan
taneously relaunches another in such a way that the plane of immanence is cease
lessly being woven."124 Following through in the Deleuzian vein, it could be said 
that aside from the chance and uncertainty that Clausewitz identified as being dis
ruptive in the operational sense, the face of chance and uncertainty that he remained 
silent about was the one that would have also appeared to him like a "section of 
chaos . . .  characterized less by the absence of determinations than by the infinite 
speed with which they [the determinations] take shape and vanish."125 

At this point it is expected that skeptical readers would begin to resist this co
relation that is being drawn between the phenomenon of chance (and uncertainty) 
as encountered by Clausewitz and the Deleuzian notion ofthe plane ofimmanence. 
They would, however, be cautioned to revisit Clausewitz's problem again. As men
tioned earlier, Clausewitz was perceptive enough to note that there was an "insu
perable extrinsic obstacle in deducing effect from cause." What this suggests is that 
Clausewitz - who had personally experienced war - remained cognizant of the 
problems associated with causality, or more accurately, with the lack of it, on the 
field of battle in particular and on questions regarding life and war in general. 
Crucially, Clausewitz, who had personally seen the "face of battle" and who was, it 
is fair to say, familiar with the "tempo ofoperations," would have also been able to 
appreciate that even if specific determinations-that is to say, concrete information 
- were available, the tempo of operations would necessarily render such determi
nations mobile thereby making them progressively indeterminate. Clausewitz's 
recognition of chance and uncertainty's originary contingent nature, which 
remained in excess of the exertions ofan algebra that purported to contend with the 
fog and friction associated with war (and of life), would thus have come about in 
this way. Clausewitz, in this way, albeit in his own terms, would thus have con
fronted the problem of chance and uncertainty in terms of what Deleuze refers to as 
the "infinite speed with which determinations take shape and vanish." 

Now consider what Deleuze and Guattari have to say about the infinite speed that 
characterizes the chaos of the plane of immanence. They suggest: 

This [the movement associated with infinite speed] is not a movement from 
one determination to the other but, on the contrary, the impossibility of a 
connection between them, since one does not appear without the other 
having already disappeared, and one appears as disappearance when the other 
disappears as outline.126 

Given this, it is not surprising that Clausewitz would, perhaps a trifle plaintively, 
write: "chance makes everything more uncertain and interferes with the whole 
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course of events." Again, it is important for us to note that when Clausewitz writes 
about "chance making everything more uocertain," he is not simply referring to the 
friction that the military machine - including its components and sub-components 
-experiences in itself and in its contact with the operational environment, he is also 
including the "exterior problem" within the ambit of chance. Note that this notion 
of chance and uncertainty, as we have seen earlier, in some measure always-already 
reflects an excessiveness. In this form, chance and uncertainty intrude and reside as 
unwelcome guests within any coherent ensemble- theoretical or otherwise. In this 
sense, therefore, the "fact of chance" that Clausewitz would have been a witness to 
- in originary terms - veers very close to the immanent nature of the chaos that 
marks the Deleuze-Guattarian plane of immanence. In fact, when Deleuze and 
Guattari suggest that, "[ c ]haos makes chaotic and undoes every consistency in the 
infinite . . .  [it] . . .  is not an inert or stationary state,"127 Clausewitz, particularly in 
the context of chance and uncertainty in war, would have agreed for the undoing of 
the consistency of information - regardless of whether it emanated from with the 
"military machine" or from the contact of the military machine with its operational 
environment- would have been a phenomenon that Clausewitz would have readily 
recognized and appreciated. Thus, in the famous chapter on Friction in War, 
Clausewitz noted, "[ o ]nee war has actually been seen the difficulties become clear 
. . .  Friction . . .  is the force that makes the apparently easy so difficult."128 In this 
way, for Clausewitz, the more critical intellectual problem, even before the opera
tional problem made its appearance, would have been: How to think when the con
dition of thought - that is to say, the condition in which thought is possible - is 
embedded in a condition of chaos? This, in essence, was the problem of chance and 
uncertainty that Clausewitz faced. 

Strategizing chance 

It will be evident by now that the phenomena of chance and uncertainty confronted 
by Clausewitz was not something that could be explained away as being merely 
accidental, random, and a matter of analytical blindness. Rather, it was a funda
mental philosophical problem that threatened to disrupt, indeed make incoherent, 
his strategic intent to forge a comprehensive theory of war. Clausewitz, faced with 
this problem, resorted to a number of strategic and tactical maneuvers that cannot 
help but invite our admiration. 

We have already noted that the specific nature of the problem of chance and 
uncertainty for Clausewitz was less a question of the lack of information; rather, it 
was a question of speed, that is to say, of time. In other words, for Clausewitz, the 
critical element was that given the tempo of operations and the infinite variations, 
permutations, and combinations that war-as-such entailed, the possibility of devel
oping, maintaining, and operating on the basis of a consistent set of information 
was not only difficult but impossible. Seen from Clausewitz's point of view the 
problem would have seemed understandably intractable. But it is also interesting to 
note that despite Clausewitz's overt acknowledgment of the radical indeterminacy 
that the phenomena of chance and uncertainty presented - in operational and 
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theoretical terms - a desire for consistency and determinacy remained and this 
involved nothing less than a consideration of"life (particularly martial life) as the 
conquest of mobility. "'29 

It could be argued that this was in no way different from what Clausewitz's pred
ecessors -particularly Lloyd, von Bulow, and Jomini - were attempting to achieve 
by means of their theories of war. This point of view though, at first glance seem
ingly true, underestimates the subtle but radical transformations that were operative 
in the Clausewitzian theory of war. Thus, for example, unlike the martial theories of 
his predecessors, Clausewitz's theory - by allowing for the active play of chance 
and uncertainty in the context of war - refused to straitjacket the phenomenon of 
war. The result was that unlike the works of his predecessors, Clausewitz's theory 
of war remained flexible enough not to be disrupted by the twin phenomena of 
chance and uncertainty. Thus, while his predecessors' theories found themselves 
being repeatedly interrupted and dislocated by chance and uncertainty, 
Clausewitz's deft maneuver to incorporate these two phenomena as intrinsic con
stituents of his theory - thereby making the transition from one designing an archi
tecture of war to one purporting to unconceal the architectonic of war - made sure 
that his theory would (I)  "not be forgotten after two or three years, and that possibly 
might be picked up more than once by those who are interested in the subject,"130 

and (2) "bring about a revolution in the theory ofwar."131 It is worth noting that on 
both these counts Clausewitz was largely successful.132 Indeed, it could be argued 
that not only did Clausewitz's theoretical exertions bring about a revolution in the 
theory of war, they also single-handedly created a viable paradigm within which the 
theory of war could be made intelligible. This, as we have seen, Clausewitz did by 
devising a theory of war that not only took into account the presence of chance and 
uncertainty, but one that was also informed by (at least an implicit) understanding 
of chance and uncertainty as an instance of pure immanence. 133 

Clausewitz's theory of war also casts an interesting light on the massive but sub
tle transformations that were simultaneously underway in the "social" at that time. 
Our interest in this is not simply driven by the fact that such transformations were 
evident in Clausewitz's work. It is also motivated by the fact that these transforma
tions provided the fundamental grounds on which Clausewitz proposed the role and 
function of the Genius in war. As we have already seen, one central feature of these 
transformations was the fact that society was becoming statistical. As Hacking 
informs us: 

[E]very state, happy or unhappy, was statistical in its own way. The Italian 
cities, inventors of the modem conception of the state, made elaborate statisti
cal inquiries and reports well before anyone else in Europe. Sweden organized 
pastors to accumulate the world's best data on births and deaths. France, nation 
of physiocrats and probabilists, created bureaucracy during the Napoleonic era 
which at the top was dedicated to innovative statistical investigations . . . .  the 
English inaugurated "political arithmetic" in 1662 when John Gaunt drew 
demographic inferences from the century old weekly Bills of Mortality for the 
City ofLondon.134 
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As a consequence, "[a] new type of law came into being, analogous to the laws of 
nature, but pertaining to people . . .  They carried with them the connotations ofnor
malcy and of deviations from the nonn. "135 But to what end? 

Foucault shows us that this type oflaw emerges at the 

crossroads of two processes: one that, shattering the structures of feudalism, 
leads to the establishment of the great territorial, administrative, and colonial 
states; and a totally different movement that, with the Reformation and 
Counter-Reformation, raises the issues of how one must be spiritually ruled 
and led on this earth in order to achieve eternal salvation. 136 

Thus we find questions like "[h]ow to govern oneself, how to be governed, how to 
govern others . . .  in their multiplicity and intensity"137 surfacing. As we have seen 
previously, the emergence ofa statistics of society or, more precisely, beginning to 
understand society statistically, was a transformation that had been underway for a 
while. By way of an example, Hacking points to Leibniz as being one of the key fig
ures who played a role in the emergence of probability and the mathematics that 
underwrote it. Indeed, Leibniz, going by Hacking's assertion, may also be consid
ered to be the philosophical godfather of Prussian official statistics. Leibniz's 
premise, in this context, was nothing less than the following: !fa Prussian State was 
to be brought into existence (and he was all for it), the critical raw material for such 
a state was the population. This, according to Leibniz, was "the true measure of 
power ofa state."138 And how was this measure of population, which Leibniz rec
ognized as being the measure of a State's power, to be ascertained? In response, 

[h]e formulated this idea of a central statistical office . . .  serving the different 
branches of administration: military, civil, mining, forestry and police. It 
would maintain a central register of deaths, baptisms and marriages. With that 
one could estimate the population, and hence measure the power of the state.139 

In Foucault's terms, this is nothing less than a signature of the emergence of the art 
of government. As Foucault puts it: 

[T]he state as the set of institutions of sovereignty has existed for millennia. 
The techniques of the government of men also existed for millennia. But it is 
on the basis of a new general technology [ofJ the government of men that the 
state took the form that we know. 140 

Leibniz's "central statistical office" may thus be considered as an early candidate 
of precisely such a technology- indeed ofa strategic technical ensemble-designed 
specifically with the aim of developing and deploying this "new general technol
ogy [ofJ the government of men." Further, as Foucault shows us in his studies 
spanning the diverse fields of psychiatry, medicine, criminology, and others, 

the development of demography, ofurban structures, of the problem of indus
trial labour - based on the core raw material of statistics of populations - had 
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raised in biological and medical terms the question of human "populations" 
. . .  The social "body" ceased to be a simple juridico-political metaphor (like 
the one in the Leviathan) and became, instead, a biological reality.141 

Considered in this light, it could be said that Leibniz's central statistical office was 
effecting nothing less than a transformation of force (power, in Foucault's terms), 
for, as Foucault shows us, what such strategic statistical ensembles actually did was 
to transform power from being merely an exclusive, separative, restrictive, repres
sive, and deductive tool, into an element that was productive, creative, and empow
ering."' As an aside, note that the parallels between Leibniz's central statistical 
office and the Office of Force Transformation are somewhat startling! Leibniz's 
central statistical office, it could be said, was a remarkably prescient precursor to 
the Pentagon's Office of Force Transformation. In both instances, the objective of 
the respective organizations being not simply to collect, collate, and analyze data, 
but also to create data by a progressively detailed and highly technical diagram
ming of Nature. In passing, it should also be noted that though we do invoke 
Leibniz as the philosophical father of Prussian official statistics and Clausewitz 
who was a Prussian by birth 

[t]he Prussia that overthrew Napoleon created a conception of a society that 
resolutely resisted statistical generalization. It gathered precise statistics to 
guide policy and inform opinion, but any regularities they might display fell 
short oflaws of society. The Prussians created a powerful bureau but railed to 
achieve the idea ofa statistical law. That was left for the France that survived 
Napoleon.143 

For our purposes, of course, the crucial question remains what was the organizing 
principle of this state that based itselfon these new techniques of governing men? 
It was the principle of the norm. It is critical to note that this principle organized 
itself around nothing less than the laws of chance which, by means of a mathemat
ical understanding of probability, contributed in no small measure to the erosion of 
determinism. Though the intensity with which these norms organized themselves 
around the laws ofchance varied from place and time - as the example of Prussia 
and France suggests -Hacking tells us that "[t]o believe there were such laws one 
needed law-like statistical regularities in large populations. How else could a civi
lization hooked on universal causality get the idea of some alternative kind oflaw 
of nature or social behavior?"144 

Responding to the question regarding the norm, Foucault's analysis is worth 
looking at in some detail. Foucault observed that 

[ w ]hat makes the totality of the Classical episteme possible is primarily the 
relation to a knowledge or order. When dealing with the ordering of simple 
natures, one has recourse to a mathesis, of which the universal method is alge
bra. When dealing with ordering of complex natures (representations in gen
eral, as they are given in experience), one has to constitute a taxinomia, and to 
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do that one has to establish a system of signs . . .  [A ]t the two extremes of the 
Classical episteme, we have a mathesis as the science of calculable order and a 
genesis as the analysis of the constitution of orders on the basis of empirical 
series . . .  Hedged in by calculus and genesis, we have the area of the table . . . .  
Taxinomia is not in opposition to mathesis . . .  for it too is a science of order
a qualitative mathesis . . .  Confronted by genesis, it functions as a semiology 
confronted by history. It defines, the general law of beings, and at the same 
time the conditions under which it is possible to know them.145 

Foucault further argued that 

the theory of signs in the Classical period was able to support simultaneously 
both a science with a dogmatic approach, which purported to be a knowledge 
of nature itself, and a philosophy of representation, which, in the course of 
time, became more and more nominalistic and more and more skeptical.146 

This, according to Foucault, is also the reason as to why this episteme disappeared 
by the end of the eighteenth century. In Foucault's words: 

[A]fter the Kantian critique [and] all that occurred in Western culture . . .  a new 
type of division was established: on the one hand mathesis was regrouped so as 
to constitute an apophantics and an ontology . . .  on the other hand, history and 
semiology united to form those interpretive disciplines whose power has 
extended from Schleiermacher to Nietzsche and Freud.1" 

Nevertheless, the identification (and later codification) of the norm that began from 
within the massive statistical tables of what Foucault refers to as the Classical 
period was a project that continued into the age of interpretive disciplines, that is to 
say into the nineteenth century and beyond, albeit at a curve. Thus, as Foucault bril
liantly demonstrates, 

[ w ]hat we have then is a system that is . . .  exactly opposite of the one we have 
seen with the disciplines. In the disciplines one started from a norm, and it was 
in relation to the training carried out with reference to the norm that the normal 
could be distinguished from the abnormal. Here [that is to say in the post
Classical period, for Foucault], instead, we have a plotting of the normal and 
the abnormal, of different curves ofnormality, and the operation ofnormaliza
tion consists in establishing an interplay between these different distributions 
of normality and [in] acting to bring the most unfavourable in line with the 
more favourable.148 

In effect, therefore, the norm was not simply an acceptable parameter of behavior 
and/or bearing; it was also the average, that is to say, the "normal and most proba
ble behaviorofthings," including individuals. 

Despite Foucault's cautionary note that though the grid of kinship formed by 
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mathesis, taxinomia and genesis in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
defined the general configuration of knowledge, and despite the fact that after 
Kant's Copernican revolution a regrouping of this grid occurred, it cannot be 
denied that the foundational structures on which such knowledge, that is to say, the 
tabula, was grounded remained essentially in place. This was as true for Foucault's 
Classical period as it was for the times that succeeded it. Why? As Foucault showed 
us, a table, or even simply, tabula, "enables thought to operate upon the entities of 
our world, to put them in order, to divide them into classes, to group them accord
ing to names that designate their similarities and their differences. "149 In this form, 
the tabula is thus a 

"system of elements" -a definition ofthe segments by which the resemblances 
and differences can be shown . . .  which is given in things as their innerlaw, the 
hidden network that determines the way they confront one another, and also 
that which has no existence except in the grid created by a glance, an examina
tion, a language.150 

Thus, the tabula formed a grid of intelligibility- in Foucault's terms, "an ordering 
of things" - which, while itself undergoing a transformation in character in the 
manner described by Foucault, nevertheless retained the notion of a "grid." But this 
tabula also brought in its wake "the suspicion . . .  of a worse kind of disorder than 
that of the incongrnous, the linking together of things that are inappropriate."'" It 
is important to note that this disorder was not necessarily chaotic, rather it was a 
state where "things are 'laid', 'placed', 'arranged' in sites so different from one 
another that it is impossible to find a residence for them, to define a common locus 
beneath them all.""' Thus, in Foucault's colorful words: 

[T]his . . .  space in which things are normally arranged and given names . . .  
(also seem to resist being arranged) . . .  into any coherent pattern (a grid); as 
though that simple rectangle were unable to serve . . .  as a homogeneous and 
neutral space in which things could be placed so as to display at the same time 
the continuous order of their identities and differences.153 

Paradoxically, therefore, instead of exhibiting the stability of structures and cate
gories, that is to say, exhibiting an intrinsic coherence and order, the tabula is also 
a site of transient, temporary, and dispersing multiplicities of groupings - an 
"agglutination of diverse similarities" - in a constant state of (re)organization and 
disturbance that seem to forever reel on the brink of a vertiginous anxiety. But 
Foucault also teaches us to recognize this vertigo as that induced by the complex as 
opposed to the vertigo of chaos for, as he suggests, "it is only in the blank spaces of 
this grid that order manifests itselfin depth as though already there. "154 Thus, even 
there where, in Clausewitz's words, "logic comes to a stop," Foucault suggests that 
"there exists, below the level of . . .  spontaneous orders, things that are themselves 
capable of being ordered, that belong to a certain unspoken order; the fact, in short, 
that order ex;sts. "155 
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Now, our survey of military theorists of the Enlightenment Era (which roughly 
corresponds to what Foucault refers to as the Classical period) shows us that the 
dogmatically ultra-rationalistic martial theories of Puysegur, Lloyd, von Bulow, 
Guibert, and even that ofJomini, remained fixated by and with this grid of intelli
gibility. In this way, they remained partial to the mathesis, taxinomia, genesis 
series. As we have seen, it was also the case that while each of these theorists had 
encountered chance and uncertainty- the dark side, in a mannerof speaking, of the 
tabula- they, in keeping with the spirit of their times, relied on the ordering princi
ple of the mathesis, taxinomia, genesis series which, they optimistically held, 
would quell the disruptions that created a turbulent space between their theoretical 
efforts and actual events - a point which Clausewitz made much of. If we take 
Foucault's argument seriously, then it would appear that what the military theorists 
of the Enlightenment Age had done was to establish a "norm" from which they 
drew their inferences and conclusions. This norm would have been established to 
develop and maintain the mathesis, taxinomia, genesis series. What, however, 
these theorists were unable to leverage-to the extent Clausewitz did-was this hid
den order of things that lay within the interstices of the things that populated the tab
ula. These were the gaps wherein (absolute) Reason came to a standstill and, as 
such, were the differential-spaces between "theoretical truths (the grid of intelligi
bility) and the multifarious unaccountable and inexplicable instances within actual 
events (the gaps in this grid of intelligibility)." Clausewitz, on the other hand, did 
not fail to recognize that both theoretical truths and actual events were underwrit
ten by order, that is to say Reason, or "a reason," which on the one hand was obvi
ously apparent, indeed explicit (as in the case of theoretical truths); while on the 
other (as in the case ofactual events), it was hidden, though always-already there. 

Pursuant to this, Clausewitz noted that "[t]he influence of theoretical truths on 
practical life is always exerted more through critical analysis than through doc
trine."'" For a theorist who was scathing in his attacks on the rigid theoretical 
"truths" of his predecessors, this tum to critical analysis was most curious, though 
understandable. Indeed, Clausewitz went to some lengths to discuss the importance 
of critical analysis while engaging in the formulation of a theory of war. As Gal 
informs us, Clausewitz began from the premise that "[t]heory was by no means 
divorced from praxis; on the contrary, it had to be translated into praxis."157 For 
Clausewitz, critical analysis was the tool by which such a translation could be 
made. Yet, critical analysis could not take place in a vacuum, thus it is not surpris
ing that Clausewitz was led to suggest that "a working theory is an essential basis 
for criticism. Without such a theory it is generally impossible for criticism to reach 
the point at which it becomes truly instructive-when its arguments are convincing 
and cannot be refuted. "158 Thus Clausewitz noted: 

[I]t would be wishful thinking to imagine that any theory could cover every 
abstract truth, so that all the critic had to do would be to classify the case stud
ied under the appropriate heading. Equally, it would be ridiculous to expect 
criticism to reverse course whenever it came up against the limits of a sacro
sanct theory. The same spirit ofanalytical investigation which creates a theory 
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should also guide the work of the critic . . .  The function of criticism would be 
missed entirely if criticism were to degenerate into a mechanical application of 
theory. All the positive results of theoretical investigation - all the principles, 
rules, and methods - will increasingly lack universality and absolute truth the 
closer they come to being positive doctrine. They are there to be used when 
needed, and their suitability in any given case must always be a matter of judg
ment. The critic should never use the results of theory as laws and standards, 
but only - as the soldier does - as aids tojudgment.159 

Naturally, the question arises: Who is qualified to make judgments when "all posi
tive results of theoretical investigations increasingly begin to lack universality" and 
to render a translation between theory and praxis? And, what is the nature of judg
ment that is being made? At this point, it is necessary to pay heed to Clausewitz's 
cogent reminder about the limits of theory. In On War, he wrote: 

[G]iven the nature of the subject . . .  it is simply not possible to construct a 
model for the art of war that can serve as a scaffolding on which the com
mander can rely for support at any time. Whenever he has to fall back on his 
innate talent, he will find himself outside the model and in conflict with it; no 
matter how versatile the code, the situation will always lead to the conse
quences we have alluded to: talent and genius operate outside the rules, and 
theory conflicts with practice.160 

This conflict between theory and practice, which leads "talent and genius" to oper
ate outside the rules, was nothing but a tacit recognition of the problems that chance 
and uncertainty posed not simply in the operational art of war, but in the theoriza
tion of war itself. It also made clear the precise role that "talent and genius" played 
in such circumstances. Thus, Clausewitz's positioning of "talent and genius" 
assumes a significance that we will be ill-advised to ignore - though this assess
ment comes with a caveat. It is essential to clarify the significance of the last line in 
the aforementioned quote from Clausewitz for it has the potential to be misunder
stood. We should pay particular attention to the fact that Clausewitz here is being 
highly critical of the theoretical positions held by his predecessors and is not 
endorsing the point of view that "talent and genius operate outside the rules." 

As we have seen in the case of Jomini, the art of war was essentially a schematic 
which attempted to provide for most, if not all, the possibilities in war. These con
stituted the rules and laws that governed war and its conduct. But we have also 
noted that despite the bent to over-rationalize the phenomenon of war, the martial 
theorists of the Enlightenment era were very much aware of the fact that the phe
nomenon of war was unavoidably and problematically affected by chance and 
uncertainty. In the specific context of Jomini's art of war, these problems were dis
patched with some haste to the realm of the Genius."'' What this suggests is that 
for Clausewitz's predecessors, when and if necessary, talent and genius could 
indeed operate outside the general rules and prescriptions of war. This, as we have 
alluded to earlier, was their mechanism for dealing with the vagaries of chance and 
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uncertainty. But Clausewitz insisted, in a note written in 1808 or 1809 that "genius, 
dear sirs, never acts in contrary to the rules. "162 Instead, what Clausewitz suggests 
is the following: 

Anything that could not be reached by the meager wisdom of such . . .  points of 
view was held to be beyond scientific control: it lay in the realm of genius, 
which rises above all rules. Pity the soldier who is supposed to crawl among 
these scraps of rules, not good enough for the Genius, which Genius can 
ignore, or laugh at. No; what genius does is the best rule, and theory can do no 
better than show how and why this should be the case.163 

It is interesting to observe that at this point, Clausewitz appears closest to Kant, for 
the latter, in his monumental Critique of Judgment, wrote: "Genius is the talent 
which gives rule to art . . .  [it] is a talent for producing that for which no definite rule 
can be given."164 Clausewitz's critique of his predecessors' theories with specific 
reference to the role of the Genius is thus a complicated one. While on the one hand 
he decries the attempt of the Enlightenment theorists to leave all and sundry which 
fell outside their rational schematics of war to the realm of genius, on the other 
hand, however, Clausewitz remained as beholden as them to the notion of the 
Genius. 

The proverbial twist in the tale is present in how Clausewitz's military genius 
operated given the rules and principles that govern war and its conduct. Clausewitz 
attributes the role of a rule-maker to the Genius which leads him, as we have seen, 
to insist on the point that "genius never acts contrary to the rules. "165 Naturally, the 
question arises: To what end did Clausewitz position the Genius as a player by rules 
and as the one who stands above them? For Clausewitz, the Genius, operated as one 
who by means of a superior and more acute analytical ability was able to discern the 
orderof things in instances and events where other more common analytical efforts 
could only discern a seemingly insuperable fog ofuncertainty. We should also be 
careful to note that Clausewitz, in a rather self-depreciating manner, distinguishes 
the precise type of genius that plays this central role in a martial context. Thus 
Clausewitz states: 

Any complex activity, ifit is to be carried on with any degree of virtuosity, 
calls for appropriate gifts of intellect and temperament, Ifthey are outstanding 
and reveal themselves in exceptional achievements, their possessor is called a 
"genius" . . .  But since we claim no special expertise in philosophy or grammar, 
we may be allowed to use the word in its ordinary meaning . . .  "genius" refers 
to a very highly developed mental aptitude for a particular occupation. 166 

Note that this complex activity (war) was not chaotic. Indeed, it could not be. 
Rather, it was "complex," that is to say, it ranged from those empirical orders/codes 
- governing perception, exchange, language, techniques, values, and hierarchy of 
practices - to "scientific theories or philosophical interpretations which explains 
why order exists in general, what universal law it obeys, what principle can account 
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for it. "167 The Clausewitzian Genius, thus, stands between these two extremes in 
"another domain which, even though its role is mainly an intermediary one, is . . .  
more confused, more obscure, and probably less easy to analyze. "1611 Thus, 
Clausewitz stated: 

We cannot restrict our discussion to genius proper, as a superlative degree of 
talent, for this concept lacks measureable limits. What we must do is to survey 
all those gifts of mind and temperament that in combination bear on military 
activity. These, taken together, constitute the essence of military genius. We 
have said in combination, since it is precisely the essence of military genius 
that it does not consist in a single appropriate gift - courage, for example . . .  
Genius consists in a hannonious combination of elements, in which one or the 
other ability may predominate, but none may conflict with the rest. 169 

Note how Clausewitz, while acknowledging that there is a need to precisely iden
tify the type of genius who gains prominence in the field of military matters - the 
military genius - also marks the expansive essence of this particular type of genius 
whom he distinguishes from the other types of genius. Thus, according to 
Clausewitz, the military genius is one who, unlike say, a mathematical genius or a 
philosophical genius, is able to imbibe a harmonious combination of elements. In 
fact, Clausewitz went even further. He suggested that such a genius was quite a sin
gular personality. Thus, in Clausewitz's words, "[i]f every soldier needed some 
degree of military genius . . .  armies would be very weak, forthe term refers to a spe
cial cast of mental or moral powers which can rarely occur in an army."170 Then, 
after noting the importance of courage in the context of his discussion of the 
Genius, Clausewitz highlighted the key characteristics that distinguish this genius 
from the norm. It is worth quoting Clausewitz in some detail here: 

Ifwe pursue the demands that war makes on those who practice it, we come to 
the region dominated by the powers of intellect. War is the realm ofuncertainty 
. . .  A sensitive and discriminatingjudgment is called for; a skilled intelligence 
to scent out the truth. Average intelligence may recognize the truth occasion
ally, and exceptional courage may now and then retrieve a blunder; but usually 
intellectual inadequacy will be shown up by indifferent achievement . . .  Since 
all information and assumptions are open to doubt, and with chance at work 
everywhere, the commander continually finds that things are not as he 
expected . . .  If the mind is to emerge unscathed from this relentless struggle 
with the unforeseen, two qualities are indispensible:first an intellect that, even 
in the darkest hour, retains some glimmerings of the inner light which leads to 
the truth; and second, the courage to follow this faint light wherever it may 
lead.171 

And then to make the point even clearer, Clausewitz insisted that this faculty of the 
Genius is not simply limited to the heat of battle, that is to say the engagement, but 
also to strategy.172 
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By now it will have been observed that the Kantian thematic that emerges from 
within Clausewitz's discussion of the Genius is stark and difficult to ignore. Thus, 
for example, for Clausewitz, "genius consists in a harmonious combination of ele
ments." This notion of the Genius corresponds to what Deleuze describes as the 
Kantian notion of the Genius for whom "the creative intuition as intuition of an 
other nature, and the concepts of reason as rational Ideas, are adequately uni
fied."173 Note that for Kant, "the theory of Genius . . .  manages to bridge the gap that 
had opened up between the beautiful in nature and the beautiful in art. "174 This was 
not simply a matter of a theory of aesthetics, for the theme of an agreement among 
several faculties which, as Kant's third Critique shows us, can only be embodied in 
the figure of the Genius, is a running constant in the Kantian System. Kant, in the 
Critique of Pure Reason, had suggested that there was a tripartite harmonious rela
tionship between the faculties of Understanding, Imagination, and Reason in keep
ing with a speculative purpose. The core objective of the first Critique was to 
demonstrate how the understanding disposes a priori concepts by inducing the 
Imagination and Reason to subject objects for speculative purposes to itself. In the 
Critique of Practical Reason, Kant took the argument a step further and demon
strated how Reason, mediated by the Moral Law, determines supersensible objects 
which are necessarily subject to it and how Reason induces understanding to a par
ticular function in accordance to a practical purpose.175 Thus Deleuze cautions us: 

[!Jn the first two Critiques . . .  we cannot escape the principle of an agreement 
of the faculties among themselves. But this agreement is always proportioned, 
constrained and determinate: there is always a determinative faculty that leg
islates, either the understanding for a speculative reason, or reason for a prac
tical purpose.176 

But, in the case of aesthetic judgment, which Kant discusses in the third Critique, 
"the imagination is liberated from both the domination of the understanding and 
reason."177 Kant's argument, as highlighted by Deleuze, is simple, but incisive. 
Thus, Deleuze notes: 

Esthetic pleasure is itself disinterested pleasure: it is not only independent of 
any empirical purpose, but also any speculative or practical purpose. It follows 
that esthetic judgment does not legislate; it does not imply any faculty that leg
islates objects. Indeed, how could it be otherwise, since there are only two sorts 
of objects -phenomena and thing-in-themselves: the first are governed by the 
legislation ofunderstandings for a speculative purpose; and the second, by the 
legislation of reason for a practical purpose?178 

But this "liberation" of the Imagination also allows for the possibility of enabling 
the other two faculties to be liberated in themselves. Thus, Deleuze, while reading 
Kant's third Critique, tells us that: 

The Critique of Judgment releases us in a new element: 1 )  a contingent agree
ment of sensible objects with all our faculties together, instead ofa necessary 
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submission to one of the faculties; 2) a free indeterminate harmony of the fac
ulties among themselves, instead of a determinate harmony presided over by 
one of the faculties.179 

It is only after establishing this that Kant, according to Deleuze, suggests that the 
Genius "engenders the esthetic agreement between the imagination and the under
standing. It engenders each faculty in this agreement: the imagination as free, and 
the understanding as unlimited."''° Thus, the complex arguments that make up 
Kant's Critique of Judgment "converge on . . .  the suprasensible unity of our facul
ties, "the point ofconcentration," the life-giving principle that "animates" each fac
ulty, engendering both its free exercise and its free agreement with the other 
faculties."'" It is for this reason that Kant emphasizes the crucial role played by his 
Critique of Judgment, for it was nothing less than an attempt by which a passage 
between a speculative purpose and a practical purpose is made. 

The significance of the Kantian notion of the Genius, which equally applies to 
the Clausewitzian notion of the Genius is, thus, aptly summed up by Deleuze in the 
following terms: 

Genius has properties analogous to those of purpose: it furnishes a matter, it 
incarnates Ideas, it causes reason to give birth to itself, and it liberates the 
imagination and expands the understanding. But genius exercises all these fac
ulties first and foremost from the vantage point of the creation ofa work ofart. 
Finally without losing any of its singular and exceptional character, genius 
must give a universal value to the agreement which it engenders, and it must 
communicate to the faculties of the spectator something of its own life and 
force.182 

The Clausewitzian Genius, which, as we have established earlier, is closely mod
eled along the lines of the Kantian Genius, is thus an entity or an agent who is able 
to operate in an unrestricted manner in a condition bereft of Reason and 
Understanding. This, as we have seen, is the condition that is not only evident in the 
chance and uncertainty that characterizes Real and Absolute War, but also in the 
anterior condition of Absolute War, which we identified as being "the pure concept 
of war." We should also not ignore the core functionality of the Clausewitzian 
Genius, who was not simply limited to operating in an unrestricted manner in con
ditions bereft of Reason and Understanding, he was also to "make" rules, princi
ples, and laws by which reason and understanding could be brought to such 
conditions. 

Thus, we find the Clausewitzian Genius performing three critical functions. 
First, the Genius deals with the complexity of the machinations of the war machine, 
that is to say, with the fog and friction that is internal to the war machine. In this role, 
the Genius is the one who is able to, by means of a superior faculty of perception, 
make causal connections and to chart out the likely trajectory of the effects of 
such friction. Second, the Genius also deals with the external friction that comes 
about as the war machine comes in contact with its operational environment. This 
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operational environment is marked by a proliferation of qualities and forms - a 
multiplicity ofexisting things-which creates "tangled paths, strange places, secret 
passages, and unexpected communications."183 Yet, as Foucault shows us, this 
profusion of forms and qualities was (and remains) underwritten by the mathesis, 
taxinomia, genesis series, which hinted at the presence of an order 

which is given in things as their inner law, the hidden network that determines 
the way they confront one another, and also that which has no existence except 
in the grid . . .  and it is only in the blank spaces of this grid that order manifests 
itself in depth as though already there, waiting in silence for the moment of its 
expression.184 

For the majority, afflicted by an analytical blindness that the initial plethora of qual
ities and forms trigger, discerning this overt and covert presence of order can be 
daunting. Thus, the second task of the Genius was to be able to cast a keen eye over 
such tangled pathways and to recover the order that lay below them. The third task 
of the Genius was to make "manifest the modes of being of order [which] can be 
posited as the most fundamental of all: anterior to words, perceptions, and ges
tures."'" Recall, in this context, that the key characteristic of the Kantian Genius 
was to be able to incarnate Ideas, to assist in the birth of Reason, to liberate the 
Imagination and to expand Understanding. In a similar fashion, by deploying 
higher intellectual abilities backed by a very finely tuned pitch of vision, the 
Clausewitzian Genius strove to bring order to the chaos of war. Thus, Clausewitz, 
while noting that the Genius could never hope to be of historical significance ifhe 
did not display courage, fortitude, character, and temperament, observed that: 

Circumstances vary so enormously in war, and are so indefinable, that a vast 
array of factors has to be appreciated-mostly in the light of probabilities alone. 
The man responsible for evaluating the whole must bring to his task the quality 
of intuition that perceives the truth at every point . . .  What this task requires in 
the way of higher intellectual gifts is a sense ofunity and a power of judgment 
raised to a marvelous pitch of vision, which easily grasps and dismisses a thou
sand remote possibilities which an ordinary mind would labor to identify.186 

In this context, recall also Clausewitz's principal concern while fashioning a viable 
theory of war. As we have seen, he insisted that his theory of war would leave room 
for every sort of extraneous matter, which resists codification - indeed even the 
prospect of theorization. Given the aforementioned, it is not surprising that, for 
Clausewitz, the Genius was the ultimate instrument who could gather up all these 
loose ends (which, in the context of war and life are complex, multi-varied, and 
which continually multiply exponentially) thereby fashioning an order of sorts, 
which becomes laws, rules, and principles, in the loose manner in which 
Clausewitz had defined them. 

The only matter that now remains to be addressed before we can conclude this 
extended discussion on the Clausewitzian architectonic of war is the question of the 
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immanence of chance and uncertainty that we asserted Clausewitz had fleetingly 
alluded to when he referred to "the pure concept of war." We have already estab
lished that a formal theory of war- as the examples from the theories of war of the 
Enlightenment Age show us - would have not been able to accommodate the fog 
and friction of war, leave alone the chaos that characterizes chance and uncertainty 
in their immanent form. We also noted Clausewitz's recognition of this and of his 
disparaging observations on the attempts of his predecessors to do precisely this. 
The question thus remains: Given that we have asserted that Clausewitz did in fact 
recognize the immanent face ofchance and uncertainty, how did his theory of war 
accommodate the same? 

We have already noted that Clausewitz had remained silent about this problem. 
But, considering the functions of the Genius, particularly the third function as men
tioned above, we will not be too far off the mark if we suggest that, for Clausewitz, 
the Genius remained the only viable instrument by which chance and uncertainty
in their immanent guise - could be dealt with. Recall that, following Kant's argu
ment, the Clausewitzian genius was the only one who could "perceive the truth at 
every point." Moreover, under the regime of the Kantian Genius, Reason, 
Understanding, and Imagination achieve a "free/liberated" unity thereby infusing 
what Deleuze refers to as "the life-giving principle that animates each faculty, 
engendering both its free exercise and its free agreement with the other faculties . . .  
[resulting in] . . .  the supersensible unity ofour faculties."'" It is important for us to 
note that the notion of a unity (which in Kant's case is suprasensible) that the 
Kantian Genius brings about is a throwback on the essential order of things -overt 
and covert-that Foucault had alerted us to. Ofcourse, this unity, which is obtained 
by the harmonious combination of the faculties, is one which is invisible, though 
existent, to more common minds. Thus, the Genius - and this is as applicable to 
Kant as it is to Clausewitz - when faced by the immanence of chance and uncer
tainty and in the absence of any specific determinations is able to "create matter," 
which also entails the giving of"form" by adjusting the Imagination which is liber
ated from an indeterminate understanding. In this way, the Genius is able to cognize 
the slice of chaos that seemingly rents life and war and is able to posit a universal 
value. It would, therefore, seem that despite the free reign that the Genius gives to 
the Imagination - under the Kantian system - the tum to an ordering remains in 
place, though the act of this ordering is wholly limited to the purview of the Genius. 
Thus, while Clausewitz, understandably, remains silent on the matter of"the pure 
concept of war" and of the immanence of chance and uncertainty that condition 
entails, implicit in his positioning of the Genius in his discussion of war, is the 
belief (for it is nothing less than that) that the faculties that the Genius can marshal 
can create some kind of a comprehensible and coherent order from the chaos of 
chance and uncertainty. 

Clausewitz: Q.E.D. 

When we began our discussion on Clausewitz and his handling of chance and 
uncertainty in war, we suggested that the core problematic for Clausewitz was not 
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simply the combating of chance and uncertainty-manifested as the fog and friction 
of war; rather, it was more a question of how to think when the condition of thought 
is one of chaos. It will be noted with some interest that while Clausewitz did not 
seem to make much headway in this direction, our discussion on his notion of the 
Genius, and his positioning of the Genius in the broader outline of his architectonic 
of war, signals that Clausewitz was fully aware of the immanence of chance and 
uncertainty in the context of life, war, and in the conduct of war. Given that he was 
operating from within a Kantian-inspired regime of thought and philosophy, for 
Clausewitz, the Genius was the best, most optimal, instrument that he could deploy 
to address the unique problem posed by the originary anteriority of chance and 
uncertainty. It also allowed him to devise an architectonic of war that - unlike that 
of his predecessors - resisted any serious deconstruction under the relentless 
assault of these twin phenomena. This, as the history of military thought since 
Clausewitz demonstrates, has remained central to any serious consideration of war 
and its conduct. In a similar fashion, his enframing of what originally started as the 
pure concept of war - and in its modified form, Absolute War - with the rational 
order of politics served to bring war to Reason and thus, made war Real. 
Collectively then, these twin Clausewitzian features - the rational order of politics 
and chance and uncertainty (in all their senses) mediated by the Genius -served as 
an endoskeleton to his architectonic of war. They have also served to ensnare our 
imagination of war till date. 

However, it is only with the emergence ofNCW that this Clausewitizian imagi
nation of war begins to achieve its materiality - in Real and Virtual terms. As was 
mentioned at the very outset of this study, this transformation is being accompanied 
by a re-threading and re-weaving of the two principle sinews of the Clausewitzian 
imagination of war- politics and chance/uncertainty. In what follows, we will take 
a closer look at the phenomenon ofNCW which, as a concept of operations, is an 
ambitious attempt to re-present the original Clausewitzian theory of war within 
mobile and real-time landscapes of various hues, complexities, and probabilities 
and, in this sense, is being touted as the theory of war for the twenty-first century. 



3 Machining (network-centric) 
war 

The Clausewitzian theory of war has proven itself to be one of the most compre
hensive theorizations of not simply the conduct of war, but also of the concept of 
war. As we have seen, despite its lineage-which can be traced back to the early and 
ultra-rationalistic theories of war and combat- the Clausewitzian architectonic was 
crafted to ensure that the theoretical framework within which we understand, relate 
to, and experience war, has remained robustly flexible to withstand the test of time. 
In this connection, it is also worth mentioning that the relevance of the 
Clausewitzian theory of war has not been diminished despite the advent of increas
ingly powerful weapon-platforms culminating with the production and deploy
ment of the thermo-nuclear weapon. As the works of Brodie, Freedman, Luttwak, 
Wohlsletter, and Schelling, among that of others, show, even in martial scenarios 
involving the mutually assured destruction of the belligerents (and of others), the 
framework of analysis has always been cast in a Clausewitzian mode. This flexi
bility that was built into the Clausewitzian architectonic of war is indeed remark
able and is a testimony to the strategic success of the Clausewitizian project. The 
question, therefore, stands: What accounts for the call to re-evaluate the 
Clausewitzian theory of war in the Age oflnformation? 

As mentioned at the outset of our investigation, not every strategist and theorist 
of war agrees with the need to interrogate the canonical sanctity of the 
Clausewitzian theory of war. They argue, with some justification, that while the 
increasing proliferation of digital technologies may have, in many ways, changed 
how war is waged, essentially, there have been no fundamental changes to the core 
conceptual principles that underwrite the Clausewitzian theory of war. Thus, they 
assert, that while the character of war may have changed, the principles of war 
remain eternally sacrosanct. Their radical counterparts, of course, claim that the 
emerging relation between bios and technos is changing the very paradigm of what 
it means "to be human." Thus, they claim that if that what we understand as "the 
human" changes then the relationship between war and "the human" must also 
change. In many ways, this is a very difficult argument to dispute. It is quite true 
that the emerging digital dependency-structures have changed the way we relate to 
the world which, in tum, is bringing about a change in some of fundamental con
cepts of what it means "to be human" and, in even more fundamental terms, what it 
means to be "a life." Yet, when considered in the context of the emerging theories 
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and doctrines ofnetwork-centric warfare (NCW), we find that despite the rapid and 
ubiquitous proliferation of advanced digital, computing, and related technologies, 
the much hoped for (and much theorized) transformation in the way in which we, in 
the first instance, think about war does not appear to have taken place. This is not to 
say that the conduct of war has not been transformed. Certainly, it has. Yet the con
text in which these transformations have taken place and continue to do so remains 
firmly ensconced within the Clausewitzian architectonic of war. In other words, 
while there has been a shift in focus from mass-based to information-enriched 
armies - this being reflected by the increasing tendency to prioritize information
flows, grids and meshes, and effects-based operations - the concept of war has 
remained captive to "the political," which reiterates the powerful conceptual hold 
that the Clausewitzian theory of war continues to exercise over our martial imagi
nation. 

Thus, the most commonplace accounts of NCW suggest that the alleged trans
formation in military affairs is more a case of the infonnationalization of the 
Clausewitzian theory of war as opposed to a true re-evaluation of not simply the 
conduct of war, but also of the concept of war itself. The often unstated strategic 
objective that underpins the emergence of the NCW theories and doctrines is to 
develop a technologically-driven asymmetric advantage that will alter the way in 
which war can be prosecuted. In what follows, we will trace a brief genealogy 
ofNCW, wherein our core objective will be to highlight the Clausewitzian frame
work within which the theories and doctrines ofNCW are said to be unfolding. This 
will set the stage for us, in a subsequent chapter, to identify the subtle, but radical, 
ways in which the informationalization of the Clausewitzian paradigm of war 
appears to, paradoxically, morph the Clausewitzian architectonic thereby revealing 
to us how a radical re-appreciation of the traditional concept of war may be under
taken. 

Behind the network paradise 

In late 1957, the US military and scientific community suffered, what can only be 
called, a strategic surprise. Weighing in at 1 83 pounds, with a 96-minute orbital 
cycle around the earth, Sputnik, the world's first artificial satellite, had been 
launched by the USSR.1 This event had, among others, one particular repercussion 
which is ofinterest to us. The launch of the Sputnik forced US military thinkers and 
scientists to consider its impact in terms of the potential exploitation of"space" (as 
a so-called dimension) and the resultant geopolitical and strategic implications that 
emerged as a consequence. President Eisenhower was quick to realize that there 
was an immediate and urgent need to harness the scientific talent of the US and 
thus, in 1958, he established the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARP A), 
which was designed to function as the central research and development organiza
tion for the US Department of Defense. 2 Within the ARP A, a special office was 
established to support research dealing with the field of computers and computer
related technologies. This was the Information Processing Techniques Office 
(IPT0).3 In addition to its "pure research" tasks, ARPA was also assigned to look 
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into how best to utilize its investment in computers via the Command and Control 
Research Program (CCRP).4 

Further, in the 1960s, scientists began to come to the conclusion that some kinds 
of behavior occurring in the natural world were patently inexplicable when exam
ined in detail. Increasingly, they began to discover that "the intrinsic inter-relation
ships of elements within a complex system give rise to multiple chains of 
dependencies."' They also discovered that the existent tools -primarily mathemat
ical - were unable to satisfactorily analyze and model the behavior of these com
plex systems. This led to a spurt of activity in what became the field of the "new" 
physics - chaos, complexity, and non-linearity. Though preceded by luminaries 
like Jules-Hemi Poincare who, as a US Air Force (USAF) officer in a classic exam- · 
ple of an understatement put it, "had inklings of the existence of chaos"' in the late 
1 800s, it was the work done by Edward Lorenz in the field of meteorology that first 
enabled, using large computers, a detailed observation of chaotic systems. "Lorenz 
was trying to make sense of the all-too-frequent discrepancies between what 
weather forecasters say and what actually happens.'" As a result of his investiga
tions, Lorenz coined the now famous phrase - the butterfly effect - which "cap
tured the idea that through chaos the smallest of events can lead to the most massive 
of consequences."' In due course "the 'butterfly effect' acquired a technical name: 
sensitive dependence on initial conditions.'� As we will see, these innocuous 
beginnings were portents of the emergence of a phenomenon, which would have a 
lasting effect on war and its conduct. In this sense, they were also the conceptual 
bedrock on which the emerging edifice ofNCW stands. 

But while we do so, it is also important not to lose sight of the fact that we can 
trace these seemingly radical transformations-popularly gathered under the rubric 
of NCW - that are underway in the theory and practice of war today to concepts 
present in Clausewitz's theory of war. Previously it was suggested that 
Clausewitz's architectonic of war was mapped along what Foucault identified as 
the mathesis, taxinomia, genesis series. This was, as we have seen, based on the 
series that Kant had developed in his Critiques - Reason, Understanding, and the 
Imagination. Further, it was suggested that between the gaps and crevices that 
accompanied particularly the taxinomial order of things, there were other hidden 
sources oforder, which only-this applying as much to Clausewitz, as to Kant- the 
Genius could discern and take advantage of. For the most part, however, these gaps 
and crevices were characterized by conditions of complexity that seemed to veer 
into chaos. The Genius thus was the primary instrument by which military theo
rists, including Clausewitz, dealt with this condition of complexity, non-linearity, 
and chaos. With the emergence of the "new sciences," however, the Genius, 
particularly in the martial context, begins to undergo a curious "democratization." 
Buoyed by the rapid developments and evolutionary changes in ICTs which, in 
tum, are deeply informed by the theories of networking, complexity, and non-lin
earity, the hitherto "singular" agency of the Romantic Genius can be said to be 
undergoing a rapid transformation into a distributed and decentralized capability. 
The power of the Genius, it could be said, is being pushed to the edges. 
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NCW: A preliminary overview 

The dramatic rise in computing power and the viral spread of high-speed informa
tion networks - spurred on by the Internet- has heralded the emergence of what is 
popularly known as the Information Age. Among other things, it is marked by an 
increasing ability to create/acquire, organize/re-arrange, distribute/disseminate 
information/knowledge using sophisticated binary-digital computer systems.10 
As a consequence, these highly advanced digital and "digitized" technologies -
beneficiaries of the positive effects of Moore's Law11 - are also proliferating as 
infrastructures, or more precisely, as dependency-structures across a wide variety 
of ecologies which increasingly complement (and under some circumstances, con
tradict) the more traditional and commonplace experience of the Real.12 This has 
led, as some suggest, to the progressive compromise of the classical Laws of 
Thought - the Law of Identity, the Law of Contradiction, and the Law of the 
Excluded Middle.13 The Real, it is contended, has become more complex than ever 
before.14 Thus, it is argued, the Age of Information "should be labeled a "knowl
edge revolution" since it encompasses advances in information technologies that 
significantly alter the politics, economics, sociology, and culture of knowledge cre
ation and distribution."15 This, in brief, is the backdrop against which the mode of 
combat commonly referred to as NCW has emerged.16 

NCW's technological signature, if one looks for it, is writ large. Note, for exam
ple, the transformationofairfleets ofthe Second World War and Cold War vintage. 
Today, increasingly, the intended force-posture is overtly curving towards the 
development/acquisition and integration of sophisticated weapons/sensor
platforms and suites that create fine grids and meshes ofinformation-flows.17 These 
are meant to contribute to the production and dissemination of a diverse array of 
transient cartographic images and perspectives - battlespaces - with complexly 
interwoven and inter-dependent intensities, and are most commonly identified in 
terms of states, or conditions, of alerVemergency, wherein the enemy of the 
moment is framed and neutralized - physically and otherwise.18 US Navy carrier
centric fleets have repeatedly demonstrated over the past decade that regardless of 
terrain (accessibility) and weather (visibility) conditions, they can create a remark
ably diverse and mobile array of weapon-clusters - battlenodes - from where a 
variety of passive and active surveillance operations take place - manned and/or 
unmanned.19 Displaying the most flexibility in testing the emergent concept(s) of 
NCW, the US Navy is in the process of transforming itself into a capability-based 
modular expression of force that can stretch and extend battlespaces into the gaps, 
cracks, and faultlines of the familiar dimensions of space and time.20 In a comple
mentary fashion, ground formations are also being re-equipped with smart tech
nologies, which plug into the virtual maps that the air-breathing and hydro-capable 
platforms create.'1 Not surprisingly, these ground formations are able to create and 
project smaller, but highly calibrated, nets and meshes that give their wider- more 
global - counterparts a finer resolution. Digitized formations - across the geo
physical-sensorial spectrum - thus are no longer expected to troop onto the battle
field, rather, they surge, swarm, and quilt in battlespace- their primary task being 
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to contribute to the "sense and response" of the full-spectrum military-machine to 
the ever-fluid demands ofbattle.22 

Semantic implications ofNCW 

Foucault teaches us that "in every society the production of discourse is at once 
controlled, selected, organized and redistributed according to a certain number 
of procedures."" A careful examination of such practices of any society and its 
institutions reveals the often hidden prohibitive and exclusive practices that govern 
the production of discourse and more often than not they are geared to establish, in 
Foucauldian terms, an "order of things." A cautionary note is warranted here. An 
"order of things" tempts us to think in tenns of "a totalitarian periodization, 
whereby from a certain moment and from a certain time, everyone would think in 
the same way . . .  [and] . . .  in spite of surface differences, say the same thing."24 
However, an investigation of discursive practices and fo1mations uncovers "a level 
of homogeneity that has its own temporal articulation . . .  and . . .  at this level it 
establishes an order, hierarchies . . .  that excludes a massive amorphous synchrony, 
given totally once and for all. "25 This suggests that while homogeneity does exist, 
it is temporally specific and susceptible to change. Whether this change is 
dramatically revolutionary or is a more gradual and evolutionary process is open to 
debate, but the fact cannot be denied that "change" remains a constant feature of 
discursive practices characterized by a "series of gaps, intertwined with one 
another, interplays of differences, distances, substitutions, transformations."26 The 
issue surrounding the production of discourse and discursive practices that is 
of interest to us, given the overarching objective of our investigation, is that of 
exclusion. 

Foucault identifies the principle of exclusion as being characterized by, among 
other things, a division and rejection - specifically the opposition between reason 
and folly.27 It is instructive to note that Foucault, especially in the latter stages of his 
career, based on this principle of exclusion, attempted "to develop a theory of the 
relation between war and power as well as a strategy ofpower."28 Now, working 
from the premise that NCW, and more generally the project of force transforma
tion, is concerned not only with power, but also with its strategization and transfor
mation, it will be worth our while to consider an illustrative example offered by 
Foucault in some detail. 

In the Middle Ages, Foucault suggests, the phenomenon of madness was 
reflected in speech as the words of a madman stood outside common discourse.29 
By this Foucault meant to say that the speech of the madman was "considered null 
and void, without truth or significance, worthless as evidence, inadmissible in the 
authentication of acts or contracts."30 But Foucault also identifies a curious para
doxical situation at play here, which is attributable to the form of the madman's 
speech. He finds that while the madman's speech was considered to be outside rea
son and rationality there was, simultaneously, a curious investure of some hidden 
truth in the madman's words, which were often taken to be a signature of"rational
ity more rational than that of a rational man."" In the late eighteenth century, 
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however, a change appears to take place. The madman's speech was no longer dis
missed as meaningless. Even the silence of the madman conveyed meaning. In 
other words, there was an increased interest in the content of the madman's speech; 
a prioritization of the content over the form began to appear. This, Foucault con
tends, begins to occur within a network of institutions characterized by the 
techniques of epistemic and documentary discipline." 

A couple of points of interest, particularly in the context of this study, are of 
immediate relevance to us. First, it is difficult to ignore the shift in emphasis from 
form to content. This points to the (re )location of truth, characterized by Reason, 
which is increasingly found in the content as opposed to the form of speech, a fact 
which, Foucault claims, has its antecedents from the Greeks of the sixth and sev
enth centuries.33 The second point of interest is the looming presence of institutions 
that permits/authorizes/legitimates the deciphering of the madman's speech 
according to certain established norms. In other words, the activities of the doctors 
and psychoanalysts (collectively, the agents empowered to listen to and understand 
the speech/silence of the madman) becomes increasingly guided by the network 
of institutions that they are a part of. In this way, truth becomes an institutional 
preserve. 

It will be appreciated that the relocation of truth from the form of speech to 
itscontent combined with the directive/authorizing/legitimizing function ofinstitu
tions marks the exclusive nature that discursive practices have assumed. The quan
tification of the ab-normal is at once- by means of the techniques of classification 
and documentation-both individualizing and marginalizing. Thus, those who con
form are "in" and those who do not are "out." This is a specific application of a tech
nique of power on the individual and, as such, is marked by an unusual degree of 
submission on the part of the individual to this particular mechanism of power. This 
is illustrative of the hegemonic tendency inherent in formations and practices of 
discourse. In this connection, it is interesting to note that if discursive practices are, 
among other things, the grounds for the "conditions of possibility," then those very 
grounds are sites wherein maximum power is exercised in very particular and spe
cific ways.34 Given this, it does not take too much ofan effort to recognize that dis
cursive practices, understood in light of the institutional operation of power 
relations, attempt to not only control or determine the conditions of possibility, but 
also to prescribe the limits of the conditions of possibility by circumscribing them 
with rules, laws, disciplines, and doctrines. There are two issues at stake in 
Foucault's example of the madman. The first, highlighted by Jacques Derrida, 
looks closely at the question regarding madness within the context of Reason, while 
Dillon highlights the second in his examination of the transient nature of words and, 
by extension, oflanguage. 

On a close reading of Foucault, Derrida identifies a trap which Foucault, while 
being acutely aware of, fails to avoid when he purports to write "a history of mad
ness." The trap is the one set by classical Reason to "catch madness."35 A history of 
madness (as distinct, for example, from that of psychiatry which purports to 
study madness) should, in simple terms, lie outside the frame of Reason (where 
madness is considered to lie beyond/outside the domain of Reason, thus free from 
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all comparative and contextual links to Reason), yet the language that attempts to 
express this history is itself, to use a commercial term, a "wholly owned subsidiary" 
of Reason. Thus, Derrida, in his observation of this trap that Foucault's project is 
confronted with, points to the essential futility of attempting a study of madness 
from within the confines ofReason. 36 Importantly, Derrida's observation also high
lights the violence that is implicit within Reason which surfaces as it attempts to 
account for madness within its own logic by casting madness as its own antithesis. 
This is Reason's strategic maneuver-to "contain" madness within its domain-and 
which is manifested by its taking recourse to develop and deploy strategies to artic
ulate that which may lie outside the field of Reason. 37 In this way, the envelope of 
Reason is thus continually being pushed outwards. 

Dillon, on the other hand, observes that words are "literally incomplete . . .  no 
word commands that of which it speaks, or what is spoken through it . . .  Neither can 
words simply be commanded."38 The uncanniness of words is evident in the fact 
that they speak not only by their articulations, but also by their silence,39 meaning 
that, aside from their activity of revealing, words also engage in acts of conceal
ment. Words (and, by extension, language), therefore, display an inherent 
elusiveness and, as Dillon states, an "incorrigible recidivism. "40 Thus, for exam
ple,'"words fail us;" "we are rendered speechless"; "we remain silent" in more 
ways than one. Silence (which is both silence as opposed to that which is audible 
and the implicit silence of words which emerges by the very act of articulation in 
the form of that which remains unarticulated) then, like speech, is a discourse and 
is pregnant with meaning - comprehensible or otherwise. Indeed, Foucault also 
alludes to this in his analysis of the silence of the madman and the parallel focus of 
institutions and their agents as they attempt to gain mastery over this (silent) dis
course. Yet, in light of Dillon's observations, one is left wondering whether the 
propensity of institutions to effect a totalizing control by means of discourse, dis
cursive practices, and words that simultaneously speak and remain silent is indeed 
possible. 

What Foucault's project, supplemented by Derrida's and Dillon's observations, 
does highlight is the continued attempt being made by institutions and practices to 
overcome these gaps and omissions in language and discourse. Of course, these 
attempts are both overt and covert. More often than not, these colonizing and con
trolling attempts are masked by a seductive allusion to the provision of security, 
whereby the latent insecurity (manifested by the instability) of discourse is deemed 
to be mitigated under the shadow of institutions and their agents41 by means of 
established norms, rules, Jaws, and doctrines. Thus Deleuze and Guattari observe 
that "[l]anguage is made not to be believed but to be obeyed, and to compel obedi
ence. "42 For our purposes, particularly in the context of the emergence of! CTs and 
of their increasingly extensive deployment in the conduct of war, the control and 
disciplining practices highlighted by Foucault and taken further by, among others, 
Derrida and Dillon, suddenly achieve a magnification that requires us to take a 
close look at the dynamics at play in the discourse ofNCW. 
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The technologization of discourse in the context ofNCW 

In the late 1970s, the Soviet General Staff prompted by their "anxiety of watching 
a more technologically advanced United States develop new technologies and 
move to incorporate them into new military systems"43 began to speculate about the 
long-term consequences of such developments with specific reference to war and 
its conduct. Labeling it as a military-technical revolution (MTR), Soviet military 
thinkers focused closely on what they considered to be the key drivers of such a rev
olution. They identified informatics and precision-guided weaponry-employed at 
extended ranges - as being the critical factors that were changing the traditional 
reliance on quantity to that of quality.44 They further foresaw the development of 
even more advanced technologies, such as directed-energy weapons which, they 
speculated, would be coupled with a highly efficient and diverse array of informa
tion processing technologies. The conclusions that they drew from their analysis of 
these developments and speculations were three-fold. First, they envisaged the 
future battlefield as being one where time would be increasingly compressed. 
Second, to be able to exploit this growing array of technologies- both the destruc
tive weapon-platforms and the enabling and underlying informatics -a reconnais
sance-strike complex (RSC) would emerge which would take the shape of a 
network in which infonnation acquisition, analysis, fusion, and dissemination 
technologies would be interlinked with advanced and highly capable weapon
systems. Third, as a consequence of the development of this highly integrated net
work, the ability to engage a wide and diverse array of critical targets at extended 
ranges would become possible, thereby dramatically blurring the traditional 
frontlines/rearward areas distinction of the battlefield.45 

This Soviet perspective shared many common features with what 

Admiral William Owens [Retd.], [former] Vice Chairman of the [US] Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, later wrote on the "system of systems" - a world in which the 
many kinds of sensors, from satellites to shipborne radar, from unmanned aer
ial vehicles to remotely planted acoustic devices, will provide information to 
any military user who needs it.46 

The RSC - as speculated and foreseen by the Soviet theorists - and the "systems of 
systems" (SOS) referred to by Admiral Owens shared two common elements. First, 
in their crudest formulations, they remained highly focused on technology and sec
ond, but more importantly, despite their obvious technological bias, both the per
spectives clearly foresaw that the future of military strategy was centrally premised 
on infonnation and its integration "with systems of weaponry and warriors for a 
seamless sensor-to-shooter flow. Linking these with capabilities of maneuver, 
strike, logistics and protection"47 would be critical in exploiting the Observation, 
Orientation, Decision, Action (OODA) Loop of an adversary.48 From this we can 
distill three critical issues that are of interest to us: 

1 .  The systematic use of information as the generative principle of formation49 
and the key role that it plays in the future-oriented speculations of war and 
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its conduct as evidenced by the desire to create a seamless sensor-to-shooter 
flow. 

2. The criticality of the role played by information, computing, and communica
tion technologies evidenced by the increasing emphasis being placed on the 
network. As an aside, we should also note the distinct change of emphasis from 
individual and/or collectives of weapon-platforms to the network on and 
within which these platforms are now being situated. 

3. The orientation to exploit the network to possess dominant battlespace knowl
edge and to experience full spectrum dominance. 

These observations, which also form the core of the RMA and NCW thesis, are 
premised on the emergence of another phenomenon: the technologization of 
discourse. 

Technologization, used here in its Heideggerian sense,50 is "that relation to the 
world which treats every possibility in the world as material available for use and 
reuse forthe revealing of the world." It is the process of bringing the world to pres
ence.51 Given that the world is revealed to us by language (understood in the widest 
of connotations), then it follows that language must also be understood as a tech
nology, that is say, a "material available for use and reuse for the revealing of the 
world." In this way, language, it could be said, may be understood as being tech
nologized.52 The reduction oflanguage to digitized code exemplifies the reduction 
oflanguage into a fungible materiality whose ultimate value is in its utility to reveal 
the world in a calculable and programmable manner. This attempt to reduce lan
guage -by means of its technologization - is nothing else other than an attempt to 
attain mastery over language. 53 The project of digitalization, wittingly or otherwise, 
assists in this. Coupled with the disciplinary practices ofinstitutions, which are also 
engaged in these very kinds ofreductive activities (that is to say they are, by their 
exclusionary and prohibitive practices, also engaged in a process of technologiza
tion), the technologization oflanguage and, by extension, of discourse has wide
spread and deep implications, especially in the context ofNCW. 

But before we explore these implications, let us lay down the "official" defini
tion ofNCW. 

Network-centric warfare . . .  are military operations . . .  enabled by the net
working of the force. Network-centric operations provide a force with access 
to a new, previously unreachable region of the information domain. The abil
ity to operate in this region provides warfighters with a new type of informa
tion advantage, an advantage broadly characterized by significantly improved 
capabilities for sharing and accessing information. Network-centric warfare 
enables warfighters to leverage this information advantage to dramatically 
increase combat power through self-synchronization and other network-cen
tric operations.54 

From this we can deduce that NCW, where battle-time plays a critical role, is 
primarily about: 
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I .  speed ofcommand and 
2. self-synchronization - to meet the commander's intent.55 

Taken together, these which, in the NCW context but equally in other more tradi
tional forms of warfare, co-constitute the Command and Control (C2) functions are 
highly complex factors and are of critical importance, particularly under battle con
ditions.56 This is underscored by the fact that one of the central thrusts of the 
Clausewitzian theory of war was on the need to address the issue of chance and 
uncertainty which made itself manifest in the C2 functions.57 In a more modem 
context, Martin van Creveld has highlighted the complications involved in the C2 
functions of a modem-day military organization as evidenced by the experiences of 
the US Army in Vietnam.58 A significant problem inherent in the discharge ofC2 
functions, particularly under battle conditions, is the undeniable fact that a com
mander must contend with virtually unlimited amounts of information, which not 
only complicates his decision-making abilities - which are set against a "tempo" 
(of operations) understood in terms of "getting inside" the OODA cycle of an 
adversary (alternatively, exploiting the enemy's OODA cycle) - but which also 
affects his ability to maintain surprise, increase lethality, and ensure survivability.59 
The effort to digitize the C2 enviromnent is geared to address precisely this prob
lem. 

Digitization of the C2 enviromnent would, it is speculated, enable a military 
force to improve its information-sharing capabilities, which would, in tum, 
enhance the quality of information and shared Situation Awareness (SA).60 
Collectively, it is hoped that these would increase the mission effectiveness of the 
fighting force.61 Digitization, in this context, has a limited connotation. It specifi
cally refers to the "hardware" and "software" aspects of!CT. What remains umnen
tioned is the need to recognize the critical condition of the "wetware" that this 
digitization project also entails. If information is to be disseminated widely, richly, 
and liquidly, then the texture of information, as much as the content-value of infor
mation, becomes an important metric and under battle-conditions, even more so. 
The project of digitization in the NCW context, therefore, recognizes that the inher
ent disruptiveness of language (of communications, in more general terms) con
tributes to the wide variety of textures of information. In other words, it is being 
increasingly recognized and appreciated that varying textures of information do not 
allow for a seamless sensor-to-shooter flow. 

As previously established, the technologization of language, aided and abetted 
by the project of digitization, works to reduce language to (I)  allow for gaining a 
mastery over it, and (2) limit the conditions of possibility that language implicitly 
allows - a fact that is reflected in what, as we have seen, Dillon alludes to as the 
"incorrigible recidivism" of words and, by extension, of language. In the context of 
NCW, then, the project of digitization is oriented to bring about this uniformity and 
to establish a particular and very specific discourse, which would be geared to 
depict a common perspective (in NCW terms, a common operational picture or 
COP), alternatively a common world, which would be enmeshed within the con
fines of the network." The network, thus, would determine the world through the 
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agency of its peculiar institutional and discursive practices. If mission effective
ness, survivability, lethality, and surprise are to be achieved and maintained by 
exercising power over an adversary, then this exercise of power must be understood 
in terms ofa struggle manifested in two ways. The first is the obvious struggle in the 
form of physical combat with the adversary and the second is the not so obvious 
struggle over the power of signification. 

Dillon's insight, in this context, is revelatory. He writes, "in the age of informa
tion, network and code . . .  the struggle over the power of signification is . . .  the 
struggle over power. Whoever commands the power of signification embodies 
power. "63 By establishing power over signification, in terms ofcreating a COP, the 
underlying objective may understood as being the attempt to standardize a particu
lar texture oflanguage and discourse. We find echoes of this in the world ofICTs 
where the WYSIWYG (the acronym stands for What You See Is What You Get) 
format is gaining ground faster than ever. WYSIWYG is simply the establishment 
of a "common operational picture." The critical element in this lies in identifying 
who or what determines what you see and how that determination is made. Recall, 
in this context, the Derridian insight of the strategic maneuver that Reason contin
ually engages in to contain within itself that which lies outside its domain. It, there
fore, comes as no surprise that Admiral Cebrowski should point to the significance 
of the migration of the global computing industry to the WINTEL (Windows-Intel) 
platform and to networked computing. Indeed, he goes further to note that "infor
mation 'content' now can be created, distributed, and easily exploited across the 
extremely heterogeneous global computing environment.""' The implications of 
these examples highlight the world that the network strives to create and embody. 
By creating the world, then, the network, as we have seen, also establishes the very 
conditions of possibility. In other words, the network, by means of a specific set of 
discursive practices, aims to create and maintain a set of conditions wherein noth
ing outside the network should or would be possible. 65 

It would be an error to assume that these radical developments occur and are 
occurring only within the US military establishment. In fact, a review of events 
shows that the impetus for this radical activity first emerged within the commercial 
sector, a fact which reiterates the blurring of the distinction between the civilian and 
the military sectors and ultimately of the frontline/rearward areas of the battlefield. 
As we have seen previously, the advent of the Information Age, it is claimed, has 
altered the nature of the world. Deleuze identifies this radical alteration when he 
notes the dispersive character of capital in the Age oflnformation.66 Not surpris
ingly, commercial organizations, which are driven to protect, expand, and maxi
mize profit, have led the way in adopting and deploying ICTs given that the shift 
from the traditional bricks and mortar economy to the digital marketplace has 
changed the way value is created. Our focus on the particularities of value creation 
is not solely based on the argument that the dynamics of the value creation process 
are domain independent,67 and because of the increasing commonality that is 
emerging between the worlds of warfare and commerce. 68 It is also based on the fact 
that the value creation process points to the rise of particular forms of organizations 
and consequently of discursive practices. 
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"Creation of value is at the heart of creating competitive advantage. "69 The con
cept of the value-chain, as described by Michael Porter, consists of the links and 
processes that transform raw materials (including information) into products that 
can be measured in terms of their value. Here value is understood as the positive dif
ferential between the selling price and the cost of raw materials taken together with 
the cost oftransforming them into products.70 Given that in today's unfolding digi
tal marketplace, the tempo of operations has significantly increased, the time
differential between the creation and erosion of value is, thus, becoming drastically 
compressed. This is what Admiral Cebrowski implied when he stated that "the new 
dynamics of competition are based on increasing returns on investment, competi
tion within and between ecosystems, and competition based on time."71 This neces
sitates, in the words of Hamel and Prahalad, the "reinvention of an entirely new 
competitive space . . .  [where] . . .  the goal is notto predict the future but to imagine 
a future made possible by . . .  creating a compelling view of tomorrow's opportuni
ties and moving preemptively to secure the future"" The resonance of this with the 
COP that we have referred to earlier is startling. What Hamel and Prahalad are 
alluding to (and in the most dynamic of global corporations, such as Microsoft 
Corp. and Google, we see this occurring with increasing regularity") is the virtual 
creation of multiple futures which, it could be added, are (and increasingly would 
be) enabled and controlled by a dense network of cutting-edge technologies which 
are reflective of the distinct discursive practices that are at work within this emerg
ing competitive space. In this context, note the direct relationship between the acts 
ofcreating (futures) and that of securing (futures) - a fact attested to by the inves
tigative projects ofFoucault, albeit in the context of the disciplinary societies of the 
pre-Information Age era. Collectively then, the discursive practices that are evolv
ing in the context ofNCW, manifested by the technologization of discourse across 
civil and military boundaries, point to the emergence of a specific kind of strategiz
ing. This, it is suggested, is occurring at multiple levels and simultaneously while 
being contingent on the phenomenon of networks. 

At the edge of chaos . . .  

The theories of complexity and non-linearity claim that they enable us to examine 
the workings of the natural world understood as a dynamic system. They "show us 
how dynamic systems . . .  self-organize, how they are closely interrelated, and how 
they use feedback to regulate themselves."" While a detailed examination of these 
theories and their conclusions falls outside the scope of this study, it may be worth
while to examine three principal assertions that are central to them: 

1 .  A phenomenon or a system is considered complex if it consists of numerous 
dimensions, which is indicative of an intricate mesh of intertwined processes 
and structures. As a consequence, a high degree of regularity in the dynamics 
of such a phenomenon or a system is discemable but only up to a point." 

2. When phenomena or systems display "asymmetrically disproportionate"76 
dynamics - which indicates that the outputs of the system or phenomenon are 
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disproportionate to the inputs - they are understood as being non-linear. This 
is contra the nature of linear phenomena or systems where the outputs are 
proportionate to the inputs.77 

3. A system or phenomenon is considered as being chaotic when it displays non
linearity and when variations of initial conditions have massive non-repetitive 
consequences on downstream effects (in other words, displaying the butterfly 
effect). This seriously impedes, and in most cases denies, the ability to deploy 
predictive tools to model the behavior of such phenomena or systems. 

Also fundamental to the understanding of complexity and non-linearity are com
plex adaptive systems, which are said to be "the engines that drive non-linearity."" 
Complex adaptive systems are described as "dynamic systems [which] are able to 
adapt and change within, or as part ofa changing environment . . .  [it is] . . .  a sys
tem closely linked with all other related systems making up an eco-system."79 
These systems display a number of properties that encompass, among other things, 
the three points mentioned earlier. Notably, they also display the properties of 
aggregation, flows (alternatively, circulation), and diversity. Simply put, the prop
erty of aggregation refers to the intricate behaviors resulting from the aggregate 
interactions of lesser (or smaller) agents. Thus, in a complex adaptive system, the 
sum of the parts is not equal to the whole. The property of flows is best understood 
in terms of the multiplier effect and recycling. The multiplier effect is a "disem
bodied derivative" discernable at macro-levels of observation and to which a sim
ple cause-effect relationship cannot be applied. In fact, at the micro-level, the 
multiplier-effect is, for the most part, invisible. "Recycling" is the movement and 
behavior of a diverse set of agents whose aggregate is greater than the sum of the 
agents. Together then, the multiplier-effect and recycling (i.e., the property of 
flows or circulation) underscore the adaptiveness of complex adaptive systems. 
This is because of the inherent dependency of the multiplier-effect and of recycling 
on the agents that enable these processes. This, in turn, is directly related to the 
diversity of the agents that are present within the complex adaptive system. The key 
feature of these agents is that they are entirely novel which, in tum, ensures that 
complex adaptive systems do not stagnate. They are constantly in a state of evolu
tion and emergence. Moreover, these agents are dispensable and their dispensabil
ity remains contingent on their being able to maintain their evolutionary stability 
within the complex adaptive system without posing a critical threat to the system's 
well-being. Their failure to do so ensures their removal and replacement by a dif
ferent, yet similar, agent better adapted to achieve the evolving levels of stability of 
the complex adaptive system as a whole. 80 

From this, two inferences can be drawn. First, complex adaptive systems are 
open systems. They share an intricate and delicate relationship with a host of other 
systems all of which collectively constitute a particular eco-system. Moreover, par
ticular eco-systems are open as well. They too share economies of relations with 
other eco-systems thus rendering a rich lattice-like texture to what is called the 
global system. And second, the inter-relationships between agents within complex 
adaptive systems are critical in generating the inherent dynamism of such systems. 
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This, in light of Lorenz's butterfly effect, has a cascading effect on the system, 
which not only increases the complexity and non-linearity of the system, but also 
enhances its adaptive ability to local and global environments. At the macro-level 
therefore, the global system has come to be envisioned as a gigantic complex adap
tive system, which is constantly evolving and emerging.81 It is this deep and intri
cate intertwining of the infinite relationships that characterize complex adaptive 
systems and the ecosystems of which they are a part of that gives a materiality to the 
complexity and non-linearity of the natural world. This, however, is not the same as 
identifying the natural world as being random." Thus, one can say, "complexity 
lies somewhere between order and disorder . . .  [where] . . .  some characteristics of 
systems . . .  are neither highly ordered nor completely random. "83 

As we have seen, in addition to asserting that the "logic of war in the abstract, 
with its limitless escalation of cost and effort, contradicts human experience . . .  ,"84 
Clausewitz also insisted that war is "not the action of a living force upon a lifeless 
mass (total nonresistance would be no war at all) but always the collision of two liv
ing forces."85 For Clausewitz, war was a dynamic (and consequently non-linear) 
interaction between two or more agents, which was marked by fluidity and a con
dition of flux. Further, Clausewitz noted the variability of the strength and speed of 
the conduct of war -tempo of operations -and the expenditure of energy that such 
actions entailed. Recall here the characteristics of the complex adaptive system. 
Previously, we had identified the interaction between the agents within a complex 
adaptive system as being a key feature of such systems. Clausewitz's martial for
mulations, while bereft of the advantages that accrue to us in terms of our exposure 
to the "new sciences," beara striking similarity with the complex adaptive systems 
as we understand them today. The other important element of Clausewitz's theory 
of war, which we have already encountered, was the concept of Friktion regarding 
which he had famously said: 

[E]verything in war is simple, but the simplest thing is difficult. The difficul
ties accumulate and end by producing a kind of friction that is inconceivable 
. . .  this friction, which cannot, as in mechanics be reduced to a few points, is 
everywhere in contact with chance, and brings about effects that cannot be 
measured.86 

This emphasis on friction (Friktion), as we have seen, was placed by Clausewitz at 
two levels. At one level, it was recognized in context of one's own army and in the 
conduct of war. At another level, it was recognized at the macroscopic level of war 
itself. This latter recognition offriction -at the general level of war- we suggested 
was indicative of Clausewitz's recognition of the subtle and immersive condition 
of complexity and non-linearity (alternatively, of chance and uncertainty) that con
textualized the problematization and theorization of life, war and the conduct of 
war.87 

While examples of commanders being attentive to the friction of the battlefield 
are littered across the annals of history, one of the more recent and explicit instances 
of how to operate in conditions of complexity and non-linearity - specifically on 
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the battlefield-is visible in the German school of maneuver theory. Born out of the 
need to break the deathly stalemate that prevailed at the Western Front during the 
First World War, German military thinkers developed the doctrine of infiltration 
tactics.88 This represented an almost philosophical solution to the problems of the 
stalemate imposed by trench warfare.89 The full implications of this doctrinal 
change, however, only became visible in the Second World War where, by com
bining the tactics of infiltration with the developing technologies of the tank and 
combat aircraft, the Germans were able to pioneer a method of war that appeared to 
thrive on the very edge of chaos, i.e., the space where complexity and non-linearity 
hold sway. 

Recognizing the destabilizing factors involved in operating within such a space, 
the German military thinkers devised and combined three operational conditions. 
The first was the technique of Auftragstaktik (literally, mission tactics), which 
involved creating mission-type orders.90 This gave lower echelon commanders and 
troops the freedom and flexibility to devise the particular methods by which their 
assigned tasks could be carried out, with the higher level commanders restricting 
themselves to exercising directive control. The second technique was the identifi
cation of the Schwerpunkt. "Originally this term identified the point along the 
enemy lines at which the attack would focus for a breakthrough . . .  [but it also 
implied] . . .  the object of focus for the efforts of all subordinate and supporting 
troops. "91 The third technique was the identification and exploitation of enemy 
weaknesses while avoiding their strengths, better known as the expanding torrent 
method -" Taken together these techniques (commonly recognized as blitzkrieg or 
lightning war) were geared to exploit what Col. John Boyd later referred to as the 
OODA cycle of the enemy. 

Boyd's OODA cycle theory was instrumental in highlighting the iterative 

nature of war. "It recognize[d] that the result of actions [was] not just the direct 
effect on the adversary, but his adaptation to our actions, and his subsequent 
actions [or at least our observation of them] become part of the next input."93 The 
resonance of this with the original formulation of Lorenz's butterfly effect is 
not accidental. This sensitivity to initial conditions that was so starkly manifested 
in the OODA cycle of combat was nothing less than the growing recognition 
and reaffirmation of the original Clausewitzian identification of the immersive 
context presented by complexity and non-linearity. Boyd's theory of the OODA 
cycle, which elegantly identified this state of affairs, thus pointed to not simply the 
fact that warfare - the conduct of war - was, in all respects, a complex and non
linear activity, but also that war itself was a complex and non-linear phenomenon. 
This recognition led to radical changes being introduced in terms of force-structure 
and planning and organizational re-orientations that would make the necessary 
instruments of war more responsive to the inherent instability of war and the 
battlefield. 

The interesting thing to note in the original formulation of Boyd's OODA cycle 
is the role of information. While ostensibly the OODA cycle was concerned with 
the issue of directive control, which was, in the first instance, a tactical decision
making model,94 a closer examination, however, suggests that the generative 
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principle of  the OODA cycle i s  information, a point which Boyd himself noted." 
The development of the theories of information and cybernetics confirm this. 
Claude Shannon's work in the field oflnformation Theory, in this context, is illus
trative. The revolutionary elements of Shannon's contribution was the invention of 
the source-encoder-channel-decoder-destination model" - a process-flow which 
we find extensively used in the work of Norbert Weiner who, during the Second 
World War, worked on guided missile technology, and studied how sophisticated 
electronics used the feedback principle, which resulted in the development of the 
field of Cybernetics." The criticality of this, however, remained underestimated 
and the propensity for using the OODA Loop simply as a tactical instrument on the 
battlefield remained in vogue for a while. To that limited extent, the increasingly 
complex and non-linear character of war was recognized. The tendency to quantify 
the battlefield and war, however, remained paramount." This paradox of the grad
ual recognition of the increasing importance and relevance of information, its con
stantly changing dynamics and the tendency to quantify information using 
statistical and systems-theoretic models was reflected in both the organizations 
responsible for the conduct of war and also in the designing of the pathways 
through which information would circulate. 

At this point, two problems emerged. The first was the problem associated with 
quantifying information thus making an artifact of something that is inherently 
dynamic. The second related to the diagramming of the network through which 
information is expected to flow. With the problems thus stated, the task of fashion
ing adequate responses to them began to take shape. While the theories of com
plexity and non-linearity provided the context to the statement of the problems, the 
network concept provided the organizing principle around which the some of the 
still nascent responses have emerged. 

On networks 

Two parallel events catch our attention as we sift through the linear history of the 
ARPA and early network computing. The first was the assignment of Dr J. C. R. 
Licklider to the Information Processing Techniques Office (!PTO) and the second 
was the work of Paul Baran within the RAND Corporation. Licklider, with his keen 
perception of the sense of community that existed between users of the first time
sharing computer systems, began to think about a network being established 
between the group of computer specialists who had gathered around at the !PTO. 
Licklider's premise was that "men will be able to communicate more effectively 
through a machine than face to face. "99 Uncannily, he nicknamed this network of 
computer specialists the Intergalactic Network.100 Simultaneously, a group of sci
entists from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the British National 
Physical Laboratory were working on the dynamics of networks. Their primary 
motivation was to devise more efficient methods by which the expensive comput
ers of the time could share resources. This emphasis on communication led, by 
1969, to the linking of four computers across the US located at the University of 
California at Los Angeles and Santa Barbara, University of Utah, and Stanford 
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University. This was known as the ARPANET, which was the original seed of 
today's Internet.101 

The potential threat of a surprise Soviet nuclear offensive had, simultaneously, 
spurred the USAF to fund, among other things, a research project to investigate the 
building of a schematic design for a national communications network, which 
could survive such an attack. 102 In 1964, Paul Baran, working from within the 
RAND Corporation, published a series of papers which addressed this problem.103 
Baran 's proposal outlined the principles ofa new network which was to be built for 
maximum robustness and flexibility. This new network, which would have no cen
tral authority, was referred to by Baran as a "distributed communications net
work."104 Baran recognized that the communications systems of the day were 
heavily dependent on centralized control centers, which made them extremely vul
nerable to interdiction. Thus, an attack on any one of the centralized control centers 
would bring down the network.105 Baran's idea was to create a web of computers 
and/or other communication devices which would be linked by transmission lines 
and which would have no centralized control centers. To this end, he identified 
three generic types of networks which he listed as centralized, decentralized, and 
distributed networks. 

Baran observed that a centralized network could be destroyed by targeting its 
node while a decentralized network, despite being more resilient than a centralized 
network, could also be brought down by targeting a finite number of nodes. The 
distributed network, on the other hand, given the absence of nodes of critical 
importance, was the most resilient of the three network designs. This he attributed 
to the element of redundancy built into the distributed network. Redundancy, in 
this context, refers to "the average number of links per element" (alternatively, 
node ).106 Baran summarized the future developments ofnetworks in the following 
words: 

We will soon be living in an era in which we cannot guarantee survivability of 
any single point. However, we can still design systems in which system 
destruction requires the enemy to pay the price of destroying n of n stations. If 
n is made sufficiently large, it can be shown that highly survivable system 
structures can be built- even in the thermonuclear era. In order to build such 
networks and systems we will have to use a large number of elements. We are 
interested in knowing how inexpensive these elements may be and still permit 
the system to operate reliably. There is a strong relationship between element 
cost and element reliability. To design a system that must anticipate a worst
case destruction of both enemy attack and normal system failures, one can 
combine the failures expected by enemy attack together with the failures 
caused by normal reliability problems, provided the enemy does not know 
which elements are inoperative. Our future systems design problem is that of 
building very reliable systems out of the described set of unreliable elements at 
lowest cost. In choosing the communications links of the future, digital links 
appear increasingly attractive by permitting low-cost switching and low-cost 
links.101 
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But Baran 's work had another rather significant result. He recognized that the dis
tributed network would also need to have an "intelligence" to survive a massive 
attack. He conceptualized the distributed network as having no preset path for mes
sages to travel. Instead, messages (information) would rely on computers to find 
the most optimal route to their destination. This, Baran contended, would be 
accomplished by each message being broken into a number of blocks and having 
computers located at each node which would maintain a "routing table." The rout
ing table would record at what speed recently sent message-blocks reached their 
destination. The computers would thus be able to make intelligent decisions by 
rerouting messages, in their block forms, along pathways that would bypass the 
nodes that an enemy attack had destroyed. Once the message-blocks reached their 
destinations, they would be reassembled and thus the message would be considered 
transmitted. '°' In net effect, what Baran was suggesting was that the network would 
be comprised of a number of umnanned digital switches, which would possess a 
self-learning capability within a changing environment. The premise of Baran's 
speculations and later work was starkly reminiscent of the complex adaptive 
systems that we have had occasion to examine earlier. 

In brief then, we find that the development of the network (characterized by the 
ARP ANET and in its expanded form, the Internet) was based on two critical 
concepts. The first was to understand the issue of connectivity as being a lattice 
of links which would have no singular or critical element or node and wherein 
messages would be broken into smaller blocks or packets. The second was to 
recognize that the key to the survivability of the network depended on its having 
an integral machinic or native intelligence which would enable the network to 
adapt to changes in the environment of the network (such as the breakdown or 
destruction ofany node within the network) without compromising the core effi
ciency of the network. However, as the original ARPANET expanded into the 
Internet, a few discrepancies were found in the original formulations as suggested 
by Baran. 

In 1998, by sending out a large numberof information-packets, a topology ofthe 
Internet was created and it was found that unlike Baran's theorizations of decen
tralized and distributed networks that would have no centralized nodes or elements, 
the Internet had organized itself into a hierarchical network that Baran had origi
nally dismissed in favor of the distributed network.'°' The Internet did not seem to 
conform to the accepted model ofrandom connectivity. The topology indicated that 
the Internet had yielded a connectivity map that was, as Albert-Laszlo Barabasi 
called it, scale-free.110 Simply put, scale-free networks include many very con
nected nodes or hubs of connectivity that shape the way the network operates. The 
ratio of very connected nodes to the number of nodes in the rest of the network 
remains constant as the network changes in size.1 1 1  Barabasi 's investigations were 
even more startling as they dealt with the World Wide Web (W3), which unlike the 
Internet is not hardware-based. The W3, which is a vast network of web-pages 
(essentially software) connected by hyperlinks hosted on the hardware-based 
Internet, is growing at an exponential rate.112 From this a number of inferences can 
be drawn. 
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I. In keeping with the core intent that was first expressed by Licklider, networks 
were and remain centered around the principle of communication. This is 
applicable to the more hardware-based network, such as the Internet, and for 
the W3, which is primarily software-centric. 

2. Networks are able to maintain their stability and monitor themselves by a 
process of self-organization and self-generation. In other words, networks 
work on the basis ofan "insatiable need."113 

3. Networks depend on multiple feedback loops, which are critical in maintain
ing their condition of equilibrium. In addition, the time taken by the feedback 
to loop through its "circuit" is a critical factor in determining the effectiveness 
of the loop and its "learning capability." 

4. Networks organize themselves around nodes or hubs of connectivity, which 
are centers with a high density oflinks. 

Consequently, we can identify a new trinity arising in the Age ofNetworks-Speed, 
Sharing, and Decentralization - underpinned by the "native intelligence" of net
works originally propounded by Baran.114 The conceptual foundations of NCW, 
thus, lie not so much in the hardware aspects of the network, rather, they are based 
on this trinity that we now see emerging from the rise of networks in the 
Information Age. The rise of networks also points to one other singular fact. 
Grosch's Law, which states, that doubling the cost ofa computer results in multi
plying its computing power four-fold, has now been inverted.115 Consequently, by 
distributing (alternatively decentralizing) and sharing tasks, smaller computers and 
workstations, organized as clusters, have been able to perform tasks that were lim
ited to high-end super-computers at a much lower cost than hitherto possible.116 
Taken together, the impact that this has had not only on the conduct of war, but also 
on the concept of war, has been immense. 

On netwars 

Command (and Control) has always been the most complex and critical of military 
functions. It is a function ''that has to be exercised, more or less continuously, if the 
army is to exist and to operate. "117 In this connection, it is interesting to note that the 
more familiar C2 designation (Command and Control), as we know ofit today, was 
not used until the end of the Second World War.118 There are two possible explana
tions for this: "one argues that it [C2] derives from the proposition that 'one com
mands men, while one controls machines' . . .  the other explanation suggests that 
when a situation reaches a certain level ofcomplexity (or chaos), people must con
centrate on control."119 While numerous authors and commentators have offered 
their individual perspectives on this baffling phenomenon, suffice it to say that the 
marriage between the command function and the control function summarizes the 
totality of activities that a military commander must engage in. It encompasses (I) 
Combatant Command (COCOM), (2) Operational Command (OPCOM), and (3) 
Tactical Command (TACOM).120 The common elements that bind these three 
activities are: 
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1. Information acquisition 
2. Information analysis 
3.  Decision making 
4. Information dissemination 
5. Feedback reception. 

The US military experience in Vietnam, in this context, is instructive. Despite devel
oping and deploying one of the most sophisticated communications and command 
and control networks, the US military command floundered. The problem, when 
analyzed, pointed to the fact that while the sophisticated networks operated at their 
peak, the benefits derived from them were poor due to, among other things, the cen
tralizing tendency that was prevalent in the US military establishment of the day.121 

Aside from the fact that the US military had deployed a conventionally structured 
force to combat a patently asymmetric enemy, the friction of war ensured that 
Murphy's Law applied, more often than not, to the C2 infrastructure thus resulting 
in mounting difficulties with communicating information to people at a variety of 
levels along the command chain. The lesson learnt was that when "dealing with a 
battlespace permeated with fog and needing to develop plans that must survive the 
worst ofMurphy,"122 a radically different methodology would have to be developed 
which would ensure a drastic reduction, ifnot the elimination, of the fog of war. 

The emergence oflow-cost computing and increasingly robust networking capa
bilities opened up a number of alternatives which has enabled the re-conceptualiza
tion of the C2 function. Thus, for example, while traditionally, the C2 function was 
concerned with the management of forces and assets, sophisticated networking 
capabilities have allowed for the management, in a decentralized manner, of the bat
tlespace within which the management of information has taken precedence over all 
other activities. The management of the battlespace is an interesting development in 
the NCW context. It is not merely limited to the management ofone's own forces. 
It also includes the management of adversaries and allies in terms of their percep
tions and actions. Taking the battlespace management concept even further, net
working capabilities have also enabled the conceptualization of more than one 
battlespace within a single theater of operations. These developments are based on 
the perception that the power coefficient or multiplier is positively affected by the 
effectiveness of linking mechanisms and processes. 123 As a consequence, the tradi
tional C2 function, which was executed within a hierarchical structure, is now being 
increasingly (re)conceptualized as a decentralized and contingent structnre, which 
is capable of forming, dissipating, and re-forming as per situational requirements. 
This contingent nature of the emerging networked C2 structure warrants a brief dis
cussion, for it is here that the key concept ofNCW is highlighted. 

Given that the volume and content-richness of information on the modem-day 
battlefield has exponentially increased, proponents ofNCW are increasingly con
tending that there is an overriding need to configure 

a set of battlespace entities and a set of interconnections that can take full 
advantage of the increased amount of information available, tnm this 
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information into knowledge, and generate increased combat power. In other 
words, leverage shared battlespace awareness to allocate, assign, and employ 
assets and then modify these allocations, assignments, and employments as 
awareness of the situation changes.124 

The overt intent is to achieve battlefield results which approach a maximum opti
mal level without experiencing the travails of a centralized C2 structure. Further, 
the objective, under ideal conditions, is also to ensure that such achievements are 
marked by an inherent flexibility in terms of force design, deployment, and ulti
mately of the intended effects of such deployments. To be able to achieve this, bat
tlespace entities are increasingly envisioned as consisting of actors who, 
collectively and individually, can sense, decide, and act. Thus, to be able to main
tain cohesion within the battlespaceentity, the interconnectedness of its constituent 
actors is of paramount importance. However, the precise configuration of the inter
connectedness between the actors would not be predetermined thus contributing to 
the very high degree of flexibility in the actions of the battlespace entity. The point 
to be noted in this conceptualization of the battlespace entity is its contingent nature 
which reflects on the individual attributes and functional abilities of the battlespace 
entity which would be appropriately highlighted as per particular situational 
requirements.125 

Recall in this context Baran' s notion of the native intelligence of distributed net-
. 

works. As we have seen, Baran had theorized that in the event of an attack on the 
network and the destruction of a number of its nodes, the network (by means of 
computers which would maintain their individual routing tables), would be able to 
direct and redirect the traffic of messages in their block or packet form by choosing 
the optimal flow-path. In other words, save a complete destruction (which, it should 
be noted, is hypothetically possible), the network would self-synchronize to con
tend with emergent conditions. If one understands the functional flexibility and the 
sensitivity to the external (and internal - based on the feedback loops) conditions of 
the constituent elements of a battlespace entity as being reflective of the native 
intelligence of the network of the agents within the battlespace entity, the similar
ity between the behavior of distributed networks and the battlespace entities envi
sioned in the context of NCW is striking. It is also indicative of the "algebra of 
need" that is endemic in the networked phenomenon. 126 Thus, one could say that the 
native intelligence ofnetworks computes and re-computes, ad infinitum, this alge
bra of need (in terms of information acquisition, processing and dissemination), 
which sustains the integrity of the network, but not necessarily its structure, which 
co-evolves in tandem with its constantly changing environment. In this way, 
networks are, so it is theorized, able to maintain and regulate themselves. More 
importantly, in the context of the algebra ofneed, networks are also able to-indeed 
compelled to - expand infinitely. 

Further, it is important to note that we are not referring to a single battlespace 
entity. As conceptualized by the leading NCW theorists, there would be a multitude 
ofbattlespace entities which would lie dormant in the global battlespace and which, 
with the emergence of particular situations, would become active. This, of course, 
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implies that individual battlespace entities would also be seamlessly intercon
nected between themselves - in a plug-and-play fashion - which, in tum, would 
enable the gaining ofa clear picture of the situational requirements. From this we 
can infer that a collection of such battlefield entities gives rise to a lattice of net
works which aims to cover the entire battlespace. The network that the proponents 
ofNCW speak of is thus more a mesh ofnetworks rather than a single network. The 
key issue, however, is not the battlespace entities per se, but the links between the 
actors ofa battlespace entity and the links between battlespace entities, which allow 
for a smooth and seamless interconnection resulting in a heightened degree of 
awareness of the battlespace.127 Collectively, these links would be instrumental in 
forming a topology of the battlespace which would be comprehensive (in the sense 
of spanning the information, cognitive and physical domains) and, more impor
tantly, dynamic. In other words, under optimal conditions, nothing would lie out
side the networked battlespace. The pervasiveness of this is heightened even more 
if we factor in the emergence and viral spread of mobile computing and wireless 
networks. Indeed, the advent of wireless networking has created a situation where 
"total immersion" has become an everyday phenomenon. In the context of war and 
its conduct, the mesh of wireless networks exponentially increases their reach, 
depth, and functionality.'" 

It is pertinent to note that while we have been discussing the networked phe
nomenon in the context of the battlespace, it is not limited to the military environ
ment. With the explosion of information networks, we find that the nature of 
information is such that the more that is produced, the more co-relations and cross
references can be made.129 Consequently, the application of the network phenome
non in, what is assumed to be, the purely civilian sector, especially in the fields of 
commerce and medicine, is also increasing by leaps and bounds. Indeed, it can be 
argued that the first material (in this context "material" is understood as being com
mercial in the sense of profit-making) manifestations of the network phenomenon 
can be found in the commercial sector.130 Given that the network topology that 
characterizes the military environment and the allegedly civilian sector share an 
astonishing similarity and the fact that the military environment shares the core 
dynamics of the civilian world (this being one of the effects of the Age of 
Information- recall in this context Porter's value-chain hypothesis), the net result 
is that the mesh of networks that we see emerging in the context of the battlefield 
also extends, in more ways than one, globally. 

Machinic war 

Steven Metz points out that "[a]s it developed during the first Clinton administra
tion, the RMA was both a philosophy of strategy and, eventually, a framework for 
the evolution of the military. "131 Further, Metz points out, with specific reference to 
the American context: 

[B]y embracing the military revolution, the United States could sustain and 
even increase its military advantage over potential competitors. A military 
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revolution based on infonnation technology also appeared to offer a solution 
to another problem American strategists faced: sustaining the political 
usability of force in an era of diffuse threat.132 

For our purposes, there are three points of interest in what Metz has to say. First, 
note how though Metz refers to the "evolution of the military" that, at least in the 
US, is taking place within the framework of the RMA and its attendant theories, 
there is no indication that this evolution is occurring outside the political. Indeed, it 
is assumed - without question - that regardless of the framework within which the 
military is said to be evolving, the evolutionary process is taking place within a 
political context thereby affirming the essentially Clausewitzian imagination of 
war being subject to the political. Indeed, Metz seems quite emphatic in asserting 
that the informationalization of war (as a consequence of the RMA and of the emer
gence of the theories ofNCW) may indeed prove to be a saving grace for American 
strategists in ensuring the political usability of force. Metz, ofcourse, is referring to 
the ability to conduct precision strikes, surgical operations and rapid campaigns 
thereby lessening the extent of primary and collateral damage that, more often than 
not, undermines popular political support for any war. In other words, despite the 
progressive efforts to reduce the extent of damage incurred while prosecuting war, 
to combat and contain the effects of chance and uncertainty, to create, deploy, and 
manage complex and adaptive entities within a variety of battlespaces, and to 
(under ideal conditions) cast a globally expansive mesh ofnetworks on and through 
which effects - kinetic and otherwise - may be created, expressed, and experi
enced, the concept of war that underscores this effort remains akin to that which 
informed the Clausewitzian theory of war. In this sense, what Metz is stating paral
lels that which the majority of the theorists and strategists of war in the twenty-first 
century assert, that NCW is not a signature ofa "new" concept of war; rather, it is 
nothing more than a technological expression of the canonical Clausewitzian the
ory of war. This is nothing other than a reaffirmation of the assertion made by the 
tradition-bound theorists of war and combat that while the character of war may 
change, the fundamental principles of war remain sacrosanct. 

Second, as we have seen, since the Age of Enlightenment, the problems on the 
battlefield posed by chance and uncertainty have bedeviled military theorists. With 
the advent of Clausewitz, however, a highly sophisticated conceptual framework 
emerged which attempted to, if not contain, at least address these twin disruptive 
phenomena. This led Clausewitz to assign the task of operating in the fog and fric
tion of war to the Genius. It is only with the emergence of the theories and doctrines 
of NCW that the effort to actively engage with chance and uncertainty on the 
battlefield came into its own. Of course, this does not, and should not, suggest 
that chance and uncertainty have been or even face - at least in the medium
term - the prospect of being banished from the battlefield. Nevertheless, what is 
interesting about the NCW project is that with the concerted focus on addressing 
the problems posed by chance and uncertainty in strategic, operational and tactical 
terms, the functions hitherto entrusted to the Genius are being progressively infor
mationalized and distributed. It would appear that the native intelligence of 
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networks - as Baran theorized - is being gradually developed to take over the 
functions of the Genius. 

Third, Metz's observations clearly suggest thatthe principle strategic challenge, 
particularly for the theorists and strategists of war in the twenty-first century, is to 
work out the ways and means by which diffuse threats - which Hardt and Negri 
refer to as the Wars of the Small and the Many - may be addressed. Though Metz 
remains as beholden to the political context of wars (conventional or otherwise), 
the import of this challenge lies in the subtle shift that we had identified in the QDR 
2006 - the shift from nation-state threats to decentralized network threats - and of 
the proliferation of wars between nation-states that are not formally at war with 
each other. It will be appreciated that the technics (which necessarily include the 
theory and practice) ofNCW which, as we have seen, prioritizes flows ofinforma
tion and is backed by an increasingly diverse array of data acquisition, analysis, and 
communication systems, seem to presume precisely these emerging threat-percep
tions. Ifwe set aside the fact that some of the so-called belligerents in the Wars of 
the Small and Many do not profess to have an overt political objective, when con
sidered in terms of the flows and processes ofinformation, the emerging face of war 
seems to elude the grasp of the political. In other words, the emerging NCW para
digm-even in its base functionalist sense- is increasingly tending to recognize and 
represent threats in informational terms, that is to say in terms that are non-human. 

It is in this specific sense that an even more fundamental evolution of war is tak
ing place and it is not simply reflected in the changing character of war, but also in 
the concept of war. This transformation of the concept of war, in the first instance, 
is one which leaves aside the political and focuses principally on the flows of 
information, and of effects conducted across a diverse set of networks. As we will 
see, these are the faint glimmerings of a machinic war wherein, to paraphrase the 
words of Admiral Cebrowski, removing the human from the battlefield can change 
everything. 



4 Theorizing war in the 
Age of Networks 

"[T]oday, we are inclined to see nearly everything in terms of connections and 
networks."' This has led K. W. Jeter, in the novel Nair, to observe that the problem 
is not how we get onto the network, but how do we get off it.' Thus, being connected 
implies - humans connected to machines, machines connected to machines, 
hwnans connected to humans, humans connected to environments, machines con
nected to environments, environments connected to environments, and so on. In 
other words, "being connected" increasingly means to be enmeshed in a plethora of 
material and non-material networks.' It is in this context that Licklider's original 
conception of a network for communication has taken on a global meaning. Not 
only does it include the network of communication devices (including the Internet 
and the W3), it also includes the very potentiality of events. Recall in this context 
our discussion on how the conditions of possibility are limited by the project of dig
italization, which involves specific processes leading to the technologization of 
language. The networking of events (with events increasingly occurring within the 
mesh of networks) thus pertains to all signs/significations, including information. 
In tum, what this implies is that increasingly events and the grounds of their emer
gence share a common condition. In this sense, they are networked.4 

The core conceptual foundation ofNCW, therefore, arises from the idea that if 
the very conditions of possibility are enmeshed within networks, then war may be 
understood as being a phenomenon whose possibility, in terms of its emergence 
and conduct, is immanent within this mesh ofnetworks. To understand this as being 
a material manifestation of the limitation of war would be an error. Contrarily, war 
within such a framework displays a pervasiveness which is global and local. In 
other words, the mesh ofnetworks not only facilitates the conduct of war, but it also 
ensures that the potentiality of the emergence of war is always at the threshold of 
actualization. 

A new strategic commons: A wide-angle view of NCW 

Martin Libicki, one of the leading theorists ofNCW, in the context of strategic and 
tactical sensors, writes: 

Even with stealth, everything ultimately can be found. All objects have mass 
and thus gravity. Every object moving in a medium creates vortices and must 
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expend energy to do so. Ifnothing else, objects ofa certain size have to occupy 
some space for some time. A set of sensors placed sufficiently close together 
can, in theory, eventually trap everything by getting close enough. A line of 
sensitive receivers placed close together will find its line-of-sight to a beaming 
object cut if a bomber- no matter how stealthy- rolls past . . .  sensors of cer
tain minimum discrimination placed close enough together can, at some 
epsilon, catch anything.' 

The implications ofLibicki's words are clear enough. While being limited to bat
tlefield sensors, Libicki's ruminations also hold a resonance at a meta-level. 
Having previously established that the conditions of possibility are being increas
ingly bounded by the network or a mesh of networks, then it is not impossible to 
conceive the possibility of conflict, manifested as war, as being present (in its 
potentiality) at every (dynamically shifting) point within the mesh of networks. In 
this context, Libicki's words move from the specifics of strategic and tactical bat
tlefield sensors, to a wholly different register. The ability (or, in the most extreme 
cases, the desire) to "catch anything" within the crosshairs ofa Grid of sensors is, 
within the conceptual framework ofNCW, indicative of the emerging character of 
war in the Age of Networks. Recall in this context, the RSC as conceived by the 
Soviet Military thinkers and Admiral Owens' formulation ofthe SOS.6 These early 
conceptualizations of networked warfare were, in retrospect, rather prescient about 
the trajectory that NCW would eventually take. As we have already seen, the RSC 
and the SOS were envisioned as being a wide network of intelligence gathering, 
fusion, analysis, and dissemination assemblages, which would be linked with 
advanced weapon-systems to enable striking at a diverse array of targets with 
increasing precision. The more mature formulations ofNCW take this a number of 
steps forward. In the process, firepower, weight, and mass, which are the traditional 
metrics of warfare and of the instruments of war, are being increasingly replaced by 
an evolving set of"concepts of operations" that are designed to operate (primarily) 
at the informational and cognitive domains. 

Further, as we have seen, the two critical problems at the core of the NCW proj
ect were: (I)  How to quantify information, and (2) How to optimize the design of 
the network that could guide and direct the flow of information seamlessly and in 
real time. It was not long before attempts were initiated to address these two prob
lems. It was recognized, even at the height of the Vietnam War, that the extreme flu
idity and pace of military operations required an organizational set-up which would 
resemble a decentralized and flattened structure. This was nothing but a re-recog
nition of the salient principles oftheAujiragstaktikpracticed by the combat units of 
the Imperial German Army, and later-on a much larger scale-by the Wehrmacht. 
The critical element, however, that aided the process of initiating the first steps to 
conceptualize war and the battlefield as a network-centric phenomenon was the 
unprecedented rise ofICTs. 

The Vietnam War highlighted, among othe,r things, the pitfalls associated with 
the tendency to centralize C2 functions and the operational problems related to 
resource pooling.7 The stark lessons for global military planners were two-fold. 
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The first was the recognition that the modem-day military machine was a 
much larger and infinitely more complex entity than ever before and thus it 
required a huge logistical back-up,8 and the second was that to make such a large 
military machine functional, at acceptable levels of efficiency, infonnation was a 
necessity. The last point was a paradoxical one. The US Army, in Vietnam, had cre
ated one of the most sophisticated military information networks in the world, but 
the net result was the emergence of a term that would begin to resonate with 
increasing frequency in the following years - information overload - a phenome
non which had virtually choked the US military organization.' From the 1970s, 
with "the advent ofbattleworthy precision-guided munitions, the higher plateaus 
reached by electronic warfare in close association with new methods for intelli
gence, surveillance, and target acquisition, and the development ofa global system 
for controlling US strategic and tactical forces,"10 a radical shift began to occur not 
only in the instruments of war, but also in the way war and its conduct were being 
(re) conceptualized. 

It is claimed that the advent of the Information Age has altered the nature of the 
world by: 

l .  changing how wealth i s  created 
2. altering the distribution of power 
3. increasing complexity 
4. shrinking distance around the world 
5. compressing time. 1 1  

This radical alteration of the nature of the world finds its materiality in the chang
ing dynamics of the global economy driven by the globalization of the circulation
paths of capital and labor. Simultaneously, the relentless technological drive led by 
the ubiquitous growth-rate ofJCTs is permeating the very home and hearth of most 
of the Western world, and is moving at a fast clip in other regions of the globe. One 
of the major consequences of these seismic changes is the faster evolution and 
emergence of threats - in terms of their identity, nature, and diversity. Threats, in 
the Age of Information, are becoming more anonymous and, therefore, more 
dangerous. Given this, the complexity and non-linearity that, as established by the 
"new sciences," is a characteristic feature of the world, has also increased expo
nentially. Since war and its conduct is a product of its age, naturally, its character 
and conduct in the Information Age, buoyed by the concomitant technological 
advances, are also morphing.12 

The key enabler in this new age is thus not only information, but also the phe
nomenon of being in-formation. As a consequence, it is held that the "changes in 
technology and the integration of those changes into weapons, concepts, and organ
izations means that the role of information relative to more-conventional [sic] 
measures of military strength is likely to change."\) The influence of information, 
however, is not limited to the changes that it brings when meshed with weapon
systems, concepts, and organizations. A much deeper change is occurring and 
this is evident when we note precisely how and where the battlespace is being 
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reconfigured and located. While in the Industrial Age, the battlespace was still 
located at the site of the physical, in the Information Age, the battlespace is located 
across three domains of the physical, cognitive and the informational.1' The widen
ing of the battlespace across these three domains is a signature of the dramatic 
impact that ICTs are having on the very economics ofinformation.15 Consequently, 
the traditional choice between information reach and information richness has, to a 
large extent, collapsed due to the emergence of technologies that enable the distri
bution and sharing (collectively, extending the reach) of information without com
promising the richness and depth of the information being shared.16 This 
development has its reciprocal effects, albeit in a non-linear manner, in the cogni
tive and physical domains in the form ofresponsiveness, adaptability, and flexibil
ity. 17 The impact that this has had on warfare is tremendous. Thus, for example, the 
extension of the battlespace across the domains of information, cognition, and the 
physical is indicative of the non-dimensional nature of the battlespace. It is non
dimensional in the sense that it is an increasingly cultural and creative site defined 
by information, perception, cognition, and belief.18 

The emerging "reality" is that this reconfigured battlespace is the most complex 
battlespace of the twenty-first century and, as such, it defines the new "strategic 
commons."19 Taking the cue from Mahan's concept of the "wide commons" of the 
high seas,20 the new "strategic comtnons" is the complex domain of information 
and cognition characterized by low-cost entry barriers thus putting it within effec
tive reach of non-state actors. And, given that, in this sense, it closely resembles a 
complex adaptive system, the emerging battlespace is highly complex, non-linear, 
and co-evolving with the minutest changes that take place within the global net
worked ecosystem. 

The key issue concerning war in the Information Age is the notion of"informa
tion superiority." Simply put, this is the 

state of . . .  [relative advantage] in the information domain that is achieved by 
being able to get the right information to the right person at the right time in the 
right form while denying an adversary the ability to do the same.21 

While this may, to some, be solely understood in terms of the competitive advan
tage gained by one force over another in terms ofinformation and communication 
capabilities, the critical aspect of information superiority has more to do with the 
relationship between information capabilities and needs. Traditionally, military 
organizations (across the various hierarchies of command) have had to strike a 
compromise between information capabilities and needs due to the limits placed by 
the available technologies." Increasingly, however, ICTs are allowing for the de
limiting of this relationship and are enabling not merely more choices, but a tailor
ing of such capabilities relative to the operational necessities. This, in turn, is 
resulting in the transformation of existing organizations to adapt to the emerging 
conditions and in the rise of new organizations which are geared to operate within 
such emergent conditions. An example of the latter is the Office of Force 
Transformation (OFT) in the US Department ofDefense.23 
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The emergence of the OFT is premised on the notion that a new metric, which is 
emerging as a result of the "changing character of war, "24 necessitates a non-linear, 
yet deductive, form of thinking. Consequently, the OFT is geared to provide both 
the impetus and the results of this kind of thinking in terms of the co-evolution of 
concepts, processes, organizations, and technologies and since, like complex adap
tive systems, change in any one of these areas necessitates change in all, the OFT is 
meant to identify, leverage and even create new underlying principles for the way 
things are done." This highlights the co-evolutionary nature of the OFT. The OFT 
thus, is not a standard bureaucratic organization. Rather, it is an organization that is 
network-centric - meaning that it is a dynamic organization which co-evolves in 
tandem with the concepts, processes, organizations and technologies that it pur
ports to identify and exploit. In this light, the OFT appears to be a truly revolution
ary organizational entity for it is one that is singularly tasked to undertake the 
transformation of force by working "to identify and leverage new sources of 
power.'"' In this sense, the OFT is the organizational equivalent ofa complex adap
tive system and a forbearer of the network-centric organization that is increasingly 
come to characterize the Information Age. 

The net result of the developments described above is the rise of the concept of 
the network which, in its base and most simplistic form, is the collection oflinks and 
nodes that span across the three domains mentioned earlier. It may be claimed that 
this is a patently mechanistic view of networks; however, it is important to note that 
the concept of networks, in this context, is akin to that of complex adaptive systems 
and therefore, networks, like complex adaptive systems, are highly sensitive to their 
ecological context, that is, their environment. This kind of thinking - one which is 
able to bypass the link/node binary usually associated with networks - is network
centric. It is patently non-linear and structurally fluid. What makes the network per
spective so powerful is that it reaches beyond the specifics of the hardware 
involved. Instead, the constantly evolving nature ofnetworks points to the dynamic 
"laws of pure form"" (alternatively, of organization). This is being increasingly 
reflected in the thinking about weapon-platforms in the Information Age. No longer 
can weapon-platforms be thought of as singular and independent entities, they are 
now linked through a lattice of nodes and links and this entails thinking about the 
network of which they are a part ofrather than of the platforms themselves. 

Given this, war and its conduct in the Information Age is now no longer limited 
to the comparative destructive potential of weapon-platforms; instead, it is about 
the destructive and constructive capabilities embedded in networks and of net
works themselves, which are complex and adaptive mini-ecosystems. These are 
each linked in innumerable ways to other networks, collectively forming the global 
networked ecosystem, which pulsates in accordance to its inherent dynamics. 
Given that networks are complex adapting systems, their susceptibility to Lorenz's 
butterfly effects are very high. This makes the ontology ofNCW intricately com
plex, inherently non-linear, patently unpredictable, and highly dangerous, more so 
than the battlespace of the traditional forms of warfare of the last century. 

Security, then, in the networked environment, is more oriented towards control 
manifested in the form of a global surveillance. "We are moving toward control 
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societies that no longer operate by confining people but through continuous control 
and instant communication."28 This, in more ways than one, enables the emerging 
networked military to operate at will across the full spectrum of the networks that 
are increasingly enmeshing the surface of the earth. Recognition of this emerging 
state ofaffairs (which may be attributed, in part, to the emergence of the concept of 
NCW) enables us to engage with the strategies that the concepts of NCW have 
spawned. As we shall see, two orders of strategizing are possible. While the first 
may be understood in terms of the more militarily-oriented strategy, the second, 
which is more diffused and subtle, is a full spectrum strategy, which takes the world 
as a comprehensively networked battlespace as its conceptual and operational 
premise. 

Two orders of strategy 

If we combine our recognition of the complexity and non-linearity of the environ
ment, the imperceptible, but relentless, process of the technologization of dis
course, and the emergence and explosion of the networked phenomenon, we are, in 
the context ofNCW, able to discern the emergence of a pattern. While it would be 
a misnomer to call this pattern a strategy at any level, except perhaps in terms of 
technology deployment, it nevertheless allows us to hypothesize on the direction 
that the practice of strategy may take within the rapidly expanding domain of 
NCW. 

As is well known, strategy is a contested term. 29 It has and continues to mean dif
ferent things to different people. 30 Thus, for example, while Clausewitz understood 
strategy as being "the use of engagements for the object of war,"31 for Basil Liddell 
Hart, strategy was "the art of distributing and applying military means to fulfill the 
ends of policy. "32 The difference, in this case, is one of refinement rather than con
tent and is symptomatic of the definitional tussles that have taken place in the field 
of strategic studies over a period oftime.33 Clausewitz's use of the term "engage
ment," on a careful reading suggests that it comprises a much wider field than that 
pertaining merely to battles. Thus, engagements could also viably include not only 
battles and campaigns but also the use of threats-explicit and implicit (thus includ
ing all aspects of coercion) - and the available instruments of power for the fur
therance of state policy. However, to state, as some have, that "[t]here appears to be 
a unity to all strategic experience, regardless of period, polity, or technology"" 
would be to assume a contestable a priori position which holds that the principles of 
conflict and war have remained true throughout the history of human experience. 
"A cursory look into the development of some of the most time-honoured ideas that 
comprise the principles [of war] will find historical contexts that are completely 
foreign to us today."35 This is reinforced by the fact that the "time we live in [is] 
unlike any other, a time when the pace of change demands that we change . . .  it 
is a time when our analysis methods are becoming less and less able to shed light 
on the choices we face."36 In short, the topology of the world, as we have tradition
ally viewed it, has changed and, more importantly, the pace of change has percep
tibly quickened. The pertinent question to ask, therefore, would be: Given the 
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widespread changes that are manifesting themselves across the topology of the 
world, driven by technology and our relationship to it in economic, social, and cul
tural terms, have the principles of war, indeed the concept of war, changed? If the 
answer to this is in the affirmative, then an examination of the act (or, as some 
would contend, the art) of strategizing is warranted. 

In what follows, two orders of strategy- one local, the other global - are exam
ined. The first, or the local order of strategy, is discussed in military terms and is 
more commonly identified as the strategy of Full Spectrum Dominance. The sec
ond, or the global order of strategy, however, is more abstract and speculatively ori
ented. This is because, inter a/ia, it draws attention to the global implications of the 
first order of strategy in the Age of Information. 

The first order 

One of the key strategic orientations of NCW, which is increasingly being trum
peted as a "new way of war," is geared to combat, contain, and ultimately remove 
(though the possibility of removal remains highly suspect) the presence of the 
uncertainty principle within a patently martial condition. Yet, as we have seen, this 
ambition has been a constant thematic - sometimes subdued and at other times 
highlighted-throughout the history of military thought. 

The development and deployment of advanced ICTs in war - when considered 
in the more banal sense of the application and use of technology in the prosecution 
of war-is most commonly understood as being an ambitious, some say misguided, 
attempt to deal with the (operational) problems posed by the uncertainty principle. 
Contrarily, the crux of the matter was cryptically alluded to by a former US 
Secretary of Defense who, on February 12, 2002, at a US Department of Defense 
news briefing, spoke of the future in terms of the "unknown unknowns, the ones we 
don't know we don't know. "37 While his statement may have drawn ridicule from 
some quarters as being obtuse, one finds on a careful reading that not only was it a 
most curiously poeticized articulation of the uncertainty principle - both at the 
global and local strategic levels,38 it was also a cloaked reference to the unstated 
ambition to reimagine the concept of war in informational terms. 

As we have seen, the conceptual formulations of NCW hold information and 
information-superiority as being one of the critical competitive advantages for the 
military of the twenty-first century. 39 This is underscored by the recognition that the 
need of the hour is "to be highly responsive, adaptable, flexible and precise"40 in the 
application of force and, one might add, in the identification of threats. Thus, today, 
in-formation as warfare has become equally important as information in warfare.41 
Information, in this context, is understood as being that which is "needed to accom
plish the task at hand, which includes achieving the level of effectiveness 
specified . . .  [and the] . . .  efficiency metrics that reflect limits on the resources to 
be used in achieving that level of effectiveness."42 This is now being materialized 
in the form of digitized C2 systems, which are increasingly geared to exploit 
information, gain information superiority, and deny an adversary the advantages of 
the same. 
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Information systems have always been central to warfare and critical in enhancing 
military effectiveness as is evidenced by the use of the telegraph, which considerably 
influenced military operations during the American Civil War, and of the wireless 
radio, which played a significant role in the operations of the German Panzer divi
sions during the Blitzkrieg campaign of I 940 in France.43 The emerging digitized C2 
networks and systems (aided by distributed computing and networking technologies, 
smaller micro-processors, wide bandwidth and the inversion ofGrosch's Law), on 
the other hand, have allowed for a degree of dynamic interactions, particularly at the 
tactical and operational levels, unheard of previously. With a mix of voice, data, and 
dynamic images, a level ofinfonnation richness and reach is being achieved which 
is enabling the instantiation ofa Single Integrated Operational Picture (SIOP), which 
can be tailored for the analysis and dissemination of information across the board." 
This is increasingly resulting in the obtaining of composite situational pictures at the 
various tactical, operational, theatre, and grand-strategic levels as identified by 
Luttwak.45 It will be noted that while the situational picture may differ due to the dif
ferent emphasis based on the needs and requirements at the various levels, there, 
however, does exist a strong continuity in the integrated picture that is available at all 
levels. This is anotherofthe strategic keystones ofNCW and is frequently referred to 
as "shared awareness." Jn tum, the digitization ofC2 systems resulting in the creation 
ofa "shared awareness," which when coupled with highly capable sensors/feedback 
systems and precision-guided munitions is gradually resulting in the development of 

a military organization unlike any seen before. This emergent organization is marked 
by an inherent flexibility and a peculiar adaptivity to the flux of the environment 
within which it operates.46 In effect, it operates much like the complex adaptive sys
tem that we have had occasion to examine earlier. Concurrently, the availability of 
"shared awareness," by moving infonnation rather than people, in turn, allows for 
dispersed and de-massed forces to synchronize, integrate, and collaborate on opera
tions across spatial and temporal differences.47 This, in turn, results in exercising an 
enhanced degree of operational flexibility at individual levels and collectively gain
ing full spectrum dominance at a global level. 

It will be appreciated that, at least theoretically, the creation of "shared aware
ness" deployed through a networked military necessarily implies that the organiza
tion of C2 structures would also have to be rethought.48 Traditionally, C2 structures 
were hierarchical and fully centralized. These C2 structures were also highly linear 
as is evidenced by the example of the Soviet Military Command structure of the 
Second World Warand after.49 With the emergence of the networked phenomenon, 
it has now become possible to progressively decentralize the C2 structure and to 
make it more adaptive to the rapidly evolving events occurring within the battle
space. 50 Military units networked (either by wired or wireless technologies) with 
weapon-platforms of different capabilities and high-end (long-range and short
range) sensors, within a decentralized C2 system, are now actualizing the projec
tions originally made by the Soviet military thinkers in their speculative account of 
the RSC. The ability to engage a wide variety of targets over a geographically dis
persed area is increasingly enabling the creation of a Wide Area Network (WAN) 
of interdiction possibilities.51 
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One of the consequences of these developments is that the different levels of 
strategy as identified by Luttwak and as alluded to by us earlier are slowly dissipat
ing. "Historically these levels exist because of limitations in communications and 
span of control . . .  NCW lessens these constraints"" and thus allows for different 
modes of organization and operations. They also materially assist in developing 
certain key operational concepts as highlighted by the Transformation Planning 
Guide (TPG) recently approved by the US Department of Defense. Thus, the strat
egy ofNCW, according to the TPG, revolves around: 

1 .  Superior information position 
2. High quality shared awareness 
3 .  Dynamic self-coordination 
4. Dispersed and de-massed forces 
5. Deep sensor reach 
6. Compressed operations and levels of war 
7. Rapid speed ofcommand 
8. Alter[ing] initial conditions at increased rates of change.53 

The implications of this become evident when we place these strategic concepts 
within an operational Grid. Within such a Grid, these concepts can be reduced to the 
principles of dominant maneuver, precision engagement, focused logistics, and full
spectrum protection. The Grid referred to here requires a brief elucidation. Three 
kinds of networks constitute the Grid. They are the networks of information, sen
sors, and engagement, which are overlaid or meshed with each other. Collectively, 
therefore, the Grid enables predictive planning, integrated force management, and 
the execution of time-sensitive missions54 and consequently defines the very bound
aries ofthe battlespace. 

While the development and deployment of such a comprehensive operational 
Grid is yet in the future, the US Navy's Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC) 
is symptomatic of the architecture of the emerging Grid-based model of warfare. In 
simple terms, the final architecture of the CEC is expected to provide the US Navy, 
but in more general terms, the military machine, with three key capabilities: 

First, CEC enables multiple ships, aircraft, and land-based air-defense systems 
to develop a consistent, precise, and reliable air-track picture. Second, it allows 
combat system threat-engagement decisions to be coordinated among battle 
group units in real time. Third, CEC will distribute fire-control-quality target
ing information, when available, among units in the force so that one ship or 
aircraft might be able to engage threat aircraft and missiles even if it does not 
have targeting data on its radars locally. These key capabilities will allow Navy 
units to engage very difficult targets successfully - including low-flying, 
supersonic cruise missiles.55 

The CEC thus provides an interlinking of the various individual networks and as a 
result generates a "comprehensive - extended-reach/information-rich" (C-ER!IR) 
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operational picture which "captures" the battlespace and which can be shared by 
and with any battlespace entity that may be a part of the operation. Indeed, fresh 
battlespace entities could be cued into or exited from the active battlespace without 
any lengthy pre- or post-operational briefing. This allows for a much shorter 
engagementtimeline thus enabling the tempo ofthe battle not only to be maintained 
but also to be increased, thereby dislocating (alternatively, disrupting) an adver
sary's OODA cycle." While the CEC is primarily a US Navy project, the strategic 
intent behind the concept of the CEC is a common thematic within the emerging US 
military posture and of the NCW project as a whole. It is conjectured that an ideal 
state of affairs would have multiple CEC-type Grids with a diverse set of capabili
ties interlinked with each other across the globe, which would resemble a gigantic 
fishnet within which the "unknown unknowns," as noted by Secretary Rumsfeld, 
would be reduced, at the very least, to the "known unknowns." 

A number of inferences can be drawn from this. First, the development of the 
Grid (the CEC being the most material example) may be understood as being an 
attempt to reduce the uncertainty principle that has always afflicted the conduct of 
war. It aims to reduce the traditional Clausewitzian friction within one's own forces 
by creating an adaptive C2 structure thereby making the C2 functions more fluid 
and decentralized. Second, it aims to create a mesh ofnetworks that would make the 
calculation and computation of emergent threats and of their location and neutral
ization a much easier task than hitherto possible. In other words, the Grid would or 
should be able to generate dominant battlespace awareness - the maintenance of 
which would result in the perpetuation of the production and retention of dominant 
battlespace knowledge - which would deny an adversary the advantages of the 
same. Third, such an operational stance, which is more commonly referred to as 
"just-in-time" warfare suggests that: 

In future information wars . . .  reconnaissance, strike, and defence would 
be coordinated in battles fought as "meeting engagements" where both 
sides are on the offence . . .  forces need no longer to be massed prior to attack 
. . .  Not being able to sense where the attack is going to come from - because 
it would come from everywhere at any time - takes away the other side's 
initiative.57 

In the context ofour discussion of the Grid and of just-in-time warfare, it is impor
tant to note the significance of the emergence of operational concepts such as 
effects-based operations (EBO) and swarming. These complement the emerging 
military posture within the concephial framework of NCW. Thus, for example, 
while "swarming is seemingly amorphous[,] . . .  it is a deliberately structured, coor
dinated, strategic way to strike from all directions by means of a sustainable puls
ing of force."" This represents one of the best illustrations of how the strategy of 
NCW is evolving. It is necessary to point out that despite the cutting-edge revision
ist work being done in the NCW area there still remains a strong residual interest in 
the popular AirLand Battle Doctrine which, despite refinements, essentially 
remains mass-oriented.59 However, as the NCW phenomenon and the related 
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technologies mature, a radically new doctrine may very soon replace it. This is the 
doctrine of the "battleswarm. "60 

Eminently suited for network-centric operations, battleswarms are being 
increasingly conceptualized as small, well-informed, and lethal units, which are 
intricately linked to each other, exercising a flexibility of deployment hitherto 
unobtainable in mass-oriented conventional formations, across the spectrum of 
battle. They would have an omni-dimensional operational capability and would be 
capable of a high degree of automated and synchronized actions. Given the 
progress evident in the development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UA Vs), 
unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCA Vs), pilotless drones and other robotic 
instruments of war,61 it is not inconceivable that in the very near future swarm units 
would literally be machinic entities.62 The network architecture that would connect 
these units would ideally be highly robust, fluidly mobile, and would display an 
unparalleled degree of native intelligence, which would be instrumental in making 
them highly adaptive to a rapidly evolving battlespace." It is interesting and 
instructive to note that while battles warms, as described earlier, may yet be futuris
tic, closely related ideas are being worked out by the US Marines and certain 
elements of the US Army.64 

In the event that the doctrine ofbattleswarms and other similar concepts are actu
alized in an operationally deployable form, two consequences will be observable. 
First, a radical reorientation of the organization of the military will be increasingly 
noticed. Not only will this reorientation involve restructuring the command chain, 
it will also involve changing the way in which traditional fighting formations are 
raised, organized, and maintained. As a result, newer logistical paradigms will also 
have to be devised, as will the processes involved with their equipping and train
ing." These changes will, as a consequence, transform not only the military but will 
also redefine the nature of tasks that the military will perform in the future. In this 
connection, it is also pertinent to point out that the nature of planning will also 
change. While traditionally planning processes have occurred at the various levels 
of command, under the changing conditions, and given the fact that the levels of 
strategy are gradually collapsing, dynamic planning will gain precedence.66 
Dynamic planning will be more oriented towards individual missions, organized 
around a common thematic - usually defined by the COP - as opposed to the cam
paign-planning processes that military organizations have traditionally engaged in. 
This would signal a distinct change in the nature of the act of planning per se. It 
would become more fluid, contextual, and consequently would rapidly evolve in 
tandem with evolving situations.67 It is also likely that dynamic planning processes 
would be highly automated to maintain and enhance the sensor-to-shooter links in 
a bid to retain a dominant position on and within the battlespace. 

Second, and consequent to the aforementioned, the traditional distinction 
between strategy and tactics may be expected to increasingly collapse onto and into 
each other. Our brief discussion on emerging concepts of operations like just-in
time warfare, where forces will remain deployed, "virtually," is a case in point. In 
other words, across the multitude of CEC networks (collectively the Grid), forces 
will remain in a state of readiness, poised to engage with threats with insignificant 
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lead times.68 Moreover, the presence of active sensors- long and short range-cued 
directly into weapon-platforms will act as more than early-warning posts. They will 
be the new frontline. Significantly, given that the sensors and their associated 
weapon-platforms will be deployed in an omni-dimensional manner, the frontline 
will also be omni-dimensional and thus, "everywhere." On the same note, swarm 
units, as and when they become fully operational (in tenns of doctrine and technol
ogy), will represent a disaggregated and dispersed fighting machine, which will 
already be in a (virtual) state of war. Under these conditions, the act of strategizing, 
marked by the traditional practice of marshalling and deploying the necessary 
means to further state policy, will have very little meaning. The implicit offensive 
posture of the networks in which such battlespace entities will be located will, as a 
consequence, ensure that war will be more of a "running battle" or a "continuous 
engagement" between numerous networks rather than the traditional attrition-style 
engagements between masses of weapon-platforms. 69 Given that the computing 
and networked power of networks will have increased exponentially (all things 
remaining constant) the perception of threats, calculating their lethality, and devis
ing adequate responses to them will be instantaneous or as close to real time as pos
sible. This draws us closer to a condition wherein continuous and evolving tactics 
rather than the traditional set-piece act of strategizing will be the order of the day. 

The second order 

Previously, we discussed a number of devices and means by which the actualiza
tion ofNCW is taking place. The emphasis, as we have seen, is on collapsing time, 
creating common operational pictures to ease the complexities involved with C2 
functions, and attempting to alleviate the trials and tribulations resulting from the 
inherent non-linearity of our environment. Collectively, these efforts may be 
understood as being examples of pragmatic attempts (by leveraging the power of 
ICTs) being made to reduce the problems associated with the conduct of war.70 
However, it is also possible, in an abstract sense, to note the emergence of another 
phenomenon, which has shadowed the emergence ofNCW. 

We saw how the technologization of discourse is necessary for facilitating the 
instantiation of a COP. We also noted that when cast against the framework of the 
networked environment with its concomitant paths ofinformation-flows, the tech
nologization of discourse is instrumental in reducing the textures of infonnation to 
facilitate its flow through the circulatory channels which have, in tum, assisted in 
giving material form to the common interfaces between the human and the com
puter. 71 In the context ofbattlespace entities we find that without enforcing increas
ing degrees of standardization, it would be impossible for these entities and their 
constitutive agents to function. This would, in tum, result in the disintegration of 
the very bedrock on which the theories and doctrines of NCW have found their 
material manifestation. In this connection, it is necessary to point out that the 
reference here is not specifically to the "richness" of information, but also to the 
underlying dynamics of the flows of information that are being increasingly 
standardized.72 However, even when considered in the context of the richness of 
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information, the element of standardization is evident in the fact that there are 
parameters which define the richness of information and, consequently, the "incor
rigible recidivism" that Dillon identifies with reference to words and, by extension, 
to language, is gradually being flattened out. 

We cannot, therefore, help but recognize that the instruments which are actively 
assisting the phenomenon ofNCW to manifest its material instantiation also col
lectively operate as agents for a subtle but grand totalizing project. While being a 
subject of interest, the question as to whether it is a project driven by intentional 
agents or not, lies outside the scope of this study. Suffice it to say that this grand 
totalizing project is visible and it does draw our attention to the fact that with the 
desire to refine the conduct of war, there may have emerged a phenomenon, which 
has not only trapped us in a space in which we are being increasingly constricted by, 
among other things, the rapid advances of technology, but which may have also 
changed the operative concept of war. 

Take, for example, the words ofLibicki who, as we have seen, in the context of 
tactical and strategic sensors, wrote that "a sufficiently fine web can . . .  catch any
thing."73 At one level we can understand this to mean that since a CEC network is a 
combination of three different kinds of networks (of sensors, information, and 
engagement), the possibility of any threat evading the mesh of a large number of 
CEC networks is rather limited. In this sense, it also inhibits the emergence of 
threats from within the mesh of networks. This implies that if threats do emerge, 
they will do so outside the mesh of networks that collectively comprises the CEC. 
Moreover, given that everything (at least hypothetically) within the mesh of nets 
can be targeted and neutralized, then for the threats to remain viable, they not only 
have to remain outside the mesh of networks, they will also have to possess and/or 
devise the ways and means by which they can evade them.74 Thus far Libicki's 
words remain relevant within the confines of a purely military context. 

Now, recall again, in this context, our discussion on the technologization of 
discourse. Aside from noting how the technologization of discourse facilitates 
the instantiation of COPs, which are one of the fundamental building blocks of 
CEC networks, we have also explored how it results in the limiting of the "condi
tions of possibility." If the technologization of discourse is understood as occurring 
within and by means of the mesh ofnetworks, then it would not be too far-fetched 
to conclude that networks, under these specific conditions, materially limit the 
"conditions of possibility." In other words, nothing that is possible can or could 
occur outside the mesh and spread of networks. In this sense the emergence of 
potential threats is limited to the space defined by the mesh ofnetworks, rather than 
from any space outside it. This, albeit at a simplistic level, also implies that the 
mesh of networks will be (or should be) able to precisely calculate and prioritize 
threats from the moment of their instantiation and will be able to counter them at a 
time and place ofits choosing. There is nothing very esoteric or futuristic about this. 
The procedure and processes involved would be very similar, if not the same, to 
those used by the mesh ofnetworks to address purely military threats. The problem, 
however, lies in how a/the threat is determined and who or what constitutes a/the 
threat. 
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As we have seen, in the Age of Information, the technologization of discourse is 
fundamentally based on the project that aims to digitize language. This suggests 
that the uncanniness of language - manifested by its rich and varied textures - is 
now susceptible to being reduced, ultimately to a binary state, and stored in an 
easily retrievable and contextually relevant and presentable manner. In this 
connection, the most recent developments in the fields of biometrics and pattern
recognition are instructive and relevant.75 The reduction of the conditions of possi
bility to code (alternatively, language to digital code) allows for the potentiality of 
the emergence of threats to become wholly susceptible to pre-emptive program
ming which would be pre-emptively-preventive, or at the very least, offensively
combative in nature. Under these conditions, the identification of threats becomes 
a matter of computation. 

The definition ofEBOs, which we have considered as being one of the manifes
tations of the strategies ofNCW, in this context, is instructive. EBOs, it is con
tended, are a "coordinated sets of actions directed at shaping the behaviour of 
friends, neutrals, and foes in peace, crisis, and wars. "76 The definition is instructive 
in the sense that it considers "friends, neutrals, and foes" in the same light - those 
whose behavior in conditions of peace, crisis, and wars must be directed. Thus, the 
traditional binary between friend and foe is made contingent on the basis of whether 
an entity behaves like a "friend" or a "foe," which is understood in tenns of a behav
ior-pattern which falls within a parametric band of"acceptance." In other words, 
the categories of"friends" and "foes" are dependent on pre-calculated contexts, in 
much the same way as the digitization oflanguage reduces the texture oflanguage 
to a binary which, if considered in terms of presentation and re-presentation, is also 
context-dependent. It is significant to note that the only contingency that is ofrele
vance here is that of danger and of "becoming dangerous."" Danger here may be 
understood as any activity or action (including their potentiality) that is destabiliz
ing to the system ofnetworks and, in this sense, is of high relevance within the net
work-centric context. 

If, as we have seen, the presence of the individual constitutive agents within 
complex adaptive systems is contingent on theirability to maintain their individual 
equilibrium within the systems thereby contributing to the general stability of the 
system, then it is to be expected that if an agent within a complex adaptive system 
is unable to maintain its equilibrium, it runs the risk of being removed or neutral
ized. This is because it is only in this way that the complex adaptive system can 
guarantee its own continued presence. The process is the same within the mesh of 
networks. To forestall the destabilization of the mesh of networks it must, there
fore, continually act in a colonizing manner, seeking out spaces that are not covered 
by it and by limiting the conditions of possibility (by standardizing and/or by reduc
ing everything within its ambit into computable units) and thus the threats to it. In 
this way the mesh guarantees its own security in terms of its integrity and equilib
rium. From the perspective of the constitutive elements within the mesh of 
networks, however, the ontological conditiqn is one of continual danger. It is 
dangerous because, as we have seen, any activity that could disturb the native 
equilibrium of the mesh ofnetworks would invite total and complete destruction. 78 
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The options are few, for as Libicki puts it, "a sufficiently fine web can . . .  catch 
anything." 

NCW: . . .  and here is the "beer' . . .  

This investigative overview, which has spanned across a number of sites and regis
ters, indicates that the semi-official and official documentation that records the 
emergence and dynamics of the NCW phenomenon are quite optimistic about the 
potential ofNCW as being the new way of war. There are valid reasons for this opti
mism. If the introduction of!CTs can dramatically enhance combat effectiveness 
thereby shortening the duration of war, then their deployment - to, among other 
things, limit the evils of war-would seem logical and indeed welcome.79 

As we have seen, the phenomenon of NCW closely analyzes the traditional 
dynamics of war and uses ICTs to dramatically quicken the associated processes. 
Thus, we see the shortening of decision-making cycles, the creation of seamless 
sensor-to-shooter links, the deployment of advanced sensors linked directly to vast 
information processing, analyzing and fusion systems as being material advances 
in the area ofNCW. This, in tum, has yielded-and is expected in the future to yield 
-multi-faceted results. Thus, for example, while on the one hand, as the traditional 
C2 functions become increasingly digitized and linked in near real time to a wide 
and increasingly dense array of powerful sensors, thereby increasing their effi
ciency, on the other hand, they have also brought about a corresponding decentral
ization in the C2 hierarchy. Consequent to this, there is a growing recognition that 
the decentralized model of C2 systems is better suited to contend with the com
plexity, non-linearity, and the rapid tempo that characterizes the conduct of war, a 
fact attested to by, among others, Clausewitz. The increasing emphasis on decen
tralization is also bringing in its wake a change in the organizational dynamics of 
the military. This, in tum, is having a cascading impact on the development of mil
itary strategies and doctrines. It would not be a mistake, therefore, to state that the 
way that warfare is organized and conducted is also undergoing a change. 

But, as we have seen, all this did not happen suddenly or in a vacuum. The grow
ing recognition of the inherent complexity and non-linearity of our environment 
and the emergence and viral spread ofICTs were the results of frenetically creative 
periods within the commercial and scientific-technological worlds. Further, we 
find that the incorporation of these technologies and sciences into the military 
sphere is not a singular result of the advent of the Age of Information. By sifting 
through any account of history we can find examples of how science, technology, 
and the military have found common grounds from where they have shared their 
individual insights. The same also applies to the world of commerce. In this way, 
we can identify a symbiotic relationship that enmeshes the military, technology, 
and commerce. 80 It is equally valid to state that the scientific-technological devel
opments that have accrued over time and which are now being manifested in the 
Age of Information have also had a significant impact in the socio-economic
cultural (alternatively, non-military) environment. The dynamics of these changes 
may be understood in the way value is now being reconstituted. The value chain 
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analysis propounded by Michael Porter, whose ideas we have examined earlier, 
stand testimony to this. The trickle-down effects of these developments have also 
affected the social world." 

Additionally, the emergence of ICTs has significantly opened up the informa
tion-sphere, rivaling the physical and cognitive domains, which is a vast terrain 
within which we are being increasingly absorbed. 82 Indeed, ICTs have, to a large 
extent, re-territorialized the world that we live in.83 They have "put people and infor
mation in close electronic contact with each other. "84 As a consequence, they have 
also had an influential impact on our discursive practices. Foucault has shown us the 
traditional role of discursive practices in acts of power formation. This, as illus
trated by Foucault, has long been recognized by institutions which have strained to 
control these activities in their bid to monopolize power. In the Age oflnformation, 
discursive practices have assumed an importance that is qualitatively different from 
the societies investigated by Foucault. Language and discourse have been recog
nized as being the key pivots of the Information Age. To ensure that the project of 
digitization ofall walks oflife and existence is uniform, the technologization of dis
course, which has always lain beneath the surface, has emerged as being a critical 
factor." The reduction oflanguage to digital code has its resultant implications, the 
first among which is the gradual re-constitution of the conditions of possibility in 
technical terms. These and associated changes in the socio-economic and cultural 
world have also had an impact in matters pertaining to defense and security. 
Consequently, if, as is contended by many, that "war reflect[s] the relationships of 
individuals, the communities that they form, and the nations that they live in"86 then, 
it is valid to presume that the emergent theories and doctrines ofNCW reflects the 
networked nature of modem-day society. Thus we find that when distilled, the strat
egy ofNCW, in the Age oflnformation, is characterized by four themes: 

1 .  The emphasis on the network or the mesh ofnetworks 
2. The emphasis on assemblages rather than on unitary actors 
3. The emphasis on understanding military systems and the battlespace as a 

complex adaptive system which is evolutionary 
4. The emphasis on information being the critical currency.87 

In this connection, it is worth pointing out that some have contended that NCW is 
not about networks; rather, it is more about networking.88 The power ofNCW, it is 
further contended, is derived from the complex and intricate linking of knowl
edgable entities which results in increased combat power. This is misleading. At 
the conceptual level, NCW is all about networks. Combat power, in the NCW con
text, is wholly dependent on the network. But this is not because weapon-platforms, 
sensors, and ultimately decision-making systems are being increasingly embedded 
within networks; rather, it is because networks find certain modes of expression 
through such systems and platforms and their singular and collective capabilities. 
Recall, in this context, the native intelligence of networks that Baran's investiga
tions helped us identify (and which we can expect to grow exponentially, given 
the advances being made in the domains of neural-network programming, 
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evolutionary programming, real-time search and retrieval systems, and other 
advances in bionic systems"). The interlinking of these platforms and systems is 
the function of this native intelligence, rather than any conscious networking done 
externally.'° Thus, the wider, deeper, richer, and denser the network is, the greater 
would be its combat power and resilience. This faithfully adheres to the principle of 
the "sum of the parts being greater than the whole." 

The dynamics of the emerging NCW project evidenced by the thematics of its 
strategy as outlined earlier thus points to the fact that in a networked environment 
which, among other things, is characterized by the changing nature of value and the 
processes of value-creation, the geo-physical acquisitive intent that drives the tra
ditional logic underlying wars in the past has and will continue to undergo a quali
tative change.91 In tum, this has also initiated, as we have seen, a change in how 
threats are perceived. The calculus that determines threats now recognizes them as 
disruptive elements which possess the ability to destabilize the network or mesh of 
networks. This calculation is based on the level of disruption that a threat can pose 
to the informative-intensive planetary-scale network. 

Consequently, the theories and doctrines ofNCW, which, among other things, 
may be considered as being a response to the need to make the conduct of war more 
efficient and less destructive, are simultaneously also disclosing a parallel and 
more forbidding face. Given that the material success ofNCW lies in the establish
ment and operationalization of a plethora of highly advanced sensors interlinked 
with each other which are constantly on the lookout for signs of the emergence of 
threats, it is therefore not surprising that we can identify the emergence of a culture 
of "omnipresent danger. "92 Additionally, the technologization of discourse, which 
is rapidly circumscribing the conditions of possibility, is resulting in a condition 
that suggests that nothing outside the network or mesh of networks should (or 
could) be possible. The potentially totalizing implications of the NCW theory, in 
this, will not be missed. This, as we will see, leads us to conclude that the Deleuzian 
observation of the radical shift from disciplinary societies to controlled societies is 
vindicated." It is also indicative of the subtle transformations that are underway in 
our understanding of the concept of war in the Age oflnformation. 

Inside/outside the Clausewitzian legacy 

As seen previously, the martial theorists of the Enlightenment and Early Romantic 
periods - dazzled by the promise of Reason-had been driven to develop models of 
war and its conduct based on a calculus that was highly rationalistic in its design, 
processes, and outputs. Against this backdrop, the Clausewitzian theory of war may 
be considered as being a maturation of these efforts. Like Kant who built an archi
tectonic of Reason, Clausewitz built an architectonic of war within Reason. Like its 
Kantian counterpart, the Clausewitzian architectonic thus appealed 

to the continuity of time in order to counterbalance or dilute the violent, het
erogeneous threshold of sensation, so as to see it in terms of degrees and thus 
make it measurable and calculable. The advantage [was] considerable. 
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Henceforward everything which seemed impossible to master within the sen
sible, all that Descartes, in the example of the piece of wax, abandoned to the 
imagination (its heated liquid form, its honey-like aroma), everything 
becomes, thanks to the idea of a specific degree of sensation, an object of 
possible knowledge.94 

In this way, the vagaries ofchance and force (the nature of war) were deemed to be 
mitigated, or at least contained, by Reason. But the Clausewitzian architectonic 
was also careful to temper this enthusiasm with the Kantian recognition that even 
Reason had to accept its limits-antinomies-by posing questions to which Reason, 
as Pure Reason, had no answers. Thus, we were able to identify the tense grid of 
chance/uncertainty, blind natural force, and politics with and within which the 
Clausewitzian theory of war bound itself. 

Of course, the key consideration remained the mitigation of chance and blind 
natural force. Clausewitz, we noted, was concerned with two principal issues in his 
problematization of War. First, with reference to the conduct of war, Clausewitz 
was concerned about Friktion which, as Watts points out, "has a long historical lin
eage. It predate[ d] Clausewitz by centuries and has remained a stubbornly recurring 
factor in combat outcomes right down to the 1991 [now, 2003] GulfWar."95 As we 
have seen, "[t]he concept offriction is not just a statement that in war things always 
deviate from plan, but a sophisticated sense of why they do so."96 This is certainly 
true of Clausewitz's concern/interest in Friktion. It also reflects a deeper under
standing of the anterior nature of Chance and Uncertainty. In this sense, it could 
even be ventured that Clausewitz's On War is nothing less than a martial account of 
how to organize in the face of Chance and Uncertainty. Second, Clausewitz was 
also troubled by the logic of Absolute War. Indeed, we saw how Clausewitz's con
cern with Absolute War was focused on its predilection to be in excess of Reason. 
Thus, he insisted on girding the phenomenon of war with and by "the political." 

Clausewitz had suggested that his architectonic of war, which did much to break 
the inflexible models and theories of war and its conduct of his predecessors, was 
akin to a "game of cards."97 Now, Beyerchen points out that "[t]his analogy sug
gests not only the ability to calculate probabilities, but knowledge of human psy
chology in 'reading' the other players, sensing when to take risks, and so on."98 
Thus, Beyerchen concludes that: 

War is not chess; one's opponent is not always playing by the same rules, and 
is often, in the effort to win, attempting to change what rules there are. This is 
a major reason that how war is conducted can and does change its character, 
and that any war is (in Maxwell's sense) structurally unstable." 

Beyerchen, of course, ignores the fact that even Clausewitz's analogy of war as a 
game of cards is not structurally unstable and that the participants in a game of cards 
(or, for that matter, chess) necessarily play by rules- indeed by a commonly agreed 
upon set of rules - which each may choose to observe (or violate). Thus, while 
dissenting from the general point that Beyerchen makes-that Clausewitzian war is 
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structurally unstable - this study makes the case that the Clausewitzian theory of 
war- indeed our modem theories of war and the military- is as much of a "game" 
ofcards as it is ofchess.100 Note that what is being contested is not the specificity of 
the game - cards or chess - that is being played. Rather, it is the game itself that is 
ofinterestand relevance to us.101 

The Clausewitzian understanding of war, like chess, is one that spreads across a 
grid and operates along and around certain critical points pertaining to that grid (see 
Figure 4.1  ). Primary among them are the following: 

First, the set of four squares at the center of the board represent the "heartland" 
of the game of chess. A cursory appreciation of the strategy of chess reveals that 
these four squares are critical in and for the game and controlling them, that is to 
say, denying them to an opponent allows a player to gain and retain a strategic 
advantage in the game. When cast in Clausewitzian terms, these four squares rep
resent the center of gravity of the field of battle and, as such, is a location or site that 
determines the strategic direction that the battle will take. Further, it is interesting 
to note that the player who commands and controls these four central squares also 
exposes them to enemy action. Thus, the exercise of command and control of these 
four squares is both a blessing and a curse. It is the former in the sense that control
ling them allows a player to control the game, and it is the latter in the sense that 
articulating its presence simultaneously also reveals its precise location and nature 
(more on this later) thereby opening up the possibility for it to be attacked. In this 

R l  Knl 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
R2 Kn2 

Figure 4.1 The grid of chess 
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connection, it is significant to note that Clausewitz made much of the center of 
gravity of an army."' Indeed, Clausewitz noted that the endgame of any battle 
depended on the ability of an army to destroy/annihilate the opponent's center of 
gravity and, pursuant to this, the schwerpunkt of an army's efforts must be geared
so theorized Clausewitz - to ensure the annihilation of the enemy's center of grav
ity.'°' But equally, Clausewitz also emphasized that defending a center of gravity, 
historically, has shown to always have a better prospect than assaulting it."4 The 
object(ive) ofoffensive operations, in Clausewitzian terms, thus is geared to target 
and destabilize an enemy by destroying his heartland - his center of gravity. The 
object of defensive operations, on the other hand, would be to protect this heartland 
from the destabilizing effects ofan enemy's offensive operations and to ensure the 
pursuit of counter-offensive operations when able. As a point of passing interest, 
this aspect of Clausewitz's theory of war found its fullest expression during the 
Age of Mechanized Warfare wherein strategizing for the operations and counter
operations that would take place around such objectives took precedence over other 
considerations. Expressed in geopolitical terms, Clausewitz's insistence on the 
criticality of the center of gravity bears a striking similarity with the controversial 
theories of geopolitics concerning the heartland and the rimland.105 

Second, the grid of chess, as mentioned earlier, spreads across 64 squares. Given 
this, it could be said that the conditions of possibility of the game of chess are 
bounded by the 8 x 8 grid within which the action, in a manner of speaking, takes 
place. In other words, the 8 x 8 grid of the chessboard is its grid of intelligibility, 
that is to say, it is its nomos. When translated in Clausewitzian terms, this grid of 
intelligibility is that of the political -a point most forcefully reiterated not only by 
Clausewitz, but also by most subsequent commentators on war and military theory. 
Thus, as in chess, wherein the moves of the individual pieces are rendered under
standable only within the 8 x 8 grid, the Clausewitzian understanding of warand its 
instruments - politics, annies, technology, culture, economies, etc. - are also ren
dered understandable in the grid of the political which, in one of its more common 
material manifestations, is the State. War and the State - like the pieces of a chess
board and the 8 x 8 gridded-space of chess - thus represent a distinctly martial uni
verse. They are inseparable from each other. They cannot be thought of without 
each other and in this are self-limiting. Thus, Clausewitz, while tacitly acknowl
edging the anteriority of chance and uncertainty, struggled to ensure that chaos, 
uncertainty, and chance - the features that Clausewitz suggests are critical in any 
study of war - remain within this grid and in this sense, also within the ambit of 
Reason-as-such. In this way, the taming of chance becomes the raison d'etre of pol
itics in the form of the State. That is what Deleuze points to when he speaks of the 
apparatus of State-science and, in sharp contrast to it, nomadic science.106 

Third, one finds on taking an even cursory look at the space of chess, that there is 
a striking binary function that is operative within it. It is equally important for us to 
recognize, however, that this binary function is reflective rather than being essen
tial. It is the relationality that the inversion of Vision shares with Vision. This is evi
dent if we look at the arrangement of the pieces on the board. As Figure 4. 1  
demonstrates, the pieces labeled RI  (Rook), Knl (Knight), Bl  (Bishop), Kl  
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(King), Q I  (Queen) are in equal measure reflected on the opposite side of the board 
- R2 (Rook), Kn2 (Knight), B2 (Bishop), K2 (King), Q2 (Queen). Further it will be 
noted that each of the pieces, emphasizing their reflective natures, possess and 
exhibit identical functions. Thus, RI and R2, which are situated on opposite sides 
of the board, possess and exhibit exactly the same capabilities which, in the case of 
the Rook (R [112]), is the ability to move vertically and horizontally for an unlim
ited numberof spaces relative to the extent and spread of the board. The implication 
of this ofcourse is that even before the commencement of battle on the board, each 
of the players can theoretically identify the moves and counter-moves available to 
the opponent, and the maximum capability ofthe opponent's "army." The parallels 
that can be drawn between these elements and the Clausewitzian notion of war are 
instructive. As in chess, the point around which the Clausewitzian theory of war 
revolves is the notion of "correspondence" between one's own forces and that of 
the enemy. This correspondence allows Clausewitz to suggest a grammar or logic 
of (Real) war. This grammar or logic of war allows for the plotting and planning -
collectively, the strategizing - of battle and, by extension, of war. Of course, the 
Clausewitzian notions of the fog and friction of battle/war do make their presence 
felt, but as mentioned earlier, these occur only within the grid of intelligibility of 
war which, in the Clausewitzian case, is the political and ultimately that of Reason. 

Lastly, though each player in a game ofchess knows the precise capabilities and 
functions of the pieces and of the layout of the grid of play, the dexterity involved 
in the movement of the pieces over and across the gridded space is what distin
guishes one player from the next. The same is equally applicable on the field ofbat
tle and by extension to war. The realm wherein this dexterity is displayed, as we 
have previously seen, is that of the Genius. What cannot, however, be denied is the 
fact that maneuvers, operational dexterity, angles of attack, modes of defense, etc. 
cannot help but be organized in accordance with the laws of the grid ofintelligibil
ity (which in this case may be understood as the Laws of Time and Space) that 
gestel/s not only chess but also war. Thus, equally the Clausewitzian Genius in War 
remains operative in the gridded space of the political, that is to say, Reason. 
Clausewitz's Commander (ideally, the Genius) therefore emerges as the Genius of 
Reason- the strategos - the one who commands the signs (ofwar).'°7 

For Clausewitz, of course, all this was necessary, but speculative, theory. In 
NCW terms, however, theory is being increasingly actualized in practice. As we 
have seen, the foundational principle that underwrites the NCW thesis is that of 
chance, uncertainty, and blind natural force and it organizes itself in terms of a 
recognition - or of a sense understood simultaneously as an ability and a capability 
-of that which is uncertain, and as an expression, that is to say, as a response-again 
as an ability and as a capability - in the form of an active engagement with the 
uncertain. We should be careful not to conflate this understanding of sense and 
response with the implied reflexiveness that we find scattered throughout the 
Clausewitzian theory of war. Thus, unlike Clausewitz, who kept the Abyss of pure 
force, chance, and uncertainty at bay with a variety of devices, NCW looks into it, 
co-responds with it, and seeks to engage it by establishing a computable economy 
of relations with/in it. This is nothing less than NCW's attempt to go beyond 
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Reason and to "make the Abyss its own." Thus Martin Libicki can assert: "even 
with stealth, everything ultimately can be found."108 

While the implications ofLibicki's words at the level of the material battlefield 
are chilling enough, they also suggest a meshing of subject-based desires and a non
human desire-ability to catch anything within the crosshairs of a moving/morph
ing/multi-textured grid ofresponse-ability and sense-ability. If this is (ideally) the 
operational posture necessary for the conception and prosecution of War in the 
Information Age, then, (to be) NCW (that is to say, to be martial) - without uncer
tainty as is the stated aim of the NCW doctrine - is nothing less than to be (stand
ing-reserve securely). Naturally, under these conditions, turbulence - at some or 
any epsilon - is a threat for it entails a disturbance to be. In this sense, the emerging 
theories and doctrines ofNCW are a signature ofa becoming - a becoming-NCW 
-which is, paradoxically, the becoming ofbeing (i.e., to be) for such is the entropic 
logic ofNCW.10' 

From the perspective of the State as a strategic ensemble, this is a strategic 
maneuver of the greatest importance for it is effected at the very edge of Reason 
where strategic ensembles increasingly find themselves - as sites, locales, and 
positions-decomposing into "the small and the many." Here the State, indeed "the 
political," faces, in Secretary Rumsfeld's quixotic words, "the unknown 
unknowns." Thus, Hardt and Negri suggest, the State is re-discovering that the war 
of the small and the many is not a part of its exclusive preserve and under its con
trol.110 To cope with these bounds of Reason (as the political), the State (as Reason) 
fashions, that is to say, produces - not simply acquires or appropriates - a war 
machine in the form ofNCW. But the State's complicity in the emergence ofNCW 
is not simply limited to an act of creation or production. The State itself is self
organizing according to the very principles ofnet-centricity that underwrite the the
ory and doctrines ofNCW.1 1 1  In this way, paradoxically, NCW as a war machine, 
which brings with it the single greatest transformational potential for or on behalf 
of the State, also promises the transformation of the State (and by extension, the 
political) into a sub-assemblage and as an instrument ofitselffor, as we have seen, 
the strategic object ofNCW is to organize towards a condition in which "[t]otal war 
is surpassed, toward a form of peace more terrifying sti11"112 and where Reason 
answers -ideally without any antinomies - to Reason itself. 

In this context, recall that the emerging strategic object of war- as indicated by 
Admiral Cebrowski - is not simply the re-cognition of transformation, but the 
desire-ability to exercise control in a transformational context, and thereby com
mand (in) it. Against this backdrop, and in light of what we have seen thus far, the 
theories and doctrines ofNCW appear disposed to pre-empt the progressive break
up of strategic ensembles into tactical, sub-tactical, local, and singular initiatives. 
Additionally, as we have also seen, being premised on Reason, or more precisely, 
calculative Reason, the theories and doctrines of NCW highlight a contradiction 
with/in themselves. We have already established that, that which ultimately serves 
to limit the excess of Clausewitz's Absolute W,ar is the thanato-political. We can
not, therefore, afford to ignore the fact that unlike Clausewitz's Absolute War, 
which, while seemingly responsive to the demands of the political (that is to say, 
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Reason), remains indifferent to it. NCW is in-difference with not only Reason (as 
the political) but also to Thanatos by rendering them (Reason and Thanatos) into a 
condition of suspended animation. This rendition is a matter of default (or neces
sity) in the context of the grammar of the NCW paradigm. Thus, we should not be 
too hasty to dismiss NCW as the simple informationalization/digitization of 
Clausewitz's Absolute War; indeed, as this study contends, the instrumentality of 
NCW - marked by its in-difference to Reason (the thanato-political)- is pivotal in 
our recognition of the complexity and critical immediacy that war - considered 
ontologically - impresses upon us. 

While there is a plausible, some would say, dark, argument to be made in favor 
of the technological trajectory of the NCW project as being a strategy of Reason, 1 13 
for our purposes, however, NCW - as a kehr - is also indicative of an uncanny 
intensiveness of war where/in the extensivityofNCW-NCW as a digitized version 
ofClausewitzian War1 14- unfolds. It is important to remind ourselves that this inti-
1nation of the intensiveness of war comes to us in the context of a transformation of 
Reason - from the philosophical to the technological - that is currently underway 
as our fundamental concepts of speed, time, and scale collapse into and onto each 
other.115 It is also important for us to note that our recognition of this intimation of 
the intensiveness of war is marked by a singular lack of an economy of relations 
with/in Reason; rather, it is an excendence which allows us to point to the always
already spectral presence of the intensiveness of war. The invocation of the 
Levinasian term (excendence) serves to reiterate that the intensiveness of war does 
not arise from Reason (as the political and the State). Rather, it is an a-rising with
out any predicates. Given this, the theories and doctrines ofNCW, as an expression 
of martial-in-corporeality, may thus be understood as a posture -rather a (martial) 
bearing - that is immanently informed by the intensiveness of war. 
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"[M]odernity," Ansell Pearson suggests, "is haunted by the threat of the eternal 
return of the same and captivated by the promise of the arrival of the new, the 
unique and the singular, an experience of time that is ecstatic, explosive and 
aeonic. "1 The signature of this world is in, among other things, the 

failure ofrepresentation, of the corrosion ofidentities, and of the discovery of 
non-human forces that operate under the representation of the same and the 
identical . . .  (where) . . .  [i]dentities, and matters oflife and death, are simula
tions, masks produced as an optical effect of the more profound game of 
difference and repetition. 2 

While Ansell Pearson's depiction of modernity - with its "failures of representa
tion and of the corrosion of identities" - may be an apt description of the emerging 
battlespace, what immediately catches our attention is his strong reference to the 
"non-human forces that operate under the representation of the same and the iden
tical." 

Recognition of this, as we have already seen, was never far from the surface of 
the theories and doctrines on and of war. Indeed, it can be viably said that 
Clausewitz was only one in a long line of illustrious military thinkers and practi
tioners of war who attempted to contend with these "non-human forces" not simply 
in operational terrns, but also philosophically. The evidence marshalled thus far 
suggests that the logical, that is to say, the Reason-able, trajectory of such attempts 
in the Age oflnforrnation has only resulted in the continued subjection of war to, as 
Ansell Pearson highlights, the laws of entropy (homogeneity, abstract equivalence, 
neutralized differences, etc.).3 Nevertheless, commentators such as Coker, for 
example, claim that 

It is worth recognizing that if war still has a future for the western world . . .  this 
is largely due to technology, especially the new technologies associated with 
the information revolution. It is that revolution which now offers the West the 
chance to reinvent war and fight it more imaginatively (and yes, more 
humanely) than in the past.4 
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This reflects a high degree of optimism in the technologization of war. However, 
this optimism is suspect because, as our review of the theories and doctrines of 
NCW shows us, the philosophical backdrop ofNCW - despite being informed by 
an implicit understanding of technology in terms of an originary technicity, where 
"technology is a constitutive prosthetic of the human . . .  a dangerous supplement 
that enjoys an originary status" - makes, what Ansell Pearson would insist is, "the 
entirely spurious claim that with the coming of computers and the arrival of robot 
intelligence the planet is now entering a 'silicon age' ."5 Spurious because, among 
other things, despite the apparent kehr to the non-human, the circumscription of 
war by "the political" remains a potent reminder of an "anthropocentrism and over
looks the simple fact that the human [the central figure around which it is claimed 
war revolves] is not only a technogenesis but equally, and more importantly, a bio
technogenesis."" Our analysis of the history of military thought, including the the
ories and doctrines of NCW, shows us that the circumscription of war to the 
political has been a constant thematic in most, if not all, considerations of war and 
its conduct. The impact of this has been significant as is evidenced by the distinctly 
Clausewitzian tones in which the question regarding NCW is most commonly 
addressed. Working from this premise then it is possible to reflect on the prevailing 
discussions that engage with the emergence/advent of the "digital soldier,"7 and of 
the "digital way of war," as a vapidly postmodern re-presentation of a process 
which, as Foucault advised us, began with the "making" of the Soldier during the 
French Revolution.8 

Yet, we have also seen how, even Clausewitz, when confronted by chance and 
uncertainty, had hinted at a possible state or condition where/in war breaks free 
from the bonds imposed on it by the political. Of course, Clausewitz discussed this 
tangentially by taking recourse to the categories of "the pure concept of war," 
Absolute War, and Real War. In the context ofNCW, as pointed out at the outset of 
this study, there is also some evidence -primarily in the form ofcarefully managed 
issuances of policy statements, studies, and investigations-to suggest that military 
thinkers have begun to, ifnot wholly abandon, at least seriously interrogate the con
ceptual paradigms of war that have traditionally promoted a reasonable and ration
ally predictable calculus. These studies, analyses, and projections are discussed in 
terms of a shift in focus from "nation-state threats - to decentralised network 
threats." They are often also discussed in terms of generations of war, with the lat
est being 4GW or fourth generation war. But behind the esoteric phraseology that, 
more often than not, is used to describe this tum of affairs, and the claims that are 
made heralding a "new way of war," a closer look shows us the NCW theorists 
addressing a problem analogous to the one Clausewitz faced when he - situated as 
he was on the cusp of the Enlightenment and Romantic Eras - attempted at a com
prehensive theorization of war. This was the problem of chance and uncertainty 
not simply in terms ofFriction, but also in terms of its anteriority which, as we have 
seen, led Clausewitz to complain about these twin phenomena being the most 
inconvenient of intellectual tools. The NCW theorists, of course, openly accept 
this; indeed, they make it the cornerstone of their theoretical - and increasingly 
practical - efforts as is reflected in the QDR 2006, which refers to a shift into "an 
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era of surprise and uncertainty." Thus, the only, but significant, difference between 
NCW and the Clausewitzian projects, lies in the fact that while Clausewitz deferred 
addressing the inconveniences posed by the anteriority of chance and uncertainty 
(and of their presence as Friktion) by resorting to the figure of the Genius and by 
relying on the order of"the political," the NCW theorists, backed by the fast-paced 
transformations in the JCT sectors and benefiting from the emergence of the "new 
sciences," proactively confront it. For the NCW theorists, the rapidly proliferating 
!CT-based dependency-structures, present an opportunity to imagine a radically 
offensive posture vis-a-vis the anteriority of chance and uncertainty. In other 
words, what we increasingly find the NCW theorists doing - mostly by default 
rather than by intent-is address the problem posed by the anteriority of chance and 
uncertainty by not defending the existent Real, but by (re) creating it or, at least, by 
modifying the existent Real, in virtually unrecognizable ways. And, to do this, the 
NCW theorists are increasingly turning to the "new sciences," and other emerging 
knowledge spaces like evolutionary biology and the genetics sciences, for concepts 
of operations. 

It should, therefore, not be surprising that we find ourselves confronting, as 
Ansell Pearson put it, a "weird point" in history "where it is no longer possible to 
determine whether technology as an extended phenotype is an expression of the 
desire of our genes or a sign of nature's cultural conspiracy. "9 As the traditional dis
tinctions between Zoe, bios and technos, strategy and tactics, friend and enemy, the 
hunter and the hunted collapse, and as the State grapples to discover, rather re
cover, different modes of being martial, we cannot help but agree with Ansell 
Pearson when he suggests that "[a] thinking of difference and repetition generates 
itself at the point in history when the most stereotypical and mechanical repetitions 
[that is to say, the eternal recurrence of the Same] appear to have taken over life 
completely."'° Recall in this context the calls issued by Szafranski and other like
minded NCW theorists to change the way we think about war. This study contends 
that the theories and doctrines ofNCW, which are suggestive of a kehr to the non
human, are reflective of such a point in history. But this kehr is one which is greatly 
in excess of the calls for epistemic changes that Szafranski, among others, insist on. 
Thus, the critical questions remain: What does thinking war differently entail? How 
can war be thought of . . .  differently? 

In an "Other" theater of war 

As we begin to respond to these questions, we should not fail to recognize, 
acknowledge, and/or take into account the fact that "[w ]hat is monstrous about the 
activity of thought is not the truth it discovers at the end of the journey, but the jour
ney itself, in which the transportation of thought outside itself is always Dionysian 
and delirious."" We should also consider ourselves forewarned that this Other 
thought involves an empiricism that is inextricably bound up with the creation of 
concepts, which serve to propel thought "outside" and in the throwing off the 
chains ofanthropological predicates. 12 Thus, to think war outside the circumscrip
tion of the political, that is to say, to not think war human( e)ly, or even Reason-ably, 
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would entail not simply thinking war differently, but to think differently as well. 
Among other things, such an exercise would also entail a problematization of not 
simply war as we know it, but also, at least tacitly, a re-problematization of the 
grammar that underwrites, among other things, the Real. 

Let us begin by considering seriously a fundamental, yet often overlooked, ques
tion that Deleuze and Guattari consistently pose in their individual and collective 
works: "What is philosophy?" At first glance, their answer, which holds that "phi
losophy is the art of forming, inventing, and fabricating concepts,"13 appears to be 
deceptively simple. Yet matters are more complex for the "forming, inventing, and 
fabricating of concepts" are certainly not simple acts as they involve taking "note 

of the question . . .  its moment, its occasion and circumstances, its landscapes and 
personae, its conditions and unknowns."14 This is a common refrain that runs 
through Deleuze's philosophical works. Thus, as Boundas points out: 

Deleuze' s ontology is a rigorous attempt to think of process and metamorpho
sis - becoming - not as a transition or transformation from one substance to 
another or a movement from one point to another, but rather as an attempt to 
think of the real as a process. It presupposes, therefore, an initial substitution of 
forces for substances and things, and of(transversal) lines forpoints. 1 5  

The fundamental concepts that underwrite this Deleuzian philosophy of process 
and transformation are, of course, "becoming" and "difference" where the former 
"is the very dynamism of change, situated between heterogeneous terms and tend
ing towards no particular goal,"16 while the latter "is not a difference established 
post quo between two identities . . .  [rather] . . .  [t]he ontological primacy . . .  
Deleuze gives difference can no longer be sublated or eliminated by either resem
blance, analogy, or the labour of the negative."17 These twin concepts which, we 
should be careful to note, are the "means by which we move beyond what we expe
rience so that we can think of new possibilities,"18 allows us to develop a response 
to the challenge-contra the dominant ethic of traditional Western philosophy - to 
"create a system that contains its own aleatory or paradoxical elements, elements 
that are both inside and outside, ordering and disordering."19 

Rhiwmes: A concept of operations 

Deleuze, for the most part, ruins representation by diagramming an ontology that 
commits 

to perceive life . . .  [as] . . .  connection and relation, but the outcome or event of 
those relations is not determined in advance by intrinsic properties . . .  life is 
both that which requires some form of order and system . . . and that which 
opens the system, for life is just that power to differ from which concepts 
emerge but that can never be included in the extension of any concept.20 

Based on this ontological insight, Deleuze and Guattari present us with the concept 
of the Rhizome. Coleman suggests that '"Rhizome' describes the connections that 
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occur between the most disparate and the most similar of objects, places, and peo
ple; the strange chain of events that link people."21 Thus, for Deleuze and Guattari, 
the rhizome is a concept that maps - as differentiated from it being a map of -
processes and networkings, and the transversal movements of thought without any 
fixed points ofreference. At the heart of the concept of the rhizome, therefore, lies 
a sense of movement that is perpetually de-centering, destabilizing which, for 
Deleuze and Guattari, is a creative gesture thus leading them to say: "Write, form a 
rhizome, increase your territory . . .  extend the light offlight."22 The critical ques
tion of course is: what does it mean to "write" or "form" a rhizome? Put differently, 
what are conditions of possibility ofrhizomes? 

Deleuze and Guattari draw our attention to what they refer to as a "plane of 
immanence" which, they assert, "is a table, a plateau, or a slice; it is a plane of con
sistency or, more accurately, the plane of immanence of concepts."23 They also 
caution us to avoid confusing concepts and the plane of immanence for they insist 
that it (the plane of immanence) "is neither a concept nor the concept of all con
cepts."24 Deleuze and Guattari provide us with further clues as to the nature of this 
plane. The plane of immanence is, according to them, 

formless . . .  neither surface nor volume . . .  the horizon of events, the reservoir 
or reserve of purely conceptual events: not the relative horizon that functions 
as a limit, which changes with an observer and encloses observable states of 
affairs . . .  [it is] . . .  the absolute horizon that functions as a limit, independent 
ofany observer . . .  it is the indivisible milieu in which concepts are distributed 
without breaking up its continuity or integrity . . .  The plane is like a desert that 
concepts populate without dividing up.25 

Further, the plane of immanence, which Deleuze and Guattari have variously 
referred to as a plateau and a milieu, is "vibratory, in other words, a block of space
time constituted by the periodic repetition of the component"26 wherein exchanges 
between multiplicities at the virtual and intensive registers take place. 27 Critically, 
Deleuze and Guattari also advise us that the plane of immanence has two facets -

Nous and Physis-which account for 

why there are always many infinite movements caught within each other, each 
folded in the others, so that the return of one instantaneously relaunches 
another in such a way that the plane ofimmanence is ceaselessly woven, like a 
gigantic shuttle. 28 

In this way, the plane of immanence "envelopes and distributes, without identify
ing, the heterogeneities that make up the world . . .  [and in this way, it necessarily 
entails] a positive affirmation of the divergence ofseries."29 It is also important to 
note that these infinite movements are further characterized by their "infinite speed, 
such that the particles, forms and entities that populate it emerge only to disappear 
immediately, leaving behind no consistency, reference or any determinate 
consequences. "30 To understand this condition as being chaotic or disorderly 
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would be to not only underestimate the creative (and destructive) productivity 
of the plane of immanence, it would also suggest a continuing adherence to the 
trinitarian series that sustains most, if not all, philosophies of representation and 
transcendence - God, World, and State (Man). Keeping in mind this qualification, 
it is possible, however, to understand the turbulent plane of immanence as 
being anterior to the face of chance and uncertainty that is familiar and amenable to 
representation. 

Against this backdrop, rhizomes, therefore, are moving and morphing matrices 
that map, or, to be patently Deleuzian about it, diagram, by virtue of their very 
emergent presence, the processes that characterize the ebb and flow of the infinite 
movements that populate the plane of immanence. Put differently, "the rhizome 
is any network of things brought into contact with one another . . .  the rhizomatic 
network is a mapping of forces that move and/or immobilize bodies. "31 As such, 
therefore, while rhizomes can serve to break up, interrupt, shatter, and overturn 
the rigid and binary structures of representative and transcendental models of 
thinking, they are also in-different to such transcendental modes of organization 
and thought. 

Our reading of the history of military thought, and particularly that of NCW, 
shows us the Limit-Condition of these theories of war was and is not simply the 
chance and uncertainty that surfaces in the prosecution and conduct of war; it was 
and re1nains those startling interruptions, breaches, quakes, and tremors that 
seemed to arrive unannounced from someplace anterior to chance and uncertainty, 
and which threaten, at every tum, to reduce the prevailing theories of war into inco
herence. Has there been any improvement in this situation with the introduction of 
ICTs and the "new sciences" in the emerging theorizations of war? The answer to 
this is a qualified "yes." In the case of the NCW theorists who claim to be organiz
ing their theories around chance and uncertainty, the mode ofrepresentation that 
has underwritten the theories of war in the Enlightenment and Romantic Eras-now 
empowered by technologies of stratification, hierarchical orderings based on infor
mation and communication dependency-structures - continues to hold them 
hostage and condemns them to find this anterior condition of chance and uncer
tainty virtually ungraspable. Thus, while their decidedly compromised 
Clausewitzian approach to NCW, riding the crest of the !CT wave, has progressed 
much in terms of achieving a fair degree of resilience against the vagaries of these 
twin disruptive phenomena when compared with the efforts of their illustrious 
predecessors, their own efforts, however, remain - what Deleuze refers to as -
arborescent schemas as contrasted with the rhizomatic diagrams that Deleuze and 
Guattari suggest are applicable to processes, networkings and transversal move
ments that are in play on and across the plane of immanence. 

But this does not mean that NCW as a concept of operations does not provide us 
with an opportunity to re-problematize war. It would only require us to move from 
an arborescent mode ofproblematization to a rhizomatic one. Thus, it is suggested, 
if - as we saw in the case of Clausewitz - the critical question in any investigation 
of war is about how to operate and organize in a condition of radical chance and 
uncertainty, that is to say, in decidedly aporetic conditions, then the rhizome is an 
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eminently suitable tool that can be productively used to reflect on precisely such a 
question. 

Rhizomes serve to shatter and destabilize structures - particularly, rigid and 
binary structures. But this shattering and de-centering is not a negatively destruc
tive activity. In other words, rhizomes shatter and destabilize by virtue of their pro
ductive (cap )ability to form and reform across and alongside the surface-plane of 
the plane of immanence where processes, involving infinite movements, unfold at 
infinite speed, and which necessarily involves destn1ktion, but also creation. Now, 
ifthe temporality of the plane ofimmanence is presumed to be that of Real Time (as 
distinct from Calculable Time), then rhizomes, it is tempting to conclude, are 
Behind Time as they are, however fleetingly, instant-frames that slow down the 
"infinite speed" of the unfolding processes of destruktion and creation thereby 
exposing the critical connections between events and occurrences (which are 
impossible to organize in any hierarchical way given the infinite speed and move
ment that they entail), and between the most disparate and the similar. It is impor
tant to recognize that these critical connections are not representations of the 
thing-in-itself(events and occurrences); rather, they are correspondences that are 
established between events and occurrences. In other words, these "infinite move-
1nents" - events and occurrences - are not stratified, layered, and hierarchical; 
rather, they are rhizmnatic, that is to say, they are flat and distributive. This suggests 
that critical to the concept of the rhizome is a notion of a radical multiplicity. 
Radical because, unlike in the mode of hierarchical thinking, the multiplicity 
implicit in the rhizome does not take as a reference a unity. As will be immediately 
evident, this mode of organizing is quite different from the generally hierarchical 
modes of organizing that we are familiar with. 

Even though, as we have seen, the NCW project is clustered around a strategic 
objective, which Admiral Cebrowski has identified for us in terms of transforma
tion, its operational stance, however, is increasingly reflective of a combative 
stance against what Secretary Rumsfeld poetically termed as "the unknown 
unknowns." This is, in part, due to the arborescent schema that NCW's concept of 
operations is a part of, which is inextricably linked to the State (apparatus) from 
which, NCW (as a war machine) issues forth. Recall that in the case ofNCW, the 
ideal mesh ofnets comprised of advanced sensors and mobile weapon-systems are 
imagined as being global in spread and nature. They also suggest infinite move
ment at varying speeds, which contribute, indeed guarantee, the intrinsic stability 
of the system ofnets that are so central to the NCW concept. Thus, it is not surpris
ing to find that one of the core objectives of the NCW project is to develop and 
deploy a "common operational picture" that will facilitate a real-time "collective 
engagement capability." A closer look, however, shows us that this is an illusion for 
equally implicit in the NCW concept of operations is an immobility that is equally 
necessary to maintain the integrity of the mesh of nets and to create the collective 
consciousness tools as mentioned earlier. Thus, the theories and doctrines of 
NCW, though paying lip service to the multiplicity (of events and occurrences) 
inherent in war are grounded in a Unity that serves as an anterior condition to the 
multiplicity that the NCW theories so zealously highlight. In other words, unlike 
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the multiplicity associated with rhizomes, which bear no relation to a Unity, the 
(false) multiplicity ofNCW's mesh ofnets serves as active constituents of a Unity. 
Thus, it was asserted that the concept of operations that form the bedrock of the 
NCW concept are partial to being global as opposed to being fragmentary and mul
tiple. Given this, therefore, while we may be tempted to wholly identify the emerg
ing NCW concept of operations with and as a rhizome, aside from acknowledging 
the superficial resemblance, we should resist this temptation. For our purposes, it is 
necessary to recognize that the core problematic associated with NCW's concept of 
operations is that it cannot remain in the rhizomatic mode which it resembles. This 
is because, as we have seen, to develop and maintain the Unity that is the imagined 
condition of possibility ofNCW, its emerging concept of operations cannot help 
but strategize the environment. The rhizome, however, is anything but arboreal. 
Indeed, going by Deleuze and Guattari's usage of the concept, the rhizome is the 
counter-point of the arboreal schema. Whereas the latter, is ordered hierarchically 
from the greater to the lesser, from the superior to the subordinate, and from the 
transcendent to the particular, the former- as we have seen -is at best an ordering
in-progress that is flat and without depth. 

As we have seen, the strategic objective ofNCW - transformation -necessarily 
implies movement. In this context, it is important for us to note that the mobility 
associated with NCW's concept of operations is teleological in the sense that it 
must contribute to the creation, maintenance, and expansion of the arboreal scheme 
with its attendant hierarchies into which a defining force dictates the position and 
meaning ofall else in the system.32 It is in this way that the NCW concept ofopera
tions promotes a suspension of animation, for the defining force of the NCW con
cept of operations cannot attend to any contrary or competing force - including, 
paradoxically, the force of transformation. Indeed, this is precisely how the NCW 
concept of operations, when mapped against planes of immanence, strives to 
reduce the latter's processes into (strategic) histories of events and occurrences. 
This, the NCW concept of operations attempts to do by extracting the force of the 
processes of the plane of immanence thereby rendering them immobile, thus con
signing them to stand-reserve. Contrarily, the rhizome does something quite differ
ent. Instead of confining the processes ofthe plane ofimmanence, or reducing them 
to stand-reserve, the rhizome highlights the force of such processes. In other words, 
rhizomes thrive on the play of forces. In this sense, the instant-frames that we may 
read off the map that rhizomes generate are less points of immobility, which we are 
most familiar with as fixed points of reference; rather they are signatures of the 
locales where the intensity of force morphs, emerges, and dissolves. It is for this 
reason that rhizomes, when cast against the plane of immanence, are not behind 
time. Rather, they are on time, unfolding in and across the plane of immanence. 

The curious thing to note in our discussion of rhizomes and NCW's concept of 
operations is the obvious disconnect that emerges between Admiral Cebrowski's 
announcement of the strategic object ofNCW -transformation-which can be read 
in its present-continuous form, and the transformation that is effected by the NCW 
concept of operations. As we have seen, the outcome of the employment ofNCW's 
concept of operations, while certainly transforming the force of the processes on 
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the surface-plane of immanence, only succeeds in immobilizing it. It  is this immo
bilization that stands as the conditions of possibility of what the NCW theories refer 
to as "common operational pictures." Thus, NCW's concepts ofoperations engage 
in transformations to immobilize. 33 But, on the other hand, if we take the Admiral's 
statement in its present-continuous fonn - that is to say, if we understand transfor
mation as an infinite process (possibly occurring at infinite speed) - then we are 
confronted with the possibility that the Admiral's reference to transformation may 
also be read as a reference to the seething surface-plane of the plane of immanence 
that we have had occasion to examine. 

Planes of immanence: Becoming-battlespace 

By suggesting that the rhizome be considered a concept of operations, we have con
trasted it with the more arborescent schematics of the concept of operations that the 
emerging NCW theories presume. Further, we have already identified the plane of 
immanence as being the condition in and on which rhizomes operate. This plane of 
immanence, which Deleuze and Guattari variously refer to as a plateau/plane/ 
milieu, is "a surface upon which all events occur, where events are understood as 
chance, productive interactions between forces of all kinds. As such, it represents 
the field of becoming, a space containing all of the possibilities inherent in 
forces."34 While at first glance this may suggest that the plane of immanence is rel
atively easy to locate and relate to, this is not actually the case. This is because not 
only does Deleuze and Guattari use the plane in various ways but, confusingly, they 
also refer to The plane of immanence, which may be construed as the immanence 
of planes of immanence, which is crucially in excess of any particular plane of 
immanence that we may identify at a given point in time, and which is also simul
taneously immanent to all possible planes of immanence. Thus, any consideration 
of planes of immanence will need to be entered into with caution. 

There are two active considerations of the plane ofimmanence at play here: first 
in the sense of it (a plane of immanence) being infinite, and second, in the sense of 
a plane that is immanent to all planes which, while being different to all possible 
planes of immanence, is also identical to them. Furthermore, planes of immanence 
are troublesome to deal with as they are not only infinite, but they are also different 
from each other. Here, of course, we should pay heed to the "difference" that 
Deleuze invokes, which is different from the "difference" that we are more famil
iar with. The key point to note is that planes of immanence are always becoming
different thus establishing but also severing - this happening infinitely and at 
infinite speed - relations, economies, and shared characteristics with and in each 
other. In this context, it is important to note, the movement that marks infinite 
planes of immanence is a signature of what Deleuze and Guattari refer to as The 
plane of immanence - the immanent plane that is immanent not only to all planes 
but also to itself. 

Now, Deleuze and Guattari tell us that "[flrom chaos, Milieus and Rhythms are 
bom."35 In other words, planes of immanence (which Deleuze and Guattari also 
refer to as milieus, plateaus) can trace their genesis to chaos. As an offspring of 
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chaos, planes "are open to chaos, which threatens them with exhaustion or intru
sion."36 In this sense, therefore, it could be asserted that planes of immanence are 
faced, on at least one side, by chaos. In this sense, planes of immanence reflect the 
intensities of the forces of the chaos from which they arise. It is important to recog
nize that this reflection is not unidimensional; rather, it is an economy of relations 
which suggests that the consistency of the plane ofimmanence is marked by the ebb 
and flow ofintensities of force that arise from within the chaos that planes ofimma
nence emerge from and reside on. In other words, the economy of relations between 
chaos and planes of immanence is not marked by a lack of intensity at any point or 
instant; rather, varying intensities of force lend a peculiar consistency to not only 
the planes of immanence but also to their relations with chaos. It is this variation of 
intensities that manifests itself as the infinite speed and movement that character
izes planes of immanence. Thus, planes of immanence do not - indeed cannot -
exercise proprietary rights over particular intensities; rather, the sudden and unex
pected movements - this occurring infinitely- of the intensities of force affects all 
planes of immanence thereby lending a materiality to emergent events and occur
rences, thus allowing for the establishing of critical connections and abrupt breaks 
within and between planes. 

While this may convey an image of disruption and pandemonium on, in, and 
between planes of immanence, we should bear in mind Deleuze and Guattari's cau
tionary note regarding the in-between that resides not only between planes ofimma
nence, but also between chaos and planes of immanence. This is identified by 
Deleuze and Guattari as "rhythm." Ifwe think of chaos as a jumble of intensities of 
force, then rhythm is the coding-machine that codes these intensities of force 
with/in planes ofimmanence thereby lending, however transitorily, a consistency to 
them. Again, a degree of caution is warranted here. It is tempting to construe rhythm 
as an organizing principle of planes of immanence for, as mentioned earlier, rhythm 
is that which lends consistency to the planes ofimmanence. This is not accurate for, 
as Deleuze and Guattari advises us, "a milieu [plane/ plateau] does in fact exist by 
virtue of a periodic repetition, but one whose only effect is to produce a differ
ence."37 Thus, what we have here is not a rhythm of consistency (marked by the rep
etition of the Same). Instead, what we have here is a consistent rhythm of difference 
which is the becoming-different that is the hallmark of planes of immanence. 

Thus if we ask: Do planes of immanence display a rhythm? Is chaos rhythmic?
going by what Deleuze and Guattari have to say on the matter, the answer will be a 
qualified "no."38 This is because, Deleuze and Guattari, here quoting Bachelard, 
suggest that "the link between truly active moments (rhythm) is always effected on 
a different plane from the one upon which the action is carried out. "39 Thus, while 
it is accurate to say that planes of immanence and chaos may be shown to be rhyth
mic, this perception ofrhythm always takes place elsewhere because "[r]hythm is 
never on the same plane as that which has rhythm. "40 Rhythm, as Deleuze and 
Guattari claim, is the in-between -in between chaos and planes of immanence, and 
between planes of immanence themselves. 

What we have established thus far, therefore, is the following: Planes of imma
nence are formless. This formlessness is a commentary on both the form of a plane 
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and on the becoming-form that takes place with/in it. Planes of immanence, as we 
have also seen, while apparently seeming to share a seamless co-joining with 
chaos, actually share a mediated relationship with chaos. Rhythm is the inter
mediary between planes of immanence and chaos. As such, Rhythm is the period
icities (of difference) that intensities create which, in tum, "reflect" on the surface
plane of the planes of immanence. These periodicities of intensities are what is 
consistent in planes of immanence. Further, we have seen that planes of immanence 
are immanent to themselves. In other words, planes of immanence, which are per
petually in-difference- individually and collectively-with each other, are also, by 
virtne of this becoming-different (which is a connectivity between relations and not 
identities) - individually and collectively- "in" each other. 

Our review ofbattlespace - in the NCW context - when cast against this back
drop brings to light a numberof startling correspondences, which warrant our atten
tion. Let us begin by recalling that the batt/espace that the NCW theories discuss, 
as a net assessment, is an enlargement and magnification of the battlefield of clas
sical military theory. This enlargement and magnification has ensured that the bat
tlespace has spilled over the traditional battlefield, that is to say, it is in excess of the 
latter. This is not surprising because, as we have seen, whereas the traditional bat
tlefield was largely grounded in the physical domain, the battlespace of the NCW 
theories is said to extend across the physical, cognitive and informational domains. 
This, as we have asserted elsewhere in this study, is the space of war in NCW terms. 

Battlespace, in NCW terms, is a fluid ecology. In other words, constant move
ment occurring at the speed oflight is the key characteristic ofNCW's battlespace. 
In and on this battlespace, threats are always decentered, diffused, and in-distin
guishable, that is to say, they are always becoming-distinguishable. Thus, as we 
have seen, to address this emergent condition, which is also reflective of the opera
tive concept of war in the NCW context, the evolving operational stance of the the
ories and doctrines ofNCW is said to be akin to a swift elusive sword with compact 
and efficient logistical tails. Further, the battlespace ofNCW also invokes intensi
ties. Indeed, it is suggested that intensities constitute the battlespace and, in this 
way, they provide consistency to the battlespace. The theories and doctrines of 
NCW are much concerned about these intensities, for they, like Deleuze and 
Guattari, see intensities as instances of the connectivity between relations as com
pared to those between identities. As we have seen, the theory of effects-based 
operations (EBOs) is grounded in such an understanding of the battlespace. 
Further, like in the case of planes of immanence, the battlespace also exhibits a 
rhythm - a tempo ofoperations -which, in the context of planes of immanence, is 
the inter-mediary between them and chaos. We have also seen how rhythm is the 
vibratory expression of the intensities of force. The same can be said to be applica
ble in the case of the battlespace wherein, the tempo of operations which, in the 
NCW context, relate to not only the directed flow of events and processes as mobi
lized by a strategic ensemble - in the manner in which the EBO theory suggests -
but also to the free flow of events and processes that are pure expressions of 
force-intensities. What this means, therefore, is that the tempo of operations 
that the NCW concept of operations refers to also reflect (thereby giving us an inti-
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mation of) an anterior condition that, like in the case of planes of immanence, is 
chaos. 

When considered in the context of a State-centric strategic ensemble, however, 
NCW's concept of the battlespace appears crippled. Thus we find that the desire
ability to slow down the infinite speed of infinite movements by various ICT
driven modes ofrepresentation extracts from the battlespace the intensity that gives 
it its consistency in the first place. Thus, we find NCW theorists speaking of maxi
mum mobility in limited space where the latter is a function of, and restricted to, the 
spread ofnets and meshes that are so critical to the theories and doctrines ofNCW. 
This might seem to be in contradiction with what was previously stated- the theo
ries and doctrines ofNCW are cognizant of intensities (of force) as being connec
tions between relations rather than being between identities. This contradiction, 
however, is deceptive because while it is true that NCW theories see connections as 
being relations which may or may not be influenced - as is the case in the context 
of effects-based operations - this only holds true if the system in which such rela
tions are conceptualized is considered as being a closed one. In other words, NCW 
theorists begin from the premise that their operational space, that is to say, the bat
tlespace, is not open ended, as is the case with planes of immanence; rather, they 
presume that the battlespace is a closed space which allows for the theoretical pos
sibility of perfect calculability. Thus, in a manner reminiscent of Clausewitz, the 
NCW theorists (at least thus far) while not avoiding or deferring the problem posed 
by infinite speed and movements (which may be viably considered as being con
tributory to the chance and uncertainty that Clausewitz complained about), respond 
to it by creating and deploying finer nets and meshes that serve to increase the res
olution of that which they map thereby slowing, and optimally bringing to a stand
still, the infinite speed and movements of intensities. 

In our discussion on Clausewitz and his architectonic on war, we discovered that 
the principle philosophical question that bedeviled Clausewitz was how to organ
ize in the face of chance and uncertainty. We further saw how Clausewitz deftly rel
egated the problems posed by the anteriority of chance and uncertainty by affirming 
Friktion that made its presence felt on the battlefield. The task of dealing with this, 
of course, was assigned by Clausewitz to not only meticulous planning, but also to 
the genius and the underlying rational orderof politics that he girded the phenome
non of war with. Riding on the back of the rapidly proliferating ICTs and the "new 
sciences," the theories and doctrines ofNCW have visualized the battlespace as not 
only the space of battle, but also as the condition of possibility of war itself. Thus, 
to say that the NCW theories underestimate the vagaries of chance and uncertainty 
would also be an error. Indeed, as we have seen, the NCW theories organize them
selves around chance and uncertainty. But the mode of this organization is not lib
erating; rather, it is constrictive. In other words, despite the fact that the emerging 
ICTs and the "new sciences" have done much to break down the mode ofrepresen
tation associated with the Real and in its place have resorted to creating new and 
varied "realities" which now, more than ever, have begun to account for chance and 
uncertainty, the strategic logic of the State-centric NCW project, as we have seen, 
tends to organize these disruptive phenomena in what can only be described as a 
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closed system. This is most evident in the NCW version ofbattlespace. The implicit 
promise of the State-centric NCW project thus is to address the twin phenomena of 
chance and uncertainty by progressively undermining their ability to interrupt, dis
rupt, and overturn -which is how the NCW theories understand threats-in-being
by exhausting them of the intensity of their force. This, it is worth repeating, is 
attempted by the very concept of operations that NCW presumes. 

Assemblages and apparatuses of war 

Rhizomes, we previously noted, instead of confining the processes of the plane(s) 
of immanence, or reducing them to stand(ing)-reserve, highlight the force of such 
processes. In other words, rhizomes thrive on the play of forces. Further, we 
observed that the instant-frames that we may read off the map that rhizomes gener
ate are not points of immobility, rather they are signatures of locales where the 
intensity of force morphs, emerges and dissolves. It will be obvious from our dis
cussion on rhizomes that the intensities (of the forces of processes) that are 
"reflected" on the plane of immanence are maps without any tangible consistency. 
In other words, rhizomes, when perceived as outcomes, that is to say, as maps, are 
without any density. This is because, as mentioned earlier, rhizomes are the signa
tures of the intensities that forces and their related processes exhibit. In this sense, 
they are a-systemic. The intensities of forces that rhizomes map cannot be consid
ered to be a system of any kind given the infinite movement and infinite speed that 
characterizes the agitation of forces. Given this, therefore, the pertinent question to 
ask would be the following: How is organization possible in a condition of move
ment and intensity? 

Deleuze and Guattari devise the "assemblage" as a direct response to this ques
tion. Banta and Protevi describe an "assemblage" as "an intensive network . . .  dis
playing consistency or emergent effects by tapping into the ability of self-ordering 
forces of heterogeneous material to mesh together. "41 To clarify matters and to 
bring them in line with the requirements of this study, let us briefly examine the 
implications of Banta and Protevi 's use of the terms "emergence and consistency." 
Drawing on the work done by Thompson and Varela, Bonta and Protevi suggest 
that emergence may be described as the "mutual constitution of local-to-global or 
'upward' causality that produces focused systematic behavior and the global-to
local or 'downward' causality that constrains the local interactions of compo
nents."" Intimately related to this is the notion of consistency, which may be 
understood as the progressive congealing of intensive and far-from-equilibrium 
forces and processes towards a stage of equilibrium. 43 Thus, when considered in the 
context of the turbulence of the surface-plane of the plane of immanence, emer
gence and consistency may be understood as being the engines that drive the 
processes of becoming. The critical issue about emergence in particular is the 
phase-state changes that are in motion as matter moves from a more diffused state 
to one that is amenable to being stratified and systematized. We should also note 
that as such phase-state changes take place, what varies is the consistency that each 
phase-state involves. This is where matters get complicated. It is tempting to limit 
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the notion of consistency not only to a single matter or substance that may be under
going a phase-state change, but also to a homogeneous state which is at a ready
state equilibrium. By presuming this, however, we run the risk of ignoring the 
intensive morphogenetic processes that constitute even the most elementary atoms 
and particles. 44 Let us examine these matters in a little more detail. 

Dupree!, Deleuze and Guattari observed, proposed a theory of consolidation in 
which "he demonstrated that life went not from a center to an exteriority, but from 
an exterior to an interior, or rather from a discrete and fuzzy aggregate to its con
solidation."" Deleuze and Guattari draw our attention to three implications that 
result from Dupreel's theory, which are critical in the consideration ofconsistency: 

First, that there is no beginning from which a linear sequence would derive, but 
rather densifications, intensifications, reinforcements, injections, showering, 
like so many intercalary events . . .  Second . . .  there must be an arrangement 
of intervals, a distribution of inequalities, such that it is sometimes necessary 
to . . .  consolidate. Third, there is a superimposition of disparate rhythms, an 
articulation from within ofan interrhythmicity, with no imposition of meter or 
cadence.46 

Thus, Deleuze and Guattari suggest, consistency "produces consolidated aggre
gates, of succession as well as of coexistence, by means of the three factors . . .  inter
calcated elements, intervals, and articulations of superposition. "47 Implicit in this is 
a process - rather multiple processes - which involves a coding of the elements 
which results in the consolidation of aggregates. The process of coding, however, 
is not a simple one for it involves an infinite set of heterogeneities that aggregate 
and disperse simultaneously. This is the phenomenon of emergence, which is 
marked not only by the heterogeneity of its processes, but also by the hetero
geneities of relations that it establishes. Thus, the processes of emergence whose 
outcome is the establishment of consistencies do not necessarily result in the for
mation of rigid structures though, it should be mentioned, the processes of emer
gence when overcoded have a proclivity to very quickly transform the normally 
heterogeneous into a homogeneous condition. As we will see, this is intimately 
related to the emergence of structures and of apparatuses. 

Against this background, therefore, assemblages, which we have already identi
fied as being an "intensive network that display a consistency by meshing together 
heterogeneous materials," may be understood in two generic ways. First, as a con
tingent arrangement or aggregation of heterogeneous elements that share intensive 
connections with each other: in this form, assemblages are on the verge of becom
ing structures. What prevents them from consolidating into such rigid entities is the 
force of the intensities that come together as an aggregate. Given that this aggrega
tion is purely contingent, the structural outline of the assemblage is therefore not 
guaranteed. Put differently, it could be said that an assemblage- meant in the afore
mentioned sense - is the failure of the culmination of a "becoming-structure" 
process. Thus, whatever consistency that develops in such an assemblage is equally 
transient and disperses as the assemblage de-constructs, but only to reform as 
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another assemblage with a very different set of intensities and levels of consistency. 
In the second instance, however, an assemblage may be considered as being a sin
gular process that is unidirectional in the sense that it follows a linear path towards 
the establishment of a structure. In this scenario, assemblages begin to acquire con
sistencies that resist dispersion by exhausting the intensity of the force of the ele
ments that aggregate as an assemblage. In this latter form, assemblages become 
apparatuses, which overcode and channel the force of aggregating elements. In the 
process, the intensive relations between the aggregating elements are calcified and 
hardened thus eventually resisting-though not always successfully- the free flow 
of forces and their intensities. 

In the NCW context, the doctrine of swarming, or that ofbattleswarms, closely 
approximates assemblages. Recall that swarming on the battlefield is 

seemingly amorphous, but it is a deliberately structured, coordinated, strategic 
way to strike from all directions, by means of a sustainable pulsing of force 
. . .  It will work best-perhaps it will only work-ifit is designed mainly around 
the deployment of myriad, small, dispersed, networked maneuverunits.48 

What is interesting about the doctrine of swarming is the direct reference that is 
made to the making of assemblages, comprising sensors and mobile weapon-plat
forms that are designed not only to strike an adversary, but to also form part of a 
sensory organization.49 The critical point to consider is that given the dispersed 
nature of threats that are perceived to be the new face of threats, swarms are, ide
ally, contingent organizations that take form based on the threat that is meant to be 
dealt with. In other words, working from the premise that threats are multi-varied, 
the forms that battleswarms assume are not pre-determined; rather, they are con
figured to respond to the particular threats that their forms are designed to meet and 
quell. But this should not suggest that there is a bank or a database of forms that 
swarms can draw from. What this implies is that threats, in no small measure, co
constitute the martial form of the swarms that combat them. It is in this sense that 
battleswarms come to closely resemble assemblages. Indeed, as such, at least 
superficially, battleswarms fulfill most of the general features of assemblages. 
Thus, for example, when configured to meet a threat, battleswarms display a con
sistency which is defined by the aggregation of the constituent elements - sensors 
and weapons- of the battleswarm in question. Further, particular configurations of 
battleswarms are just that- particularities. In other words, particular formations of 
battleswarms are specific to the threats that they address and, in a general sense, 
such forms and formations are never repeated. In this sense, the structures ofbat
tleswarms are contingent on the threats that they respond to. As and when the 
threats are mitigated, the assemblage of sensors and weapons that constitute the 
battleswarm disperse only to re-assemble differently when responding to another 
threat. In this connection, it is also interesting to note that like the assemblages that 
we examined earlier, battleswanns also display an interior-intensive relation -
based on capabilities-that holds its constituent units in a loose network. This is dis
tinct shift in the way militaries are historically organized and, as such, reflect the 
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innovative organizational potentials that the theories and doctrines ofNCW have 
brought about. Thus, Edwards can write, "[ a] doctrine based on swarming calls for 
. . .  radical changes in equipment and organization. "50 

The interesting thing about battleswarms (as assemblages) is that unlike those 
assemblages that morph into apparatuses by densifying the nascent consistencies 
that hold assemblages in a tenuous network, battleswarms only reaffirm their frag
mentary and dispersed natures. But equally, and this is again a signature of the par
adox that afflicts the theories and doctrines ofNCW, the objective ofbattleswarms 
is to reduce this heterogeneity into a homogeneous ecology which involves the liq
uidation of a multiplicity of singular threats. It needs to be reiterated that the frag
mentary posture adopted by battleswarms is only possible in ecologies that become 
homogeneous. Thus, while battleswarms operate as assemblages, they can only do 
so in closed systems, or at least by presuming that their operational ecologies will 
increasingly become homogeneous or closed in short order. There is a link that can 
be drawn between this tendency of battleswarms (in the NCW context) and the 
State from which it issues forth and it warrants a brief examination. 

As we have seen previously, an increase in the degree of consistency coupled 
with a closure from and to the transversal flow of forces and their intensities, results 
in assemblages quickly morphing into rigid structures by eliminating the intensive 
intensities that marks the heterogeneous elements that constitute it. Apparatuses 
are formed in this manner. The key point to note is that such apparatuses carry 
within themselves a function of capture or coding, which serves to reduce the het
erogeneity of assemblages into homogenous elements which are then amenable to 
being organized and categorized. Jn other words, the radical mobility that charac
terizes the heterogeneity of elements that constitute assemblages is, in the context 
of apparatuses, rendered immobile thereby allowing for them to be channeled into 
a centralized organism or system.'1 In this sense, apparatuses are by default those 
entities "whereby alien and rogue semiotics and . . .  assemblages are captured and 
overcoded, engulfed by a transcendent force that striates all reality: space, time, 
body, culture, nature."52 

Now, Deleuze and Guattari, while insisting that "there has always been a State, 
quite perfect, quite complete,"" also assert that "the State has always been in a rela
tion with the outside and is inconceivable independent of that relationship.'"' The 
exercise of this relationship, of course, is effected by striation, which Deleuze and 
Guattari refer to as one of the fundamental tasks of States and, going by their exe
gesis on the State, it would seem that States are unable to resist this function of 
coding and striating. Thus, it is not surprising that Deleuze and Guattari identify 
the State as an apparatus. However, Deleuze and Guattari, following the work of 
Clastres, also assert that they "do not see how the State can be explained by what 
it presupposes."" And, what is this presupposition? It is the inconceivability of 
the independence of the State apparatus to "the outside." Indeed, Deleuze and 
Guattari also insist that "[t]he state seems to rise up in a single stroke, in an imperial 
form, and does not depend on progressive factors. Its on-the-spot emergence is 
like a stroke of genius, the birth of Athena.''56 Naturally, we need to query Deleuze 
and Guattari about this startling claim. Thus, for example, we need to ask: If 
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the State did indeed arise in a single stroke, did it do so as an apparatus? In 
other words, can apparatuses emerge on-the-spot? If we go by our discussion on 
assemblages and apparatuses, then we must conclude that the on-the-spot emer
gence of apparatuses is, to say the least, mystifying, unless of course the processes 
by which apparatuses assume a materiality remain hidden and all that is discernable 
is the immediate, indeed magical, emergence of apparatuses. But this still ignores 
the processes by which apparatuses are formed. Thus, we must remain skeptical 
of the claims made by Deleuze and Guattari about the "magical" emergence of 
the State. This, as we will see, has a significant impact on how Deleuze and 
Guattari discuss, among other things, war machines and war and their relation to 
the State. 

For the moment, however, we should not fail to acknowledge the advantages that 
have accrued to our project of attempting to read the emerging theories and doc
trines of NCW with Deleuze and Guattari. Deleuze and Guattari show us how by 
adopting a conceptual stance that prioritizes connection and relation, and one 
which recognizes that outcomes (events and occurrences) of those relations are not 
determined in advance by intrinsic properties, we are able to, at the very least, 
attempt a re-problematization of the concept of war characterized by forces, inten
sities, flows, and networks which, in the context of this study, is reflective of the 
intensiveness of war. 

On war and war machines: Interrogating the 
Deleuze-Guattarian thesis 

Deleuze and Guattari, based on theirreading ofDumezil's work on Inda-European 
mythology," observe that: 

Political sovereignty, or domination, has two heads: the magician-king and the 
jurist-priest. Rex and flamen, raj and Brahman, Romulus and Numa, Varuna 
and Mitra, the despot and the legislator, the binder and the organizer. 
Undoubtedly, these two poles stand in opposition term by term . . .  But their 
opposition is only relative; they function as a pair . . .  as though they expressed 
a division of the One or constituted in themselves a sovereign unity.58 

Further, they assert: 

Lacking a mythology of conflict . . .  [t]he two together exhaust the field of 
function. They are the principal elements of a State apparatus that proceeds by 
a One-Two, distributes binary distinctions . . .  It is a double articulation that 
makes the State apparatus into astratum.59 

Deleuze and Guattari then begin to draw their diagram of the State apparatus by 
contrasting it to not simply the war machine, but also (often in an implicit key) to 
war which, as they state, "is not contained within this apparatus."60 Thus, for 
Deleuze and Guattari: 
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Either, the State has at its disposal a violence that is not channeled through war 
- either it uses police officers and jailers in place of warriors, has no arms and 
no need of them, operates by immediate, magical capture, seizes and binds, 
preventing all combat - or, the State acquires an army, but in a way that pre
supposes a juridical integration of war and the organization ofa military func
tion. As for the war machine in itself, it seems to be irreducible to the State 
apparatus, to be outside its sovereignty and prior to its law .61 

It is necessary to pay close attention to Deleuze and Guattari 's words forour inter
est lies not simply in the war machine that Deleuze and Guattari describe and the 
economy of relations that it shares with the State apparatus, but also in their asser
tion that the activity of the State (apparatus) that we generally construe as war, is not 
war, but a different kind of violence for, in their words, war "comes from else
where."62 To all intents and purposes, for Deleuze and Guattari, war - like the war 
machine- is ( 1)  outside law (that is to say, located outside the ambit of the juridical 
network that the State apparatus produces); thus, (2) outside the sovereignty of the 
State apparatus; and, in the last instance, (3) irreducible to the State apparatus.63 To 
the extent that the State apparatus makes the war machine its own, it does so by cap
turing/ensnaring/seducing/stratifying war with/in its thanato-juridical networks, 
which serve, rather strive, to integrate the war machine (and by extension, war) to 
the State apparatus. Then, of course, there is the curious case of police power. Let 
us consider these matters in some detail. 

Deleuze and Guattari further suggest that a State (apparatus) exhibits, among 
other things, the following features: ( 1 )  It lacks a mythology of conflict, which we 
should be careful to note, does not, and should not, suggest the lack of a mytholo
gizing (cap )ability; and (2) driven by two principle elements - represented, for 
example, by Mitra and Varuna - State apparatuses exhibit/betray a One-Two dis
tribution/movement. It is instructive to note that without denying the generally 
anthropocentric organizing principles of the more common "mythologies of con
flict" (that is to say, our strategic histories), it is possible to contextualize these 
strategic histories against the One-Two movement that Deleuze and Guattari 
ascribe to the State apparatus. Indeed, Deleuze and Guattari 's points ofreference
"Rex and flamen, raj and Brahman, Romulus and Numa, Varona and Mitra, the des
pot and the legislator, the binder and the organizer" - allow us to chart the progres
sion of these strategic histories. 

We should also remind ourselves that Deleuze and Guattari make these observa
tions in the context of "political sovereignty or domination." Thus, the emphasis 
that they lay on the Absolute binary distribution of the State apparatus-"Either, the 
State . . .  or, the State" -may tempt us to dedicate our attention to what they suggest 
is the singular expression of the State (apparatus) brought into focus by its One
Two distribution/movement -either "pure" police power or "pure" military power. 
Now, from what Deleuze and Guattari suggest, it would appear that the State appa
ratus' expression of violence is pendulum-like - swinging from police power to 
military power and back - and is relative to the contingent present. This directly 
corresponds to the One-Two distribution that Deleuze and Guattari draw our 
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attention to. There is, however, another possibility. A s  the One, that i s  to say, as the 
(sovereign) Unity, the State apparatus may also be said to express itself in a third 
way, which is fundamentally indistinguishable from either military power or police 
power. To appreciate the significance of the indistinguishability between military 
and police power, it will be beneficial to cast an eye on the etymological backdrop 
of a word that Deleuze and Guattari associate with the State - "stratum." 
Etymologically, the word "stratum" suggests a 

"horizontal layer," 1599, from Mod.L., special use ofL. stratum "thing spread 
out, coverlet, pavement," from neut. pp. ofsternere "to spread out, lay down, 
stretch out," from PIE *stre-to-"to stretch, extend," fro1n base *stere-"to 
spread, extend, stretch out."64 

Note also the close relationship stratum shares with structure, which since 

c.1440, [has been identified as an] "action or process of building or construc
tion," from L. structura "a fitting together, adjustment, building," from struc
tus, pp. ofstruere "to pile, build, assemble,"related to strues "heap," from PIE 
*stere-"to spread, extend, stretch out" (cf. Skt. strnoti "strews, throws down"; 
Avestan star-"to spread out, stretch out"; Gk. stomymi "strew," stroma 
"bedding, mattress," sternon ''breast, breastbone."65 

Based on this admittedly cursory etymological overview, Deleuze and Guattari 's 
use of the word "stratum" is instructive. It is clear that Deleuze and Guattari - by 
referring to the binary distributions of the State (apparatus) - want to draw our 
attention to a becoming-structure (becoming-State apparatus) by a One-Two 
movement. At the heart of the matter is the question of movement and it is impor
tant to recognize that it is not the more qualified movement-as-direction, rather, it 
is movement-as-distribution, as is reflected in the PIE roots of "stratum" - "to 
spread, expand." Thus, it could be said that the movement of the State (apparatus), 
which is Mitra's and Varuna's movement, is an expansive one and that, as such, it 
lends to the consistency of the State as an apparatus/structure to form a stratum. But 
can such a consistency be achieved and maintained when the pendulum of force 
(expressed as military and police power) swings violently from one extreme to 
another? To respond to this question, we must first address the issue of whether the 
movement of the State apparatus is indeed as abrupt and binary as Deleuze and 
Guattari 's "binary distribution" suggests. 

It is important to recognize that the way in which Deleuze and Guattari present 
their diagram of the State apparatus, the phase-state wherein the State apparatus 
expresses "pure" police power or "pure" military power may be considered as 
being end-states, that is to say, they are - in their individual ways - the maximal 
expressions of the State apparatus. Thus, we cannot fault Deleuze and Guattari 
when they overtly suggest that the State apparatus can only express either military 
power or police power. Perhaps this goes some way to explain an assertion by 
Deleuze and Guattari, which we have had occasion to note earlier. In the context of 
war machines, Deleuze and Guattari noted that the 
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worldwide war machine, which in a way reissues from the States, displays two 
successive figures . . .  the first that of fascism, which makes war an unlimited 
movement with no other aim than itself, and the second . . .  the war machine 
reforms smooth space that now claims to control, to surround the entire earth.66 

This corresponds directly with the elements of the One-Two movement that 
Deleuze and Guattari allude to. Thus, in keeping with the "unlimited movement" of 
the State apparatus ("which makes war" and which Deleuze and Guattari say is 
"fascism") and its reformation of smooth space, military and police power repre
sent the essential movement of the State apparatus itself. But matters are more 
deceptive and complex. Deleuze and Guattari suggest that the twin movement of 
the State apparatus (expressed in terms of military and police power) are succes
sive, that is to say, they follow each other. Further, Deleuze and Guattari 's words 
also suggest that the first movement of the State apparatus is that of military power 
which, Deleuze and Guattari assert, is the signature of the appropriation of war by 
the State apparatus and of its enmeshing by means of its juridical networks. Only 
after this does the State apparatus express itself in terms of police power, which 
reforms smooth space by striating it. In other words, it would appear that the State 
apparatus first captures space by exercising military power, which it then reforms 
using police power.67 The question, therefore, arises whether the State apparatus 
can express itselfin both ways simultaneously and non-sequentially? Indeed, in the 
Age (and context) ofNCW, would it not be more appropriate to discuss the expres
sion of the State solely in its originaryterms as the One-Unity, that is to say, in terms 
of the in-distinguishability of the State apparatus' police and military powers? 

It was Foucault who alerted us to the violence that a State apparatus expresses by 
means of, among other things, its juridical networks.68 While this is certainly true 
of military power, when compared to police power we find that the latter shares an 
immediacy with the juridical networks which is not the case with the former. The 
critical point here, however, is that either way the expression of the State apparatus, 
in the form of juridical networks, is always-already violent. The significant qualifi
cation within this expression of violence lies in precisely how the expression of 
police power provides, indeed contextualizes, the possibility of a State apparatus' 
expression of military power. In this way, it could be said that unlike the more com
mon thematic oflnternational Relations, the telos of military power does not lie in 
peace - rather, it lies in the affirmation of the originary violence of the State appa
ratus expressed as police power. In other words, the State apparatus' expression of 
military power only serves to reinforce its expression of police power. What this 
would suggest is that unlike the war that the State apparatus manages to integrate 
(from the outside, or the elsewhere) with/in its juridical networks, the ecology of 
police power is local to the State apparatus. It is pre-integrated and thus, it "seizes 
and binds, preventing all combat . . .  captures by magic . . .  has no arms and no need 
of them."" If one can indeed ascribe a telos to police power, it would be nothing less 
than an unconditional (re )affirmation of itself in the form of what Deleuze and 
Guattari perceptively identify as a "terrifying peace." Thus, when the State appara
tus violently - this economy of relations from State-side being an expression of 
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violence as military power-attempts to gestell"that which comes from elsewhere" 
with/in itself, it wages war, but it does so only to affirm the originary violent expres
sion of the State apparatus. 70 

We have already established that the State apparatus, which Deleuze and 
Guattari refer to in originary terms as "the One . . .  Unity," expresses pure violence 
which, when referring to the One-Unity, remains unqualified as either police or 
military power. In other words, police power and military power, when expressed 
by the State, only serve as qualifications (or aspects) of the essential ontological 
expression of the State apparatus - violence. Put differently, we could say that the 
State apparatus - as a stratum - expresses a violence that is ( ! )  not only different 
from that of war, but (2) is one wherein military and police power are indistin
guishable from one another. The State apparatus, expressing its originary violence 
as both police and military power, thus "expands," that is to say, it moves laterally, 
but imperially, by making war to capture space - smooth space - which it then 
reforms as striated space by the exercising of police power. From Deleuze and 
Guattari's statements on the matter we know that military power is the result of the 
integration of war by juridical networks. This suggests that war, like an unwelcome 
intruder, who "comes from elsewhere," somehow comes in contact with the State 
apparatus which, in a combative (but defensive) mode, attempts to reduce the force 
of war by containing it (by first capturing it) within juridical networks. On the other 
hand, it could also mean that the originary expression of the State apparatus- as an 
assemblage of juridical networks - is always-already violent and offensively
oriented. In the latter case, the State apparatus aggressively, or more accurately, in 
an offensive mode, reaches out in/to war and seeks to tame it, to enframe it, to 
ge-stell it- by integrating it. 

The above discussion makes it clear that the State apparatus, which is not simply 
born as, but which also lives as violence exhibits an originary violence that is pre 
qualification. It is important to correlate this to the war that the State apparatus 
comes in contact with. Reid, in this context, provides a valuable insight. He states: 

The value ofDumezil to Deleuze is twofold. First, Dumezil demonstrates that 
the attempt to strategise a relation between the state and the war machine is a 
manoeuvre found repeatedly in the mythological representations of sover
eignty dating back to the earliest records of Indo-European civilisation. 
Second, he demonstrates that in spite of this attempt of the state to strategise a 
relation between itself and the war machine, the latter remains in a "milieu of 
exteriority," located outside of the state apparatus and possessing the meta
morphic power which Deleuze argues accrues to alterity. 71 

Taking care so as to avoid falling into the banality of assessing the validity of 
Dumezil's "colonial" account of pre-Vedic and Vedic mythologies, which in itself 
is highly problematic, let us focus instead on the "milieu of exteriority" wherein, as 
Reid points out, Deleuze and Guattari locate the war machine. It is also necessary 
to forewarn ourselves that our approach, in this context, will be unconventional -
an indirect approach -and will entail looking closely at how Deleuze and Guattari 
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are able to posit what appears to be a radically non-human approach to the question 
of war, war machines, and State apparatuses. 

Deleuze and Guattari suggest that that the One-Two movement of the State 
(military power and police power) leads in once sense to Fascism (more commonly, 
as instances of micro-fascism), while on the other, it leads to "unlimited move
ment." Now, this is where matters really get complicated. The One-Two movement 
that Deleuze and Guattari associate with the State apparatus is itself an "unlimited 
movement" for if it were otherwise it would signal the atrophying of the State appa
ratus. Thus, we are forced to ask: Is this unlimited movement creatively unlimited, 
or is it the movement associated with the eternal recurrence of the Same- in which 
case, it is no different from the fascism that Deleuze and Guattari refer to. Why is 
this question being posed here? Because, (1) perpetual war- the condition of fas
cism that Deleuze and Guattari refer to- is unlimited movement and (2) unlimited 
movement which, paradoxically, is only possible in smooth space, leads to the con
dition of terrifying peace where the State ends up as one of the appendages of the 
war machine which, while admittedly is a supra-state condition, is also a condition 
that cannot be wholly outside the circumscription of the State (that is why the State 
ends up as being an appendage, that is, a part of the whole). Either way, it ends up 
being a fascistic condition which, while being in excess of the State, remains 
grounded in and with it. All this is in accordance with what Deleuze and Guattari 
suggest, but then, if this argument holds, we need to recognize that the war machine 
is not a creative creature; rather it is a fascistic creature- in both its guises- as mil
itary and police power. 

Before we get into the business of interrogating Deleuze and Guattari's account 
of the war machine, let us clear up one small matter. Deleuze and Guattari would 
like us to believe that the consequence of the war machine running amok is that the 
State becomes an appendage to the war machine, the prelude to the era of terrifying 
peace, more terrifying than "total war." The way Deleuze and Guattari put it, it 
would suggest that prior to the war machine making the State its appendage, the 
State (as an apparatus) had only one form of violence at its disposal-police power. 
It is only after the State comes in contact with its Other, that is to say, only after the 
State comes in contact with the Nomad, does it begin to understand that Other 
violence embodied in war. But then again, Deleuze and Guattari state that the State 
moves in a One-Two step-police power and military power. So, we would assume 
that this One-Two movement is only possible after the State comes in contact with 
the Nomad and after it has appropriated the "war" that the Nomad brings with it. 
And, how does the State acquire this military power? It does so by emneshing "war" 
(that which is introduced to the State by the Nomad) within its thanato-politico
juridical networks, which we should not forget are the sinews of its police power. 
So, where does this leave the war machine, which is "irreducible to the State appa
ratus . . .  outside its sovereignty and prior to its law"? The follow-up question to this, 
of course, is related to "war" itself, which, if we are to believe Deleuze and Guattari, 
is the endemic condition of the Nomad who the state seeks to "territorialize." 

To pose a workable response to these questions, we will need to take a step back 
and look at Deleuze and Guattari's explanation of what the war machine is. In 
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simple terms, the war machine is an abstract machine, that is to say, it is an assem
blage that, while fluid, also displays a peculiar kind of a coherence to it, albeit a 
coherence that is very different from that which the State as an apparatus exhibits, 
which is grounded in Reason. Additionally, the war machine "does not have war as 
its primary object but as its second-order, supplementary or synthetic objective."" 
But in light of what has been discussed, the two questions that we have posed ear
lier may be revised in the following manner: First, is or is not the war machine an 
assemblage of a completely different order from that of the State? Deleuze and 
Guattari would like us to believe so.73 What we have seen thus far, however, sug
gests that in this instance Deleuze and Guattari arguments regarding the war 
machine may be misleading for, as we have seen, the war machine does not popu
late a milieu exterior to the State; rather, the war machine emerges out of the State 
to populate the milieu of exteriority as the prelude to the mapping of the exterior 
as the interior. Deleuze and Guattari of course suggest that what does emerge out 
of the State is not the war machine but the institution of war, that is to say the 
military.74 

Deleuze and Guattari suggest that the Nomad is the originary expression of war 
- that which comes from elsewhere. But this is Deleuze and Guattari being disin
genuous because the co-relation between the Nomad and the State stems from the 
Otherness of the Nomad vis-a-vis the State. In other words, the Nomad is the sig
nature of that what is always-already in Resistance to the State. But it is curious, is 
it not, that while the Nomad is the Other of the State by virtue of its being the 
Outsider to the State, it actually achieves its status as the Outsider in relation to the 
State. In this way, the State {l) can appropriate the Nomad because, among other 
things, it knows its Other, (2) it (the State) recognizes the latent power of the 
Nomad (that is, the force behind the power of resistance), which it seeks to incor
porate within itself by means of the war machine, and (3) as a consequence, that 
what the State appropriates is not the war that comes from elsewhere, but a war 
which, we should be careful to note, now in a revised form, comes from the relation 
that the State shares with its Other, the Nomad. In this way, the Nomad-State rela
tion which provides much of the justificatory arguments that Deleuze and Guattari 
use to place the war machine, indeed war, in a milieu of exteriority vis-A-vis the 
State fails to exhibit the non-relation between war and "the political" that we 
originally referred to at the outset of the study as that "of the uncircumscribed to 
the field of its potential circumscription."" Thus, while not wholly dismissing 
Deleuze and Guattari 's thesis on the Nomad, we retain a degree of skepticism about 
the co-relation that they draw between the Nomad and the war that comes from 
elsewhere. 

Let us now briefly look at particularly that contradiction that we find at play in 
Deleuze and Guattari's exegesis on war machines and war. Deleuze and Guattari 
claimed that war machines, like war, "comes from elsewhere" - that is to say, from 
outside the State-apparatus. But, as we have seen, this is not the case. Even if we 
think in terms of the free flow of forces, the loose consistency of assemblages and 
progressively calcifying apparatuses (and the corresponding networks that they 
individually and collectively give rise to), we find that Deleuze and Guattari, 
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though claiming an absolute exteriority on behalf of war machines and war, draw 
the motive forces animating war machines and war from an originary locus within 
networks of forces that are being progressively arranged and re-arranged densely. 
The implications, as we have seen in the context of our discussion earlier, are 
immense. Thus, for example, we saw how, when Deleuze and Guattari suggest that 
the Nomad is the originary expression of war ("that which comes from elsewhere"), 
this expression of war, despite its apparent exteriority, remains ensconced with/in 
an interiority- in the State- for it is only in the context of the State (apparatus) that 
the infinite speed and movement of nomadism is discemable. Additionally, we 
have no clarity on the matter regarding whether nomadism recognizes or even finds 
relevant the State-apparatus at all, and if it does, how does this recognition take 
place and what is the relevancy that is established between the Nomad and the State 
apparatus. Note that this does not contradict the infinite speed and movement that 
Deleuze and Guattari refer to in the context of the plane of immanence or, for that 
matter, of the nomad. But we should certainly make note of the point that nomadism 
is the condition of the plane of immanence. Thus, to say that the speed and move
ment of the Nomad is discemable in the context of the State apparatus (specifically 
in Deleuze and Guattari's allusion to war) is to restrict and circumscribe the infinite 
speed and movement of the Nomad and, by extension, of the planes of immanence 
by the stasis that the State apparatus exhibits. It will be recalled that we had dis
cussed planes of immanence in two senses- as particular planes of itnmanence and 
The plane of immanence. Thus, unless the assertion is made that The plane of 
immanence somehow - even if only under particular and specific conditions/cir
cumstances - loses its immanence in the context of apparatus-like structures, it is 
difficult to understand precisely how the Nomad's speed and movement can be 
reduced to the State apparatus. 

Recall also that even before we reached this point, we had already asked a criti
cal question of Deleuze and Guattari. We had asked whether the war machine 
(which we know, going by what Deleuze and Guattari tell us, is an assemblage) is 
of a different order than the State apparatus. We asked this because- again going 
by what Deleuze and Guattari have described - we have seen how apparatuses 
emerge as assemblages calcify. It is not important at this stage to reflect on why and 
how assemblages calcify. What is being suggested is that apparatuses necessarily 
emerge from assemblages, and that while there may be an unlimited number of 
assemblages and resulting apparatuses, the sequence of emergence is always led by 
the emergence of assemblages. Further, apparatuses have their own expression and 
this expression is necessarily violent for, as we have seen, it is only by the expres
sion of violence that (State) apparatuses can expand imperially, that is to say, they 
can organize smooth space by striating it. Thus, unless Deleuze and Guattari 
are referring to at least two kinds of war (which they are certainly not), the war, 
which according to them comes from elsewhere, actually comes from the (State) 
apparatus. The consequence of this for Deleuze and Guattari, of course, is that 
they are unable to talk about war, or more precisely, of the war which comes from 
elsewhere. 
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Five propositions concerning concept-war: A specnlative exercise 

We should not overlook how, by abandoning the grammar of the Real that under
writes the classic Clausewitzian martial paradigm with which we are so fa1niliar, 
Deleuze and Guattari lead us - via the "ruin of representation" - to a multiverse 
where/in the possibility of thinking war differently and thinking differently signif
icantly present an instance of becoming-different. Thus, 

1 .  The intensiveness of war is a condition that carries "with it the events or singu
larities that are merely actualized in subjects and objects."76 It is, as the 
Bhagavad-Gita puts it, always becoming. 77 Further, "this [the intensiveness of 
war] is never born, nor does it die. It is not that, not having been, It again comes 
into being . . .  It is not that having been, It again ceases to be. [It] is unborn, eter
nal, changeless, ever-Itself."78 Given this, events and singularities - such as 
NCW and other theories of war and combat, the State, anthropos and Thanatos 
- can be said to be in-formed by the intensiveness of war-infinitely and indef
initely - without beginning, middle, or end. As we have seen, the theories and 
doctrines ofNCW, marked by their spillage over and across the physical, cog
nitive and infonnational domains veer close to this. Yet, as we have also seen, 
despite the distinct possibility of the NCW theories to account for a full spec
tmm battlespace, this accounting is always-already limited for it presumes a 
closed system or, in Deleuze and Guattari's terms, the complete striation of 
smooth space. 

2. The intensiveness of war is an indistinguishable intensity of forces operating 
across infinite magnitudes. Thus, war is infinite movement at infinite speed, 
which leaves traces in the transitory forms of crests and troughs. These mark 
the ebb and flow of intensities of force. It is important forus not to (mis)under
stand "trough" to mean or indicate a reduction of any sort. It is not a subtrac
tion or a division of any kind. Additionally, "trough" (in this specific context) 
is not the opposite of"crest." The invigorating force that crests and troughs is 
akin to a "flux," which is recognized by its intensity and, which is dismptive, 
destructive, and deconstructive and, in this sense, is creative. As such, the 
intensiveness of war can only be traced rhizomatically as a "differential geom
etry" ofbecoming-X. The intensiveness of war, thus outlined, and when com
pared to the descriptions and accounts of war that we find articulated, 
suggested, and affirmed by the theories of war {past, present, and emerging), 
to use Hallward's phrase, is simply "out of this world." 

3.  The intensiveness of war is the fluctuation (movements) of the immanent rela
tions in and of force. As such, the intensiveness of war has magnitudinal and 
qualitative properties, that is to say, intensities. Intensities are particular con
fluences of forces. In this sense, intensities are always instants - events as 
signatures in Time. Thus, it is more appropriate to refer to intensities as 
instant-intensities. Instant-intensities are dynamic and always in flux. 
They are expressions of force and, as such, are always-already becoming. 
Instant-intensities carry with/in them the potential of attaining and exhibiting 
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a stable equilibrium. This is a signature of an impending condition of entropy, 
but only under the specific condition which involves the extraction (alterna
tively, freezing or densification) of the intensity of the constituting forces of 
instant-intensities. As such, therefore, they are potentially co-constituents of 
"fields of correspondence."" While we will examine these fields of corres
pondence in more detail, for the moment, it suffices for us to note that fields of 
correspondence allow us to draw vectors which connect a diverse set of 
instant-intensities which, particularly under NCW conditions, can quickly 
become total conditions of possibility. 

4. The intensiveness of war is always in excendence. Borrowing the term from 
Levinas, it means simply: an a-rising without departure.80 In this sense, excen
dence is the becoming-intensive process of instant-intensities and, as such, it is 
an expression of force in terms of movement. This becoming-intensive process 
is both the aggregation of intensity and its dispersal. In other words, excen
dence is a movement of forces and, as such, the outcomes of excendence are the 
crests and troughs that we referred to earlier. 

5. The intensiveness of war creates assemblages. Assemblages are differential 
expressions of formations and de-formations made manifest by the process of 
excendence. Assemblages are creative in the sense that not only do they 
directly, at infinite speed, express a specific event-a singularity-they also in
form non-local events at infinite speed and at indefinite locales. Thus, assem
blages carry non-actualized events and occurances as Becoming-X: locally 
and non-locally. Assemblages issuing forth from war are volatile because they 
are transient aggregations of instant-intensities. Aggregation, in this context, is 
a function (and an expression) of instant-intensities. Instant-intensities, at 
some point, appear to reach a point/state/condition/phase where they are sta
ble. But we should be careful to qualify this assertion. This stability should not 
be construed as being a "stable state or condition"; rather, this state or condi
tion is an indicator of the proximal location of the instant-intensity to a state or 
condition of entropy. When at this location instant-intensities acquire density. 
This, however, must be further qualified. The increasingly densifying condi
tion of the instant-intensity is always-already in a state of withdrawal from this 
proximal location because, as mentioned above, of the processes of excen
dence, which are continually at work with/in instant-intensities. Assemblages 
are, thus, the aggregations ofinstant-intensities when the latter are in this prox
imal condition to entropy, which is also why assemblages cannot persist, rather 
they are always forming and de-forming. When instant-intensities aggregate 
as assemblages, a densification of intensity takes place. Thus, the movement 
that characterizes intensities slows down (however imperceptibly). It is at this 
stage that instant-intensities are prone to being frozen or enframed. En framing, 
thus, is the slowing down of the infinite speed and movement ofinstant-inten
sities. Assemblages therefore, may be considered as becoming-enframings, 
but which, given their open-endedness, that is to say, their transience, never 
become en framings. However, a collection of enframings in close proximity to 
each other are able to channel the instant-intensities into an infinite loop, 
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thereby consigning them to achieve stable states or phases. As a consequence, 
correspondences are established between such enframings, which are depend
ent on the closed circuit via which instant-intensities are forced to flow. Note 
that instant-intensities, when ensconced within such closed circuits, lose their 
instant nature. Thus, intensities atrophy, that is to say, they deteriorate or, more 
accurately, they become inert. This, in turn, enables the establishment of 
fields of correspondences, which also allow for truth values to be assigned and 
established. 

Concept-war: A minoritarian tactic 

Mullarkey tells us that 

Deleuze's concept of the virtnal and the actual [which are as critical to his 
philosophical oeuvre as are the concepts of "becoming" and "difference"] is 
[an] example of a decisional thought with its own mixte - different/citation, 
which (dis)joins the virtnal and actual." 

Indeed, with specific reference to Deleuze and Guattari's writings on the plane of 
immanence, Laruelle insists that 

[t]he plane itself is, syntactically and reflectively, what qualifies pure imma
nence such that it becomes "the property of the plane, of a universal, etc . . . .  " 
Deleuze's continual invention ofanti-dualistic terms . . .  [does] not conceal the 
arbitrary decision to denounce transcendence as theological.82 

Thus, as Mullarkey puts it, "[t]he plane of immanence, in its very syntax ofbeing 
'to' something (even 'to itself'), gives it away as an 'axis oftranscendence'."83 Be 
that as it may, in the context of this study, what we have observed is that even when 
cast against a sophisticated backdrop involving rhizomes, immanence, assem
blages, and apparatuses underwritten by (a)periodic difference and repetition, 
Deleuze and Guattari's discussion on war machines and war seems fractured and 
disjointed and, as a net assessment, frankly contradictory. 

But, in the wider context ofDeleuze and Guattari's philosophical project, the fun
damental problem - if we follow Mullarkey's exegesis on Larnelle's work - is not 
necessarily in the arguments that Deleuze and Guattari offer; rather, it is in the syn
tax that Deleuze and Guattari use to describe what ultimately is their project ofimrna
nence for it, inadvertently, involves a decisionism that forces immanence into 
transcendent forms. Thus, according to Mullarkey, "Deleuze fools himself into 
thinking that empiricism goes beyond transcendence when in fact it is simply another 
form ofit, perhaps the most dangerous form because of its self-misunderstanding."" 
Indeed, there is another issue that is at play here. As Mullarkey advises us: 

Deleuze posits his plane of immanence as a virtnal reality positioned below 
another world, that of the actual molar realities. It is the actual that is 
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subordinate to the virtual. Despite thinking of immanence in its purest form 
possible . . .  he still proposes a two-world ontology when explaining these 
ideas.85 

It is therefore not surprising that our engagement with Deleuze and Guattari in the 
context of war and war machines reveals a number of layers which are not strata, 
but which are arranged hierarchically across the Real, the Aetna!, and the Virtual. 
These we identified as chaos, planes of immanence, rhizomes, assemblages, and 
apparatuses/strnctnres. Additionally, we found that these layers are also ordered 
particularly in terms of their density, which is nothing but a signature of movement 
and its increasingly diminishing presence as we move from the state or condition 
of the undifferentiated movement at infinite speed of chaos into the structured 
(limited) motion endemic to the suspended animation of the stage that the theories 
and doctrines ofNCW claim as their (ideal) operative ecology. 

While none of the aforementioned materially detracts from the Deleuze
Guattarian project, the point of concern for us is that by strictly following a meta
physical approach to the problem of immanence, which Laruelle suggests is 
implicit in Deleuze's philosophical project, we need to seriously re-consider if and 
how a philosophy of immanence, particularly one that can be deployed to highlight 
the intensiveness of war, can work at all? From the perspective of this stndy, this 
question is of critical importance because, though we have profited by reading the 
NCW theories in the Deleuze-Guattarian context, as we have seen, their philoso
phy of immanence nevertheless falters when it considers the question ofwar-as
such. Naturally, we would be moved to ask: how then is it possible to not simply 
talk about immanence, but also to highlight the intensiveness of war? 

What we need is an unproblematic start-point, which Larnelle identifies as the 
vision-in-one, which is described as "the 'being-given which is without-givenness' 
- a givenness without a 'background' of givenness (in case any theological inter
pretation is suspected). "86 Thus, as Mullarkey tells us, Laruelle's starting point is 
the Real, which is a thought without any conditions at all." As a consequence, 
Larnelle achieves "escape velocity" in this regard by suggesting the non
philosophical as being absolutely self-sufficient. For our purposes this is eminently 
suitable because to respond to the question regarding the intensiveness of war- as 
posed earlier - with any form of crypto-transcendental logic would only serve 
to detract us from our quest and to morph our efforts into a schematic of 
transcendence. 

It is at this stage that the Bhagavad-Gita - a patently non-philosophical (in the 
sense that Laruelle means it)"' text- is useful. As alluded to earlier, in it, on the eve 
of the Battle ofKurukshetra, Krishna and Arjuna discuss precisely such a vision-in
One: 

With nu1nerous mouths and eyes, with numerous wonderous sights, with 
numerous celestial ornaments, with numerous celestial weapons uplifted; 

Wearing celestial garlands and apparel, anointed with celestial-scented 
unguents, the All-wonderful Resplendent, Boundless, and All-formed. 
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There . . .  the son of  Pandu [,] then saw the whole universe resting in one, 
with its manifold divisions.89 

When considered in the context of not simply the philosophies that have under
written the theories of war and combat since the classical age, but also in the con
text of Deleuze and Guattari's sophisticated account of immanence, this 
vision-in-One is "heretical, Gnostic knowledge, a science in the pure sense, an 
experience of the Real. And though one might regard this Real as an abstraction, we 
cannot [be] accuse[ d] of not accounting for this abstraction" for we, following 
Laruelle, unambiguously claim to abstract the Real or the One. 90 The One is an 
abstract-without-an-operation-of-abstraction.91 Now, if it is asked, "why is the 
experience of the Real an experience ofthe One . . .  why is it a vision-in-One?" This 
is because, as Mullarkey suggests, " . . .  of Immanence. The One is highly non
relational . . .  The One is indifferent to all. It is not immanent to anything, but imma
nent in itself. Hence, the experience or vision-in-One cannot be intentional or rep
resentational in any way."92 This then is the vision-in-One with which we will begin 
to describe a radically different imagination of war. 

The Bhagavad-Gita, which forms a part of the massive Indian Epic, the 
Mahabharata, is considered one of the core spiritual texts of Sanalana Dharma (or, 
what is more commonly known as Hinduism). Yet, the Bhagavad-Gita is not sim
ply a spiritual or religious text. In fact, as some have pointed out, it is a condensa
tion of the Upanishadic philosophies that followed the four Vedas. For our 
purposes, while the philosophy of the Bhagavad-Gita is important and will be per
tinent but, crucially, given the conditions in which the Bhagavad-Gita was set -
which was on the eve of the Battle ofKurukshetra- it may also be considered as a 
classic example that accounts for an event involving the decomposition of strategic 
ensembles and, in this sense, may be understood as being an exegesis on the in
folding and in-forming of the intensiveness of war in its more commonly perceived 
Clausewitzian forms. 

Normatively, the Bhagavad-Gita (literally translated as the "Song of the Lord"), 
is an account of an intense dialogue that took place between Arjuna, a Pandava 
Prince - one of the principle combatants of the Battle of Kurukshetra (the central 
event around which the epic of the Mahabharata is woven) - and his unarmed 
friend, confidant, and charioteer, Krishna. The conditions under which this dia
logue is said to have taken place are these: just prior to the onset of hostilities, 
Arjuna, operating in what we now would consider as being a classic Clausewitzian 
mode, expresses his hesitancy to engage in what promises to be (in so far as he 
thinks is) a warofannihilation in which success is determined in terms of total vic
tory or absolute defeat.93 It is at this point that Krishna labors to explain to Arjuna 
the originary condition that he is already-always embedded in and which in-forms 
the Battle ofKurukshetra. 

As Krishna describes it, the Battle ofKurukshetra-for Arjuna- is one that takes 
place at a number oflevels - the most obvious one being the fearful and annihilis
tic physical battle that forms the backdrop of the Bhagavad-Gita. But when con
sidered against the wider canvas of the Mahabharata, and as we are introduced to 
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Krishna's Vishvarupa, or Universal Form, we are able to discern the short-sighted
ness of the strategic imperatives that seemingly brought about the physical Battle 
of Kurukshetra. Only then is it possible to appreciate the significance of 
Dhritarashtra's apparently guilt-ridden desires; the Kaurava clan's strategic politi
cal object; the subtle and intricate cross-registeral power-play between Arjuna and 
Kama; the complex battle of wits between Yudhishtira and Shakuni; the intensely 
physical duel between Bhima and Dushshyasana; the socio-ethical implications 
and consequences of the public insulting ofDraupadi; and the numerous other inci
dents which are considered as being contributory constituents of the ultimate con
flagration that took place on the field of Kurukshetra as nothing more than 
reiterations and expressions of the Universal Form as merely instants and events in 
"the whole universe centered in one- including the moving and the unmoving. '">4 

What invites our attention to Krishna's and Arjuna's seemingly out-of-place dis
cussion walled in by the two opposing armies is that, in addition to it being the first 
and most vivid reference to the Universal Form, it is also a discussion that centers 
around what it means to be operable in and as the flux that characterizes the 
Universal Form. This flux- vividly described as being "boundless . . .  in every side 
with manifold arms, stomachs, mouths, and eyes . . .  " of which "neither the end nor 
the middle, nor also the beginning"'" can be seen - is another battlespace wherein 
the collapse of Arjuna and his resurgence - guided by Krishna- as an enlightened 
warrior enables him to not simply do battle at the physical level, but to also 
(re)establish an immersive relationship with and in what we have thus far referred 
to as the intensiveness of war. For the more strategically-minded Arjuna, this con
dition is simply incomprehensible. His telos-ridden/driven world hinders his 
appreciation of, and engagement with, the infinite speed and movement that, with 
mysterious subtlety, decomposes the strategic ensembles that he is most familiar 
and comfortable with. Thus, when his best-laid plans- despite the best of his inten
tions - do not "survive contact," he is baffled. The best that he can do is to "sense 
and respond" -but only from a location within the world of strategic ensembles that 
he is ensconced in. This is the point at which Arjuna falters on the field of battle and 
where Krishna steps in to introduce him to the intensiveness that informs the 
impending Battle of Kurukshetra. 

When, on the eve of the Battle ofKurukshetra, Arjuna threw down his weapons 
and fell into despair at not only the sight of the large and well-equipped Kaurava 
Army, but more so at beholding the distinguished array ofKaurava commanders 
who ranged from Bhishma, his grandfather, to Dronacharya, his teacher/guru, to 
his relatives and friends, Krishna's discussion of the intensiveness of war may have 
certainly seemed incongruous and, from Arjuna's perspective, rather less-than
helpful. And, what were the principal reasons for Arjuna's despair? As a military 
commander, and a warrior, of the first order (after all, Krishna himself refers to 
Arjuna as "the scorcher of enemies"), undoubtedly, victory and defeat would have 
been of concern to him. But Arjuna was also afflicted by a moral resignation that 
resulted from his knowing that by engaging in battle, he would be stained with the 
blood of countless individuals including of those near and dear to him. Krishna's 
rejoinder to him is sharp and immediate: "He who takes the self to be the slayer, and 
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he who takes It to be the slain neither of these he knows. It does not slay, nor is it 
slain. "96 Thus, Krishna insisted on discussing this "out of the world" concept of 
war, by saying, "[k ]nowing this one attains the highest intelligence and will have 
accomplished all one's duties, 0 descendent ofBharata."97 Note how, in one stroke, 
among other things, Krishna moves the discussion that began with Arjuna's prima
rily anthropocentric concerns onto a non-human level. 

Now, despite the long and detailed discussion between Krishna and Arjuna, the 
latter remained in doubt. It could be said that Arjuna was unable to envision the 
vision-in-One that Krishna was attempting to describe. It is at this point that 
Krishna shares with Arjuna the vision-in-One, or that what in the Bhagavad-Gita is 
referred to as the Vishwarupa by saying: "See now, 0 Gudakesa, in this My body, 
the whole universe centered in one- including the moving and the umnoving-and 
all else that thou desires! to see.'"' And, Arjuna saw the following: "boundless forrn 
on every side with manifold arms, stomachs, mouths, and eyes; neither the end nor 
the middle, nor also the beginning."" Krishna then reaffirms this vision-in-One by 
stating: "At the approach of(Brahma's) day, all manifestations proceed from the 
unmanifested state; at the approach of night, they merge verily into that alone, 
which is called the umnanifested. "'00 This he follows up by reiterating: "I am the 
mighty world-destroying Time, here made manifest for the purpose ofinfolding the 
world. 

,,
101 

Arjuna can, thus, be said to be caught up in such a closed loop and thus may also 
be said to be situated within a number offields of correspondence by virtue of being 
a prince, an heir to a State, a husband, a father, a sibling, a student, a warrior, a com
rade, etc. It is therefore not surprising that he would ask of Krishna, 

Of what avail is dominion to us, of what avail are pleasures and even life, if 
these, 0 Govinda! for whose sake it is desired that empire, enjoyment, and 
pleasure should be ours, themselves stand here in battle, having renounced life 
and wealth - teachers, uncles, sons, and also grandfathers, maternal uncles, 
fathers-in-law, grandsons, brothers-in-law, besides other kinsmen.102 

Thus, he concluded, "Even though these were to kill me, 0 slayer ofMadhu, I could 
not wish to kill them -not even for the sake of dominion over the three worlds, how 
much less for the sake of the earth! '°3 Further, in a state of dejection, Arjuna said, 
"[V]erily, ifthe sons ofDhrtarastra, weapons in hand, were to slay me, unresisting 
and unarmed in battle, that would be better for me. "'04 

Arjuna, caught in the fields of correspondence, could only assess the situation 
from the perspective ofthe truth-values that the fields ofcorrespondence establish. 
Thus, to him, the need to fight his kin for dominion over earth seemed pointless, 
indeed, disastrous for, as Arjuna put it, "[ w ]hat pleasure indeed could be ours, 
0 Janardhana, from killing these sons ofDhrtarastra? Sin only could take hold ofus 
by the slaying of these felons."105 It is interesting to note that Krishna does not con
tradict or contest the Real that Arjuna was appealing to. Indeed, he agrees with him 
by saying, "[t]hou hast been mourning for them who should not be mourned for. 
Yet thou speakest words of wisdom."rn6 Nevertheless, Krishna also insisted on 
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drawing Arjuna's attention to think alongside the Real (quite like how, as we have 
seen, Laruelle insisted on). Thus, Krishna said, "[i]t is not that I have never existed, 
nor thou nor these kings. Nor is it that we shall cease to exist in the future."107 And, 
as if to reiterate the point, Krishna also suggested: "[n]otions of heat and cold, of 
pain and pleasure are born . . .  only of the contact of the sense with their objects. 
They have a beginning and an end. They are impermanent in theirnature. Bear them 
patiently, 0 descendent of Bharata.''108 Arjuna, of course, misses the point that 
Krishna makes, which is that of the unmanifested - manifested - unmanifested 
movement that can be said to include the Real (of the fields of correspondences) but 
which is, crucially, not limited to this Real. Thus, what Krishna urges Arjuna to do 
is to abandon the limited battlespace projected by and within the fields of corre
spondence that he resides within and to engage with the intensiveness of war char
acterized by the movement from the unmanifested to the manifested to the 
unmanifested. 

Conclusion 

As we have seen, the NCW theories and doctrines - if we borrow Secretary 
Rumsfeld' s tum of phrase-are only concerned with making known the unknowns. 
Put in another way, it could be said that the NCW theories and doctrines are con
cerned with the manifestation of the unmanifested and, more importantly, to main
tain the manifested as the manifested by exhausting and consigning the manifested 
into a locale and condition of standing-reserve. In this way, the propensity of the 
NCW theories and doctrines is to establish fields of correspondence (which, it will 
be observed, are critically dependent on an ethic ofrepresentation) and to erect-by 
means of meshes ofnetworks-closed systems, which are, as Deleuze and Guattari 
advised us in the context of apparatuses, violent, expansive, and imperial. It is also 
interesting to note that the default operational posture of such a martial bearing is to 
be pre-emptive. It is for this reason that Deleuze and Guattari advised us that appa
ratuses (State-apparatuses) reach into the milieu of exteriority to capture war and 
make it its own. 

As seen previously, the only way by which the theories and doctrines ofNCW 
can establish fields of correspondences is by extracting the intensity of force or, 
alternatively, by exhausting the intensity of instant-intensities, thereby consigning 
that what remains to stand-reserve. In other words, there is an underlying assump
tion that it is possible to irrevocably and, in perpetuity, exhaust the intensities of 
forces. From the point of view of the theories and doctrines ofNCW, this assump
tion can only be actualized if, and only if, there is an exact overlap between fields 
of correspondences and anomalous forces. If such an overlap can be realized, then 
it must be accepted that it is indeed possible to reduce the multiplicity of these 
anomalous forces to a discrete and finite singularity (while accommodating and 
accounting for diversity in this singularity). Yet, there is a problem in positing this, 
and it is this which irrevocably fractures the NCW's concept ofoperations. 

Previously, it was asserted that intensity is the fluctuation (movements) of the 
immanent relations in and of force. These fluctuations may also be understood as 
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the intensive differences of forces with/in instant-intensities. Thus, when it is said 
that instant-intensities are always-already in excendence, it also is suggested that 
the force of excendence is that of difference. It is important to reiterate that this dif
ference is not simply the extrinsic difference that is discernable when forces come 
in contact v1ith each other. Rather, in the first instance, this difference is intensive, 
occurring within instant-intensities which, after all, are becoming-particular con
figurations of force-flows. In other words, instant-intensities while being genera
tive, are simultaneously de-generative, that is to say, re-generative for they are 
constantly becoming-X. The process that drives this becoming is, ofcourse, excen
dence, the force of which is difference. 

As we have also seen, it was stated that when instant-intensities are exhausted of 
their intensity, the remainder is susceptible to being enframed, which leads to the 
establishment of fields of correspondence. But this presupposes that while the 
extraction or exhaustion of intensity is taking place, there is no play of forces that 
either adds to, or subtracts from, or re-arranges the distribution of forces in an 
instant-intensity. In other words, while an instant-intensity is in the process of 
being made to stand-reserve, the instant-intensity (with its steadily diminishing 
intensity) is considered immobile. But this, as we have seen, is not wholly accurate 
because the motive force of instant-intensities is intensive difference, which is 
always-already at play with/in instant-intensities. In this sense, therefore, instant
intensities cannot be constituents of fields of correspondences which, we should 
not forget, were stated to be instances of intensities that are standing-reserve. Thus, 
the NCW project's ambition of ( 1 )  exhausting instant-intensities and thus, (2) 
potentially overlapping the infinite play of intensive and anomalous forces 
with meshes and nets of calculability (which serve to reduce instant-intensities 
to mere instances) thereby enabling the establishment of fields of correspondences 
is ill-fated. This is because, the very process of enframing (or, as Heidegger 
would put it,gestelling) is subverted by the intensive differences implicit in instant
intensities. Note that this subversion is also the reason why, as mentioned earlier, 
assemblages cannot persist; rather, they are always forming and de-forming. Thus, 
as the NCW concept of operations strives to create a total and comprehensive 
battlespace-the ideal condition of war-its very raw materials (instant-intensities) 
- serve to subvert it, thereby collapsing the edifice that the theories and 
doctrines of NCW attempt to erect. It is precisely this that serves to de-construct 
not only the classical theories of war, but also the Clausewitzian theory of war 
and, as mentioned earlier, the theories and doctrines ofNCW. And, it is precisely 
against this subversion that Clausewitz devised his defensive maneuver of the 
architectonic and the NCW theories and doctrines deploy their meshes and nets of 
calculability. 

Given this, let us return momentarily to the war that Deleuze and Guattari 
advised us comes from elsewhere in relation to the State apparatus. The State appa
ratus, in the context of the vision-in-One as outlined earlier, is analogous to a field 
of correspondence. Now, when Deleuze and Guattari tell us that war comes from a 
milieu of exteriority, they are implicitly suggesting that the State apparatus has def
inite boundaries beyond which this "other" war resides. Further, Deleuze and 
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Guattari advise us that this exteriority is invaded by the State apparatus by 
appropriating the war machine, which they tell us is an assemblage. Two issues 
stand out when we correlate this formulation ofDeleuze and Guattari's to the inten
siveness of war that we have articulated earlier. First, assemblages in the context of 
the intensiveness of war are always unstable. This is because, as we have seen, they 
are constantly forming and de-forming in keeping with the processes of excendence 
that are continually operational with/in such assemblages. Thus, to suggest that 
assemblages are open to capture and a focused redeployment would be to underes
timate the nomadism that marks assemblages and the instant-intensities that con
stitute them. Thus, it is suggested that assemblages continually elude capture. 
Second, and more damagingly, unlike the calcified apparatuses that Deleuze and 
Guattari refer to, the fields of correspondences are also inherently unstable -
though they may present us with the illusion that they are potentially stable and thus 
capturable. Additionally, as we have seen, even before fields of correspondences 
can be stabilized, there is a profoundly subversive tacticity that is at play with/in 
them. This is the function of the intensive differences that lend instant-intensities 
their intensity. Thus, while instant-intensities may seem to be aggregating into 
fields of correspondences, their disaggregating movement simultaneously serves 
to de-construct such fields. Now, it is posited that the intensiveness of war is char
acterized by the differential play of infinite intensities of infinite magnitude. Thus, 
unlike in the case of Deleuze and Guattari's war and war machines, which they 
claim come from elsewhere, the intensiveness of war is always-already inside/out
side. In other words, it is not the case that the intensiveness of war may be reached 
into and appropriated like how Deleuze and Guattari advise is the case with the 
war that comes from elsewhere. Rather, the intensiveness of war, being in the 
manner described earlier, immanent in itself, is also immanent to and in any 
and all formations of instant-intensities, including assemblages and fields of 
correspondences. 

It is perhaps obvious that a concept of war constructed in the manner as men
tioned above operates across a number ofregisters which, while accounting for the 
common-parlance understanding of the conflict between nation-states, also is 
immanent in them. It is this intensiveness of war that this study argues lurks with/in 
the more traditional theorizations of war, and includes, indeed is made more dis
cemable, by the emerging theories and doctrines ofNCW. This, as Krishna consis
tently pointed out in the Bhagavad-Gita, is the signature of the ontological 
condition of war and he exhorted Arjuna to conducthimselfaccordingly, that is, as 
a warrior marked by "stillness in action" as opposed to the dull inertia ofnon-activ
ity of the tamasic (inert) individual or even the frenetic activeness of the rajasic 
(passionate) individual.'°' According to Krishna, the essence ofaction necessitated 
by the intensiveness of war is associated with a constancy which, while optimally 
remaining impervious to the vagaries of superficial sensory impulses generated by 
illusory fields of correspondences, is nevertheless creatively informed (overtly or 
otherwise) by the direct and rhizomatic experience that the intensiveness of war 
entails thereby necessitating the need to harmonize with the flux of anomalous 
forces of the universe.110 In other words, the martial bearing that the intensiveness 
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of war evokes necessitates engaging with events and occurances by "unfolding" 
with and, more importantly, as them, thus appearing to act with lightening 
speed and with full intensity. Thus, when considered in the context of such condi
tions, strategic ensembles like the State or even Deleuze and Guattari's war 
machines fragment into tactical initiatives or what we have thus far referred to as 
instant-in tensities. 



Conclusion 

Our review of what Gal refers to as "modem military theory" shows us that, from 
approximately the seventeenth century, a specific concept of war played a critical, 
if understated, role in its evolution. This concept of war emerged as a consequence 
of the revolution that Descartes brought about, which was "not just linear, funda
mental, and irreversible change, and not just auto-emancipation from the intellec
tual and cultural shackles of the past, but also . . .  something that change[ d] 
everything. "1 The Cartesian philosophical project, which marked a massive intel
lectual break from the Age of Religion, theorized a revolutionary concept of the 
rational thinking Self which, in tum, formed the kernel around which the operative 
concept of war took shape. This was reflected in its most extreme form in the works 
of the military theorists of the Age of Enlightenment such as those of Puysegur, de 
Saxe, Maizeroy, Guiher!, von Bulow, Lloyd, and others. At this stage of the evolu
tion of military thought, the emphasis - buoyed by the rapid advances that were 
being made in the natural sciences by Gassindi and Newton, a1nong others-was to 
develop a "scientific" theory of war, which would allow for the most efficient use 
of force on the battlefield. 

A simultaneous effort was also underway in the works of some of the influential 
jurists and political theorists of the time such as Grotius, Vattel, and Hobbes who, 
also influenced by the Reason-centric philosophies originating from the Cartesian 
system, developed theories and models that strove to bring war to Reason. Yet, as 
the experience of war showed, this exuberant faith in the application of Reason in 
the theorization of war and its conduct was continually undermined by the ill
effects of chance and uncertainty. It is only with the appearance of Jomini's "sci
ence" of the "art of war" that a degree of temperance in the radical application of 
Reason was achieved. This growing temperance found its fullest expression in the 
Clausewitzian theory of war. This not only provided a means by which the prob
lems associated by chance and uncertainty could be addressed, it also provided a 
theoretical framework within which a Reason-able concept of war found its fullest 
expression. 

In the sphere of dogmatic rationalism, the theory of knowledge was based on the 
notion of"correspondence" - between the subject and the object- which empow
ered the Cartesian Self(and concomitantly, the Enemy) in the first instance. In this 
sense, the aim of dogmatic rationalism, which took Descartes' philosophical 
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system as its point of origin, was to reach an accord between the "order of ideas" 

and the "order of things." In contrast to this, Kant's metaphysical project was "to 
sketch the architectonic ofall cognition issuing from pure reason . . .  (and his start
ing point was] . . .  from . . .  the general root of . . .  cognitive power [which] divides 
and thrusts forth two stems, one of which is reason . . .  [by which Kant meant] . . .  
the whole higher cognitive power.' Thus, Deleuze, in his reading of Kant notes that 
"[he] defines philosophy as 'the science of the relation of all knowledge to the 
essential ends of human reason'," or as "the love which the reasonable being has for 
the supreme ends of human reason."3 

Clausewitz, of course, was working within the context of Kant's Copernican 
Revolution in "western" philosophy and thus would have been no stranger to these 
and related philosophical concepts . As a soldier-intellectual, he was philosophi
cally astute (a virtue that was enhanced by his first-hand experience of war) to rec
ognize that war, essentially, was a phenomenon that existed on the very edge of 
what Kant referred to as "human reason." Clausewitz was also quick to recognize
due to, among other things, his acute and perceptive reading of the history of war 
and combat since the days of antiquity - that war carried within itself the potential 
to slip out of the grasp of Reason. Addressing this was Clausewitz's strategic objec
tive, which he attempted to achieve by girding war with "the political" (thus mak
ing war subject to the State), and by entrusting the Genius (backed by careful acts 
of planning and organization - both on and off the battlefield) to address what he 
referred to as the fog and friction of and in war. 

Our engagement with Clausewitz's theory of war reveals that the architectonic 
that he developed was, as a net assessment, designed as a defensive gesture against 
the possibility of war escaping Reason and taking on a life of its own - particularly 
in the fonn of Absolute War. Thus, Clausewitz repeatedly cautioned his readers 
that while Absolute War was more the exception than the rule, it would be fool
hardy to not consider it as the base reference when theorizing war. Given this, when 
considered philosophically, Clausewitz's theoretical project was a grand affair for 
it aimed at nothing less than not only being the last word on the conduct of war, but 
also positing an architectonic of war which has, since his time, served to ensnare 
our imagination of war. Thus, today when we speak about war, we do so in 
Clausewitzian tenns. 

With the advent of what, in our times, is popularly referred to as the Age of 
Information, characterized by an increasingly ubiquitous proliferation of advanced 
ICTs (which are being increasingly deployed to address what the QDR2006 refers 
to as a shift from "nation-state threats to decentralized network threats"), while 
there have been calls to re-evaluate the Clausewitzian paradigm of war and, along 
with it, the concept of war that underwrites it, not much has changed. As we have 
seen, the calls to transfonn the concept of war have been, for the most part, still
born, in addition to inviting scathing criticism from those who, following 
Clausewitz, assert that the principles of war are eternal and enduring. Thus, the so
called postmodern theories of war and combat - despite their apparently radical 
transformative potential -have retained a Clausewitzian kernel. In other words, the 
transfonnation that the theories and doctrines ofNCW purport to bring forth are not 
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only limited to the character of war (as opposed to the nature of war), they are also 
underwritten by the same, or a very similar, operative concept of war around which 
Clausewitz originally constructed his architectonic. It is, therefore, not unexpected 
that when considered in this way, the theories and doctrines ofNCW appear to us 
as being a logical and necessary stage on the inexorable path along which the evo
lution of war and its conduct is said to be taking place. 

But our analysis of the Clausewitzian theory of war-particularly, the discussion 
and analysis relating to Absolute War - also reveals that Clausewitz was, at least 
tacitly, cognizant of what we referred to as the anteriority of chance and uncer
tainty, which is essentially indifferent to the (thanato-) political, that is to say, to 
any kind of Reason-able centering. Further, our engagement with the theories and 
doctrines of NCW shows that the increasing reliance on advanced ICTs and the 
"new sciences" to construct newer and different battlespaces involves thinking in 
terms of networks and meshes, flows of information, the progressive reduction of 
language to digital code, of effects-based operations, and of a native intelligence 
that is said to run through the networks that seek to enmesh the physical, cognitive 
and informational domains only serves to render the political context of war as 
being increasingly irrelevant. In this way, arguably, NCW - as a concept of opera
tions - directs our attention to the apparently distributive and dissipative nature of 
the net-centric machine of war which, in its benign condition, remains a state
owned and controlled apparatus. But equally, it is important to recognize that the 
NCW project - which is being lent a consistency by an evolving set of common
standards regimes' - as a consequence of its close affiliation to the State, also dis
plays a countervailing "tendency to organize," that is to say, to contingently 
strategize - in terms of capability and efficiency. In this latter form, NCW, in 
Buchanan's words, "effectively subsumes the state, making it just one of its many 
moving parts."' Thus, it can be argued that NCW is nothing less than a Deleuzian 
war machine that has run amok and "that takes [a terrifying] peace as its object. "6 In 
this way, the "ideal" NCW project-as a global war machine-reveals its potential 
as a post-political phenomenon.' 

This has a striking similarity with a fear that Clausewitz often gave expression to 
especially when discussing Absolute War. As we have seen, Clausewitz feared that if 
and when the logic of Absolute War asserted itself and, when considered in the con
text of the anteriority of chance and uncertainty, the political was indeed rendered 
irrelevant for the logic of Absolute War acknowledged no other logic than its own. 
However, the way in which the NCW project differs from Clausewitz's lies in the fact 
that while the latter could not deny the thanatologically Reason-able implications of 
Absolute War, the concept of operations that underwrites the NCW project, at least 
theoretically, seeks to neutralize the thanatological consequences of such a scenario 
by creating a condition of suspended animation which, in tum, necessarily involves 
assuming a pre-emptive posture that actively seeks to subject Secretary Rumsfeld's 
"unknown unknowns" - the anteriority of chance and uncertainty- to "calculative 
Reason" thereby reducing them, at the very least, to the "known unknowns." 

Thus, we posed the following questions: Do the theories and doctrines ofNCW 
(which, more often than not, are considered to be mere instances of the digitization 
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of the Clausewitzian theory o f  war) exhaust the concept o f  war? Is the concept of 
war fated to remain forever circumscribed within Reason - considered either 
thanato-politically or in terms of calculative reason? 

As a preliminary and tentative response, this study suggests that a project that has 
as its objective the re-imagination of war, should optimally begin by addressing the 
theories of war, past and present, as primarily philosophical encounters rather than 
as merely tactical or strategic works on war. Further, keeping in mind the Deleuze
Guattarian description of the post-political phenomenon of a "terrifying peace," it 
also suggests that the progressive confluence of the Clausewitzian theories of war 
and information technology (as a dependency-structure) spawns a logic of war that 
tends to establish a condition of suspended animation - a condition of maximal 
security-by creating and deploying, to paraphrase Libicki's words, "a fine enough 
mesh that can catch everything." This, as we have seen, is the "ideal" martial ecol
ogy desired by the concept ofNCW operations. While some may say that this is a 
too broad, dismal, apocalyptic, and techno-driven (mis)understanding of war and 
of human society, yet, some of the evidence that we have seen thus far seem to point 
in this direction. This, while being the more common way by which the problema
tization of war in the Age of Infonnation is taking place, in extremis, succeeds in 
sapping the concept of war of its conceptual potency. 

As a consequence, this study suggests that by taking the changes being brought 
in by our proliferating use ofadvanced information technologies seriously, and by 
casting the intellectual efforts of some of the key military theorists and strategists 
that we have considered in the course of our analysis against a broader, possibly 
even against a more non-philosophical framework - it is here that sources such as 
theBhagavad-Gita, among others, are ofassistance-it is possible to discoverother 
more latent potencies in war as a concept. In keeping with this, this study argues 
that the marriage of these past and present theories of war with the digitally-driven 
dependency structures of the Information Age, while undoubtedly effecting a 
transformation in, among other things, fundamental concepts such as the Real, may 
not necessarily lead to the condition of suspended animation. Thus, as war and soci
ety move from an era of mechanization to one of information, as this study has 
attempted to show, an opportunity exists to re-cover an Other war that while 
accounting for the political, nevertheless remains unaccountable to it. 

In this connection, it was recently asserted that: 

Developments in scientific knowledge and technological prowess have been 
accomplished by the constitution of new types of sociotechnical assemblages 
and systems . . .  which have not merely transformed our perception and under
standing of the processes and mechanisms of the natural world . . . [they have 
also] . . .  altered our potential to act and exist within it.8 

This assertion by Bousquet, which is made in the context of his, in many ways, 
innovative account of the evolution of warfare from the mechanistic way of war to 
what he identifies as a "chaoplexic" way of war, presumes that "war is a particular 
field of human endeavour in that the nature of combat, namely the fact of two 
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opposing wills pitted against each other and both seeking to outwit and undennine 
each other."9 There is a contradiction at play here within Bousquet's assertions. If, 
as Bousquet says, not only are our perceptions and understandings being trans
fonned by "new types of sociotechnical assemblages and system," but also that 
"our potential to act and exist within . . .  the natural world" has been altered then, 
what Bousquet leaves unexplained is that if our very existence (note that Bousquet 
here is making a statement with serious ontological implications) within the natu
ral world has been transfonned by these new sociotechnical assemblages and sys
tems, how can the war that he refers to remain a "particular field of human 
endeavour?" In other words, if our very identity as humans is undergoing a trans
fonnation, then should not a redefining, indeed reconceptualization, of the Human 
be the first orderof the day which, as a consequence, would also transfonn the very 
nature of that particular field of human endeavour that Bousquet refers to as war? 
Thus, we are led to suspect that the operative concept of war that infonns 
Bousquet's account remains not very dissimilar to that around which Clausewitz 
constructed his architectonic, in which case, for Bousquet, there has been no real 
transfonnation - aside from perhaps a few superficial changes - in either the 
processes and mechanisms of the natural world or, more importantly, in our poten
tial to act and exist therein. 

It is necessary to recognize that Bousquet's assertions - indeed, his account of 
the scientific way of war - are only able to survive within a representational phi
losophy that privileges transcendent figures and ossifies them as icons and strate
gic ensembles. This is notwithstanding the fact that these strategic ensembles when 
they do - as they must-come in contact with the immanence of chance and uncer
tainty (which only humour us by being seemingly amenable to being captured and 
restrained by orders of reason) collapse and disintegrate. Indeed, it is the presence 
and operation of this transcendentally-posited - but fragile- ontological privilege 
that leads Bousquet, but also others, to think of war in tenns of exercising control 
over the implicit chaos of the physical battlefield. This ontological privilege mani
fests itselfas the concept of war that underwrites not only the martial discussions of 
analysts like Bousquet, but which also makes its presence felt in the works of theo
reticians of war of the stature of Clausewitz. This, as we have seen, can be 
genealogically traced to as far back as the seventeenth century. 

But, this concept of war, which is nothing less than a strategic ensemble that 
binds together people, processes, organizations, and technologies, can be inter
dicted and disintegrated. To effect such a maneuver, however, we need to, follow
ing Deleuze, "ruin representation" by allowing for the perceiving oflife-as-such as 
connection and relation, the outcome of which cannot be predetennined by a finite 
set of intrinsic properties.10 As we have seen, the Deleuze-Guattarian philosophical 
project, to a large extent, allows for precisely such a ruin ofrepresentation as a prel
ude for the disintegration of strategic ensembles into tactical fragments and initia
tives. However, when applied to the question regarding war and war-machines, we 
find that the Deleuze-Guattarian project effects what can best be described as a 
strategic retreat for, while they do maintain that life is both that which opens the 
system, but also that which requires some form of order and system, this reversion 
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to an order and system when referring to life-as-such compels them, however fleet
ingly, to posit what Mullarkey identifies as a transcendental axis, which reinscribes 
a decisionism that affects their otherwise insightful commentary on war and 
war-machines. 

In a bid to avoid a similar trap, we chose to work with Laruelle's vision-in-One, 
which allowed us to posit a "being-given which is without-givenness" - "a given
ness without a background of givenness. " 1 1  Such a vision-in-One we found 
expressed in what Deleuze and Guattari refer to as a "minor" text- the Bhagavad
Gita. Our appeal to this ancient Indian text was determined by our objective which 
was to highlight the possibility by which we could describe - by means of a num
ber of propositions - a martial ontology, which (1) rejects the inscription ofonto
logical privileges in the form of strategic ensembles; (2) avoids the pitfalls inherent 
in alternate philosophies of representation - particularly those which draw their 
sustenance from the classical orders of Reason; (3) engages with anomalous forces 
without seeking to restrain them; (4) allows for the free and unrestrained formation 
and dispersal of micro-local tactical initiatives; and (5) enables a purely tactical 
mode ofoperability without the positing ofa transcendental locus. With the caveat 
that such an exercise involving the re-imagination of war is yet in its infancy, it 
nevertheless signals, to paraphrase Mullarkey's words, 

the challenge of renewal and of acknowledging the possibility that art, tech
nology and even matter itself, at the level of its own subject-matter, in its own 
actuality, might be capable of forcing new (non) philosophical thoughts onto 
us by implicating us in a contingent and indefinite process. 12 

Undoubtedly, it is tempting to understand this as being an exercise that may lend us 
newer insights into what we commonly understand as war. To succumb to this 
temptation would, however, be unfortunate. It would be unfortunate because not 
only would we not be calling war into question instead, we would be attempting 
to apply any insights that we gain which, while certainly being novel, would 
nevertheless be an affirmation of a pivotal anthropocentrism that brands our com
monplace understanding of war. Instead, what is necessary is to jettison this anthro
pocentrism (or, forthat matter, any kind ofcentering) thereby recovering, at least to 
some extent, the possibility of war being freed from the circumscriptions of the 
reasonable order of the political and of the thanatological. 

There is also no mistaking the fact that for us to engage in this kind of thinking 
we would have to call forth a violence that is simultaneous with thinking-as-such, 
for our mode ofoperability will be, ifnot warlike, at least combative. But this is not 
a combat between fixed positions; rather, it is a fluid condition where the displace
ments and replacements of concepts in the form of transient tactical initiatives are 
but a signature of the displacements and replacements of concepts - not as an 
Eternal Recurrence of the Same, but that of the Different. 
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